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The increasing con
of the modern world, as
of scientific and human
that the mathematics ,in
well taught.

ribUtion of mathematics to the Culture
well as Iimportance 'as a, vital part
stic education, heemedert:eseential
our schools'be:both well selected and

, .

With this in mind, the various. mathematical organizations
in the United States cooperated in. formation of the Schdol
Mathematics Study Group (SMSG).' SMSO includes college'ind uni--
versity mathematicians, teachers of mathematics at all levels,

. experts in education, and representatives of science and tech-,
nOlogy. The general objective of-SMSO is the improvement Of the
teaching of mathematics in tne.adnools orthie country. The
National Science Foundation has provided substantial:funds for
the support of this endeavor.

one of the prerequisites for the improvement' of theteach-
JP& of mathematics in'our schools it an improved curriculum- -
one which takes account of the increasing use of.methematicein
science and technologyand In other areas of knowledge and at
the same time one which reflects recent advances WM4theMatice

- itself. One of the first projects undertaken by MSG was to
enlist a group of outstanding mathematicians and mathematica,
teachers to prepare eaeries of textbooks which would illustrate
such an improved curriculum..

The professional mathematicians in SMSG believe that the
mathematics presented in this text is valuable for allwell-
edudated.citizenain our society to know and that it is impor-
tant'for the precollege student to learn in preparation for
advanCed work in the field. At :the same time, teachers in SMSG
believe that it is presented ineuch a form that it can be
readily grasped by students.

In most Anstancei the material will have a familiar note,
but the preientution and the point of view will be different.
Some material will be entirely new to the traditional curricu-
lum. ThiEis as it should be, for mathematics is a living and
an ever-growing' subject, and not a dead and frozen product of
antiquity. This healthy fusion of the old and the new shoul
lead students to a better understanding of the basic - concepti
'and structure of mathematics and provide a firmer foundation
for understanding and use of mathematics in a scientific society.

It is not intended that this book be regarded as the only
definitive,'Wayof presenting good mathematics to students at
this level._ Instead, it should be thought of as a sample of the
kind of improved curriculum that we need and as a source of
suggestions for the authors of commercial textbooks. It is
sincerely hoped that these texts will lead the way toward a more
meaningful teaching of Mathematics, the Queen and Servant of the
Sciences.
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FiRKFACE.

Formal geometry is usually introduced in a year -long
course, often taught in the tenth grade. Geometry with
CoordInates is designed for such an introductory cotIVEr6i. and
containd-Most of material of geometry which has been found

I. appropriate for a course at,this level. The` presentation here
hfts one principal feature of novelty - -it relies more heavily on
algebra than has n common in a first course in formal
geometry.

Such-a fusing of geometry.with algebra is character.etih
of the developmentoaf mathematics, in which boundary lines

brenches4of the subject become blurrdd andeventuallY.
erased. Moreover, the relationship between geometry and
algebra has recently been emphasized in' the MSG text Geomet--,
where Birkhoff's postulates, which make reference to te rea

e exploited. This book carries on in the same
ng explicit use of coordinate methodsto obtain

,r=esults.

Immabers,

geomet 1

should be noted that the reader is not required to have
much facility in algebra to understand this-556k. It is
expected that classes using this text will have had one year
of algebra, and that the geometry course will provide an
opportunity for students to review, consolidate, and extend
their knowledge of algebra.

The primary emphasis in this treatment remains on
geometry as a deductive system. It is hoped that our
presentation will help to make clear that aNtlytic geometry
fits into this deductive system--that it is not just a set of
recipes for solving problems, but is also a portion of mathe-
matics, having its place in the organic structure which
mathimatics is today.



Chapter 1

NTRODUCTION'TO FORMAL GEO-- Y

1-1. Introduction.

For several years now, in chool and out, you have been

... acquiring knowledge about geome -ic objects like squares and

circles. This kno

as -tiles and coin-

and pictures are p

subject of-geome

edge was based on a stud of things such

or piptureS

iced

from a ma

of such thi These things

This year we approach the

ital rather than a

physical point of view. A mathematician is concerned With

ideas. For instance his idea of a square corresponds to, but

isnot the same as, a physical square. He uses pictures of

squares, to suggest not only what in true about them but alto

what may be-true about geometric Squares, that is, the

squares which exist as ideas.

You may ask why a mathematician is not content to work
A

only with physical,objects. As you learn to work with geo-

metric objects some of the reasons will become clear to you.'

it

-A mathemati lain looks toi. relations among ideas. Knowing

these rela_iOne gives him understanding and insight, and this
-,......_

kind of knowledge is satis4ying. Moreover an-under-standing
sip

of relations helps him to discover additional properties which

are less apparent in the physical world, and which ape often

found to be useful.

1-2. Physical _-aee and Informal Geometry.

Geometry began informally in the Babylonian and Egyptian

civilizations as a physical science. Indeed, the very name of

the subject refers to "earth- measurement "; and many 7sults

about areas of fields, volumes of buildings, and the lik, were

obtained experimentally by observation of numerous examples.

1



Por Lantana., the bans learned

by eXpirience that figure like

the adjacent one is made from sticks

or stretched rope, with the lengths

being 3 units, 4 units, and 5.

,units, then the figure haca -"square

earner." They used this fact to

.construct square-cofhered building

Other- seta of numbers besides. "3,

quare Corners,. For example, the set

=5, 12, 13

Works just as well; so do

/- 7, 24, 25 ;

8, 15, 17 4

6.6, 8.8, 11 ;

and therera e many more.

will also give

j Starting with such experimentally verified facts, the

Greeks brought order and organization to'the Subject by

developing geometry formally as a-logical system. In this

chapter we compare the method of experimentation in infdrmal

or physical geosietry with the method of logicaldeduction in

formal geometry. The rest of the book is largely devoted to

the formal development of geometry as a-- logical system.

1-3. o etrical Figures and a" General Statement.

First we make!i "streamlined" version of the figure on

the previous page by eliminating the fuzziness in the picture&-

rope.' The feature& in which we are interested do.nbt-depend

upon the sides being made of rope, or sticks, or anything of'

trek kind. Ink marks on popes or. chalk marks on a 4Doard will

.serve equally well. Moreover, we do not need ,to have "thick"

parks (as in a picture of rope); "thin" marks will be even

better. We are thus led to a picture like this one, in which



c

the sides appear thin and straight.

But wff realize that, however care

fully a picture like thld-might be

drawn, under a microscope it would

look irregular and fuzzy, somewhat

like the rope picture. To avoid

these difficulties we form ap:ides

of a triangle that existsonly in our minds, not in physical

Spade, and we refer to-it as,a geometric triangle. This geor

metric triangle has-none of the 'irregulailtie6 of a physical
,

triangle, but we find it convenient toi,Ise a diagram (hat

&physical triangle) as a 'reminder of what we wish to talk

about.

It wiil_be helpfu _o use the term Eight and to corre-

spond%to "square corner" Now we search for some common

feature of the various sets of numbers which, used as lengths

of side: lead to right-angled triangles. Do you know, or can

you guess, what the common feature is?

It has to do with the squared of these numbers. Obserite

that
2 2 2
5 - 3 + 4

likewise
_2

13' + 12 .

You Should convince you elf by checking that similar
, #

equalities hold for the other sets of numbers listed in

Section 1-2,

From our experience with several special cases, we are

thus led'to a conjecture, which we term Statement A:

Statement A: If the square of the length of one

side of a triangle equals the-sum'of the squares

-of the lengths of:the other two sides, tiplen one

of the angles of the triangle is a right angle.

Note carefully what this statement is about, and how far-

reaching it is.' Statement A does not refer to some rough

physical triangles which we might make of sticks or stretched
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rope, nor to the somewhat finer (but still physical) triangles

which we might sketch on a'pad of\paper or construct carefully
with a draftsman's instruments. It refers 6) the ideal

geometric triangles which exist in our minds. And it is not
restricted to the handful of such triangles which are listed
in Section 1-2. Statement A says something about eve

triangle which anyone might imagine, so long as the basic as-

sumptidn is fulfilled (the square of the length of one side

equals the sum of the squares of the lengths of the other two

sides.) For every such triangle, whatever its size, one.of the

angles is a right angle, according to, Statement A.

There are three major uestions stemming from the fore-

go _ scussion:

Wh t is the piocedure by which

sta ement like StatementA?

Can we be certain that it is true?

Just what are the things being talled about in

e guest a gOeral

the statement? What are "sides," "triangle

Fright angles," etc.?

We shall consider each of these questions separately in

the following sections. But first an exploratory problem will

help you understand our later analysis of uestions (1) and (2).

ExploratoryTroblem: Let Q represen

n # n 11`F. Cc:impute the values of

What features common to these values of Q do you notice?

Do you,think that these features of Q will still appear if

larger values of n are used? Try n e 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 Do

you think that these features will appear no matter how large,

y be? Try n 10 .

the expression

for n m 1, 3, 4 .

1-4. Inductive Reasoning and Informal Geometry

The exploratory

Statement A indicate

statements that

features common

problem and the discussion leading up to

an important method by which w guess

-.y have validity in general. We observe

o a number of particular cases, and we

4



1-4
1.

formulate a statement thattf ts them all. This procedure

known as inductive reasoning, and 1- basic to work in the

sciences. It is also widely used in mathematics and in every-

day affairs. It is the Aethod of informal geometry used in

earlier grades.

Suppose, for example, that there are fifteen boys in your

class, and that on one day each of the first five boys to

arrive 41.5 wearing a tie. If you say to yourself, "I guess all

the boys will be wearing ties today," you are from

specific cases Do you think that such a conclusion is

entirely reliable?- Would It be more reliable if each of the

first ten boys to report wearing a tie? Could you be

certain of the result if you observed that the first fourteen

boys to report are all wearing ties?

Clearly, inductive reasoning is never certain unless we

can check every case.- When we formulate a statement about all

members of a set, we really mean all, not "almost all," Hence,

one contradictory example proves the general 'Statement' false.

Such a contradictory example is known as a counter-example.

Thus the general statement,

"All the boys in class will be

wearing ties today,"

seems like a sensible inference, if thefirst five boys to

report are wearing ties; it is even more likely, if the first

ten, the first fourteen, boys are wearing ties; but it is

proved false if the fifteenth boy reports without a tie.'

Let us return to the exploratory problem. There are at

least two fairly natural conjectures to make about the values
2

Of = n- n 11

(X) If n is any positive Integer ( e., 1, ,

Q is an odd number;

-) If n is any positive integer, Q, is a prime

number. (A prime number is an integer greater than

1 which has no positive facto'rs except 1 and the

number itself.)
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You will find that both statements X) and (Y) seem
reasonable if you check n-=1, 2, 3, , 9 Hu t for

n = 10, Q = 121 and '121 is not a prime number. Hence,
Statement (Y) is false, because we have. discovered a counter-
-example.

You can continue testing statement (X)*ith,larger and

larger values of n without finding a counter- example. If

Statement (X) still seems reasonable for all n up to

1,000,000 ;does this mean that the statement is certainly
true? No, for such-a process does not tell us what might

happen for n - 1,000,001 . Some'Other procedure is necessary,

and this is what we discuss in the next section.

Problem: Set 1-4

4 1. The diagram shows two intersecting lines. t th your
protractor, measure the angle

labeled a , then measure the

angle labeled b , and compare

the sizes of the two angles.

Now measure the two angles

marked c and d , and

compare their measurements

(b) This diagFamshows mother pair of intersecting lines.
Repeat your.experiment. DO

you find a significant

lationship between the number

of degrees in angle a and
in angle b ? How about the

angles labeled c and

Do you think that this relationship holds for every
two 1Lnes which meet at a point? How would you
exprcss this fact in a short sentence but, as
al ys, a complete sentence with good English

structure`
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2. The triangle shown in the

diagram has two Sides of

the same length. Use your

protractor to measure each

of the tkree,ngles of the

triangle; Do two of the

angles appear to have he

same size? How are these

two angle-s related to -e

two sides which have era al

length ?

Repeat your experiment,

using the'triangle atthe

right. WhOtwo aides
Hof this triangle spemeto

have -equal lengths? What

can you say about the

number of degrees in the

two angles that are opposite.

the sides of equal length?

Try to express the general idea

with the triangles has suggested

which your experiment

to you. Be sure to

use one or more complete sentences, giving all the

necessary data first and then stating the conclUsion.
e

In earlier grades you may have been asked to measure

each angle in a triangle with your protractor. If

so, you probably found thit tii6 total number of

degrees in the three angles was approximately 180 .

If you performed this experiment several times, what

induction {that is, generalization did you make?
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4. Three quadrilaterals are shown. In each case,

measure with your rotractor each angle in the
'quadrilateral. _ addition, find the total number
of deg ees in the 'four angles of.each quadrilateral.
Use induction to form a.general statement. How can

you achieve more reliability for the truth of your
generalization?

Figure a Figure b

5. In this circle there are four chords containing the
point, uslek a millimeter Mile measure the

distance between A and Z between B and Z

Find the product of these measures. Now repeat this

experiment for the distance between C and .Z and

between and Z . Are the two products equal?

Repeat for the distances between E and Z and

between F and Z . Repeat also for the distances

'between H and Z and between G and Z . After

making these pairs of measurements and finding the

products what induction do y6u think is' -:_e?



6 Show_that n2 - 2n 4- 2 n if n = 1 . Is the
0

equation true when n = 2 ? it true for all

values of n ?

Ifqwo students carefully and independently measure

the width of a classroom with rulers, one measuring

from left to right and the other from right to left,

they are likely to get different answers. You may

check this with an experiment. Which of the follow-,

ing are plausible reasons for this?
o

(a) The rulers have di ferent lengths.

(b) One person may hav lost count of the'number of

feetin the width

(c) Things are. longer (or shorter) from left to

right than from right to left.

(d) The errors made in changing the position of the

ruler accumulate, and thasumof the small

errors makes a allpcernible error.

number
of points
connected 2

number of
regions
formed 2

5 6

8 16

Replace the question mark by the number you

think belongs there. Verify your answer by making

a drawing in which six points on a circle are

connected in all possible ways.

Try to prove that the following statement is correct:

If n is any positive integer then

Q = n
2

n 11 is an odd number.

9



1-5. Deductive Reasoning and Formal Mathematics;.

Suppose that, as a,result of inductive reasponl -ye-have

formulated a general statement about a set---gf_

think the statement is true, but how can we bee?4:4.1f.,the
(

set is infinite, as is the case for most intereqin a pu

important generalizations in mathematics we o

check each particular instance. In such a sftua

to deductive reasoning--we try by logical argument educe
,-

our conjecture from previously accepted statemen nis is
the characteristic methdd of rural geometry.

We
Y .

For example, from the two statements,

H1 : All squares are rectangles

and

H2 No rectangle is a pentagon,

we can deduce the st atement,

C : No square is a pentagon.

The combination of the two statements labeled H1 44 1-1,
is called the hypothesis; the statement labeled C is calied.''

the conclusion. Thus, by deductive reasoning we obtain a

conclusion from some hypotheses. But where do the typotheses

come from? We may be able to deduce them as conclusiOns from

some other hypotheses, possibly simpler ones. And where would

these other hypotheses come frbm? Can you see that this

process of pushing our argurrient ever farther back must stop

somewhere? We decide to make a start somewhere by frankly

assuming some otheses.

These basic initial assumptions are usually called

postulates.or axioms. We choo6e as postulates some relatively

simple statements which seem reasonable on the basis of our

experience. In this book we shall assume over 20 postulates

as the foundation for building the logical system of geometry.

Other statements in the geometry, called theorems, will be

proved (i.e., logically deduced) from these postulates. Once

we have proved a theorem, we can use it, as well as the

postulates, in the logical arguments by which we deduce more

theorems. In this fashion we obtain a satisfying organization

10



1-5

of the subject of geometrywe no longer deal with a jumble of

"facts," but we can see haw the "facts" fit together, like_ he

bricks in a building. an proving a theorem, thus adding to

our organization', we shall use only postulates we have assumed,

definitions we have formulated, and theorems we have proved.

TheOgroWth of a logical system is suggested by the following

diadak.

Theorem

Theorem

Theo re 5heorm

Postulates and Definitions

Let us return to a consideration of our postulates, those

assumptions on which the rest of our geometry is based. Are

We certain that they are true? The answer is "no"--we just

decide to assume them. ,Then what about the theorems, our

conclusions. by logical deduction from the postulates? We

can't say that they are "true," either- -the best we can do is

to say.that they are valid deductions from the postulates. If

the postulates are true, then valid deductions from them are

also true.

As an example of deductive reasoning, we shall drove

Statement (X) in Section 1-4, taking as hypotheses the

familiar facts, of arithmetic.

11



1 -5

We are, then, to-prove the following st&tement:

(X) If ja is any positive nteger,kand Q is

given by Fr n 11 , then Q is an Odd number.

Proof: We can write Q as folio

Q n(n 4- I) 11 .

Since n and (n 1) are consecutive integers, one of them

is an even number. Hence, n(n 1) is even; for the product

of two integers, one of which is even, is even numbed. But

the sum of an even number and an odd number (in this case, the

number 11 is odd. Thus we have deduced that Q I odd rno

matter what integer n is.

We work out another example of ,deductive reasoning in4

order to illustrate the important concept of indirect

argument:

In a certain small community consisting exclusiVely df

young married couples and their small children, the following

facts are known to be true.

Every boy has a'sister.

:b) There are more boys than girls.

(c) There are more adults than children.

Prove that there must be at least one childless couple.

Here our initial assumptions are simply the acts stated

in the problem. This time, the logical process hich will lead

us from the given information to the desired conclusion is

what is known as indirect reasoning. In this, we assume the

opposite of what we really want to prove, and show that this

is impossible. This leaves the desired conclusion as the only

remaining possibility.

We begin, then, by assuming that there is no childless

coup e. From this, we conclude that every family must have at

least one girl, since by the first fact there can be no family

having only boys. Thus, there are\at least as many girls as

there are families. Moreover, by the second fact, there are

actu lly more boys than there are families. Hence the number

12



or boys and girls together is mo hantiyice the number of

?tfamilies. But this means that,t:ere are lore children than

adulti7-ighich contradicts the third fact./ Hence it is false
*

that,every family has a child. In other words, at lea6t one

family must be childless, which is what we were asked to prove-

Problem Set 1-5

1. Conjde ach pair of sentences below as a pair 9f

hypotheses, the first one gene.kal, the second specific.

If the specific hypothesis is related to_thegeneral one

so that a logical deduction follows, state that deduction.

If One does not follow,'explain why.

(r)

(g

If a student is in Miss Smith's class, Miss Smith

is his teacher.

John is in Miss Smithl- fifth period English class.

Every member of the High Peak Club must have

climbed a mountain.

My father is a member of the High Peak Club.

To be a policeman in Elk City one must be at

ltast 6 ft. tall.

Jim's uncle is a policeman in Elk City.

All Eagle Scouts must have passed Test R.

\Harry is an Eagle Scout.

All seniors in the school left for the beach

Saturday morning.

Alice went to the beach Saturday morning.

Children under 12 years of age ride on buses

for half fare.

Jack rides for half fare.

All insects have six legs.

A fly has six legs.

13
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(h) Rainy days are disagreeable.

Friday was a rainy day.

All apples a red when ripe.

The Early Tra arent is a variety of apple.

All trees have needees.

The fir is a kind of tree.

2. Prove, ach of the following statements.

(a) In a classroom of 25 students, there, are at (least

two whose birthdays fall in the same month.
(b) There are at least two trees on this earth that have

the same number of leaves. (Assume that the number

of trees on earth is larger than the number of

leaves on-any one tree and that every tree has at
least one leaf.)

At the right is a checkerboard.

As you can see, it has 64

squares; it is to be covered by

dominoes each the size of two of

these squares. Of course, it

takes 32 such dominoes-to cover

the entire board without any over-

lapping. Now suppose that the

two black squares, one at each end

of a diagonal are removed from the

board. Can what remains of the

board be covered by 31 dominoes?

Explain.
40

Give a-conclusion which might have been drawn each

of' the following situations or statements. Ihdicat-C--

whether the conclusion is a deduction or an induction.

In the ten years in'which I have lived in this part

of the country_we have never had a snowstorle
/-

The price ra a suit in that store ia-.$35

to 150

ti

dill
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In

1,

housands of specimens of that t -_e of cell

2°which I have examined all have ycrra a thick cell wall.

(d) All the buildings designed by Mr. Brown are the new

steel and glass type of structure.

Mr. Brown was the architect for the medical center

in Springdale.

All officers of the Hith SchooJLStude,pt Bodir must

have passing grades.'

Jerry is the

1-6. Definitions.

secretary orthe Student Body.

The triangles with which we dealt in Section 1-2 are

known as rigta triangles,, We giva a formal definition as

(-Xallows:
7

DEFINITION: A triangle that has a right angle

a right triangle.

In this definition,we underline "right-triangle" to show

what is being defined. The-purpose of the definition is to

enable us to replace the phrase, "a triangle that has a right

angle," by a shorter phrase, "a right trianglei" and thus avoid

the inconvenience of having to repeat the long phrase,in a

discussion about right triangles. Since the two phrases are

names for the same object the definition may be reversed as

followS:

DEFINITION: A right triangle is a triangi one

of whose anglas is a right angle.

The first form of the definition might also have been

written:

If a triangle has a right angle,

then it is a right_ triangle.

4 1 I
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The second fo

vri en:

the de on might also have been

If a triangle is a right triangles

then it has-a right angle.

We can wri e both of taste together as follows:_

DEFINITION: A triangle is a right triangle

if and only if one of its angles-is a right a

The definition of-right triangle given above mighttle
considered to be-tseless2 for it appears to raise more
questions thakit answers. What is a triangle? What is an
angle?- 'What iS a rightangle? We will finditvChapter,4 that
angle is defined in tefmt of ray and some other concepts.
What, then, is a ray? We will find in Chapter 3 that ray is
defined in terms of point, line, and some other concepts,
What, then, is-a_point?

Do you see tnat-we have a stuation similar t what we
encountered in Section 1 -5, where we discussed the necesdlty
of assuming some postulates in order to make a start with our
deductive system? Just as we can't prove all statements and
hence must assume some, so likewise we can't define all terms
and hence must accept some as undefined.

This may seem like an unsatisfactory procedure, but it
really works very well. In this book we shall accept "pointanA

line," and "plane" as undefined terms, and will discuss the
prqtess of definition more extensively in Chapter 2 where we
encounter these words formally, and again in Chapter 5..

A

1-7. .Special Words and phrases.
i_

In matha
1

ics we sometimes use ordinary words inr special
ways. We tiA io be careful and precise in our language, which
is not always the case in everyday discourse. We haveAalready
noted that the word "Ellin-really mean "all," and not merly
"a great-many" or "most." When we state that there is a thing
of a certain kind, we mean that there is at least one such,
but we do not mean to exclude the possibility of there being

16



itiOthan one For instance, we might eay, _ere is a line

whieheontaIne-point Jf"We want to call attention to

thelfact that there-i exactly one thing of a certain kind, we

Uat the phrase age and only one and Sometidea say that the

object in-question is unit For instance, we might say,

"There is one and only'one line which contains two given

points," or we t say, "There is a unique line whiCh Con-

tains two giv n Ooints" Still another way to put this is to

tote: "Two given points determine a line."

of 7ouretatements have_the form, "If P ,,then Q ,"

where F and -Q are statements. F6r example,
4

an important

stet known as the Pythagorean Theorem, can be worded as

follows:

"If one-angle of a triangle is a right angle, then

the square of the length of one aide of the. triangle

equals the sum of the squares of the lengths of the

other twO Sidea."

You will recognize that our Statement A of Section 1-3

also has the if-then form and that it can be obtained from the

statement of the Pythagorean Theorem by' interchanging the

statement of the ifmclause with the statement or the then=

lauee: It happens that both Statement A and the Pythagorean

orem. can be deduced from our postulates of geometry. Each

therefore an example of a theorem. You will find that many

theorems in geometry are stated, or can be 'stated, in the

if-then for n. This will be useful to us because this form

makes it easy to identify the hypothesie and the conclusion.

The hypathisis is its if-clause and.,,the conclusion is its

then - cause'. Reasoning by deduOtion, the method of formal

geometry starts with the hypothesis and proceeds logically

through a sequence of statements until the conclusion is

obtained. Sucha sequence of statements is a mathematical

proof. In our next chapter, we shall see some examples of such

proofs. 11(

17



1= SummarY.
4

We have stressed the contrasts between_informal geometry,
which deals with certain properties of objects we can see and
touch, and-formal geometry, which involves similar properties
of objects which we can only imagine

Within formal geometry (the aub ect matter of this book
there are also several interesting contrasts:

(1) between inductive reasoning, which we use to help us
discover geoMetrical relationships,-and dedUctive
reasoning, which we use in proving theSe relation-

(

shins;

between postulates '(assumedstatemen -)

theorems (deduced statements);

between undefined terms. and defined terms.

will be helpful if you keep these contrasts in mind
as we begin our study of formal geometry.

you would like to learn more about the ideas discussed

in this thapter, it is suggested that you read some of the

following books, or chapters selected from them.

Bell, E. T., Men of Mathematics. New. York: Simon and huster,

,1937.

Eves, H., An Introduction to the History of Mathematics.

New York: Rinehart and Company, 1953.

Kline, M., Mathematics in Western Culture. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1953.

Kramer, E. E., The Main Stream of Mathematics. New York:

Oxford University Press, 1951.
/

_

Sanford, Vera A., A Short History of Mathematics. -ston:

Houghton, Mifflin and-Company, 1930.

Struik, D. J., A Concise History of Mathematics. 2 Volumes.
New York: Dover Publications, 1948.

Turnbull, A. W., The Great Mathematicians. New York: NO6
York University Press, 1961.
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Chapter 2

SETS; POINTS, LINES, AND PLANES

2-

In our,ritud of geometry we shall_have to make extensive

use of ,a number of technical terms, whose precise meanings we

must Undersinnd clearly. It would of course be a serious

to burden ourselved with all of these at the beginning of

ork,and we shall introduce them only as we have need of

However, there are a few which. we need to start with,
/ !

the most fundamental of these is, perhaps surprisingly,

he simple word set.

The idea of a set is a very fam ar -one. A basketball

team on the court is a set of five pl, a baseball, team in

the field is also A set of players. In each case-the players

are,the members -of the set. However, the met0ers of a set need

not be people. Thus the United States is' a set whose members

are the fifty states, and the English alphabet is a set whose

members are the twenty-six letters. We even have such explicit

everyday uses of the word as "a set .of china," "a set of

silverware,!_or a "set of golf clubs." Still another example

is the set whose five members are the Empire State Building,

mount Fujiyama, Abraham Lincoln, the Declaration of independence

and the North Star.

The members of a set are often called the elements of the

set. The members, or elements, of a set are said to belong to

the,set, and the set is said to contain its elements and

=consists of all its eleMents. The letter f belongs to the

English alphabet, a certain setof china contains a meat

platter. The set bompbsed of the four numbers 3,9,7,11

often denoted by the symbol (3,5,7,11 }.. The notation

(Alaska, California, Hawaii, Oregon, Washington) names the

set of states which border on -the Pacific Ocean.



2-3.

DO the sets C3,50.7,11and (5,11,7,3) 'hav4, the Sam

elements? Do you think that the set (3,5,11) is the saml'ae

the set (2,5,11) ? Why, or why not? Would you say that the

set (5,4,342) has the same members as the set _15,3,2) ? Do

you believe that apt with fifty members can be the same as a

set witp sixty immbere

Let us agree that two sets are the same provided each of
. ,

them has exactly the same members as the other. If the two

seta are'mamed A And instead of saying that the sets
6

A and B are same, we often'say they are equal, and we

write A - B :For'example, the sets (3,5,7,11) and,,

(5,11,7,3) are equal, and we express this sameness by writing

(3,5,7,11) = (5,11,7,3) . Explain why the statement

(2,4) = (5,2) is'false. Is the statement (- 1,0,1) = (

true or false? Why?

Often a certain set may be described .in differe'nt ways.

If S is the set whose elements are,the integers between 1.5

and 6.2 , and if M is a hort naMe-fifir the-set- '-(-22-,-454.61-,-

then S = M .

When you- were'asked in algebra to solve the equation

x
2

- +_6 =(:) , your problet was essOntially to find the

members of the set of solutiOns of the equation. Since

x
2
- 5x + 6'= (x - 2)(x - 3) , you concluded that the solution

set is (2,3) . This pet is the same a the''set whose dements

are the smallest two primes.

Problem Set 2-1

1. Fill in each blank with an,appropriate word:

to the set- of nations called the British.

The senior United States Senator fvm your

of the set of public officials. The set

the element 6

Canada

CommOnwealth

state-is a

(1,2,3,6 7,8)

20



2.' each of the following sets by mak4ng a list or the
members and enclosing the list in a pair of braces:

(a) The set of members in your. fa 4.
(b) The set of courses in which you Are presently

enrolled.

) The set of positive even integers from 2 to. 14 ,,
inclusive.

(d) The set of ll,those numbers from to 50 ,

inclusive, which are 3(114-liras of integers.

,(a) List the set of integers from 0 to 10 ,which are
perfect squares.

Is :the set 4,9) equal to your answer for (a ). ?

Why?

How might the set (3,5,7,9) be described in words? Is
it possible to give more thalio3ila doaOription?

5. Which of the sets listed below are the same:

(a) the set of integers from '1 to 5 , inclusive;
(b) the set of positive integers between -6 and 6 ;

) the Set A = (0,1,2,3,4,5)

6. Are the sets (John, *,$,5,t) and

equal or not ?' Why?

7. (a) Given that x stands for such a number that
x
2
= 81 ,'find one possible value for x Is there

any other number which x might stand for? What is
nthe solution set of the equation x

2
= ol

Write the solution set of the equation

x2 5 = 21

ohn, *,5)

Write the solution set cif each of the following equations:

) 5x - 3 . 12 (d) x2 - 7 = 18
(b) 4(2x -3) . 8 (e) x

2
- 3x - 10 = 0

(c) 2(3x - 4) x 10
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et at least three members 9f eackset described below.

In eich am state whether or not it would be possible to

Make a complete list of all the members.

,(a) the even integers from 10:to 200

,(b) the positive' integers between ',10 and 2O'

(c) the rational numbers between 1 and 2

(d) the integers,_

(0 the--intigers divisible by 7

(41 the positive integral fax ore

(g) the prime factors'of 30

Consider the two2sets X,. (6
1

_,-81,0,- - ,10a.28)

(a) What elements belong to both X and Y

(h) What dements belong to one of the sets X and y

but not to both?

(c) What elements belong to either X or Y or both?

29) and

2-2 Sets.

Me observe that the set ( 3, 6,7,9) is not the' 4ditieb.s

the set- (3,7,9) . The two sets are -not equal because the

number -6 appears in one membership list, but not in the

other. However, each element of- (3,7,9) is also a member of

the other. One of the sets seems to be a part of the other.

We are led in this manner to the notion of a subset.

If each element of a set A is also a member of,ailet

Et

II

, we May aay tie, A is a subset of B . Other ways or

expressing the T3am _dee are the set B ontaina the set

A , or A is corAt,ained in B .

Por instance (Paris, Ttome) is a.subset of ALondon

Par 8,,Rome,- Tokyo) , and (-1,0,1) contains the set (-1,1)

Notice that.the word "contains" has two usages: a,set may

contain a member,' and a set may contain a subset.

Although the notions of a part of a set led us to intro-

-duce "subset" and although the prefix "sub-" may emphasize the

"part of" idea, you should observe carefully that the
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2-2

jlefinition of "subset" does not require that A and B be

different. Since every element of any set is also a member of

the Same set, every set` is a subset of itself.

It is nat.alWaya possible tO

of a st. The even numbers, 2, 4,

read "and so on' indefinitely ") form

positive integers 14 2-f-3, 4, ...

st each and every member

... (the three dots are

a subset of the set of all

,The latter, {1,2,3,4,... }*

consisting of all positive Integersi. 1Q, in turn, a subset of

(0,1,-1,2,-2,3,-3, consisting of all integers. The

members of Congress form a subset of the set of all United

States citizens. The set consisting of just this one book

a subset of the set of all books.

The last illustration suggests the need for distinguishing

carefully between st.set,and the elements which it contains.

When a set contains more than one element, this distinction is

'c'lear. Our notation with braces helps to emphasize-the

situation; (3,5,7,11) represents a set; its members are 3,,

5, 7, 11 . What notation would you use to-nme the set whose

only element is e? Do you see any distinction between the

number 8 and the Set (8) ?

When a set contains a single element,' it may seem trivial

or even unreasonable, to think of the element and-the set con-,

sisting of just one element as two quite different things,

But there really is an important distinction. ,Perhaps the best.

way to explal.n the difference is by an example-. Tn,a certain

high school, Mary Brown wasthe only student who enrolled in

Ine course in advanced Latin. In other words, at the beginning

of the term the advancqd Latin class was a set consisting of

the single element,'Mary-Brown. Because teaeners were scarce

that year, the principal decided that he couldn't continue a

class with, just one student, ao the class was canceled. Thus

the set consisting'of Mary Brown was eliminated,- its existence

ended by order of the principal. On the other hand, Mary

Brown was certainly not eliminated. To have eliminated the

set consisting of Mary Brown was a necessary and desirable

economy. To havetelimlnated Mary Brown would have been

murder!
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the two `setsCon =374,5,9) and (3,4,6,8) .

there .a number which belong to one of these seta but not to

the other?_ Are there Sever- such elements? 18 there any

two sets have in common, that is, any

element of each set? Each of the numbers

to both sets. We say that the set (3,4) ,

number, which these

number,which is an

3 an 4 belongs

Which 1S composed of-the numbers common to they given sets, is -

the intersection of the given Sets.- In general,'if we have any

two sets, their intersection isthe set consisting Of all-

common members. In other words, the intersection is composed

of all elements which belong to each of the given sets.

One set consists of the New England states; another set

consists'of the states whose names begin with the letter M

the intersection of these two sets is (Maine, Massachusetts)..

What is the intersection of the aet of all'blue-eyed people

and the set of all girls in your geometry class? What is the

intersection of the set of prime numbers ,a-nti the set of

natural numbers betWeen 4 -and 12 7

The wordiPintersection" has been chosen in the language

of sets, because of its usage in geometrical situations.

we-imagine_that 'the two circular arcs in the diagram Are set

of points, then their intersection is

the set composed of the two- points

AabeIad P and Q ; As an exercise

in the proper use'of set notation,

-write a symbol for this intersection.

.bike se, denote the intersection

of the two lines suggested in the

picture.-

Given two sets, we sometimes wish to'put them together,

so to-speak, by forming a set which contains all the elements

Of the given sets. For instance, if the sets (1,2,3) and

(2 3 5,7) are put together in this manner, we obtain the set

(1,2,3,5J7) . Notice that the element 2 , which is common,to

214.%
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tie given sets, appearS as an element of the new set only once.
A similar remark applies to the common member 3 . The set we
have 'built in the example is called the union of the two given .

sets. In general, if we have any two sets, their union is the
set consisting of all elements,which belong to one or the
other, or both, of the given sets.

The union of the'eet of all fathers. and tie set of all

Mothers is the, set Of all parents . The union of the set of
odd integers and the set of even integers is the set of
integers.

Problem Set 2-2a

Fill in each blank:

(a) The of (a,d,j and
(b) The of

is (0,2) .

The set (0,2) is

e, is (a,m,e4d
(-2,-1,0,1,2) and (0,2,4,6,8)

in (-2,-1,0,1,2) .

'Consider more than two sets, say the sets (1,2,4) and
(444: _i_ and (1,7,8) . If you used the members of

_,- .these sets o form the set (1,2,4,7,8) , what name might
you give t the set you-formed? You might call it the

of the three given sets. (Pill in he blank.)

Imagine that each of the three intersecting lines
represented in the diagram

is a set of points. Whitt

set is the intersection

of all three lines?

4. Given A (2,4,6) , write (in set notation) seven

subsets of A . A proper subset of a set is contained

in but does not equal the set. List at least five proper
subsets of A .



an example in which you name four sets (each contain-

ing at least 3 elements) such that the interseCtion'of4-

any two of these seta contains at least one member. Then

write the set which is the union of the.fou'r sets.

-7-
In-generali=me oftenSpeak-of the union, - -or= the=

aeCtion,of more than two sets. The intersection consists of

the elements common to all of the sets. The union consists of

all elements which are members of any one or more of the given

sets.

Sometimes the notion of intersection of sets leads us to

a strange situation. Suppose we are asked to tell the inter-

section of:the set (2,5,8) and the set' (3,7) . Or suppose

we are-sked about e Antersection of the two circles shown

in the Alagram.

In each of these illustrations,

the twn given sets have no common

elements.' Can' we nevertheless

consider that two such sets have

an intersection and that the

intersection is a set? That is,

can we speak about a set containing

no elements at all? This may seem like a foolish question but

it really is not. In many mathematical situations it is a

great convenience to be able to answer it affirmatively. If

you recall the example about Mary Brown and the advanced Latin

class, you should realize that a set is quite a different

thing from the elements which it contains (or doesn't contain!).

With this in mindi- we recognize as a meaningful idea the notion

of the empty set, a set consisting of no elements at all. Now

we can say that the intersection of (2,5,8) and (3,7) is

indeed a set; in fact, it is the empty set. Likewise the set

consisting of the numbers which satisfy the equation

x + 1 x - 1 is the empty set, for no number is a solution

the equation.
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The use of the empty,set permitd'us to speak of the

intersection of two sets whether the sets have any elements in

common or not. .However, it will,often be convenient to have a

way of indicating that two sets actually have at least one

element in common, that is, that their intersection is not the

empty set.. This we shall do by saying that the two sets

_n tersect. Briefly, the i tersection of two sets may be the

empty set, but if two:6ets intersect there is at least one

'element which belongs. to both of them.

Problem Set 2-2b

Let A be the set (3,5,6,9,11,12) and B be the set

(4,5,7,9,10,11) . Give the answer to each of the follow-

ing questions, by using the brace notation and listing"

the numbers; What is the intersection of the sets A

and B ? What is the union

2. Consider the fbllowing set

Si is the set of all students in your school.

S2 is the set of all boys in your student body.

of A d B ?

53
s the set of all girls in ybur student body.oi

S4
is the set of all members of the faculty of your

school.

S5 is the set whose only member is yourself, a student

in your school.

(a) Which pairs of the above sets intersect?

(b) Which set is the union of and 5
3

(c) Which set is the union of S1 and

;d) Describe the union of S1 and S'
1

(e) Which of the sets are subsets of

Consider the following three sets: L =

M = (t,u,v) N = w,x)

(a) Which pairs of these sets intersect?

(b) Describe the intersection of sets L and

of sets L and N

5-
5

9
1
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Consider the following hree diagrams.

CASE I CASE II CASE III

In each case if you 441sioier the points on the line

and the points on the circle as forming two sets of

points, what is their intersection?

(b) In Case II, how would your answer be changed (ir at

all), if you considered one set to-consist of_all

the points either on or inside thecircle?

In Cases I and III, how would your answer be chimed

(if at all),Iif you made the modification mentioned
in Part (b)'t.-

Imaglne

diagram

that each of the five lines suggested in the

is a set osf points.

Fill the two blanks: The set (H) is the inter-

section of-line and line

(b) What is the intersection of a and e

(c) What is the intersection of the three sets c, d, e

(d) Fill the blank with a word: The intersection of the

sets a and b and the intersection of b and e

are
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:t is the latersec the,four Bets 'a'

?

tonsider th6set of all positive integers divisible by

2 and the Set of all positive integers diVisible by 3

(a) Describe the intersection of these two sets.

List its four smallest. members..

Describe ,the -union of the two sets _List

eight smallest hiemberb.

(b)

Consider, the net of integers between and 100 ,

written as usual, in decimal notation. What

*Intersection of the

(a)

(b)

following four subsets?

is the

The subset consisting of priMe numbers.

The subset consisting of numbers whose

representation includes the digit 7

The subset consisting or numbers for which the

sum of the digits is an even number.

The subset consisting of numbers in Which the

units digit is greater than the tens digit.

8. For convenience mathematicians often use the symboa, fl
to mean "intersection" and the symbol U to mean "union."

Given M e (a,b,c,d,e) and N = (e,f,a,g) .

(a) What is meant by the

M n N NUN?
(b) List in spt notation the members of the set

Mnti;MUN.
TOe empty set,has been defined as the set consisting of

no elements. This is sometimes called the null set.

The symbol 0 is often used to denote the empty set.

For example, if A'. (p,e,r) and B ,n,o) , then

'A fl B 0 . (Note that we do not use braces in writing

the symbol for the empty set.)

symbolic statement

(a) If D is the set of

years and E is the

old or younger, what

males who are older than 18

set of males who are 18 years

D n E ? What is D U E ?
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e

If A that A is the

set of all odd natural, {umbers; and if

B (2,4,6,8,1b, ...) lexpress A U B in set

notation. Eipress A fl B in set notation.

10. Let f (3,6,9',12,15,18) g = (7,14,21,28) ,

h = 6,12,14,28) . Using the brace notation, white the

sets represented by:

(a) r U g

(b) f 11 g

One-to-one Correspondence.

In "a classroom of 20 seats there-are exactly 20

students. For each student there is a seat and for each seat

there is a student. When each student is assigned to a

particular seat we have an example of a one-to-one,correspond-__
ence between the set of students and the set of seats. Of

course, if another student were admitted ito the classf;then we

could no longer have 'f one-to-one correspondence betweetr the,

set of seats and the new,set of students. If a new seating

arrangement were made for the set of 20 students then we

would have a different one-to-one correspondence. We note

-that in'ordar to.have a clear nation of a one-to-one porre-,

spon nce between two Sets, we must know-how the elementaof

,f1. (g u h)

(f n g) u cf n

the two sets.are matched. We call a pair of elements that are

ma _hed a pair of corresponding elements. We record a

corresponding pair with. the symbol

Ex&Mple 1. Below are three possible one-to-one correspondences

between Jim, John, Jane) and

(Buffalo, Boston, Baltimore)

Jim.--*Buffaio Jim Boston

hn4--448oston C John. *Baltimore

ane4---*Baltimore Jane( xalffalo

Jim4--*Baltimore

John4--,Boston

Jane4-*Buffalo

Find another one-to-one correspondence between the

two sets.
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Exam le 2. Consider

{Jim Buffalo

Jane4-10Baltimore

John4-,Boston

Is this one-to-one correspondence the -samb as

Write C1 in still another way.

Example 3. Below is a picture of an "eight-foot rule"

marked in feet on the top edge and in inches on the

bottom edge.

4 8 12 24 36 48 60 72

7

84 .96

You can see that this rule matches 3 on the top scale

with 36 on the bottom scale, and 5 on the top scale
with 60 on the bottom scale. With what number of the

bottom scale does 6 on the top scale match? What

number on the top scale is matched with 6 on the

bottom scale? Do you see that this ruler establishes a

one-to-one correspondence between the set of all real

numbers between 0 and 8 and the set of all real

numbers between 0 and 96 ?

Problem Set 2 -3

1 Let (A,B,D) and (X,Y,Z) be two sets. A one-to-one

correspondence between the

(X,Y,E) is

(A,B,D) and the set

(a) Give a different one-to-one correspondence

between (A,B,D) and (X,Y,Z)

(b) Give still another one-to-one correspondence

between the two sets.

31
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2. Give three different one-to-one correspondences between

the set (A,B,D,'E,G) and the set (U,V,X,Y,W) .

Can there be a one-to-one correspondence between the set

(-1 0,1) and the set (4,7) ? Explain your answer.

4 Let N be the set of all negative numbers and let P

the set of all positive numbers. With each negative

number n , match a positAve number p , such that

p m 0 .

) What number matches with

(b) With what negative numbe is matched?

('c) With what number is

(d) Does every member of P match with some negative

number?

(e) What negative number corresponds to the positive

number p ?

Does any Member of N correspond to more than one

element of P ? Why?

(g) Does any element of P correspond to more than one

member of N Why?

(h) Is the matching described above a one-to-one

correspondence between the set N of all negative

numbers and the set P of all positive numbers?

2 matched?

5. Let S be the set of all real numbers between 1 and

4 , inclusive., Let T be the set of all real numbers

between 3 and 6 , inclusive. Consider the corre-

spondence between S and T , given by

)t y and only if t = s
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What element of T corresponds to the number

23 in 5.7

What element' corresponds to the number

5.3 in T

(c) What element-of S corresponds to the number

in T Give your answer in terms of t

Does the smallest number in S correspond to

the smallest number in T

Does each Member of S correspond to exactly

one number in T

Does each member of T correspond to eilmc ly

one number in

Is t _a correspondence a one-to-one correspondence

between the set S and the set T

Let S be any nonempty.set. Consider the correspondence

between the see, S and itself which assigns to each

member of S the-same member:

S

Explain why this is a one-to-one correspondence. (We

call this correspondence the "identity correspondence

on the se

2-4. Points Lines, and Plan

We are now in a position to begin our development of

geometry. As we saw in our brief discussion of the deductive

method of reasoning in Chapter 1, this requires that we agree

on certain undefined terms and also on certain postulates, or

unproved statements, about-the undefined terms. We can then,

by deduction, derive more and more properties of the objects

we are studying.

The fundamental undefined terms in our system are point,

line and= lane. We all have some understanding of what these

words mean in the physical world. 'We have often talked about

them in the past, and have drawn pictures (as we did in

Chapter 1, and will do again in later chapters) to suggest

our ideas about them. However, attempted definitions of these

33
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terms would turn out ultimately to depend upon the terms the.._-

selves (i.e., the delnitions would be "circular "), or else

would depend upon other words which would hayeto be taken as

undefined. You can find many examles of "circular" definitions.

One student, wanting to know the definition of the word

"dimension," consulted the dictionary. To'uhderstand the

dictionary definition he had tb know the meaning of "size" or

"measure." 'He therefore loolged up "size" and "measure" and

found that their definitions used the word "dimension" again!

To get meaning from a sequence of definitions; somewhere in

the cycle you must cut in by knowing what a word means not

_because_of a definition )u.t because your experience provides

you with a meaning for it.

:Rather than giving inadequate, or even meaningless,

dpfinitlons of pointhpline and plane, we take the bold step of

attempting no definitions of these terms, letting our

postulates give them the -meaning we wish them to have.

This is not as strange or unusual a procedure as it may

seem at first. Consider, for instance, the game of chess. It

Is played with various pieces, which together form a set of

Oessmen. In some sets the men are black and white, in some

they are red and white; in still others they are red and black.

In some expensive sets they are made of ivory. In ordinary

sets hey are made of wood or plastic. They come in a great

variety of sizes and designs. ,How then'snall we define one of

the pieces in a chess set% Surely not by its physical

cnaracteristics. The only features which really matter are

its properties, that is, the things it can do, the way it

-moves, the way it can capture other pieces. And these are

prescribed completely by the rules of the game, which are

accepted without argument, nr "proof," by those who play the

game. Indeed some experts are able to play chess witnout any

chessmen at all! The only thing of significance to them is

tne idea of the'pieces and their properties. Most of us,

however, are unable to keep In mind the intricate set of

relatA.ons, that exist among the various pieces throughout a
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game of cness. We need physical representations of the chess-

me'n toeremind.us'Of their abstract proper( des and to suggest

further relations to t;0 explored. Points, lines and planes are

somewhat like the pieces in a game of chess. Thei real
'significance comes from,,-the "rules of the 'game," tat is, the

postulates we agree to accept when we study geOmet:

In this study, most of us will need the noir) if concrete

objects to remind us or tne ideas we nave in our minds. For

this reason we will make little dots and call them "points" and

draw long marks arid call them "lines." However, these physical

marksarenottnesame_aSour mathematical concepts. We must

remember that while such pictures can suggest relationships to

us, our conclusions must be obtained by deduc from our

Postulates in order to be accepted;

Altogether we shall need about 30 postulates as a basis

for the geometry we intend to develop. Some them are more

mplex tnan otners and can appropriately be introduced only

after the simpler ones and their consequences have tieen

explored. In the next section we'shall begin our study oy

examining those postulates wnich describe the most elementary

properties of points, lines, and planes, 'namely the ways in

which they are determined and what their intersection may be

We call these the incidence relations.

Problem Set 2-4

Listed below is a set of statements about imaginary

things called "lips" and "pins". submitted by a group of

students.

(a) There are at least 2 distinct pins.-

(b) A lin is a set of pins containing at least

distinct pins.

Eacn set of 2 distinct dins is contained in

exactly one lin.

(d) A lin does not contain all tti pins.
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These statements appear to be meaningless.% However, they

contain enough information to permit you to decide whether or

not the statements'below follow logically from them. Make

these do sions and be prepared-to support them.

t1.- The is at least one link.

There are at least '3 pins.

3. There are exactly 3 pins.

There are exactly 2 lins.

5. There are at least 3 lins

The-intersection of 2 distinct lins contains, at most

1 pin.

2-5. Incidence Postulates -- Points and Lines.

In the last section we said that the incidence postulates
%

are statements about geometric points, lines, and planes. They

are statements which we feel are in agreement with our

experiences in physical geometry. We do not prove these state-

ments. We accept them as a starting point in our project of

-organizing a formal geometry.

To get started, then, we draw upon our experiences with

physical points and lines. Perhaps the most common experience

is that-of drawing a line through two points using a straight-

edge or a ruler% OnItle basls of this *and other experiences

we find the fbilowing ideas reasonable: that a line ts a set
1

of points, that"we can draw a line through any two points, and

that no line contains all he points considered in geometry.

With"these ideas in mind we proceed to state a definition

and four postulates. about geometric points -1-d=lines.

DEFINITION. Space is the set of

Postulate 1. Space contains at least wo

distinct points.
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Postulate 2. Every line,is a set of paints

d contains at least two points.

Postulate 3. if P and Q are two distinct

points, there.is one and only one line that contains

them.

Postulate 4. No line contains alltdoints of

space.

Does it seem strange that our second postulate says 'at

least two points"? Since we feel that a line contains a great

many more than two points, it is natural to ask why we don't /

come right out .and say so. This could be done. But we believe

our development is more instructive since it permits us to see

more cleary how some properties of points and lines depend

upon other properties.

We consider now some other relationships between geometric

points and lines which are suggested, by our experiences in

physical geometry. Certainly we would like to have lines in

- our geometric space. Also, if two distinct lines Intersect,

we would like them to intersect in exactly one point. Surely

this is what me want on the basis of our experiences in

physical geometry.

The interesting, thing about Ilese statements Is that we

don't need to postulat6 them. We can deduce them from our

postulates and do so below. This will help you to see how

these relationships depend upon the relationships stated in

the postulates

We inot show that there is a line in our geometric space.

Postulate 1 tells us that there are two distinct points.

Postulate 3 tells us that there is a line which contains these

two points. Wp know from Postulate that a 11 , is a. set of

points. --Since all points a'T contained in space we conclude

that this' line is contained in space. Therefore we may write

the following theorem.

4
,

A
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THEOEM 2-1. -Space contains at least one line.

Postulate I tells us that there are at least two points
in space. Using Theorem 2-1 and our postulates we'can deduces
that there are at least three points, and moreover, that there
are at least three points not all contained in any one line.
The reasoning proceeds as follows.

From Theorem 2-1 we know that bpace.contains at least one
line. Postulate 2 tells us that this line contains at least
two points. Postulate 3 tells us there 15 no other line which
contains these two points. Postulate 4 implies that there is
a third point not on this line and therefore distinct from the
first two. Thus we have another theorem.

THEOREM 2-2. Space contains at least three distinct poi4?ts

not in one line.

From now on most of our theorems will be deduced from a
combination of preceding theorems and postulates, as is the
case for Theorem 2-2. It appears that this theorem is deduded
by using only a preceding theorem and Postulates 2, 3, and 4.
Do you see how Postulate 1 is also involved In this deductidn?

For convenience- in the work we are about to do, (as well
as in later work) we introduce sYmbols to'name points and
lines, and figures to represent them.

Notation. We shall denote the 11 e determined by two

points, A and B , by el her of the symbols

AB or BA .

In our figures, we shall represent a line

or by

the symbol

A B

718
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if we wish to indicate that two particular points, A

and B , are on it. Occasionally it will be more con-

venient to designate aline by a single letter (usually

lower case) such as If several lines are being

considered, we may name each by 0 different letter,

such as

or we may, use

scripts, such as

m n

e le

2

h distinguishing

We return to our discussion of relationships between

geometric points and lines. Recall that we wanted points and

lines in our formal geometry to have the following property:

if two distinct'lines intersect, they intersect in exactly one

point. This is not one of our postulates. However, it can be

deduced from them. But first, let us deduce that there are

at least two lines in space."

Theorem 2-2 tells us that space contains at least three

Let A, B, and C denote

ells us that AB and AC
4-* 411p

on AB , and since AB is

B (Postulate 3), we see that

B end AC are distinct. It follows that space contains at,

least two distinct lines. Do you see how the reasoning may be

extended to deduce that space contains at least three distinct

lines?

distinct points not on one line.

three such points. Postulate 3

are lines.. Since C cannot lie

the only line containing A and

Suppose, now, that
1

and
2

are two distinct inter-

seating lines. Since they intersect, they have at least one

point in common. Call one uch point -A . Either they have

another point in common or tey don't,_ Suppose that there is

another point B which lies\in both
1

and
2

Then

Postulate 3 tells us that there is exactly one line containing

A and B . This would mean that
1

and j are the same
2

d are distinct, we have ruled out theline. Since
1
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possibility that they have a second point in common, and, we

conclude that they have exactly one point in common. Thus.we
have deduced the following theorems.

THEOREM 2-3. Space contains at least two

THEOHEM,2-4. If two distinct lines _intersect, they intersect

in exactly one point.

Up to now we have four postulates and four theorems. You

may feel that all eight of these statements are obvious and .

simple statements reflecting your intuitive feelings about
lines and points in space. You may wonder why we don't

r_.postulate everything. As we said before, we posttlate some
to-

statements and deduce others from them so that we can have a

logical organization showing the dependence of one statemen
upon another. You may wonder also whether it is possible

start with a different set of postulates. Yes, it is. A

postulate in one book may be a theorem in another book.

Sometimes (as in Theorem 2-2, for example) we wish to

distinguish between a set of points which is contained in a

line and a set which is not. To do this we introduce the

terms collinear and nonc ilinear.

DEFINITION. The points of a set are collinear

if and only if there is a line which contains

all of them.

This definition permits us to say both

If the points of, a set are collinear,
they are contained in one line

and

If the points of a set are contained
in a line, they are collinear.

r
3

Ito
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Problem Set 2-5

1. The three sets (A,B,C) (M,R,T) (P1,P2, 4,P5,P6)

are pictured below. Which of these appears to be a set

of collinear points?

R
B

2 Consider each of the following statements. Which" them

are true with respect to the postulates, definitions and

theorems which have been developed thus far? Indicate a

reason for each of your answers.

a) if s t consists of three distinct points

then the elements of the set are collinear.

(b) If a set consists of two distinct points

then the elements of the set are collinear.

) If a set consists of at least two distinct

points then the elements of the set are collinear.

Consider the set consisting of the six points named in the

diagram below, and no others.

Identify three subsets each containing three

collinear points by liSting the member:

4l
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(b) List the members of four subsets each containing

four noncollinear points of which three are

collinear.

List the members of four subsets each containing

four noncollinear pdiints of which no three are

collinear,

(d ) Name all the lines which are not drawn in the

sketch but which are determined by pairs of the

points named in the sketch.

4. Explain in a paragraph how to Justify the statement that

space contains at least three lines.

Which postulates would enable you to deduce that given a

point, there is a line which contains that point?

2 -6. Incidence Postulates -- Points, Lines and Planes.

We turn next to planes and their relations with points and

lines. The points of formal geometry are suggested by dots and

tips of pins; lines by stretched strings; planes by flat

surfaces like pieces
\

of stiff cardboard. Let us look for some
key relations. Suppose we wish to rest a cardboard on two

nails as shown in Figure 1. Will the cardboard assume a:fixed

position without sliding off?

Figure 1 FiguPe 2 Figure

Let us take three or more nails whose tips are in a line.

Will the cardboard now assume a fixed position? Now let us4p

take three nails, not in a line. Will the cardboard assume a
fixed position? Can we set still more nails that will not

disturb this position? That would disturb it?



These experiments suggest that we add to our description

of points, lines, and planes in formal geometry the following

postulates.

Postulate 5. Every plane is a set of points and

contains at least three noncollinear pOints.

Postulate 6. If F, Q, R are three distinct

noncollinear points, then there is one and only one

pla=ne which contains them.

Postulate 7. No plane contains all points c

space.

Certainly, we want our description to include a s atepent

that there are planes. We will not state this as a postulate,

since it can be deduced a theorem. Indeed, we can deduce that

not only is there a plane, but that every point is in at least

one plane. Suppose that P is a point; then, by Postulate 1,

there is another point Q . From Postulate 3, these points,.

P and Q , determine the line By Postulate 4, there is

a point FL not on PQ . Thus R, p, Q are noncollinear

points. Hence, by Postulate 6, there is a plane containing

them: Thus, we have shown, that given a point P , there

is a plane to which it belongs.

THEOREty-5. If P is a point, there is a plane that

contains it.

Using Theorem 2-5, it is easy to deduce that there are at

least two planes. From Postulate 1, there.is a point P . By

Theorem 2-5 there is a plane M that contains it. From

Postulate 7, there is a point R not in PI . By Theorem 2-5

there is a plane 77 that contains . Planes 11 and 71

are different since R is not in ?fl but is in 77

Finally, we observe that since every plane is a set of points,

every plane is contained in space. Thus we have deduced the

following theorem.
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THEOREM _2-6. ;pace contains at least two planes.

It is of,ten.conVenient to make diagrams or drawings to

accompany a deduction suet as that for Theorem In making

such drawings, we shall represent a plane by a parallelogram

as in the figure, 'remembering when we do, that the sides of the

parallelogram are not the'"edges" or-" "ends "" of the plane.

Often, as, here, a plane is_nam d by using a single script

capital letter, such as /-n, or Sometimes it is convenient

to refer to the plane determined by three noncolllnear points

A, 13, C, say, as " "planes ARC."

From Theorem 2-2 we know there'are three noncollinear

points. By Postulate 6, there is just one plane that contains

them. Now, by Postulate 7, there is a point not in this plane.

Hence, we conclude that these four points are not contained in

one plane. To distinguish between a set of points that is

-contained in a plane and one that is not, we introduce the

terms, coplanar and noncoplanar.

DEFINITION. The points of a set are coplanar

if and only if there is a plane which contains

all of them.

Using this termitnology 'our deduction is stated as a theorem.

THEOTREM 2 -7 Space contains q t least four noncoplanar

points



Notice that our seven postulates taken collectively have

-bled ,u0 0--deduce that space oontains at least four points.

So far our postuIatewhave not dealt directly with the

relationships between lines and planes. One such relationshi

is suggested by the familiar process of checking the flatness

of a surface with a strai edge or with a stretched piece o

string. Another relatio hip is drawl from the familiar

observation that two adjacent flat walls of a room intersect

in a straight line, or that a folded piece of paper forms a

straightedge. From theie ideas we formulate the following

ements as postulates.

Postulate 8. If two distinct points1 of a line

along to a plane, then every point of the line

belongs t&that plane.

Postulate 9. if two distinct planes inter-

ect then their intersection is a line.

The figures below may help you "see" two planes inter-

BeC ing in a line.

Practice making such figures. Some people think the figure is

clearer if the paAps of lines "hidden" by portions of planes

are shown with "dotted lines." (For a discussion on how to

make drawings of configurations in space geometry, see

Appendix V.)

45



Problem Set 2-6"

1. Whichipostu ate explains why, on a level floor, a four

legged table sometimes rocks while a tripod or a three

leggeetable is always steady?

If we know that three noncollinear points, M, N, R, lie

in plane and also lie in plane .e7 what can we

conclUde about g and gY Why?

Consider the following statements. In each case indicate

whether you think the statement can be deduced from our

first nine postulates. Justify your answer.

(a) A set of points can be both in a plane and in a

line.

(b) If the points of a set are collinear, then they

are also coplanar.

Write a short paragraph to show how our postulates and

theorems can be used to prove:

(a) If four distinct points are noncoplanar then

they are noncollinear.

(b) If four distinct points are noncoplanar then

any three of these points are noncollinear.

Hint: In (a) start by assuming that the four points

are collinear and then try to make deductions

which contradict the hy-pothesis.

5. In addition to the nine postulates of our formal geometry,

assume, for this problem only, that space contains

exactly four points, A, 13, C and D . Justify your

answers to the following questions.

(a) May these 4 points be coplanar? Why?

(b) May these ) points be collinearl Why?

(c) A plane then'contains exactly how many points?

(d) If A, B, and C are coplanar, may 'A, B and C

be collinear? May A, B and D be collinear? Why?

(e) A line, then, contains exactly how many points? 'Why?

(f) Name all the lines that space contains.

(g) Name all the planes that space contains.

46
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2-7:- Three

Some relationships among points, lines, and planes are

stated forffally in the fol owing theorems. Cori you think of

an experience that suggest them? In each case the proofs are

outlined and you are supposed to tell which postulate or

theorem justifies some of the 'steps. For each theorem draw one

or more appropriate diagrams to help yoU in understanding the

proof.

?

THEOREM 213. If a line intersects a plane not containing it,

the intersection is a single point.

Proof:

By othesia, we have a line and a plane

By hypothesis, ,..42 intersects In

hypothesis, 7,/, does not contain

There is a point P in the intersection of and 2,-L

(because this is what intersects means

Thera are two possibilities: either is the only point

in-the intersection, or it isn't.

Suppose there is another point Q distinct from P in the

intersection.

Then Q lies in 1
Then J must be containd in M.- by Postulate

(Tell which one.)

Does this contradict bur hypothesis?

Does this prove the theorem?

THEOREM A line and a point not on that line are

contained in exactly one plane.

Proof:

By hypothesis,- we have a line and a point

By hypothesis, 'P does not lie in

we know that _ contains two distinct

and B

By Postulate

points,



that =: and`

A, B P ire nonoelllneare

is 'Postulate B, and 'T are contained In exactly
one plartiOlt

Bi4PoStulato 111. is contained in 77L

'hen contilnej and P
Is there. any other plane which contains A, B, and PI
Ie there any other plane which containe land P ?

Does this prove the theorem?

IMEOVIN 2-10. If two distinct linos have a point-in common,;

there le exactly one plane which contains them.
-

Proof:

By hypothesis,- there 0 distinct linen

By hypotheeie 1 intersect.

Than we know by thati -d
2 have

Then

Also

exactly one point P in convnon.

tells ue that there is a point A on
different from p .

2
Theorem there is exactly one plane containing

and B

tells us that. here is a point B on
different from P .

it
This plane

Is there a

contains P and B
contains__

plane containing

and therefore by.

2
and

Is there exactly one plane containing

Does this prove the theorem?
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In this chapter we discussed - etsi one-to-one correspondOnceS,
and began p formal deV lopment of geometry. In connection

pith the coklaept of,ett the following terms,were introduced.

member belongs to subset intersection

element contains union empty. aet-_

The formal geometry developed involved the undefined terms,

point, line, and plane, and the defined terms, space, collinear,

anecoplanar.

The postulates,introduced can be classified as follows:

first, a postulate assuring the existence of some points .in

..spaca; second, three postulates relating points and lines;

thifid, three analogous postulates relating points and planes;

finally, two postulates relating lines and planes directly.

We found that some statements about geometric points, lines

and planes did not have to be postulated sinct*they could be

deduced from our earlier postulates. These statements we

listed as theorems.

These postulates and theorerris'are listed in order at the

end of the volume. The indei gives the appropriate page

reference for each formal definition; they are not listed

separately.

Review Problems

Let Si = ( , S2 - ) , S3

Give the elements of set S (ddhote the set by using

brace notation) if S is the

(a) intersection of Si and

(b) union of Si and S2

(c) .,torsection of S2 and

(d) klun of S2 and S3 .

(e) intersection of .S% S- and
' -2 '

(f) union of, S S2 and-
1 -2 2

49



Given a set of

are determined?

h two elements how lines

A
Complete the following statement.

a) The points of a apt are collinear if and only

(b) _CoMpleta the f011OWing a

accompanying diagram.

1) oints D, C,

appear collinear.

Points E, F, and

=,7!

ements using the

appear collinear.-

Points 13, , and

A appear collinear.

Points A, B, C, D, E,

F appear

The points of a set are coplanar If and only if

(b) Using the accompanying

ti diagram, complete the

following statements.

(1) Points E, F,

anti

appear coplanar.

(2) Points C, B, X,

and appear coplanar.

Points D, Y, A,

and

appear coplanar.

(4) Po_n

, appear coplanar

and collinear.
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-2e%14) and N 4,9,16)
.

ow a one-to-0'one correspondence between P and' N

such that each element of P is matched With its

Square in N

Show a one-to-one correspondence in which each

eement of N Is greater than its correspond

element of

May 4 points be collinear?

(b), Must 2 points be collinear?

c) Must 4 points be coplanar?

Now many different lines may contain

a) one given point?

(b) a given set of two distinct points?

8. ,How many different planes may contain

(a) one given point?

(b) a given set of three points?

(c) a. given set of two distinct points?

Figure (b)

Figure (b) is-a copy of Figure (a), except for labeling.

In the left-hand column are listed parts of Figure (a),.

Match these with parts of Figure (b) listed In the right-

hand column.
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iPart_ of Figure (a) Party of Figure

EC

Plane

Plane

Plane

ABC

ABD

EBA

(5) AB

(6) The intersection of

plaMS ABC and

plane ABD

Does the second column suggest an advantage,o_ the

Subscript way of labeling?

Given:

(a) Points A, B, C lie in plane 97z

(b) Points A, B, C lie in plane 77

Can you conclude that plane is the same as

plane 27 Eiplain.

11. List all the combinations of points and lines we have

studied which determine a single plane.

12. LineJe intersects plane
1

2
in P but does not lie

in . lies in plane but does not

dcontain point P Is it possible for

to intersect? Explain.

13. Suppose is a line and tl isa plane. Make a sketch

for each of the following.

(a) _e intersecting 7lt but not contained t__

(b) The intersection of ,e and Pl. as an empty set.

(c) intersecting 911 and contained in m

14. Point P lies in both of the distinct planes and

which intersect in line AB . Would it be correct to
4-110

say that P lies in AB ?
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the set

and -line

uation if

all inta in the intersection of

etch a figure 111Ustrating
2 p

the-empty set.

Contains die element.
'

is the same as 1

16. Let A be the set. of points in the iiitersection of

plane g. and plane :3' Sketch a figure illustrating

the planes if A

(a) is, the empty set.

(b) contains at least two members

(0) Contains three noncollinear points.

17. Write each of the following statements in the "if-then"

rem. -

(a) Zebras with polka dots-are dangerous.

(b) Rectangles whose sides have equal lengths are squares.

(c) There will be a celebration if Oklahoma wins.

(d) A plane is determined by any two intersectthg lines.

(e) Cocker spaniel dogs are sweet tempered.

(f) Two diStinct lines have at most one point in common.

(g) Every geometry student knows how to add integers.

(h) A line and a point not on the line are contained in

exactly one plane.

18. Indicate which part of each of the following - statements

is the hypothesis and which part is the conclusion.

If necessary, rewrite in "if-then" fru first.

(a) If John is ill, he should see a doctor.

(b) A person with red hair is nice to know.

(c) Pour pOints are collinear if they lie on one line.

(d) If I do my homework well, I will get a good grade.

(e) If a set of points lies in one plane, the points

are coplanar.
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Chapter 3

DISTANCE COORDINATE SYSTEMS

3-1. Introduction.

The postulates which we introduced in the precedin- chapter

and the theorems which we proved discussed the interrelations of

Allaintt*:11flek4 and planes thought of simply asisets of points.

Na ideas of size or shape, that is, no questions of measurement,

were involved in any way..

Our next major objective is to introduce the concept of

distance, together with related topics. As usual, our procedure

will be to adopt some additional postulates which will make

precise our intuitive notions' and then to explore the conse-

quences of these postulates. However, since distances are

measured in terms of numbers, we first examine various properties

of the real numbers, some of which you learned in algebra. In

later chapters we shall use real numbers in measuring angles,

areas of surfaces, and volumes of solids'.

3-.2. The Set of Real Numbers.

The system of real numbers that you used in algebra and will

use this year in studying measurement is"the result of several

stages of development. At an early age you learned about the

counting numbers (sometimes called natural numbers, or pepitive

integers) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, .. As the three dots suggest,

the list of counting numbers continues without end; that is,

there is no "last" or "largest" natural number. We often think

of the positive integers arranged on a line, In an unending

fashion toward the right.

55
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3.2

The positive integers, together with the integer 01 which
le neither positive for negative), and the negative integers -1,
-2, -3, form the set of all integers*, The introduction or
fractions leeds to the set:of rational numbers. Numbers like-41
7
1

1 1.3, -8.72 are rational numbers, because
each of them is the quotient of two integers. Every integer is
also a rational number; in other words", the set of integers is
a subset of the set of'rational numbers.

The rational numbers can be Arrafigid on the number-line.

,However, only a Cew of the rational nahbers'represen ed in a
diagram can be labeled, because the rational numbers are so
closely packed together on the number-line. For example, between1

and , there are many other numbers, such as 0.55, 0.58,
0.501, 0.52837, each of which is rational. Between any two

re

rational number there are infinitely many other rational num-
bers, including t\_ it average. However, the rational numbersX.
in spite of their density onithe number-line, do not "fill up"
the line.

In order to "fill the gaps," we extend our number system
again. We introduce the so-called irrational numbers. One ex-
ample is WT; another is the number r , which appears in the
familiar formula A = rr2 for the area enclosed by a circle.
All the numbers we have mentioned, the rational and the irration-
al numbers, form the set of real numbers. The set of rational!
numbers is a subset of the set of real numbers. It is seine-
times difficult to determine whether a particular real number
belongs to the subset of rational numbers or not. The case of
the number 47, however, is relatively easy and is discussed
in Appendix IV. Although we often, in computational work,
replace srf by a rational number which is nearly equal to it,
such as 1.414, we must not conclude that VT is itself a
rational number.
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Each real numb !P.m-gybe represen

cal in that i is apprOximately

toim a little toward -the right Of 3

located?

represented in the follow _mg diagram.

imately 14, wherie is

ed oethe number -line.

.14, would you expect r

? Since, 47 is approx.

Several real numbers are

Whereas your study of algebra may have emphasized the

integers and rational numbers, our work in geometry wilt rely

heavily on the set of real numbers. The representation of this

set by means of the points on a line will be extremely helpful.

In fact, we shall soon introduce the concept of_a coordinate

system on a line, a notion which in formal geometry plays a role

somewhat resembling the idea of) number-line in informal

geometry.

Your previous mathematical training has taught you a good

deal about the behavior of real numbers under the fundamental

operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and

division. Although you may have experimented and discovered

these properties by inductive reasoning, they can be deduced

from a few simple statements. These statements are among the

postulates of algebra, for algebra is based On initial assump-

tions in the same way as geometry.' We will not interrupt our

study of geometry to develop-these properties of the real num-.

bers but Will merely borrow them from algebra. Appendix II

gives the postulates which you need to deduce theap properties,

and you may find it challenging to examine them and to study

sample proofs based on them.

However, some properties of the real number system which

will be of importance to us may be unfamiliar to you. We pause

briefly to discuss inequalities.

An important characteristic of the real numbers is that we/_

can compare them. Of two distinct real numbers, one of them is

"larger than," or greater than, the other. Pictorially speaking,

we compare two numbers by noting the relative positions of the
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corresponding poln on the number-aine. Each of tre-twb numbers
ivrepresented by-a pant; the point on the right of the other

fi(aa We have drawn the number- ne) represents the larger of the
two number

In the. diagram, the number x is greater than the number

A shorthand expression for is greater than y"
Y.

Y.

some examples involving numbers labeled in the above dia-
gram_are: 2 > 1, and 1 > -2, and c > 0, and c > d, and
0 ) -2, and h > 2. Is 1 greater than -1,000,000 ?

We can compare two numbers, say x and y, by noting
whether their difference, x y, is positive or negativer
For instance, 4 - ) is positive; and 4 is greater than

-1 > -10, we observe that -the difference
(- - (-10), namely 9, is positive. Inugeneral, given a
pair of real numbers, the first is greater than the second if
and only if the difference obtained by subtracting the second
from the first is a positive number.

To check that

Problem Set---

Consider the following six sets:

A is the set of real numbers

B is the set of integers

C is the set of rational numbers
D is the set of irrational numbers
E is the set of natural numbers

F is the set of positive integers

(a) Are any of the above nets equal?
(b) Which of the above Sets are subsets of A

of B ? of C ?

(c) Which set is the intersection of B and C ?
(d) Which set is the union of C and D ?
(e) Which set is the union of B and F
(f) What is the intersection of C and D ?
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tieing (if posaible

each of the followin

other on the number-line?
4 -

3

I

compare the numbers in

h is to 'the right of the

Is it true for all integers a b, c that if a mi b c,

than a b ? If it ie true, explain why. If it is false,

suggest a change in the statement so that the new statement

will be true. Is it useful to consider a b in forming'

your answer?

For each pair of number (x,y) in the table, compute the

difference, x y , and tell which number is the - larger

by using the symbol > , as illustrated in (a).

x y x - y Inequality

5 2 3 5 2

-4 -6

-12 -2

8 -3

-4

1

a

a > 0

b

0 > b

Compare the numbers

symbol, >

(a) 1 4 -3

(b) + 5 -3 5

(c) 1 - 5 , -3 -

in the following pairs by using. he

(d) -6 , -2

(e) -6 + 3 , -2 3

(0 -6 - 3 , -2 - 3
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5. Tell whether each of the following is true or false when x

is replaced by (1) a positive number; a negative

number.

(a) 05 + X > 2 + x

( b ) -6 + x > r12 + x

( c ) -8 + x > + X

Compare the numbers in the following pairs by using the

symbol >

(d) 4 +x > +x
-20 +'x

1000 + x > 3000 + x

> -21 x

iii)

2

3.3, 3.2
) 5,

2,

3 -6)

( -3) *20 (-3

12, 8
1
-2

(-
8

Tell whether each cf the following 13 true or false if x

is,replaced by (1) a positive number; (2) a negative

number.

(a) 5x > 2x

(b) -6x > -5x

-5x > 2x

(d) -5x > -2x

(e) 6x > -5x

(f) -6x > 5x

Test whether the sentence, "If x > y, then sx > ay,"

true or false in each of the followlhg:

(a) (1) x = 3, y = 2, a = 4 /

(2) x = 3, y = 2 a - -4

(b) (1) x - 2, y -3, ate?

(2) x y = -3, a = -4

(1) -x =-L -2, y -5, a . 3

(2) x - -2, y = _5, a = _3



3- The Ordering of the Real Numbers.

In a deductive development of algebra, the notion of

"greater than," discussed at the end of the preceding section,

is made more precise by a set of postulates. From these,postu-

lates, or basic assumptions, several additional ussfUl prop-

erti'es may be deduced as theorems. A summary of this develop-

ment appears in Appendix III.

In our study of the greater-than relation, we shall simply

examine further the various properties which we need and then

collect together their statements for ready reference.

First, we note that any two distinct real numbers can be

compared: one of them is greater than the other. For the numbers

5 and can say that 5 > 5 ; considering -4 and

1.2, we observe that 1.2 > -4. In general, if x and

distinct numbers, then either x > y, or else y > x.

y are

An important special case involves the comparison of a real

number b and the number O. The statement that b > 0 is

often expressed in words by saying that b is positive. On

the other hand, the statement that 0 > b is expressed by saying

that b is negative. Any real number r either is zero or

else is positive or else is negative. In symbols, either r = 0

or > 0 or 0 > r.

Next, we note the transitive property.

example,

umerical

-3

2 > 1 and 1 > -3; moreover, 2 > -3. For another illustra-

tion, if we know that a > 0 and 0 > b, then we can conclude

that a > b. Let us interpret this situation on the number-line.

The hypotheses that a > 0 and 0 > b mean that a is to the

right of 0 and that 0 is to the right of b.

h

Thus a is to the right of
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We have been illustrating transitivity. This property
states that if x, y, z are real numbers such that x > y and
y > z, then x > s.

As an application of this property, if a number w is
known to satisfy the condition that w > 5we can conclude
that w > O. Explain why this conclusion is an application of
the transitive property.

Our remaining properties discuss the relationship between
an inequality and the arithmetic operations of addition"and
multiplication. Refer to Problems 5 and 6 in Problem Set 3 -2.
In Problems 5(a) and 5(b), we observed that \> -3 and
1+ 5 > (-3) + 5. As another example, if we add -2 to'each
number in the inequality x > 2, we obtain x + -2) > 2 +(-2),
or more simply, x - 2 > -O.

These examples illustrate that an inequality is preserved
if the same number is added to each number in the inequality.
In symbols, if x > y, then x + a > y + a. In a like fashion,
if the same number Is subtracted from each number in an inequal-
ity, the Inequality is preserved. If x > y, then x a > y = a.

Now, let us try to discover the principle concerning mul-
tiplication. If x > y, can we conclude that ax > ay ? Look
again at Problems 7, 8, and 9 in Problem Set 3-2. Some parts of
these problems suggest that the answer is "Yes," but other parts
indinate a different conclusion In case the number a is nega-
tive. In particular, in Problem 9 you tested the case x = 3,
y 2,: a = -4. The information that 3 > 2 and that -4 is
a negative number does not lead us to the conclusion that
(-4)! but instead to the conclusion that (-4).2

(-4).3 -4).2

Our basic principle concerning multiplication and Inequal-
ities becomes the following. It x, y, a be real numbers
such that x > y. If a is positive, then ax > ay; but if a
is negative, then ay > ax.
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We now summarize the algebraic properties of the order

relationship. Afterwards we shall apply the properties in

egyeral examples.

properties of 0rder

1. (Linear property) If x and y are two given distinct

real numbers, then either x > y or y > x, but not

both.

(Definition 1. positive) A real number p is positive if

and only if p > 0.

(Definition of negative) A real number n is negative if

and only if 0 > n.

4. (Transitive property) If x, y, z"-----are real numbers such

that x > y and y > z, t ien x > z.

5. (Additive p operty) if x, y, are real numbers such

that x > y, then x a > y a.

6. (Multiplicative property) Let x, y, a be real numbers

such that x > y. If a is positive, then ax > ay;

if a is negative, then ay > ex; if a = 0, then

ax . ay.

Exaule 1. If x > 3, show that x - 3 is positive.

Solution: x > 3.; we have stated the hypothesis.

x > 3 + (-3); we have applied the addi-
tive property of order.

x - 3 > 0; we have used simpler names.

x 3 is positive; we have applied the defini-
tion of positive.

sample ?, If 2x A- 5 is pas tive; show tha
5

Solution: 2x 5 is a positive number, by hypothesis.

2x + 5 > 0; by definition of positive.

2x > -5; by application of the additive property
of order.

x > give the reason.

Example If -4x > b, show that - r x.
4

Solution: -4x > b, by hypothesis.

(- >
1v)k-4x we havelpplied the multi-, ,
plicacive property of order, notin-,

1
that - 7 is a negative number.

we have used simpler names.
63
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Problem Set

1. State the property or properties of order which each of the
following sentences illustrate.

(a) If x '> -2, then x 4-

(b) if, Y > 3,

(c) If -4 and -4 > -5, then -3 > -5.

(d) If a > 4, then a > 0.

( e ) If 10 > 3, 3 > 0 and 0 > -2, then 10 > -2.

If 1> then 4 .7

(g) If 1 1> 4- then 1

(h) If -5x > 8, then 8 x.

then y - 4 .!'">1.

(i) If 3x - 7 > 0, then x >

(j) If x > y, then 5x 2 > 5y 2.

The transitive property .ay L> .,; ,nded to incluo, any num-
ber of real numbers. Show that if x, y, z, w arc real
numbers, such that x > y, y > z, z > w, then

3. ,If 2x - 3 is positive, show that x > .

4. If 3 m x is positive, show that > X.

5. If 5 - 10x is negative, show that x

6. If Y > 3, show 3

w.

Thus far we have considered statements that one number is
greater than another. This terminology seems to emphasize the
larger of the two numbers. Sometimes we prefer to emphasize the
smaller.

0 2 5

Instead of saying that 5 is greater than 2, we may say that
2 is less than 5. The symbol for is less than" is < . We
write 2 < 5. The statement 9tement that -7 is less than 17 may be
written: -7 < IF .
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If c and d are real numbers, then the two statements

d > c and c < d, have the same meaning.

C

On the number line, the statement that d is to the right of c

means the same as the statement that c is to the left of d.

Since a statement involving the symbol > can be rephrased

using the symbol <, the properties of order can be expressed

with the symbol < . We shall refer to each of the properties

by the same name, no matter whether it is stated with one symbol

or the other;

Often in mathematics we are concerned with real numbers

which are not negative. The statement that a number d is not

negative means that d must either be zero or be positive. In

symbols, either d . 0 or O. We abbreviate this sentence

with the use of the symbol > We write d 0 in place of

"either d = 0 or d > 0".

The set of all numbers d such that d > 0 is the same

as the set of numbers which areieither positive or zero. It is

also the same as the set of real numbers which are nonnegative.

On the number-line, the set of all numbers d such that d > 0

is represented by the set of points which consists of the point

0 and all points to the right of 0.

-2 4

Suppose now that d and c are any two real numbers. The

notation d > c ,,means that either d . c or else d > c. On

the number line the set of all numbers d such that d > 2 is

represented by the set which consists of the point

points to the right of 2.

-1

and all
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Instead of the notation d > c, we may also use c < d,
which means that either c = d or else c < d. On the number-
line the set of all numbers c such that c < 5 is represented
as in the foltowing diagram.

0 f 2 3 4 5

If a, b, c are distinct real numbers, then the statement
that "both a < b and b < e" is often shortened by the nota-
tion a < b On the number-line the set of all numbers -b
such that -1 < b < 6 is represented by the set of points which
are both to the right of -1 and to the left of 6, that is,

the set of all points which are between the point -I and the
point 6. Notice in the diagram the use of the small circles

to indicate that neither of the paints -I nor 6 is included
in the set.

-2 2 3

problem Set ;3-731)

1. Restate the following in words:

(a) a < b

(b) x > y

m > 3

(d) n 3

Write as an inequality:

k is a positive number

(b) r is a negative number

(c) t is a number which is not positive

(d ) s is a nonnegative number

g is a number between 2 and

w is a number between 0 and 3 inclusive
w is a number between a and b, where a < b.

0 < 1

x > 0

(g) -5 < x and x < 5

(h) -5 < x< 5

(g)
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3. EXpresi each of the following as a pair of inequalities.

(a) -2 < x < 5

(b) 3 n < 11

(c) 0 < Y 7

How many integers are there in its
solution set?

How many odd integers are there in
its solution set?

How many integers are there in
solution set?

Given that x is a real number, plot each of the following

sets on a number-line.

(a) X > 0

(b) x <0

(c) The union of the set of numbers x such that x > 0

and the set of numbers x such that x < 0.

(d) The intersection of the set of numbers x such that

X > 3 and the set of numbers x such that x < 3.

2 x < 7.

5. Describe the set of all z which satisfy the inequality

19z > 0. What order property justifies your answer?

If x > y and x > z is it possible to tell which of

the numbers y and is the larger? Why?

Let m, x, p be real numbers. Each problem below contains

two statements. If the second follows from the first by a,,

property or properties of order, name the property or

ptOperties.

(a) 5m > 2 < -2

(b) 3x > x 2x 2

(c) 5m > 10 m > 2

(a) 2x 7 < x 10 x < 3

(e) -x < 3 x > -3

0 < 2 and p > 0 ; 1 < 2p

(g) i2r; < 0 and m < 0 ; 1 > 0
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7. Some of the statements of the properties of order hold if
replaces > ; soM* do nkt. The following exercisesqn-

volve some of the possibilities. y ate in each case whether
or not the

properties

(b)

(c)

(d)

second statement follows prom the first by the

of order and equality. If it does not, explain why.

x + 5 > 7
a >

9x > 15

5x - 4 < 3x + 7
4 < x + 3 < 9

< -x < 10

x > 2

3a > 18

x >

2x < 11

1 < x < 6

-5 > x > -10

3-4. Distance,

In Chapter 2 we began our development of formal geometry.
Informal geometry, which treats "what" and "how," has been con-
trasted with formal geometry, which stresses "why." Both are

derived from our experiences in the physical world. In order

to reason successfully, we need to understand the meanings of
words precisely. Hence, familiar words, which sometimes have

vague meanings in the real world, have been given precise defi-
nitions. In order to get started in our reasoning, we need to
begin with certain agreements. Therefore, we have selected from

our experience in the physical world a few statements which seem
natural and we have adopted these, expressed in precise language,
as postulates. With this foundation we have been able to deduce

A
some theorems.

In Chapter 2, we forma- d incidence postulates, des-

cribing-in formal geometry relationships among points, lines,
planes, and space. In the present chapter we wish to introduce

into our formal geometry some other ideas suggested by our ex-
periences: ideas about a physical ruler and about the number-
line.

2 3 4

A number-line has become for us a convenient method of

marking numbers and picturing the relationsh4ns between them.
That sort of relationships between numbers ae easily shown
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the number line? One -answer is the order relation: which of

two given numbers is greater than the other? Seeing that 1 is

to the right of -2 fits with the algebraic statement that

1 > -2. Another possible answer is the betweenness relation.

-umber-line

0.7.

The shows us that the number is between 0.6

Does the number-line show other types of relationships?

An example of anotheR4type is the following.

and

0 I 2 5

The number -line 'hows that 5 is farther from I than it is

from 2. This answer suggests that the number-line pictures

not only the order relation for numbers, but also shows how far

apart numbers are. Nraw "how far apart" for numbers is deter-

mined by the operation of subtraction: 5 - 1 = 4 tells us that

the difference between 5 and 1 i 4.

If P

But what does "how far apart" foi, points me-

p

Q arr two distinct points what do we mean by

inquiring how Car apart they are? In the real world, we answer

such a question by using a physical ruler.

0 2

How can a physical ruler, graduated, say,

made? Clearly we must know what one inch is.

points which are known to be "one inch apart."

in inches, be

We must have t

To assure that

0

our physical ruler is accurate, the ports we select should fit

a standard. By law, the inch is definild in terms of the.- inter-

national unit for distance known as the meter. For rr y years,

the meter was officially described by a pair of marks on a

platinum-iridium bar kept under ideal conditions France.
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Although technological progress now demands a better standard

in the physical world, the idea that two points provide a

standard for measuring distances is important for our geometry.

Suppose any two distinct points in space are chosen. We

could agree that this pair of points provides a unit. Thus we

would say that the distance between these two chosen points is

1, and we could then measure the distance between any two

points. If the original pair of points, say A and B, were

one "inch" apart, then the distance between two other points,

say P and Q, might be called "eight inches." The number 8

would be the measure of how far apart P and Q are, relative

to the chosen "inch," that is; relative to the chosen pair (A,B)

of points. The number, which is the measure of distance between

two points, is, of course, a real number and not negative.

We are now ready to express, in a precise manner, some of

the ideas concerning distance which we want in our formal

geometry.

Postulate_ 10. If A and A' are distinct

points, there exists a correspondence which assoc-

iates with each pair of distinct points in space a

unique positive number such that the number assigned

to the given pair of points [A,A'J is one.

DEFINITION. The set consisting of the two poin

Al mentioned in Postulate 10 is called the unit- ir.

DEFINITION. The number which corresponds, by Postulate

10, to a pair of distinct points is called the measure

of the distanc_e between the points, relative to the

unit-pair (A,A1).

DEFINITION. the measure of the distance between any

point and itself, relative to [A,A' is the number

zero.

Suppose the points A and A' of a unit-pair are pne

inch apart. If two points F and Q are three inches apart,

7i
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then the definition tells us that the measure of the distance

between F and Q, relative to (A,A'), is the number 3.

Frequently, instead of the phrase, "the measure of the distance

between two points," we simply say, "the distance between twcp'4

points." Thus the distance between the points P and Q

mentioned above is 3. .That is, the distance is 3, if it is

understood that (A,A' is the unit-pair.

If a different 'it-pair, say (B,B ), replaced (A,A'),

then the distance beli&leen the same points P and Q very likely

would be another number. For example, if B and were one

"foot" apart, then ple distance between P and Q would be the

number . In a discussion, if the unit-pair is understood, we

often will not bother to mention it. However, if there is any

chance of confusion, we must specify what unit-pair has been

chosen.

Notation. Let (A,A') be a unit-pair. The distance

between a point F and a point Q, relative to

(A,A'), is often denoted by PQ.

If it is desirable to identify the unit-pair, we use

the_notation: PQ (relative to (A,A')).

In the real world, the phrase "relative to (A,A')" is

often replaced by a physical unit, such as "inch" or

"Meter thus we use a phrase such as: PQ meters.

In all these cases, the symbol PQ names a number.

Faca 1e 1.
A

POD (relative

-pie 2.

A' P

_ (A,A') = 3.

A

AA' = 1. (Note that here we have assumed that the

unit-pair is LA,A').)

sample . A

1AB = , and AA = O.
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Example 4.

PQ

sample 5.

A

R

and

P

M

MR inches inches.

In daily life we very seldom measure distances by referring

directly to the legal standard inch. Instead we use physical

rulers whidh provide copies of the standard. We consider the

distances we measure with a high-quality copy* be the same as

the distances we would obtain with the standard. This idea

suggests the following postulate in our ormal geometry.

Postulate 11. If [A,A' any unit -pair and

if B and BI are two points such that

BB' (relative to (A,AI)) = 1,

then for any pair of points, the distance between them

relative to the_unit-pair (BOP) is the same as the

distance between them relative to (A,AI

Problem Set

1. In this problem you are expected to use a ruler (graduated

in inches) to measure distances between the points shown

below.

S T

Relative to (A,A'), find. A'Q, PQ, PR, PS,

ST, AR.

Relative to (Q,R) , find .AIQ, PQ, PR, PS, PT,

ST, RR.

What is QR (relative to (A,A1) ) How do distances
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(d)

in (a) compare with the corresponding distances in (b)?

What postulate does this illustrate?

Find RP

(1) (relative to (A,P.1)

(2) (relative to (Q,A1)

(3) (relative to (A,s }).

(4) (relative to (S,T)).

(5) (relative to (P,Q)).

,(6) (relative to (P,R)).

In the figure, suppose that the part of 2 shown between

P and M is on the edge of a ruler.

M

On this ruler if 0 were assigned to P, and 1 1,,,J

Q, what numbers would you assign to PC, PD, PM ?

In labeling the points of the ruler with numbers, what

numbers would you assign to -C, D, and M ?

On this ruler if 0 were assigned to M, and 1 to

what numbers would you assign to PM, QM, CM ?

In labeling the points of the ruler with numbers, what

numbers would you now assign to C, Q, P ?

-2 -I 0 irst correspondence)
0 I

(second correspondence)

On line ,L the points have been assigned numbers (in ruler

fashion) as indicated by the first correspondence on the

diagram.

Suppose the ruler is moved toothe right so that there

is anew (or second) correspondence between the set of

_numbers and the set of points on , assigning 0 to I

id 1 to Q.

) Copy the digrams, and write on your copy the numbers

which the/second correspondence assigns to ea.ci of the

other labeled points.

(b) Using the fact that the first correspondence assigned

numbers in ruler fashion, compute the distances PQ,

SR, PR, RO, QR (relative to (0,I)).
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(c)

(d)

What is IQ (relative to (0,1))

Without Mang the second correspondence, give the diS-

tames PQ, SR, PR, RO, QR (relative to (I,Q)

What postulate did you use?

Usiq the fact that the second correspondence assigned

numbers to the points in ruler fashion, compute the

distances indicated in part (d). How do these Computed

distances compare with the corresponding distahces

ven in (d) ?

On line I again assign numbers to points in a rulerIike

correspondence as indicated. NoW consider the ruler turned

so the scale extends in the "opposite direction" and assoc

iatee 0 with point 0 and 1 With point B.

4

first correspondence)

second correspondence)

Complete the number assignment of the second corres-

pondence .

Compute PR relative to the unit-pair in each corres-

pondence. How do these distances compare? Why would

you expect this

A

Consider a lineG containing three points

as indicated.

(a) Can you arrangea rulee with a scale so constructed

that it could be placed along the line with its 0

corresponding to A and 8 to B ? If your answer

is yes, describe where on the line the point corres-

ponding to '1 would be located. Is'this-a uniqUe

point?

(b) Can you also arrange a ruler with a scale constructed

so that it could -4be placed along the line with.its 0

corresponding ,to A and 5 to C If your answer -is

yes, describe Where on the line the point corresponding
iAito 1 would be located. Is this a unique point?
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375. _Coordinate System on a Line.

)1 In the Preceding section we tried to analyze the number-

line. We observed that, the number-line helped us to picture

"how far apart.". This latter idea'led us to formulate, in a

precise manner, the notion of distance. Now we are ready to

re-examine the number-line and attempt to capture its important

ItatUres.so that we may use these ideas in our formal geometry.

The key feature is that the different points on the line are

matched with various ntimbers. The correspondence between the

two sets is one-to-one. But another feature of primary useful-

ness -is the feet that this one - to-one correspondence enables us

to compute the distance between points by subtracting numbers.

For example, consider a number\,line marked in inches.

A 8

0 F 2 3

The distance between A and B (in inches) is 2; the number
2 can be computed by subtracting: namely, the numbers associ-

. ated B and A are 3 and,l, and 3 - 1 = 2. The

distance between B and, C (in inches) is Z; the numbers

corresponding to B and C are 3 and -1, and their dif-

ference 3 - (-1) . 4. If the number -15 and the point D

are matched on the above number-line, then CD = (-1) - (-15)=14.

The concept in coordinate geometry.which corresponds to the

number-line in informal geometry is the general idea of a

coordinate system. By properly associating points with numbers,

we acquire a powerful tool whose importance will gradually un-

fold during the year's work: We now introduce a coordinate

system on a line. This development, besides giving us important

consequences about geometry on a line; will ser4ae a basis in

later chapters for discussing coordinate Systems An a plane or

in space.
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DEFINITION. Let (A,AI) be any unit-pair and let J.

be any line. A coordinate system on A relative

to the unit-pair (A,A') is a one-to-one correspon-

dence between the set of all points on 1 and the

set of all real numbers with the following p

If numbers r and s correspond to points R

S on 1 and if r > s, then r s s is the same as

the number RS (relative to (A,AI))

DEFINITIONS. The origin of a Coordinate system on a

line is the(point which corresponds to the number O.

The unit-point of.a coordinate system on a line is the
4

point which corresponds to the number 1.

The number which a given coordinate system on a line

assigns to a point R on the line is called the

coordinate of the point R in the coordinate system.

These definitions describe w a coordinate system is and

some of the words we find useful in talking about a coordinate.

system. However, there is an import t issue which we should

not overlook. A coordiftate system ha been described as a

correspondence between two sets with -tain very specific

properties. Row do we know, in our fi al geometry, that such

a correspondence is possible? If sue a correspondence is

possible, is there more th i,one coor

if anything, can-me say about

po_dences there are? In order to ans-

once again return to our experiences

se them to formulate a Nostulate w_

we need.

Suppose we choose two points,

spart, as a unit- ir. A

Suppose we have a line

points D and E on

irate .system on a line?

many of these corres-

- these questions, we

h the number-line and

Will give us the answeri

one centimeter

the real world and two distinct

7(3
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According to our.experience with a physical ruler, we can lay

the ruler near the line m co that the point D matches with

the number 0 and so that the point E matches with a positive

number* Co

4 5

CENTIMETERS
7

In the example pictured, E matches frith 4.5, and the distance

DE centimeters is 4.5 cm.

Consider another example in which the same unit-pair is

chosen and in which two distinct points F and G belemg to

the line n in the real world.

A physical ruler, graduated in centimeters, can assign numbers

to points on n so that F matches with 0 and G matches

with a positive number.

C

0

These examples illustrate that, in the real world, no matter

what unit-pair is chosen for measuring distance, we may select,

on any line, any point as an origin for a number-line and insist

that any other given point be assigned §a positive number on the

number-line. The next postulate is a statement of the corres-

ponding situation in our formal geometry.

Postulate 12. (The Ruler Postulate

any unit-pair, if ,e is any

If (A,Af is

line, and if P and Q are

any two distinct points on then there is a unique

coordinate system on ,e relative to (A,A') such that

the origin of the coordinate system is P and the coordi-

nate of -Q is positive.
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The word "unique" in the statement of Postulate 12 conforms

to our experience that there is only one way to lay a physical

ruler along a line no that all the conditions are satisfied.

As a by-product, the Ruler Postulate gives us further in-

formation about the number of points on a line. Since there are

infinitely many real numbers, every line has infinitely many

points. This property in formal geometry fits with our idea

about a line in the real world. Postulate 2 assured us that

each line has two or more polka, and until we adopted Postulate

12, we have not been able to be any more specific.

Customer when we establish a nwmber-line, we choose a

point on the life and assign the number 0- to it, then select

another point on the line and assign to it the number 1, and

finally assign numbers to other points. so that distances are

measured relative to the initially chosen two points. Thus, the

points to which the numbers 0 and 1 are assigned become a

unit-pair. The same type of procedure is permissible irliour

formal geometry, as the next theorem tells us. We Otain this

theorem from the Ruler Postulate by choosing a particular unit-

pair, namely, (P,R)

THEOREM (The Origin and Unit-Point Theorem) If P and Q

are any two distinct points, then there is a coordinate

system on the line PQ relative to the unit-pair (P,Q)

such that P is the origin and Q is the unit-point of

the coordinate system.

Problem Set

1. The following diag is intended to suggest a coordinate

system on I re1ative to (P,Q).

A P

-4 0 I Le

(a) Which point is the origin? 'Which point is the unit-

point?

(b) Compute each of the following distances: PQ,

CY, XY, CB, YX
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2. Draw a "line" and mark on it two "points" P and, Q
Then, on or off the line, mark two points, A and A'.

On the line indicate a coordinate system relative to (A,A')
having ,P as its origin. Record the coordinate of Q in
this system. Indicate a second coordinate system, different
from the first, but also having P its origin and (A,A')
as itvunit-pair. Compare c ordinates of Q in the two
systems. Compute in both coo te systems the distance
PQ. Do the results of your c tation agree?

Consider two distinct points A, B on line 2
(a) Is there a coordinate system on I whose 'origin is

and whose unit -point is B ? Is it unique?
Is there a coordinate system on I whose origin is
and which assigns a positive number to A ? Is it
unique?

Suppose that on a line I a coordinate system assigns
the coordinates 0 and 1 to points P and Q,

respectively.

I
Consider the set of points of 2 whose coordinates-satisfy the inequality x > O. Likewise, consider the
set of all points of .2 whose coordinates are negative.
Do these two sets have any point in common?

(b) Consider the set of all points of I whose coordinate
are greater than 1. Likewise, consider the set of all
points on 1, whose coordinates are le_

these two sets have any point in common?
Explain the statement: P plays the same role with
respect to the two sets in part (a) that Q plays with
respectto the two sets in point (b).

than 1. Do
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In a Wien Owl ate system, find the'diStancea between

pairs of points which have the following coordinates:

(a) -16,

(b) x and y, if x7> y

(o) x and y, if x < y

(d)

(e)

x

a

and

and

y,

b

if x e y

Problem 5(e) is involved because we do not know which

number is larger or even whether they are distinct. Whenever

you are asked to find the-distance between two points whose

eeordinatea,are not known numerically,. you should consider the

,three oases, a in parts (b), (c), (d) in Problem 5. A special

symbol, discusled in Problem 10, is often useful in this'situa-

tion,

.
Consider the two coordinate systems, which we may denote by

C and C', on line .1 as suggested in the diagram.

I

(coordinate system C)

(coordinate system CI)

Copy the diagram and compl--te the assignment of num-.

bers to the indicated points of by the coordinate

system C'.

Compare the two correspondences with respect to

(1) position of origin; (2) unit-pair used, and (if

different) the measure of each relative to the other;

(3) whether the unit-point is to the left of the origin

or to the right of,the origin.

Note that it appears that the sum of th, coordinates

assigned to any one point by the two coordinate systeMs

is constant. Using this'informatioL and letting x be

the coordinate of a point in'syst C and x' be its

coordinate in system C', express a relation between

x' and x.

Compute in the C system and BR in the C'

system. Compare. these numbers.

Sc
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41. T00 Aite systems C and C' oh line ,e are eeted

it he diagraM.

41-11-
S -ITAB

=4 -2 ,0 I

0

Fol oW the directio _ ven in parts (a),

in roblem

8. Two coordinate systems

by the diagram:

(system

(system

and (d)

d C' on line 2 are sugs es_ed

Follow the directions given in parts (a), (b

Problem 6.

Two coordinate systems C and C14 on line ,e associate

numbers with points as suggested by tne'Aiagram:

I 0
(C)

(c1)

Follow the directions given in parts (a), (b), (c ), (d) in

Problem 6. However, in part (c), replace the word

with the word "difference.

10. In order to overcame the difficulty mentioned in-Problem 5(e)

weefind it convenient to introduce the symbol Ia - bl which

is called the absolute value of the number a - b.' The

symbol, DI, names a positive number or zero and this

is helpful since every distance is a positive number or zero.

The distance between two points whose coordinates are

a and b is a - b if this is not negative; otherwise

the distance is

-(a b).

The absolute value of number x is defined by:

lx i x if x > 0, and IxI if x < 0.

Notice that b - a is the same as
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Thus, 12 - 7111 - 21 and lx

It does ricxat matter, incomputi-

subtra t the first Coordinatefron

from the .first ht as long as you take
absolute vallieme of the difference.
coordinates --- -2,

(-2) m + 2

while Sr.2_ (-6) -2 + 6 . 4

YI m 1Y x1

distances Cher you

e second o the second

the distance to be the

For example, given two

method o computation tells ua

S plin each of the following

(1) 1

(2) 1-51 1

(3) 1

(4) 1 51

(5) 1(4 - 5) - (5 4)1

(b) In each mart of this problem o .ompute the distance

betweeo tv-ths two points having the given coordinates.

Exprese tf-the answers using the .absolute vh a symbols

and 1-41 4,

and 141

hat the distance is 4.

(1)

(2)

x

a*
awand y

b and b

(3) a * b and a b

(4) a * b and b + a

(9) a b and b - a

F n and 24EMEME

distinct points, F and 0,

a line.

determine (b Postulate
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By Fostu e 12' there are many other points on PO. Lt this

section we consider certain subsets of 1R7 which are determined

by the given points.

jet us also denote FO by m. The point F on m

appears to separate the line it into two portions. The portion

shown in the next diagram contains the point 0,

e the other poi ion, pictured bele*, does not contain G.

Each of these subse

"endpoint."

A subset of a line such as the above may remind us of a
physical phenomenon like a ray of light emanating from a source

and continuing indefinitely

may be cons] tiered to have F

We adopt the same word

we have considered. A

precisely what we mean

On the above lihe

"ray" in geometry

coordinate systeM

by a ray.

to name

will help

m, there is, by Theo-

ate system such that F is the origin and. G

such as

us describe

-1, a Coordin-

s the LIMO-point.

One of of the portions- into which m appears to be separated by
consists of F and all the points with positive coordinates.
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DEFINITION. If A and B are distinct points, then,

in the coordinate system on AB with origin k and
unit-point B, the sueset of AB consisting of all

points whose coordinates x 75atisfy x > 0 is called

a ax, or more specifically, the ray with endpoint A

and containing B.

Notation. If A and B are-distinct points, the ray

with endpoint A and containing B is denoted by the

symbol K.

We emphasize that in the symbol AB the first-named point

the endpoint .of the ray.

THEOREM -2. Every point on a given line Is the'endpoint of

two rays on the line, and the intersection of these two

rays is the point itself.

Proof: Let P be a point on the line If Q is

another point on 1 there,is, by Theoret 3-1 (the Origin and

Unit-Point Theorem) a coordinate system on ,e in which P Is

the origin and Q is the unit-point.

P Q

The ray pc has endpoint P and consists of all points whose

coordinates satisfy x 2 O. If R is the point with coordinate

then R does not belong to PQ. By Theorem 3-1, there is

another coordinate system on J with origin P and with unit-
/

point R.

(old coordinates)

(new coordinates)

Using the new coordi_ate system, we find that PR is a ray

given by the inequality xl > 0. Since, by Postulate 11, the

new coordin-ot x' and rd note Y

related 'by the equation

84
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the r is the set of all points whose oginal crardinates

x satisfy x O. The intersection of the distinct

and FR consists of P Alone.-

It is convenient to have a name rom7 -tvilp rays which are

related .in the manner described in E'rteceding theorm

DEFINITION. Twa distinct collloa3n rays with a common

endpoint are called opposite rays, aria each ray 13 said

to be opposite to the other.

In our future work we shall ofte

have the same endpoint, but which

are not opposite rays because'they

are not-collinear. Or we may con-

sider more than two rays, all of

which have the same endpoint. The

diagram shows four rays, each with

endpoint V.

ider two rays which

DEFINITION. Rays all of whidhavea

are called concurrent rays.

same endpoint

Now let us consider-anOther type or -subset determtmdby

distinct points. Suppose that the 1p o1nts F and Griner-

e the line

The diagram suggests that the palrofp<Dlints split the line into

three parts which do not overlap: the ar.ay with endpoint F

which does not contain G (drawn heavi ay in Figure (a) ), the

ray with endpoint p which does mtcorltain F (drawn heavily

in Figure (b)), and the subset pictured in Figure (c).
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We may conveniently use coo- inates to describe a set of the
type shown in Figure CO).

WINITIONS. If A and g are distinct points, then, in

the coordinate system on 13 with origin A and unit-point
la, the subset of laT consisting of all points whoiie

coordinates x satisfy 0 < x $. 1 is called the se'5ment

joining the given points.

Each of the points' joined by a segment is called an

endpoint of the segment

Notation. If A and B are distinct points, the segment

joining these two paints is denoted by the ymbol WE.

Since each of the symbols AS and IV names the segme_
joining the two points, WE and la are different names for
the same segment. Thus we conclude that wr n1 for any two
distinct points A, B.

Example .1. COnsider the coordinate system on the line ,e

shown in the diagram.

0 2

(a) The segment Ag.is the set of points whose coordinates
x satisfy 0 frx < 1 and is marked heavily in the diagram

below.

4

(b) The ray 705T is the set of points whose coordinates

satisfy x 0 and is marked heavily in the next diagram.

A e
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(4) We find the

With origin

coordinate

(new) °Gov't

EX by choosing a coordinate *fat=
unit -point A. If x' is the new

f a point, then 11 is the set of points whose

nates x' satisfy x' 0.

dsw.wwwommm._
2 I 0 =I

(d) What is the relationship between the old coordinate

x and the new c6Ordinate xf of a pint on ? We mark the

name diagram with both old and new coordinates, and compare them.

#4=4411,
I

-I 0 1 2 3 Aold)
I
2

0 -i -2 (new)2 I

Note that the sum. x I- x' is,sfor every point,- the-same, namely

or

x x, 1,

xl -1 - x.

-(e) Since is associated with the inequality x' 0

and since . x' . 1 x, what'inequality in the old coordinate

syetem,is associated with EX ? Replacing x' by 1 x, we

obtain
1 - x

By the additive property of order,

1 x, or x 1.

Since Xff and EX are associated respectively h'

the inequalities 0 x and x 1, their intersection is

associated with 0 < x 1.

(g) The intersection of the two rays AB and BA is the

segment 7th.
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As may be helpful to-review, on.a line,Isix

importaq aubsets_determieed by-two points of the Unit. If' we
'-

can the points A and "16 the following six. pictures ahoW-the

ame line, with

Se en

he subset- marked heavily.

=d BA

Bay'

Ray opposite to

Ray

y opposite to

Line

A

A .

'A
4LjziELMAir-

A

_

B
'Notice carefully the distinction among the symbols AB, AB,

n rA.

1.

Problem Set
.

Nang, the origin and uhit -point which may be used in defining

each of the rays and

(a) CF.

(b) RO

(c) ED

(d) 'CF

segments below.

BE

CA

BE

DE

.(g

(h

Is there any choicd possible in the origin and

2. Points on line -i are indicated-in the diagram.

Using_ this diagram, name the

Intersetion of Ur and

Union of CF and CF

of UV-and CA

and CA

of irg and ED

and CF

of BE and CF

of CA and Tf.

(a)

(b)

(c) Intersection

(d) Union of CF

Intersection

Union of BE

following:

CF

Intersection

Intersection

88
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Name* in terms Of the given`leters on the indicated line

the segment or ray which is the set of all points, whose

coordinates Satisfy the given inequality.

(b) -0 if

(c) d < x

Let

(a)

M and R be any distinct points on a

Is there a coordinate system on 1 in

assigned to M' and 1 to R-?

R

0 4

Consider in; MI a point 1, M a

R and With dodrdinate x.

(b) what numbers must x lie?

(c) ,Write an. equation inVolving x which states that

PM FR.

(d) Whit+ is the solution set of this equation. How many

n ers are in this solution set?

(e) How many points P are in MR such that Mr= PR'

line

which 0 is

2

*5. Two coordinate systems on line area, indicated in the

diagram,. One is called the old, the other the new coordinate

system.

2 3 4 (Old 'system)

-2 (new system)5 4 3 2 I 0

From fact that the

appears to be the.same

for the new coordinate

its old coordinate x.

SUM of the old and new coordinates

for all points, find an expression

xt of a point oh ,e in terms of

Does the diagram remind you of two,

rulers placed against the gime.line?
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-2 ,ystem)

2 (nett system)

Examine the diagram. in a mann r similitrto, that useciin

Problem 5, but note that this time it is the difference.:.

of the coordinates which sho d be considered. Find an
expression for the new coordinate xl in terM0 ot the old
coordinate x. How ,does the placement, of the Mims rulers,

as suggested here, differ t that indloatedip' Problem

Interior Points.

A ray has one endpoint anda segment cies,two endpoin

Qemetimes we are -primarilyAnbet -ted in those points of a

or segment which arenot,endpoin

DEFINITION The interior of a r is the set of all

points,of the ray except the endpoint.
A

Each point in the interi of a ray is called
i.

interior point of tfie ray.
'4 ,

The interior of a segment is the set ofPall points of---,----
fthe segment except the two endpoints.

Each point in die interior of a segment is called an

interior point of the segment.

Since the interior of a ray or segment is distinguished

from the ray or segmeht oply,by the omission of endponts,_we-'

may express interiors in terms of a'coordinate system.

B

The interior` of ED is the set of points whose coordinates

satisfy x O. The interior of is the set of points wftose

coordinates satisfy 0 < x < 1.

90
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er a point. C in the interior of MEL .In the above

system on 15; ,the Coordinate of the point. ,C

ea < c ( i. The coordinate of C is between' -the

°Ordinate 0 of B and the c6ordlnate l of -D. It'is con-,

-:,4enlent.to shorten the preceding s1entence. and 'say simply that

'0- is between B and D.

DEFINITION. A point is said to be between -the distinct

points B and D -ir and only if it-is an interior

looint of U.

Notice that the statement that ,one point is between'two

points guarantees that the three points are distinct and are

collinear.`

In many situations the following convention will be, useful.

. If we speak of three distinct points P. Q, R,'As being "collin-

evil, we are not saying which oneof the three is between'the

-other two., But if we speak Of-points. F, Q, R as being

collinear in that order, we shall mean that the points are dis-

tinct and that 'At is between P and H. Similarly., if we say

that four points F, Q, R, S are collinear iii that order, we

-shall mean both that :(4, is between P and R and that R is

between Q and S.'

Among the interior points of a segment, the 6-called mid-

point has special importance.

DEFINITION. The midpoint of a segment is the point

which, belongs to the segment and-is equally distant

from the endpoints of the segment.

In symbols, if E and F are distinct points

midpoint M of Tff' is the point which fulfills tw

meats,

namely, that

F

then the

require=

between E and F and that EM = MF.



ore using'ita notion of a midpoint as defined, we shoe

aasursourselveS, that every segment has a midpoint and
-

'moreover only one 4dpoint. The next theorem gives us.this

infdrmation-.

Every.. segment has a unique_midpoint.

Proof: be any segment. Qonsider the coordinate

aySteM on with, origin B and unit-point D. Then BD is

the'se't of all pointOwhose-Coordinates x satisfy 0 < x < 1.

Let c be the coOrdinate of the desired midpoint. Then

0 < c < 1, because tcie midpoint belongs to-'the segment. Using':

the coordinate system to compute distances,

we find that c 3 0'= 1 - c, since the mldpoirit.is equally

distant from the:endpoints. The equation c=, 1 - c has exactly

One solution, namely, c Thus the one an only one mid-
ipoint of ED',is the' unique, point whose coordinate is p

DEFINITIO. The midpoint of a segment is,said to bisec_t

the segment. More generally, any set of points whose

.intersection with. a segment consists only,of.the'Mid-

point of the segment is said to bisect the segment.

The point which bisects the segment EF is the point

EFOetween E and :F such that



Problem Se

Given .a coordinate 'system on such that A is, the

origin and B is the unit-poi

Give the coordinate of the .endpoint of A.
The interior of Jif is the:set of 'all points whose

coordinates x satisfy what inequality?

(c )' The ray opposite to 0 :is the set of points whose .

.coordinates x satisfy what inequality?

(
,Find4Oe coordihates of points C, D, E on AB, such.

that BC AD = 4; and AE = EB.

(e) if P is between A and B, what values can its

coordinate have?

Let x be between A and B.

1) May A, B, and X be noncollinear?

(2) Is X. in 105 ?

(3) Is X in the inte*or of ATE

(4) Can the coordinate of X be negative?

(5) Cab BA = AX ?

(6) Can B be between. A and X ?

(g) Fill the blanks:

The set of points whose coordina;es satisfy x < 0

is the of the which is tb Tr.

*2. Fill in the blanks in the-following table.. (The names

"alpha" and "beta" are used-here as arbitrary names for

units.)

PQ

PQ

PQ

PQ

PQ

(in

(in

(in

(in

(in

inches)

feet)

yards)

alphas)

betas)

3

-

-

. 2

. 8

RS

AS

RS

-RS

RS

(in

(in

.(in

(in

(in

nches)

feet) =

yards)

alphas)

betas)

TV

TV

(in

(in

inches )

feet)-

-,

=

VW

VW

(in

(in

inches),m

feet)

24

TV (in yards) = VW (in yards)

TV (in alphas ) = VW (in alphas

TV (in betas = VW (in betas)

'13
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3. -Fill' inseach. of the blanks, with a number. You mayiteh to

use the data from Problem 2 to help you answer. (N to that
the dot after each blank is a symbol for multiplication.)

(a) PQ (in feet), .PQ (in yards).

(b) RS (in feet) RS (in yards).

(c) J TV (in inches)-TV (lb yards).
(d) TV (in yards =. I -TV (in inches),.
(e) FiS inches) =. * RS (in feet).
(f) VW (in feet) *VW (in inches).
(g) RS (in yards) *RS (`in feet).

(a) In measuring any distance, say MR, the longer the
unit used the the measure.

From Problem 2, the measure of PQ n betas)

times the measure of PQ (in alphas).

If the distance between two point- measured in alphas
is 1, and if the distance between two other points

measured in betas is l,, which pair of points is

farther apart ?- How many times farther apart?

Refer to Problem 2 to fill in the blanks below:

(a) VW (in inches) is 8

VW
J
in inches_ 8

P in inche-

(b) VW

( d

times' PQ' (in inches)

n feet)

VW

is time: PQ feet)

in fee
'PQ

(in Yards) is times PQ (in yards)

VW in ards
Ira

If AB is 10 times CD when' an, inch is used as a

unit, then AB will be how many times CD when any
other unit is used?

3



6. Given:win D, V, I,. N; T and EsAcb that

T (in feet) 4- IN (in lInche (in yards

Find the'meaeure of each of the follgwing :

*7

-s.

FT.(in inches)

IN (in feet)

YD (Al feet)

FT (in yards)

YD (in inches)

IN (in yards)

Given two distinct points P and Q, which of the measures

in PrOblem 6-ie equivalen to
V

(a)
in inchesi
(in feet)

(b)

(c)

iin feet)
n-inches)

in inches
lib yardd

Relationship Be weeps-Distances Relative to Different

Unit-Fairs.

On a given line there are many different coordinate syste

We have taken advantage of th fact throughout the preceding

sections,. Often we have chosen a coordinate'system to snit our

purposes. In a few situations we have used more than one coordi-

nate system in a single discussion. Let us review why we have

been justified in making these choices. According to the Ruler

Postulate, we are at liberty to select any point whatsoever on

the given line as an origin. We also are permitted to cftoose

freely the unit- air for measuring distances. Hovt do the dif-

ferentcoordinate systems on the Same line compare with one

another? Sections 3-8 and 3-9 are devoted to answering this

question.

As a first step, it is desirable to investigate more fully

how the idea of distance depends upon the choice of a unit-pair.

In the real world, we are familiar with many different standards

of measurement: the inch, the foot, the mile, the meter, and

many others. Although it is possible to use only one unit, it

95



3=8 a

dOes not seem practical 0 do so. It As no more sensible to

;express' the distance to the moon in. Inches than it is to measure

the length of a needle in miles. What, then, we maY ask, is the

effect on our definitions and theorems If we choose to use a
different unitApair? r

7
Refer to Problems 6 and 7 in Problem( Set 3 -7. As shown .in

the diagram, -if
1
two points U and V are 3 inches apart,

,

apart. C'they? they are v foot pa

14 inches

eV

- fool
. .,s

Similarly, if AB yards 5 yds., then AB feet - 15 ft. Thus,

ABAU=Xeeli
/a$ in ya P and Q are any two distinct(

pdints,theh _- feet)
n yards) is the number 34 We notice that

3 r-is the distance, in feet, between points which are one yard
apart; tAat is, 3 is the distance, in feetfebetween a pair of

points which determine the yard.

Likewise, if R and S are any two distinct points, then

Ra7- (in meters)
RS lb centimeters)

RS meters z. 3.5 m.,Aeand the constant is The number

is a consta_ If RS cm. 350 cm., then

mile the distance, in meters between two points which serve.

as unit-pair for the centimeter. These examples from the ,

ph cal world suggest the following postulate, which explains

'in our formal geometry how distanpes, relative to different

unit-pairs compare with one ahother.

Postulate 13. Let A d Al be any two dis-

tinct points and let B and i be any two distinct

points. Then, for every pair of distinct points P

and Q in space: relative _to A,AyjResat v to B,n,j- is a
constant.



EXaM010,,1. On a line .1 suppose that a coordina e syste

relative to the uni-pair (A,Al) is given:

C

-3 4* -2 A

C

A. ie

ede

3uppbae that B,131) is another Snit -pair and that

BB' (relative to (A,A1)) 7 2.

the same line-2, we also have a

to (B,B1) and with the same point

the next diagram.
PP.

C

coordinate system

F as origin, as

relative

shown in

Computing"with coordinates in the two systems, we obtain

relative_to_CAIP_ 4 2,
DJ rilativeto (B,EJ

1r
a number which, we note, is the same as (relative to (A,A')).

t ve to A A
Postulate 13 states that

constant, say k, not depending on P no

then, if we choose B and Bs as P and

iea
In particular,

we find that

relative to (AAA'))__

= BB' relative to (A,10)).

As in the examples discussed above, the constant k is the

measure of the'distance between the points df one unit-pair,

relative to the other unit-pair.



Baampie 2. A, B, C, D, E, F be six disti into,
let r -be a Odsitive number, and considei two unit Erfor
measuring,distancee. Pill. the blanks in the following table.

fir-

relative to:

-pairge second unit-pair

'Distance AB

Distance

Distance

5 20
C 8

?

Postulated 13 states tha

k. Using A

iret unit-pair
second-Unit-pal

B_as the two pain

If we let x =_CD

HenCe, x = 2.

If we let y = EF (spcond unit - pair), then- ;7 = k

Hence, kr.

is a constant,

we find = k.

first uhit-pair), then § = k =

-

Example 1. In Example 2(a), w found that k 2 .

We may also say that Noticing the positions of the
numbers 5, 20, 2, 8 in the table; we cone thett

A irst unit-pair d 1 a
e on

Example 3, together with Problem 5 Proble Set 3-6(b)
suggests the following theorem. The theorem states that the
distancA between one pair of distinct points divided by the dis-
tari6 between another fair of distinct points is the same,

regardless of the choice of unit-pair for measuring distances.

It (A,A') and (B,B1) be anyrunit-pairs, letT1EOREM

M and N be any two distinct points, and let E and P
be any two distinct points, then

elative to A A' relative 1p! j)
ve relative to CB,B/j),

-98



Proof: If we let

r MN (relative to k,A14); s ® MN (relative to [BM))
.

u EF ,(relative to (A,A')); v EF (relative to (B,B1));

triehSrie must sfiew that

By Postulate 13,

Since
1

we find that

is the same n

r u
s V '

8
u V

ti

Problem Set
..-

Given the coordinata.system on.,i indicated by the dr61

A B

-3 -2 -1- 0 I- 2 3

.Find the f'o'llowing distances:

FG (relative to (C,B))

FA relative.to.(C,G)Y--

DB relative to 41),.E))

AG (relative to (B,E)1

(b) If _X -is a.point to the right of Cr what letter

should X be in each of the following to'product a

.2

correct statement?

GE (relative to (C,10).=

DF (relative to IC,X)) = 2

FG (relatiVe to 4C,X)) 1

FG (relative to (C,X))

Show that

ZS C t BG relative ,B
BO frelative to Al

P (relative o f e- to
FB (relative

CB (relative to (A,G))
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(d) Verify that

DF relatives
ve o

C B 24reiatiVe to F G
GE relative to F,G_

-5

F

f

A B

The diagram shows

Five points on

C and CI on

pletures. Our task is

for each point for which the coordinate in

-2 -I

P

wo different pictures of one ftnel

are named. Two coordinate systems

are indicated in the diffet'ent

to find .the coordinate in C'

C4 is given.

(b)

Compute AB
AP

in Cr
In C

Using the information what number

BE
BE

in C'
iii C

Using the coordinates of B and E in the two

systems, compute BE in CI
BE In C

Combine the results of (2) and to obtain an

equation for e, and solve for e

AF
AP n C Write an equation in terms

of coordinates, and solve the equation for x' in

terms of x.

By -using the results of (5), find tine number in

the system C' which corresponds to -5 in the

system C.

Two L:oordinate systems C and C'

numbers to points as -indicated in the.-

the line r.

100

line_ m. assign

wo pictures of
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24-

ABmpute

Using the informaLon in (1), ?that number,is

AD in C')
AD in C

Using the result of (2), and the two coordinate

systems, obtaAan equation for d, and solve

tar d.

AP in C'
kP in C . Write an equation in

terms of coordinates, and solve for- y in terms

of x.

Using the re:rfult of ((), find the coordinate in

C' of P if its coordinate in C is -8.

Given a coordinate system C on a lime . Let x be the

coordinate of point X in the system. Let another corres-

pOndence CI between 1 and the set of real numbers match

point ,X such that for each x, xl = 3x.

(a) Is CY a one-to-one correspondence?

(n) C' a coordinate system; that is, does it sati:3fy

she definition?

(C) is the origin the same point in both systems?

(a) the unit-Point tie same in both cases?

Answel, the same quostIns as in Problem 5, if for each x,

`7)

5. Suppose that P, Q, R, 5, T, .V are points such that, rela-

tive o the uniC-pair (11,AI), PQ + -S TV. Is it true

that PQ + Rd --- TV relative to any other unit-pair (B,BI)?

)-Expla-n.

3-9. -1,_e'ri.tionqnip Between Different Coordinate Systems on a Line.

NoW e are ready to explain the relationship between two

coordinate systems on s line. We consider an erMple.

Let .4? be a line. Consider two coordin e systems, which -

we may cat C and CI, on the line. Suppose R, S. T, X are

points on _e with coordinates 4, 6, 13, x, respectively, in

system C, and with coordinates -3, -9, tt, xl, respectively,

101'



3 - 9

in C'. Pind t' and

Diagram of line with coordinate sy eM

X

x:

Diagram of line with coordinate system

Using the Ruler Postulate we find that RS in C) '= 6 - 2

and RS (in C') -3 - (-9) = 6. Sine = 3, we conclude

from Postulate 13 that the distance in C' between any two

points on is" 3 times the distance -in C between the same

two points.

T

t'

We proceed to find

't' by using the points R and T, in the right Column by using

the points Sf and T. In both oolumn6 we use the property that

a distance in C' is 3 times the corresponding distance in

C, and we make repeated use of the Ruler Postulate.

t'. In the left column we try to find

RT = 13 - =9 ST (in C

RT in C I - 3 9 =27 ST (in CI = 3=7=21
RT (in CI) = t' - ( -3) if t' > -3, ST (1n CI) . tI - (-9) if t'

or (_3) - tl if -3 > or (-9) - t1 if -9 > t

Therefore, Therefore,

27= t 1 - (-3) or 27 = - t I 21= (-9) or 21 = (-

t1 =724 or t' = -30 . 1 or ti -30

Since the conclusions in both of. these c4umns must be true"- it

follows that t' = -30.

We now useA similar procedure to find terms of



379

in C) x or 4 ,x x

RX (in ev),= 3(x-.4) or 3(4-
On the other hand,

RX- (in Ct) - (-3) or (-3) -x

Therefore,z,

(1) 3(x 4)
(2), 3(x- 4)
(3) 3(47x)

3), or,'

x', or

-3), or,

(4) 3( -x) .(-3)-xv,

Solving each of these four

equations for x', we find that

ther4 are just two possibilities

xv 3x - 15,

/from (l) and 4.4); or

x' m 3x + 9,

rom (2) and (3).

(5)

SX

SX -= 3(x-6) or 3(6-

On the. other hand,

SX (in C') = x,-(-9) or ( -9) -x'

Therefore,

3(x - 6) xl- (79)%k or

3(x -6) . (-9)-xl, or

9) 3(6x) xv - (-9),_ or

(10) 3(6 -x) = (-9)

Solving each of these four

equations for )04 we Af'ind 1%hat

there are Just two possitalities:

(11) x

from

(12) x'

from

or o - x

3x, - 9,

(7). and (10;

= -3x + 9,
(8) and (9):'

or

Note. that equation 6) is the same as equation ,(12 ). It is

impossible for both equation

(If they were, then '3x - 15

true. But we 1cow that 15

sion in both columns must be

(5) and equation (11) to be true.-

= 3x 9 and 15 = 9 would be

9 is,false.) Since the conclu-

true, it follows that x' = -3x + 9.

The above realpning applies to the coordinates, of any point
tX on _ and hence x' = + 9 is true fo;- every point on

As a' che6k,,for the point R we have x = 4 and x' m -3.

SubstStuting'into x' = -3x 9,- we obtain (-3) = -3 .4 9,

which is true. We leave it for you to check the point S.

Ai
This example suggests the. relationship we Want The result,

is stated in the following theorem , whose proof is indicated in

our.example.

THORSMII. (The Two Coordinate SystemtTheorem) Let a line

and two coordinate systems, C and C', on .2 be given.

There exist two numbers a, b, with a ,4 0, such that for
Any point on .2 , its coordinate x in C is'related to
its coordinate in C' by the equation ® ax 4- b.



3-9
Froblem-Set.

1. On line _2 in coordinate systeM C, the coordinates of

R, S are, respectively, In coordinate system

C', the coordinates of R, S are 0, 4, respectively.

Following the steps outlined below, find the cl coordinate

of T.

(a). Compare the distance RS (in C')._i the distance

p

RS (in C).

(b) What is the distance RT (in C

(c) On the basis of the answers to (a) and (b), what is

the distance RT (in C')

(4) Wthe basta'of the answer to what are bhe two

possibilities .1'014 the coordinate of T (in CI) ?,

(e) What is the distance ST (in C)

the distance ST (in ?

(f) On the basis of the answer to (e), what are the -two

possibilities for the coordinate of T (in C')

(g) Can you decide which of these is the coordihate ofT
in C' without appealing to a picture? How?

On line in coordinate system C, the coordinettet4 of

T, R, S are, respectively, =1, 0, 2. In coordinate system

'CI, the coor inates of R, S are 0, 4, respectively.

.

Following the steps outlined,belw, find the CI coordinate

of T.

From the Two Coordinate Systems Theorem we khow that the

coordinate% x' of a point in the C' system is related

to the coordinate x of that point in the C system

by the equation: xi ax b.

Hence, since the coordinate of R is 0 in

and O in C', we know that

0 a 0 ± b

Similarly, since the coordinate is 2 in

and 4 in C', we have

4
2 b,

From these two equations, determine the values of

and b.

104



(b) Using a and b determined above, and the formula

xl a ax b, detertine the coordinate of T in the

C' system.

On line 2 in Coordinate system C, the coordinates of

T, R, S are, respectively, 3, 2, 8. In coordinate system

C', the coordinates of R, S are 1, -2, respectively:.

Following the steps outlined in FrSblem 1, find the C'

coordinate of T.

On line,-e in coordinate system C, the coordinates of

T, R, S are, respectively, 3, 2, 8. Incoordinate system
C', the coordinates of R, S are 1, -2-, respectively.

Following the steps outlined in Problem 2, find the C'

coordinate of T.

5. On line 2 in coordinate system C, the coordinates'of

F, Q, W are 5, 11, -2, respectively. In coordinate

system C', the coordinates of P, Q are respecti

(a) Determine the coordinate of W in

the Two Coordinate Systems TheoreM.

(b) Determine, the coordinate of W in

Two Coordinate Systems Theorem.

hoot using

by using the

Assume that th Fahrenheit and Centigrade scales are applied

to a thermometer in the manner that two coordinate systems

are applied to the same line.

40 l00

32 212

Find the Fahrenheit reading corresponding to 40°C.

Find the Centigrade reading corresponding to 0°F.

Use the Two Coordinate Systems Theormto find the

relation between Fahrenheit and Centigrade readings.

7. From the Two Coordinate Systems Theorem We know that two

coordinate systems C' and C on a line ,e are related

by x' ax b. To see more'clearly the significance of

a and b in this formula, consider the following:

What is the coordinate in the C' system of the point

whose coordinate in the C system is zero?

1-5



(b) What is the coordinate in the C' system of the point

whose coordinate in the C system is one?

Draw a diagram illustrating the information obtained

so far.

Compare the distance between the two points Mentioned

in (a) and (b) in the C system and the distance

between them in the C' system.

Discuss the sign of a as it relates to whether the

C' and. C coordinates are like two rulers placed

against J so that-their scales "run in the same

direction" or are like two rulers placed against so

that their scale "run in opposite directions. Draw
"Nj

some diagrams to illustrate the posNO.bilitiea.

Can you give a reason why a inlust'15e different from

zero in the Two Coordinab_Systems Theorem?

Four towns are located on a straight road as indicated

in the drawing.

A

Town B is 5 miles east of town A, town D is 9
2

miles east of town A, and town E is of the way

from B to D. How far from' A is E ? is it reason-

able to think of the distance from A to E as being

the distance from A to B phis a fraction of the

distance from B to D ?

,Four points A, B, E, D are collinear in that order.

A

k
14

x

B

x2

The distance between A and B is x
1,

the distance

between A and D is x,, and E is 3 of the way

from B to D. Find the distance, say x, between

AandEintermsofxland--x2. (Hint: Think of

the distance AE as the sum of the distance AB anc

a certain fraction of the distance BD.)
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Suppose that a coordinate a C on line -g in-

part (b) assigns coordinat 'O. and 1 to B and D,

respectively. Explain will' coordinate of E is

Suppose that another coordinate system C, on 1-_21-1e

in part (b) assigns coordnatex- and
-2
x_ to B

and D, respectively. Find:tnt cOortinate x of 'E

in the coordinate system CY'Ilrour answer should be

in tea=ms of xi and x2.

3-10. Using a Given Coordinate Syst

Let X and 'be two dldting and let-1 -2
the line which they determine. Suppo_ coordinate systeM

on m is given. In thin, system suppo coordinates of X
1

_

and X2 are xi. and x,, respectivelV. By the Origin and

UnittPoint Theorem, we may choose a coord to system on m in

which X
1

and X have respectivet,coordina -,0 and 1. As

an important application of the preceding -se?ctioA ,iire wish to

find the relationship between these two Coordinate systems on

711-77
2

; that is, between the system given toub:andthe system

chosen by us.

As a convenience in later work, we shall-u the letters

and k in place of the symbols xt and x in the statement of

Theorem 3-5. That is, for any point X on m, its coordinate

in the given system lb x and its coordinate in the specially

chosen system is k. The diagram slows both coordinate, systems.

0

x2

X
m

(chosen by us)-
x (given to us)

With this notation, the No Coordinate Systems Theorem

aces that x and k sre related by the formula

x = ak ± b,

where a and b are ain numbers. We wish to find a and

b. At the point Xi,

hence,
= a 0 + b;

b x
-1
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At the point

hence,

Thus the formula is

X

a x
1

This result which e have just proved is so important in

later chapters that we will restate it as the next theorem.

THEOREM -b. (The Two-Point Theorem) In any coordinate

system on a line -_ let x and be the
1

and
,

respective coordinates of distinct points Xi and

lon Then the formula

x xi k (x, xi)

expresses the coordinate x c>f any point on ,e in

terms of the coordinate k of the same point relative

to the coordinate system

_point X,.

h origin X and uftt-,and

.Having already proved the theorem, let us apply it to the

discussion of rays and segments. In so doing, we shall discover

the type of inequality' condition which describes a ray or a seg

ment in any coordinate system.

First, suppose that xl

above, we express, in terms c

,dated with the ray XiX2.

or

k > 0

We express, in terms of

sociated with the segment

105

Using the same notation as

the inequality k 0 assn=

(since

(by the a
order)

7_,A1 is positive)

tive property of

the inequality 0 <k
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0 < k < 1

We express, in terms of x, the midpoint o . Since

its coordinate in the particular system is k
1

we rind

x
-2
x

x = x
1

x1)
I

In other words, the coordinate

of the midpoint of a segment is the average of the coordinat

of the endpoints of the segment.

A similar discussion applies in case xl x,

We summarize results in the following table. On the line

CD letFC and D have respective coordinates c and d.

Set (or point) In case c < d In case d < c

CD c< x = d d < x< c

Interior of

CD

CD c ,-- x< d d < x < c

c

Interior of C D - > c x ( c

Ray opposite to CD x < c x > c
=._.

DC x < d x > d

Midpoint of CD
c- + d C' + dx = r--

A

We recall that F is said to be between C and t if F,

is in the Interior of CD. Thus we have the following theorem

which 'restates the betweenn property in terms of coordinates.

THEOREM 577. (The Betw _ss- Coordinates Theorem) Let C, D,'

F be three points on a line -e and let any coordinate

system on -E be given. The point F is between the

points C and D if and only if the coordinate of

F is between the coordinates of C and of D.
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Of three distinct real numbe one of them is greatest and

another is least. ,tine and only one of the numbers is between the

other two. Tha corresponding statement for points is the follow-

ing. One and only one ofthree distinct cbrlinear points is

between the other two.

Example 1. Consider the coordinate system on the line

shown in the diagram.

In the table, each of several subsets of ,e is expressed as the

set of all points on whos4 coordinates., satisfy a condi-

tion.'

1

FL -1

x < 5

Midpoint of EW x
w - 2
--7--

Example 2. Consider the coordinate system on the line ,R

shown in the diagram.

4 6 7 a

Find a point A. between T and W such t)t
1

AW TW.

Solution: A, the midpoint of 17, is the point with
2 + 7 9

coordinate,,,

(b) Find a point B between T and W such that

TB §-TW.

Solution: Since TW = 5, we conclude that TB
3 5*

Thus the coordinate b of 8 satisfies b - Hence,

b 53 , and B is the point with coordinate

if k is a positive number, find a point C on the

11

ray opposite to TW such that TC = TW.

Solution: TC = k TW = 5 k. Thus C is the point whose

coordinate 13 -2 - 5k.
110
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(d) if X is a positive number and if V is a pp
whose coordinate v is greater than 2, find a point
on TW such that TD = k- TV.

Solution: TD = k- TV = k(v - 2). Thus: D is the point
whose coordinate is 2 + k(v 2).

(e) Solve (b) a different method.

Solution: The given coordinate system on is related
to:the coordinate system with origin T- and unit -point W by
the equation x = ak + b. As shown in the proof of Theorem 3-6,
a = 7 - 2 and b = 2. Thus, x = 2 + 5k. The point B, which

1 11corresponds to k = , has coordinate x e 2 + 5.5

Example 2. In a coordinate system, mints A, B, Q have
coordinates 7, -3, 12. In the coordinate system with origin

.

A and unit -point Bp the coordinate of Q is k. We may find
the number k by using the formula in Theorem 3-6. Using
xi = 7 and x2 m -3, the formula is

x = 7 - 10k.

When x = 12, we obtain
12 = 7 - 10k

5 = -10k

k -
1

Problem

I. Consider the coordinate system C on ,e indicated in the
diagram below. Let x be the coordinate of any point P

111
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Any ray or segment on 1 is the set of allApoints whose

coordinate x in the given coordinate system satisfy p;1

inequality condition. Write the appropriate inequality

for each of the following subsets of ,e

(1)

(2) xr
(3)

(4) (7) 11! (10)

(5) K (8) 0 (1) al

(6) X (9) M x_112)

Which of -the rays in (a) are the same set oft-points.

2. Use a coordinate system CI On ,e in Problem 1 that as4ignis

0 to 11, and 1- to I and answer (a) and (b) T Prdblem 1

in terms of the 40, coordinates.

Using the formula in the Theorem;", find an equation

which expresses -x in terms of k 9f 4'41

) x1e, ,x2 =o
(b) x - , x0 4

xl m 3, x2 . -4

(d) xi = -15, x2 0 15'

(e) xl =- -5, x2 = o

Given a coordinate system in which points A, B, C have

coordinates -5, 10, 15, respectively.

In the coordinate system with origin A and unit-point

C find the coordinate of B, using the formula of the

Two-Point Theorem. In this coordinate system does B

lie in AC ? In A6 ? In the ray opposite to TZ

In the coordinate system .with origin A and,unit-point

B, find the coordinate of C, using the formula. of

the Two-Point Theorem. In this coordinate system does

C lie in Al ? In AB ? In the ray opposite to AB ?

In the coordinate system with origin B and unit-point

Tind the coordinate of A. In this coordinate

system does A lie in BC ? In BC ? In the ray,

opposite to BC

112
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5. Find the coordinate of the midpoint of

mates of P apd are, respectively:

(a)

(b)

and 11

-9 and -2

) 4nd

Ai and -x2

r + s and

the coordi--

The coordinate of an endpoint of a segment is 4. The

coordinate of its midpoint is

the other endpoint.

7. Find the coordinate of

If the coordinate of one endpoint of a segment is -2 and

thdcoordinate of the midpoint is -7, find the coordinate
of the other endpoint,

8. Find the coarainate of each of the trisection points of AB
if the respective coordinates of A and S are:

a) 3 and 12

-1 ant 4

(c) Al and xand

9. Consider the coordinate system C on a line containing

points A, B, P. The coordinate of A is 7 and the

coordinate of B is 12. Find the coordinate of P on

AB, such that

AP

(b) AP AB

) PB . AB

10.-1f A and B are points on a line ,e with respective
/coordinates 5 and 7 in a coordinate systt-m C, and if

A and B have coordinates 0 and

system C then for any point P

in C', the coordinate x in C

a coordinate

hat has coordinate k

x -5 k(7 - (-5))
or A . -5 12k. Using this infermation complete the

follOwing table. The first row is completed.

113



(b)

(0)

4'

point on 4 or subset of

Midpoint of xff

(e)

Cr)

(g) 0

-*
P in AB such that
AP m 2 AB

Interior of- n
Interior of ray Apposite
to AB

(k) -65

3711. Length.

1p the preceding sections we have discussed the meas _ent

of distance in terms of a unit-pair. We have considered the

relationshippbetween distances when different unit-pairs are

used. In this section we shall suppose that a unit-pair hai

been chosen and is fixed. The results we ob _n apply for any

choice we may make.,

We begin by introducing o our formal geometry a liar

word.

DEFINITION. The distance between two distinct points

is celled the length of the segment joining the two

points.

Thus, if C and D are distinc

is the length of the segment ZU.

the number CD
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and VD be segments. a set of. points.

Conse quently statement that the seta

lag'. and. Mk the same, in other words, that IR and VD
-1-

contain precisely the same points.

On the other hand, consider the _statement AB f CD. This

statement means that the -number AB is the same as th number

In other Words, the segment XS has the same length as the

segment ZU. Weoften find useful another way, of expressing the

Statement thatAwo segments have the Berne length. lhis-we dis-

cuss next.

In Chapter 5 we shall deVelopk.in considerable detail a

notion which we call congruence. InforMal1y, one geometric

figure is congruent to another if they have the "same size and

shape." We consider what this idea might mean as applied to the

simple case of segments. Each serent is a set of collinear

points, has two endpoints, and contains all points between its

endpoints. Thus 11 appears that there is only one "shape" for

a segment and hence that the condition "same size and shape," as

applied to Se0ents, reduces to simply "same size." Now the

"kise" of asegment_is its length. Thus we are led to the follow-

ing definition.,

DEFINITION. Two segments (whether distinct or not) which

have the. same length are called congruent segments, and

each is said to be congruent to the other.

Notation: The statement, "the segment is congruent

to the segment ZU, is denoted by IP abT.

Example 1. Consider the coordinate system on the line

shown in the diagram.

D



(a.) The coordinate x of a point on EF satisfies x 2.
Is there-40point 0 on ,EF such that. EG,= 9 ? If so, let its

coordinate be-,g. Then g k 2 (Since G belongs to EP ) and

hence EG g 7 2. Thus g 7-2 9, and g = 11. The point

with coordinate 11 satisfies the requirements for G.

(b) The coordinatq x of a point on ED satisfies 2.

What pOint C on ED, i/f any,, is such that EC = 5 ?

the coordinate of the desired point C be called c, wOldte

that c 2. Thus .EC m 2 - c.' The equatiOn,- 2 = c m 5 ,tejas

us that c un -3. The only choice for C 'is the point ,with

coordinate. -3.

Example 2. Consider the unit-pair (B,I3') and the ray UP

in the diagram.

Find each poi on CF such thit CH - 4.

B'

Solution : On CF introduce a coordinate system relative

to (3,a,) with C ias origin and witha positive coordinate

for F.

0 ------4,

The point with coordinate the only point H on Cr such
,

that CH - 4.

These examples suggest the following theorem.

THEOREM 22i. (The Point Plotting Theorem) Let (A, be

any unit - pair,, let Q be any point, and let p be any

positive number. On any ray with endpoint Q there is'

a unique point R such that the distance QR

Proof: Let QW be any ray with endpoint Q.

12 there is a coordinate system on QW such tbat

origin and such that W has a positive coordinate.

p.

11

)stula

the
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4-

=Then is t set of points whose coordinates in this coordi-

net s tam,setisfy.,the inequality x ) 0. The desired point
,

'R on W Arust,th- efore have a positive coordinate, say r,

-and_the74ietanee -WI = r = 0 must be p.

0 W R
-- a

. I -: r --

.--- p 0

We,940Ctee R as the point with coordinate p and observe that,

'tills is the only possible choice. Thus ourconclusion is es-
tablished.

We have introduced the notion of betweenness for points.

definition, a point is:between two other points- if and only if

it is an interior point of the segment joining them. Later we

showed that a point is between two other points if and only if

its coordinate ifs between their coordinates in a coordinate

systeM. There is another way of characterizing hetweepheas, and

we diSoUso it next.

In using a yardstick to measure the length of a table in the

real world, we often use Er addition property. To determine the

distance between the points E and F, we may select a point

G between E and F.

-Then the sum of the distances EG and OF is the distance EF.

This idea is the basis for our next theorem.'

THEOREM (The Betweenness-Distance Theorem --t B, C, D

be points such that C is between B and D. If

(A,A') is any unit-pair, then the distances relative

to (A,A') satisfy the condition that BC A- CD = BD

(or, that BC = BB - CD).



-Proof: The points B,.0 D belong to a line, say 2

By the Ruler Postulte, there is a coorditiate-system on -1
relative to (A,A') such that B is the origin and such that
D has a posi4vf coordinate. Let:'d be the positive coordi-.

nate of D, and lei e::be the coordinate of C. The hypoth-
--eels that C- is between B and D means that 0 < c <.d.

The definition of EC,c0ordinate system tells us that BC.26-Oggc,
that CD . 4 - c, and that' BD m d. Hence,

4- CD c (d c ) d im BD.

H

0

d

This addition property actually characterizes betweenness.

That is, for any three points B, C, D which are distinct and

Collin ar, C in, between B and D if and only it BC-03P,

The portion of thisresultWhich we stated as Theorem 3-9 pro-

vides the information we need in the next few chapters, and W6
*

shall not prove the other portion at this time.

' Problem Set

1. The diagram below indicates the coordinates which are

assigned to various points on line _42 by a coordinate

system.

-3 -2 I C I 2 3 4

Find the length, of Xg, M7; 77.
(b) Find the length of TM; find the distance between

point D, and B; find DB; find ED. Should the

answer in each case be the same? Explain.,



2. Indicate in each of the following whether the'statement

true or false. Explain your answer ineach cease. (The

statements. refer to the diagram in:Problem 1.)

a) URl
(b) the length of DX is

(c) the length of 717' is

(d) )05 ;qv

(e) AD

(1) AN'

The diagram below' indicates the coordinates which haYobeen

assig=ned to various points on line ,e by a coordinate.system.

U
6 4 2 0 -2

In each of the-following, if the statement ier meaningful,

indicate whether it is true or false. If a statement is

not meaningful, write "potmeaningful" as your answer.

E

Is the midpoint of CD

is between D and .0

DR + = DC

g FRT

If the points M, S, and T are collinear in that order,

express MT in terms of MS and ST. Justify yoilr answer.

Points P, Q, and R are cdiiinear in that order and the

coordinates =5. 3 and -2 are assigned to them in some

order. Could the coordinate of Q be 3 Why?

The points, A, H and J are collinear' in that order.

If AJ = 12, and HJ = 7, find AH.

The diagram below indicates coordinates assigned to the

points 'D, E, G and F on line m by a coordinate system.



Is there a point on DE Whose coordinate is 9;

a ',Clint whose coordinateik .5-7 Justify youz' answers.

Point F belongs to rt. Find the coordinate of P

n each of the following. (In any case in which F is

not determined by, the given information, give all

po.seible answers.

DF = 7 DE,

DF., DE

DF = 5 EG -

EF = 7 DE,(4)

8. Let A, B, P be poin

respectively. Let k

AP k -AB.

5 EQ

(6) EF = EG'

(7) EF = DG

(8) Ea? = EG

on AB with coordinates -2, 5p. p,

a positive number and let

find p if k = 2

find p if k .

find p if k =

find k if p = 3

find k if p . 19

If R is .on AB and AR = 2, what is the coordinate

of R

The collinear points Er, F, and G have coordinateb 0,-

18 and' x, --respectively. Express each of the following

in terms of x-:

(a) (1) EG if 0 <)x < 18

(2) G F if 0 < x < 18

(3) EO if x >/18

(4) OF if x >-#18

(5) OF If x,< 0

(b) For each of the following statements, what restriction

would you have to place on x, the coordinate of 0,

so that the statement would be tx

(1) EG t GF = EF

(2) EF FG = EG

(3) GE 4- EF = GF

120



'II and R are collinear fn that order, show that

PR and QR < PR.

3- 2. Summary=

After. a brief review of the pertinent properties of the

real number system, we stressed fou major topics in Chapter 3.
We intruced the notion of a distance between any two

points in space. Postulate 10 statea that there is a number

measuring the distance between two given points and that thisr

number is unique relative to a chosen-unit-pair,:, Postulates

and 13 detctibe how the number is affected (if atall) by-
,
re-

_

placing' the unit-pair with another unit-pair.

Our work with coordinate geometry, began when we described

a coordinate system on a line. A coordinate system is a one--to-

one correspondence between the line and the set of all real

numbers which relates distances between points on the line and
1

differences between-numb6_ The Ruler Postulate states that -

- everyline has a' coordinate system. FurtherSIOre,' it guarantees'

that there is only one coordinate systepouch that a given point

is origin and another given point has a portive-000reihate.

`The Ori linit-Point Theorem allows us. .to assign the

pective specific coordinated 0 and 1- to any two distinct
f7-

point; on the line, if we are willing, to measure distances rele-

tive to7Uhat same pair Of points. Two later theorems (the Two

Coordinate Systemd Theorem And the TwO-Point Theorem) describe

how two different coordinate systems on a line may be related.

Several important types of subsets of a line are the ray,

the segment, the interior of a ray, the interior of a segment.

.44-ch of these types can be efficiently described by means of a

coordinate system, since each of them is the set of all points

on the line whose coordinates satisfy a condition expressed by

one or more inequalities.

We discussed the concept of betweenness and noted several

different properties. Let F, C, D be three distinct collinear

points and let a coordinate system on the lime containing them

be given. Then each of the following statements is equivalent -
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each of tie others:

a) between C and D;

(b) P is an interior point of VD
(c) the coordinate of F is between the coordinates of

C and D.

(d) CF + FD CD.

In the next chapter we shall talk about r rya which'are*t
linear as we be our study of angles.

VOCABULkRY LIST

measure of dfatance

coordinate system;

origin

unit-point

coordinate

ray.

segment

interior ,rays and segments_

betweenness (for points)

midpoint (of a segment)

length (of a segment)

congruent segments
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Review Problems

fivrn the follillowing sets:

V, = set of rear numbers

R aet,of rational numbers

I set-of impational numbers

aT set" of integers

N set of natural numbers

0 ,mpty set

( (1 means intersection

(Tanana union)

Pill inishe blanks with one of the six symbols above.

(a) RU v

(b) f1,2,....)
(0) .7, is a subset of

(d) R n
(e) a subset of J is

_ each-sentence ini0o1Ohn i a true statement by filling

in the blank with a phrase from Column II.

Column I Column II

a) If a > b, then a - b

(b) If 0 < k, and k2 <-4, then

k is

) If.a < b, then a = b is

less than 2

(2) positive

(3) negative

(4) positive number
less than -2.

(5) greater than 2.

It r'-and s be nonzero real numbers such that r > s.

Fbr each of the following, indicate whether (T) the state-

ment is true, or (F) the statement is false, or (N) the

ven information in insufficient to determine whether the"

ement is true or false.

>

(e) r2 > 82,

5 < r

(b) r s > 0

(c) r = 2 < s - 2

12



101 OW t e ihatruetiona of Problem 3 for the following:

(a) > 83 t.

(b) (-0 r < 1 .Es.

Find the solution set for each of the following inequalities:

(a) -5x > 15.

(b) 0 < 7 - 3x.

(a) 2 -"X < 16.

(d) x - 1 > 3x 1- 2 .

(e) 2x 1.5 x 1.

a)- Plot the solution set for Proble_

(b) Plot'the solution set for Problem 5(e

On 1:1.ine let a coordinate 'system be given. Find the

distant* between points having the following coordinates.

(4: 0 And 8.

(b) 0 and ,-8.

-5 and 2.

(d) -5

(e)

d -14..

and -7.8

3b and -4b; b 0

(a b) and (a b);

b > O.

y
1

and y
-2

(a - b) and (a b
b < O.

8. The first numbering of the points below the line'is given by

a coordinate,system. Which of the other, numberings are .,not

given by coordinate systems?

- =1 0 1 2

-3 -2 -1 p 1 2

3 4 5 4 3 2 1 0

12 13 14 15 a6 17 18 19 20 21

-12 -13 -14 -15 -16 -17 -18 -19 -20 -21

-2 1 0 -1 2. 3 4 5 6 7

'124



9. In each part'or this

pointOrAn,a line who

.ditiph given. Which

a-line? a segment?

x < 3

problem; consider the set of all

e coordinates x 'satisfy the con-

of these sets f a ray? a:point?

-3 x 3

2 < x 2

0 or x,< 0

x is between 3 and 4.

j) 0 x 1 or x 1

10. Find the coordinate of, the midpoint of a segment if, the

coordinates of its endpoints are:

(a)

(b)

(c)

-7 and 10

3 and 10

and a.

The coordinate of the midpoint of a segment MI is

Find the coordinate of point C if the coordinate of

point D is:

(a) -3

(b) 9

(c) 3 times the coordinate of C.

12. In this problem C is a coordinate system on J with
coordinate system on ,e withrespect to (E,F) and C' a

respect to (D,F). Find each of the numbers indicated.

)

(b)

relative to
relative to

elative
ve

_D,F DR relative to ra,F1
E, F'' DH relative to MF)i

DH
FJ relative to iD141

),DF (relative to (E,F))
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COmpare your answers in (a).

theoreM predicted this result?

COmpare your answers in (b).

theoreM predicted this result?

arc postulate or

Alpo ulate or

13. On a line let a coordin e system be given such that the
pointB .113, Q,-R, 3, T ve coordinates 2, -1, 0, -3, 4,
respectively.

Indicate whether each of the f011owing'statements iemean-
ingful or not meaningful. If meaningful, indicate whether
the statement is true or false.

(a) 34 2L4

(b) S4 . 711

(d (length of m

(d) QS SR gm QR

(e) -

14. Ifet RW be a line to which a coordinate system has been
assigned such that R and W have the coordinates
and 1 respectively.

a) Is there a point on RW which has the coordinate 17 ?

Justify your answer.

Is there a point on RW which has the coordinate =17?

Find the coordinate of point P on RW such that

(1) RP m; 12

(2) RF = 8. RW

(3) -WP 5. RW

(4) WF = k* RW

(d) In each of the four parts of (c), is the information

sufficient to determine P so that only one answer
is possible?

How would your answers in part (c) be affected if
you were pot given that P is on RW but instead
were given that P is on RW

12i



T, M are collinear in thatorder.

POT each of the following statements, determine whether

leArAis or_falee.

(a) vF

(b) FN is a subset of

M and N. belong to opposite rays which are contained

in 1 and have common endpoint T.

(d) VW is a subset of. FT.

(0) n 18 a subset of FM.

te) The intersection of FQ, and N is empty.

(g) The interception or FQ and TN is FQ.

(h) The union of NF and PI is TM

(1) The union of MQ and MA is MA."

j) The intersection of OT and VR is MT.

( )

16. (a) Draw two segments AB and' CD rot which the inter-

/
rff Zr

section of 1t and CD is the empty set but the

intersection of and is one point.

b) Draw two segments PQ and RS for which thein e 7

section of PQ and RS is the empty set but

Draw a line. On the'line label three points

with B between. A and C.

(1) What is the intersection of Kb and

of AC and BC 7

(2) -- What is the union of ,AB and BC

and AC ?

BC



17.

at its the intersection of he interior of AB

d the interior of 5 ?
(4 ) WhWhat is the intersection of the interior of AB

and the interior of TA ?

A C

2

Write an equation that describes the relative

positions which these three collinear points appear

to have.

Under what additional condition would B be the

midpoint of AC ?

18. Below are given one hypothesis and three conclusions.

each case, indicate the definition or theorem which

justifies the statement that the conclusion follows from

the hypothesis.

If three collinear points R, 5, T have respective

coordinates 4, 5, 8,

(a) then S is between R and T because 4 < 5 and

5 < 8.

(b) then R cannot be between 9 and T.

(c) then RS A- ST = RT.

19. Let P, Q, R be three points on a line such that

PR (in cm.) = 30, QR (in m.) = 0.4, and QP (in mm.) = 100.

Which point is between the other two? Explain your answer.

20. Let A and B be two points. In a certain coordinate

system on AB, the segment AB is the set of all points

whose coordinates x satisfy the condition 3 < x < 10.

The coordinate of A is less than the coordinate of B.

(a) What are the coordinates of the endpoints of AB ?

(b) What is the coordinate of the endpoint of AB ?

(c) What is the coordinate of the endpoint of BA ?

(d) What is the coordinate of the endpoint of the _ray

opposite to BA ?

128
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21. On a line, consider points A, B with coordinates 4 and

=5, respectively. Let x be the coordinate of a point X

on A.B. If x = 4 > 0, which of the rays, AB or BA,

contains X ?

22. Consider a line and a coordinate system on the line. Let

A, B, C be the points on the line with respective coordi-

nates =3, 7, 31. Let x be the coordinate of a point X

on AL, let y be the coordinate of a point Y on AC,

and let z be the coordinate of a point, '2 on EE, use

inequalities to show all possible values:

(a) of x

(0) of y

(c) of z.

23. it A, B, P, be three distinct points on a line with

coordinates a, b, p, respectively, and a <-p < b.

If PA = PB, express p in terms of a, b.

(b) If PA = § PB, express p in terms of

PA 2
If = 7 , express -p in terms of

PA
(d) If = k, express p in terms of a, b.

(e) in (d) above, can k be negative? Can k-> 1

Can k = 0 ? Explain why.

P M N

Referring to the above figure, explain the meaning of the

following symbols:

(a) PQ = MN.

(b) PQ rA.

(c) QM = Rf.

25. Let B, A, C be three points, collinear in that order.

(a) Is AE a subset of AB

(b) What is the union of AB and AC ? the intersection

of 0 and K6

> QM.
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What is, the union of AB and AB ? the intersection

of TIA and It

What is the intersection of AB and AB ? the union

of AB and AB ?

26. Given two coordinate systems S and SI suggested by the

following diagram:

X

x. 0

Express xl (the coordinate of X in system

terms of x '(the coordinate of X in system S.)

(b) DeterMine the coordinate of B in SI.

(s)
(s' )

27 ,Suppose that points D, E, F, G, H lie on a line. Data

14rOm four different coordinate systems on this line are

tabulated below. The column headed "Relationship" gives

the relationship between the coordinate of each point in

the system and the, coordinate x of the same point in the

first system. Fill in the missing entries in the table.

(Suggestion: Complete the top row in the table before

starting the bottom row. In the bottom row find the missing

formula in the Relationship cplumn before finding the other

missing entries in the row.)

Coordinate

System Relationship
Coo-dina t o o

D E F G H I

First x

Second xl . 6x -12

Third xll = x - 5 -1 2

Fourth xtu=



28. On a line _!,e the coordinates of points A and B are

xi and x20 respectively, and x- is the coordinate of

any point X op -.67 .. Indicate the value or values of k

in the equation x T x k(x - xi) which would restrict

X to the following:

(a) AB

.(b) AB ,

(c) ray opposite AB

(d) BA

(e) AB

29. When we write AB BC = AC, where A, B, C are points

on a line, does this imply that B is between A and C fi

Explain your answer.,

30. On a line are given points R, S, and T whOse

coordinates are 3, 0, -5, respectively, in coordinate

system C and -3, s, 13 is coordinate system C'.

(a) Give an equation in the form x, = ax b, to show

the relationship between coordinate x' in C' of

any point and its corresponding coordinate x in C.

(b) Compute s.

3l. On a line are given points A, B, and P whose

coordinates are 0, 1, k, respectively, in coordinate

system C and xi, x2, and xt in coordinate system

Represent xl in terms of xl, x, if .1( is
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Chapter 4

ANGLES

4-1 Introduction..

In Chapter 3 we introduced a measure of "how far apart'

two points are, we described coordinate systems on,a line, and

we discussiS.dAhe_concept of betweenness for three distinct

collinear points the present chapter we introduce a

. measure of "how far apart" two conc_rrent rays are, we describe

,ray-coordinate' systems in a plane, and we discuss the concept

of betweenness for-rays. As a prelude to our work on angles

in this chapter, we need to develop more fully ideas concerning

separation for which our work in the preceding chapter

prepared the background.

4-2. 0ration.

In our discUssion of opposite rays in Chapter 3, we saw

that a point on a line separates the line into two parts.

Extending this idea, it is natural to ask if a line in a

Plane separates the plane into two parts and to inquire whether

a plane separates space into two parts. On the basis of your

past experience, you would probably expect the answers to these

questions to be Yes. But then you might think of a cylindrical

surface, like that suggested by rolling up a sheet of paper.
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4-3For a surface like this, a straight line, such as AB , does
not separate it into two parts! Could this also happen for a
plane? Can we prove that It cannot happen for a plane?
.Curiously, with the postulates that we have so far agreed upon,
it is impossible to prove this. Although our discussion of
opposite rays suggests how a point on a line separates the

lin, we cannot prove that a line in a plane separates the
plane nor that a plane separates space. Consequeptly, if we
want planes and space to have this type of "separable" property,
as lines do, we must adopt additional postulates.

To facilitate the phrasing of he new postulates that we

must add to our system, it is convenient to introduce the idea
of a convex set of points.

DEFINITION. A set containing more than one point is

said to be a convex set if and only if, for every
two points of the set, the segment joining the points
is contained in the set. Every set of points which)

contains ho more than one, point is alab said to be a
convex set.

In symbols, the condition that a se f points be,
convex is the following: if P and Q are any two distinct ,
points in , then fq is a subset of

ample 1. Consider the ray TF in the diagram.

The ray consists of all points whose coordinates x satisfy
x > 2 . Suppose that P and Q are distinct points in TF

Each of their coordinates is equal to or greater than 2 .

Thus any point belonging to the segment FQ, has a coordinate
which is equal to or greater than 2 In other words, TC1

is a subset of TF . The ray TF is a convex set.



Z -2

Example 2. In the following diagram le

interior of the ray HJ .

J

0 I 2 3

the

The set I consists of all points whose c_ordinates are le

than 3 . 3uppsc+ e- that P and Q are stinct points in

P

Each of their coordinates is less than 3 . Any point in PQ

therefore hat a coordinate less than 3 and consequently/

belongs to . The set is a convex set.

Example 1 illustrates the fact that every ray is a convex

Set. The interior-of a ray is a set which is often called a

halfline. Example 2 illustrates the fact that every halfline

ih a convex set.

A convex set does not need to be a set of collinear points.

For example, the diagrams below suggest that the interior of a

triangle is a convex set, and that the interior of a circle

a convex set. Each diagram shows two possible choices

(distinguished by subscripts) for points P and Q belonging

to the set In each case, note that the set contains the

segment ,joining the points.



On the other hand, there are many regibns which are not

convex sets. Each of the three pictures below shows a set

which is not convex. Note that for some possible choices of

two points in the set, say Pi and Q1 , the segment TTI(T

may be contained in the set. Nevertheless each set contains

at 1 ast one pair of points, say P and Q 4 such that the

Set foes not contain all points of the segment .

THEOREM 4-1. The intersection of any two convex sets of

points is a convex set. ti

Proof: Let the given convex sets be called S and T .

If their intersection has no more than one point, it is convex,

by definition. Suppose then the intersection contains more

than one point. Consider any two distinct points, say P and

Q , which belong to the-intersection of S and T . We must

show that r< belongs to the intersection. Each of the points

P and Q belongs to the intersection and hence is a member of

S ; therefore, since S is convex, S contains fiC

Similarly each of the points P and Q belongs to the inter-

section and hence is a member of T ; therefore, since T is

convex, T contains fQ . Since we have deduced that f<'

a subset of S and also a subset of T , we conclude that Fq

is contained in the intersection of S and T . Thus the

intersection of S and T is a convex set.
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4-2

,trample 3. Let A and B be distinct points. The

segment is the intersection of the rays AB and BA .

Since each of 'the rays is a convex set, the segment AS is a

convex set.

Example 4. Let the points E, F, 0, be collinear in

that order. The opposite rays FE and F4 intersect in the

single point F and this intersection is a convex set.

Example 5. Let W be a point on a line j

Two rayA on

half line.

sides of"

2 are determined by W . Each ray determines a

The two haiflines, which appear to be "on opposite

W , do not intersect. Furthermore, W is in the

interior of any segment whose endpoints are in different

halflines on determined by W

Now consider a line m in a plane as shown in the

diagram: The line seems to separate the plane into two region!,

say ,4
1

and V
2

, which fona "opposite sides" of the line.

Each of these two regions seems to be a convex set.
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4-2

For example, the segment oinin the points P1 and Ql in

is contained in *4--1 . The segment joining P2 and Q2

which are points in N4-2 , is contained-in . However it

appears that, although any segment detepmined by two points on

the "same side" of m does not intersect m , every segment

joining points-on "opposite-Asides" of m does intersect m .

For instance, the segment with endpoint A in. and endpoint

B in U- intersects in . With these observations to guideintersects_

us, we now state our next postulate.

Postulate 14. (The Plane Separation Postulate)

For any plane and any line contained in the plane, the

points of the plane which do not lie on the line form

two sets such that

1) each of the two se is convex, and

2) every segment whicO joins 'a point of one of

the Seta and a point of the other intersects

the given line.

DEFINITIONS. Each of the two convex sets determined.

by a given line in a given plane, according to

Postulate 14, is called a halfplane. The line is

called the edge of each halfplane. The line is said

to separate the plane into the two halfplanes. Each

of the halfplanes is called a side of the line, and

the two halfplanes are said to be opposite sides of

the line.

THEOREM 4-2. If the intersection of a line and a ray is the

endpoint of the ray, then the interior of the ray is con-

tained in one of the halfplanes whose edge Jet the given

line.
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4-2

Proof: Supp6se the given line J and the given ray

intersect at the endpoint V. of the ray. Let be the

interior of the ray.

Since and the ray have only one point of intersection, no

point of belongs to . If there were two points of

on opposite sides of , then a point between them, say

would be on by Postulate 14. On the other hand, M

Would be in , since 1 is a convex set. This contradiction

shows that AP 'cannot contain points in different halfplanes

with edge Thus is ent -ely contained in one of the

halfplanes.

Just as a line separates a plane which contains it, so a

plane appears to separate space ihto two convex sets, such as

andc6"2 in the diagram, each of which we 9tay call a

halfspace.



4-2

To ensure that this is actually the case in our geomet-

-agree on another postulate.

ostulate 15. For any plane, the points of

space which dc_not lie on the plane form two sets

such that

(1) each of the two sets is convex, and

(2) every segment which -joins a point of one of

the sets and a point of the other intersects

the given plane.

We should note that whereas a given plane determines

exactly two halfspaces, every line is theedgeof infinitely

many halfplanes, because there are infinitely many planes

containing a given line and each of these is separated into

two halfplanes by the line.
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4-2

1. Let A, B, C,
4L.
AB and 15r

with edge

C ;'let

with edge

A .

(e)

(f)

Problem Set 4-2

D, V be five points such that the two lines

_Let be the halfplaneintersect at V .

and containing

be the halfplane

and containing

Explain why and

are subsets of the sane

plane.

Draw your own diagram

and the points A, B,

showing

C, D, V

On'your diagram represent

the halfplane'V- by

marking such as

the lines AB and

Similarly represent _,LL , but use Tarkinge in a

different direction in order is emphasize the

distinction between and

How is the intersection of and

Why is the intersection of ,A.t and =&-

CD

marked?

a convex set?

2. Complete the following proof that the intersection of two

coplanar halfplanes is a convex set.

Let andand be two coplanar halfplanes. Both

$1L- and are sets because by Postulate 14 every

is a convex set. Then by Theorem 4-1, their

set.is also a
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3. Complete the following proof that every line is a convex

set.

Let be, any line. Let P and Q be any two

dditinct of ,e . Then any point in the, interior
.1E10

because ra is a , of PQ

is a convex set.

of g is in
Therefore by definition,

Complete the following proof

set.

hat every plane is a convex

Let 917 be any plane. Let P and Q be any two

distinct points of . By Postulate ,'every point

of PQ is in '17 Since is a subset of PQ , it

follows that Fi is a of Therefore 777

a convex set.

*-*
Suppose the intersection of RS and Tif is A . Prove

that all points of AB except A lie in the'same half-
*-*

plane with edge RS . The following questions should

help you write the proof.

) Let P be a point between A and B is P
*-*

contained in RS ? Why?
4-*

(b) what is the intersection of rf RS Why?

(c) Can P be on the opposite side of RS A'r7- B ?

Why?

(d) Must P be on the same side of RS as B ? Why?

(e) Do all points on AB except A lie in,the same

halfplane with edge RS ? Why?

Suppose the intersection of RS and A is A and A
-*

is an interior point of RS. To prove that all points of

Tr except A lie in the same halfplane with edge RS,

we may think of RS as a subset of and apply the

proof of the statement in ProbleM 5.
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r t

t coplanar.

ation of Probl 2 in which the halfp

the intersection of he two halfplanes a convex

sett Why?

The intersection of two noncoplanar halfplanes is a

convex set of one of several types. For example,

the intersection may be a line. List Some others

Of these types.

4- The Ponoept of Angle.

TWcOnCept of an angle is very basic in the study of

geometry. In this section we discuss some of the interpre-

tations given to the notion of an angle and select the most

appropriate one for our development of geometry.

Some of the most familiar ways of thinking about an

"angle" are: (1) as a particular set of points, specifically

as the union of two concurrent rays; (2) as an ordered pair

Of rays, distinguished by the names "initial" and "terminal";

and (3) as a rotation of a ray about its endpoint from one

position to another. In our geometry the angles we discuss

are often angles of a triangle or perhaps angles associated

with a circle or other geometric figure. Since each 91 these

figures is regarded as a set of points, we prefer to=think of

an angle as being a set of points. The other interpretations

of an angle have considerable importance in other branches of

mathematics and science.

in some situations there may be a need to distinguish

between an angle (in the sense of the smaller of two pieces of

pie) and the "other angle," called a reflex angle, which has

the same rays for its sides. A reflex angle is usually

indicated in a diagram by a double-headed arrow.

However our development of geometry does not require this type

of distinction, and so we shall not use reflex angles.
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The ideas of a "straight angle" and a "zero angle" fit

our description of an angle as the union of two, concurrent rays.

A zero =isle can be thought of as the union of two rays

and A in the case in which AB and AC are the same.

A B C

* *
Similarly the union of two opposite rays AB and AD can be

thought of as a straight angle.

The admission of zero angles and straight angles into our

development would involve a number of complications. For

instance, several important theorems about angles do not hold

for zero angles or straight angles, and the wording of these

theorems-, if revised to take care of the special cases, would

be awkward. This is particularly true when in a 10er section,

we describe the interior of an angle. As a result of our

intuitive notion of the interior of an angle, we should

probably agree that (1) for a straight angle,:it is not

sensible to define an interior, and (2) for a zero angle, the

interior is simply the empty set. The exceptional situation

in both these cases is one source of complication which would

result from our introduction of straight angles and zero angles.

Another difficulty arises with respect to the identifi-

cation of the vertex of a straight angle. Suppose we consider

an angle (properly) as a set of points. Then the union of two

opposite rays, that is, a, straight angle, is simply a line, and -

no point is distinguishable from any other point of the set.

Thus the vertex cannot be identified among the points,of the

set."

Since we _shall be concerned primarily with figures such as

triangles and other polygons, in which neither zero angles nor

straight angles occur, we have nothing to gain by using these

angles. We prefer to avoid all the complications which we have

been discussing, and we do so by insisting that an angle be a

union of two concurrent rays which are furthermore not

collinear.
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We ewmmariae this section by stating the definition of an

oh is moat appropriate for ua.

IONS. An,angle is the union. of two rays

Which have a common endpoint but do not lie in

the.Same line. Each. of the twO rays is called a

side of the angle. The common endpoint of the

two rays is called the vertex of the anklt.

We note that the definition of an angle may be rephra_ed

In other terminology as follows: an angle is the union of

two concurrent noncollinear rays.

ation'. We often denote the angle formed by

the rays AB and A by the symbol LBAC

When using this notation it is important to remember that

the middle letter is always the letter which names the vertex

of the angle. We should also understand clearly that there

are many "three-letter" symbols which can be used to name a

given angle. For, as we observed in the preceding chapter, a

ray can be named equally well by its endpoint and any other

one of its punts.

Hence in the figure,

therefore

-*
= AF and AC

/BAC , LIME FAG , /EAB

are all names for the same angle, that is, the same set of

points. (Give some other names for this angle.) Sometimes,
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where- here Is no possibility o 'confu on, we use_ just the

name of the vertex to name the'angle. Thus in the preceding
diagram, LA an acceptable name for C . Occasionally

we will name an angle in a figure by placing a lower-case letter

often from the Greek alphabet) between'its aides. For instanee,

for the angles in the following figure ,.

we can write

LMRN Le and LYRP L: a

(The symbol M is the first letter, "alpha," of the Greek

alphabet. You may wish to refer to Page 351 for the

complete alphabet.) However, we cannot refer to since

there are three angles which have R as their vertex,'and there

is no way of telling whether

LM RN or LNRP or

is intended.

We sometimes speak of an angle determined by two non-

collinear segments with one common endpoint. If and TN
are the segments,

then the angle which they determine /QPR .
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Piloblem Set 4-3

to this' hition of an angle : AA he.;

of two - which have a coon
e in the` same

(a)

(b)

(C)

Is the union of two opposite rays an angle?

Is the union qf any two rays which do not lie in

the same line an angle?

Justify your answer to each of the above questions

a sketch or by an explanation or both.

%Complete.:

LP

4=411. 4=10
e the angles formed by AB and CD intersecting at

(a) es point P belong to LAEC

(b) Does point H belong to LAEC

(c) Does DE belong to LDEB ?
(d) Does the union of DE and BE belong to ZDEB ?

(e) To which angles in the figure does point E belong?
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se lettafti write another name for each of the

des grated by a lower- case letter in thafigure:

LY
Lw Zz.

Are there any other angles in the figure? What are they?

Using the diagram, compute each of the following.

prepared to explain how your answers were obtained.)

(a) m LFAB

(b) m LEAB .

(c) M LMAC

(d) m ZpAE

) GAE (1) m LOAF m LFAE

) N (j) m ZNAB m ZFAB .

(g) EAD (k) m ZHAB m ZDAB .

(h) FAG GAH (1 ) m ZNAE = m ZNAH,
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4-4

The Measurement ofAngles,.

No doubt each of us has at some timibeevasked*to cut a

pie, perhaps into four parts orthe same size. Now as we stop

to think about it, it is clear that when we divide a pie into

quarters,

the cuts we make also divide the rim into quarters. Similarly,

if we cut a pie into six pieces of the same size,,we auto-

matically divide the rim into sixths. Moreover, these

observations do not depend upon the size of the pie. 'Whether

the reads of the pie be large or'small, cuttingit into

quarters, for instance, necessarily makes the length of the

curved edge of each .piece equal to-one-quarter of the circum-
,;

ference.

CIRCUMFERENCE

small pie
large pie

Furthermore, a similar remark applies for any number of pleges

into which we wish to cut the pie.

Let us agree, then, that the fractional part of ther

which forms the edge of a piece of pie depends only. on the

number of pieces we cut and not on the radius of the pie. Ifi
we wish our geometry to incorporate these properties of physical

objects, we must consider ways of expressing them more

abstractly.
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he allowing figure=

1

In it we have two circular.regions ,With,a common center

corresPand,t0 two pies) and an angle whose vertex is at this

center (this cuts'out.in each circular region a wedge-shaped

figure like a piece of pie.) What we have said about pies

eUggeata:that the length of arc A is Ixactly the,samefraction

Of the OircUmference'or the smaller circle that the length of

arc 9 is of the circumference-of the larger circle. This in

turn suggests that an appropriate way to measure the size of an

-le:-Ouch as POQ in the following figure,

these'

P

is to draw a circle with center at 0 and determine what

fraction of its °ire ience is cut off by the sides of the

-le. According to observations about, pies, it shoilld

make no difference what radius we choose for this circle,

since the resulting fraction does not depend on the radius.

Equivalently, it appears possible to express the size of an

angle simply by giving the length of the circular arc cut=off

by the angle, provided we know the circumference of the circle

we use in the measuring process. We could get this information

about a circular object, such as a piece of pie, by wrapping a

flexible ruler around it.
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Intact, if we imagine a tape of indefinite length and

negligible thickndsp ped around and around the'circle,we

could measure not only the angles of our geoMetry but also

the amount of rotation of the shaft of an engine or the hands

of, a clockw(provided, of course, that we kept careful track of

the rotations and did not ready total length from the wrong

loop of the tape!)

pro

The most common device for measuring angles is a

actor.

In this country, protractors are usually marked off in degrees.

Thus since there are 360 degrees around a full circle, the

semicircular edge of a protractor is marked with evenly spaced

divisions from 0 to 180 .



_ SUSe of the even spec of on a protractor

We stn -place it like thiti

and read the measure of the angle, 20 directly

place the protractor in a position like this,

or we can-

and obtain the same answer, 20 , for the measure of the angle

by subtracting 40 from 6o .

Another type of protractor is circular rather than semi-

circular. The 360-degree protractor has advantages in drawin

certain figUres. It also enables us to measure an angle by

subtracting readings on its scale; the method is the same ad

we illustrated above for the 18©- degree protractor.
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11 our drawings of protractors have shown markings.in

degreie. From our discussion in Section: 3-8-.44,the role of units

in measuring, you might well ask the question: "Are there any

other nits of angle measure?" Of course the answer is "y

In fact in some countries where the metric system is used,

scale of a semicircular protractor is diviN into 200 eq 1

parts, each of which is called a grad. Engineers who deal with

things like rotating shafts of motors and generators commonly

use one full revolution as a unit. This means that an

engineer's semicircular protractor, at least the one he carries

I; his mind, would be graduated uniformly from 0 to The

army uses another unit, mil, for directing the aim of its

*
tillery. If you continue your study of mathematics, you will

et still another unit, known as the rad for measuring

angles.

If you have ever been on a treasure hunt, you havet.j

probably seen directions like "go twelve paces forward, turn

right, and take three paces." Most people think in terms of

the right angle as a basic unit, and so instructions like this

are quite clear. If a protractor were made for this type of

measure, how would it be graduated?
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4-4

There is no particular reason for using degrees in

measuring les,:other than the fact that it is commonly done

and has the weight of long historical precedent. For convenience
We, toer, will use degree-measure exclusively. This will, in
effect, eliminate from our development postulates similar to

Poetulatee 11 and 13. On the other hand, it does not eliminate

logical questions of the kind we raised in Chapter 3. and

answered by showing, in Section 0-8, that the fundamental

results we needed were true regardless of the unit we Used.

Similar theorems can be proved for angle measurement also, but

we shall omit them in order to proceed more quickly to other

topics.

We are now ready to summarize our experiences concerning

angle measurement and then formulate our first postulate about

angles. We have agreed to measure angles in degrees, and our
work with protractors suggests that to every angle there
corresponds a number between 0 and 180 .°

Postulate 16. There exists a correspondence

which associates with each angle in space a unique
number between 0 and 180

DEFINITION. The number which corresponds, by

Postulate 16, to an angle is called the measure
of the angle.

Notation. If L'1B0 is any angle, its measure
is denoted by the symbol m LABC .



Problem Set 4=4

In the foOkowing diagram three different protractors are

pictured. AS indicated one.of these protractorp is s

graduated in right angles, i_other in degrees, and the

third in grads.- Using the' p :actors in this overlay1;:c4r

position makes it easier to see three of the different

numbers which may be associated with a given angle if

different units are used. Thus an angle associated with

the number 45 relative to a degree unit is also

associated with the number 0.5 relative to a right

angle unit and the number, 50 relative to a grad unit.

0 o 0 grads

degrees
right angles

Note that 45 degrees corresponds

semicircle.

.5 right L s corresponds to of 7
5 1

50 grads corresponds to or
2-00 7

45
TB-5 or -4- of the

the semicircle.

the semicircle.

(a) x degrees corresponds to what part of a semicircle?

(b) y right angles corresponds to what part of a semi-

circle?

(c) z grads corresponds to what part of a semicircle?
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e phra- "a semIclrcle'in these statements May be

jplaced by "2 right angles" or by "180 degrees" or by

"200 grade. ,Thus

18 degrees.corresponds to of 200 grads

or to 20 grads

.4 right angles corresponds to or
.4 13 of 180

degrees or to 36 degrees

70 grads corresponds to of 2 right angles or

to
00

of 18o degrees.

Fill in the blank spaces in the table below so that the

three corresponding numbers refer to the same fractional

of the semicircle.

(0
(c)

(d)

(e)

(1)

(g)

Degree Unit Right Angle Unit

1.

Grad Unit

20

54

x

y

130

z

Fill in the blank with the appropriate word.

The smaller e unit used the (larger, smaller

the number associated with a given division on a semi-

circle.

4. Using the numbers from Parts (a) and (b) of the table

which you completed in Problem 2, find the quotient

obtained by dividing each number in Part (a) by the

number in Part (b) in the same column. How do the

three quotients obtained from the different columns

compare?

5. (a) Do the same as n_Problem 4 using Farts (a)

of Problem 2.

(b) Do the same as in Problem 4 using Parts (d) and (f)

of Problem 2.
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V

70 285

(a) Some mes it is convenient to use a circular

protractor cif 360 degrees (like the one pictured

above) to find the measure of an angle. From this

diagram find the measure of each of the following

angles:

1) LAOS

/COH

3) /FOM

4) LKOR

5) /TOA

ZSOC

LVOY

(8) ZIOX

(9) LQOY

(10 ) LPOW
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Reread the definition of an angle and Postulate 16.

Do your answers in (a) agree with this definition

and postulate? If not, try to find the measure of

the angle which does satisfy our requirements.

Complete the following statements: If p and z

are numbers which correspond respectively to and

OZ , and if p z , then the measure of /POZ is

if this number is less than . If the

number is greater than , the measure of the

angle is

4-5. Ray-Coordinate System in a Plane.

In Section 3-5 we described a coordinate system on-a line.

A coordinate system is a certain one-to-one correspondence

between a set of points and a set of numbers which relates, in

a specified manner, differences between numbers and distances

between points. Later we adopted a'postulate (the Ruler

Postulate) which provides us, on a given line, with a

coordinate system having special properties: a given point is

the origin, and every interior point of a given ray with end-

point at the origin ha's a positive coordinate.

In the same way that the Ruler. Postulate gave us a

"mathematical ruler," assigning coordinates to points, we want.

a "mathematical protractor" which' will assign "ray - coordinates"

to rays. We first introduce the definition describing what we

mean by a ray-coordinate system. Afterwards we state the

Protractor Postulate which assures us that we have such

systems and also tells us that there is just one such sys et

with certain properties. We are guided in our statements by

our experience in the real world with the 360-degree protractor

which assigns a number to every ray in a plane with a given

endpoint.
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DEFINITION. Let V be a point in a plane 5

A ray coordinate system in Tot relative to V

a one-to-one correspondence between the set of

all rays in 1 with endpoint V and the set of

all numbers x such that 0 < x < 360 with the

following property: if turners r and s

correspond to rays VR and VS in and if

s , then

m LRVS = r s , if

{

r - s < 180 ;

11.40VS = 360 - (r s) , if r - > t8o
4.

VR and VS are opposite rays, if and only if

r - s - 180

DEFINITIONS. The number which a given ray-coordinate

system assigns to a ray is called the ray-coordinate

of the ray. The ray whose ray-coordinate is zero is

called the zero-ray of the ray-coordinate system.

Postulate 17. (The Protractor Postulate) if

any plane and if VA and VB are noncollinear

rays in , then there is a unique ray-coordinate
=JD

system in relative to V such that VA corre-

sponds to 0 and such that every ray VX with X
4-Aw

and 8 on the same side of VA corresponds to a

number less than 180

Let us interpret the Protractor Postulate in a diagram.

Suppose that A, V are three noncollinear points. We know

they determine a plane, which we may call . They also

determine two noncollinear rays with endpoint , namely VA

and VB
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Consider the halfplane which is the side of VA containing

B . The Postulate assures us that there is one, and only one,
-->.

ray-coordinate system such that VA is the zero-ray, and for

any point X in the ray-coordinate of VX is less than

180 .

In particular, VB has ray-coordinate less than 180

An immediate -consequence of Postulate 17 is the following

useful theorem.

THEOREM 4-3. (Angle Construction Theorem} If

halfplane whose edge contains the ray 1.7Z and if

a

r is any number between 0 and 180 , then there

is a unique ray VR such that R is in and

m 1AVR = r

As another application of the Protractor Postulate, puppose

that Y is a point in the plane such that Y gnd B are

VY ,on opposite sides of VA Now VW , the ray opposite

haaa ray-coordinate less than 180 , say w

By the definition of a ray-coordinate system, the ray-coordinate

y of VY satisfies the condition that y w = 180 . Hence

y is greater than 180

In summary, the ray-coordinate of a ray is less than, or

greater than, 180 according as point B and the interior of

the ray lie on the same side, or on opposite sides, o1 VA

103



Problem Set 4-5
F

Given that a one -to -one correspondence, as described in

the definition of a ray-coordinate system, assigns to the

rays VA VB , -C , VD , VE , VF , VG and VH the real

numbers indica the accompanying diagram. Find the

measure of eacb.-vxf the following angles:

(a) LAVB (r) LCVF

(b) LAVC (g) ZCVD

ZBVC (h) ZDVB

(d) LAVH
(i) LBVG

(e) ZDVG (j) ZCVH

180

125

270

161

I



2. The students in a class were given a ray-coordinate

system (as described in the Protractor Postulate) which
A.

assigned to the rays VM 2 VW , VP , VQ the real numbers

0 , 60 , 130 and 180 , respectively. Five boys, Tom,

Jim, Bill, Hank, and Pete, were each asked to illustrate

the problem. They submitted the following drawings:

180

BILL

If you were t boys' teacher, which of these

illustrations would you accept as correct? Why?

(b) Find the measures of ZMVN and LMVP . Justify

your answer.

Find the measure of -P . Justify your answer.

$80

180



+ .. >
Let VM , VA , VC , VE be coplanar rays such that no two

of them are collineal.. Let a ray-coordinate system have
-40 -11.

zero-ray VM and assign to the rays VA , VC , VE the

real numbers x, y, z, respectively, where x < y < z

(a) auppose'that z < 180 . Find the measure of each

the following angles:

(1) 7AVC

(2) LAVE

(3) LOVE

) ZMVC

(b) Find the measures of the angles in Part (a) in case

z 180

Referring to the above figure, describe:

(a) the union of LMVN and ; the union of /MTN

and /RV? ;

(b) the intersection of the following pairs angles

(1) NIVF L4VM , /1°Vg

(2) ZMVP (4) ZNVc:2 ZSVP

*-31.

Given that QM is the edge of the halfplane

that contains N and P , and that V is a

point on describe:

(1) the inte--section of and VI"

(2) the union of and C0,1

(3) the intersection of ZPVN and N/---
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5. Suppose that for the armies

show in the figure at the

.

right,"

m LMOA = 40

m 610B = 30

M /BOO = 30

CON = 80

Are the following statements true or false in our

development of geometry? If your answer is false, explain.

(a) LAOB = BOC .

(b) L 6 LBOA

(c) /COB = LBOV.

(d) m /AOM < m L g

/

ZAOM m LpoN

ZW.

m LCOA = am Lc:4 .

m /MOB m LAOC m /CON = 210

(g)

(h)

6. Which of the folloOing expressions are

development of geometry? Explain your

(a)

.(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

7. (a)

(b)

LRVY = 80 .

m ZWR = 2m-7P10T

ZPVX /PvQ /
1

La = 7 m L171/R

L0( 90
Given AC lying in the edge of

a number r between 0 and 1

A& extend into 94- such that

Given AC lying Ina plane 6:

meaningless in our

answers.

/Qv? LIWQ /C°

g) m
.(h) ZPVR

(1) m LYVX

(j) n LYVR

between' 0 and 180 hol-4 many

in such that rn AC = r ?

m /PVX

2 LIWQ .

= 180 .

= 280 .

a halfplane N- and

0 , how many rays

LBAC = r ? Why?

and a number r

ys AB are there

Y?

4-6. Betweenness for Rays.

We have not yet discussed what we mean by saying that one

ray is between two others, but nonetheless the idea probably

has some meaning for you. Using your present notions of

betweenness, decide in which of the figures below, exactly one

of the.rays is between the other two.



4

(2)

(4) (9)

Figure (a)

Our description of betweenness for three collinear -oints

relied heavily on the use of a coordinate system on thr tne

containing the points. We choose to describe betweenness for

three rays in terms of a ray-coordinate system. This decision

means that the three rays must be coplanar and concur-

DEFINITION.

in a plane
pp

between VA

=11P

If three concurrent rays, VA VB , VC

are given, then VB is said to be
_

and VC if and only if there is a ray

p,00rdinate system in relative to V such that

e respective ray-coordinates 0 , b , c of VA

761' satisfy the condition that 0 < b < c < 180

165
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Suppose VB is between 1.71. and VC . Then the ray-

coordinates mentioned _n the definition satisfy 0 b < c < 180

Thus the points B an C lie on the same side of VA .

V
B

A

From the definition of a ray-coordinate system, m LCVA = c

and m LCVB = c b

Another ray-coordinate system in the plane has VC as

zero-ray and assigns new ray-coordinates as shown in the table:

Old sy

New sy

VA
'IP

VB VC m CVA m CVB m BVA

stem 0 b c c c- b b

stem c b O c c- b b

Since each of the numbers c and c - b is less then 180
4170.

we see that the points B and A lie on the same side of VC .

In Figure (a) at the beginning of this section, the

indicated ray containing Q appears to be between VP

in Parts (1) and (3), but not in the others. In Part (2),
4*

and R are not on'the same side of VP . In Part (4), two

the rays appear to be collinear. Why does our definition say

that UQ is not between VP and VR in Part (5)?

and VR

Q

of

The proof of the next theorem resembles the proof of

Theorem 3-9, and we shall leave it as a problem.
r.

THEOREM 4-4. (The Betweenness-Angles Theorem) L VF VF

G Abe rays such that VF is between VE and VG .

Then F m /FVG = m ZEVG (or,

m ZEFV = m LEVG - m LFVG.)

In our discussion of betweenness for points, we introduc

the phrase "co
__

linear in that order." A useful terminology for

rays is "concu rent in that order." We shall sometimes speak

of three rays VP , VQ VR being concurrent in that order
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to mean that they are coplanar and that VQ is between 1714;

. Occasionally we shall refer to four rays VP , VQ 2

Tit as being concurrent in that order. By this we shall

mean that the four rays are coplanar, that VQ is between VP

and VR , that VR is between VQ and VS , and also that

each of VQ and VR is between VP and VS . Thus, if VP ,
-.11i
Vill , VR , VS are concurrent in that order, there is'a ray-

coordinate system in which the respective ray-coordinates

of the four rays satisfy 0 < q < r < s < 180 .

The midpoint of a segment is a special case of a point

between two points. An important particular case of a ray

between two rays is the "midray" of the angle which they foam,

DEFINITION. A ray is called the midray of an angle

if the ray is between the sides of the angle and

forms with'them two angles of equal measure.

In symbols, the ray VM is the midPay of LFVG if and

only if VM is between VP and VG and m ZFVM = m LMVG .

The proof of the next theorem resembles the proof of

Theorem and we shall leave it as a -roblem.

THEOREM Every x le has a unique

DEFINITION. The midray of an angle is said to

bisect the angle and is called the angle bisector.

Thus the angle bisector of LA is

the ray VQ between VA and VB su

that m LAVQ = 7 m LAVB = m BVQ V

In a ray - coordinate system, suppose that the ray coordinates

of VA and VB are a and b , respectively. If a < b and
a b

b - a < 180 , then the ray-coordinate of tho' midray is 2

1b7
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Problem Set 4-6
--

If a ray-coordinate system in a plane assigns to the rays

, VA the ray-coordinates 60 , 25 , 108

respectively, which of the three rays is between the

other two? What is ZNIIP ?

2. In the accompanying figure,

if m m za then

VM is called the

of LAVB and is said to

this angle.

Let x, y, z be the real numbers which a one-to-one

correspondence described by the Protractor Postulate
assigns to rays VP , VN , VM , respectively. Draw a
figure illustrating the relative positions of the rays
for each of the following cases:

(a) x < y < z < 180 .

(b) z < x < y < 180 .

(c) y < z < x < 180

Reread Theorem 3-9 and its proof befo-- completing he

following proof of Theorem 4-4

By hypothesis, VF is between VE and VG By
the definition of for rays,

there is a ray-coordinate system such

that the respective ray-coordinates

O g of V8 , VF , VG satisfy

O < f < g < 180 . By the definition

of sys

163
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Finish

m ZEVF = f 0 = f

LFVG

m LEVG

he task of showing that m LE VF m Zpva. m LEVG

Then explain why m LTVF = m LEVG m LIFVG

Reread Theorem 3-3 and its proof before completing the

following proof of Theorem 4-5.

Let LAVB be any angle. There a ray-coordinate

system such that VA is the zero-ray and the ray-

coordinate of VB is a number, say b , less than

If q is the ray-coordinate of

the desired midray VQ , then

the requirement that the midray

is the sides of

may be expressed by 0 < q <

The second requirement for the

desired midray is that m LAW = m . The

of a ray-coordinate system tells us that in LAW =

and that m L = b - q . Thus the second requirement

becomes the equation q b - q . Explain why his

equation has exactly one solution, namely q =j7

Explain why there is exactly one ray whose ray-coordinate

in the chosen ray-coordinate system is 7 . Is the ray

whose ray-coordinate is 7 the desired midray of ZAVB

Why? Does 1AV88 have only one midray? Why?

nc1
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6. Given a ray-coordinate system

in which ray-coordinates 0 ,

45, 135 , 150 , 180 ,210
300 are assigned to VM ,

VP , VQ VF , VS , VT',

respectively. Find the real

number k in each of the

following.

180

135

(a) m ZPVM k mL
(b) m LMVN k - m LMV?

(c) m Luirm k NVQ .

(d) m ZRVP = k m LNVP..

( e ) m LTVM k m LQVR

) m LSVT k m LNVP

(g) m LSVT k m LQV S .

(h) m ZINVT = k

45

M 0

Given the halfplane 714- whose edge contains the point V.,.

and _t
_...three concurrent rays, VP. , VN , VM , with points

N , P oin 4 . If m Lrixl 48 , m Lylim - 83 , and

m Zny - 35 , oich (if any) of the three rays is between
Athe other two?

170
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if a one -to -one oorreepon no as described by the

Protractor Postulate, has ssigned to the rays it,
the real numbers 32 , 8O , and q .rApectively,

find, q when

(a) 4 is the midrely of

(b) g JO the midfiy of

(c) AB is the midray of

LEAD .

LcAD

Find the ray-coordinate of the midray of LXOY in terms

of the ray - coordinates x and y of 0 and 0

pentivelyi in each of the following cases:

x g and x = y < 180 .

x > y and. x e y > 180 .

10. Suppose that a ray-coordinate system assigns raY-
.

coordinates 0 , n p ,,q to Vint VN V? , VQ ,

respectively, Where 0 < n < p < q <1180 .

(a) Find k in terms of n and

k m ZPVN

(b) Find k in terms of n , p if

m LO? k m NVQ
) Find p in terms of n and

m NV? =7 m

11. Suppose.thal a ray-coordinate system assigns the numbers
.

-1, to .

d and e to the rays AD and AE 7.-Irespectivel-

where d < e < 180 . 1f is a ray between AD and
such that

(0 < h < 1),

show that the number assigned to the ray AP by the

correspondence is

P ÷ he
.



4-7. Interior of an Aisle.

We have already discussed how a line in a plane separates

the plane into two halfplanes. A picture of an angle clearly

indicategrthat the angle separates the plane into two parts,

one of which appears to be "inside" and the other "outside" the

angle. There are several ways in which we may think of the

inside,, or, as we prefer to say, the interior of an angle. Let

us consider dome of these notions before we give, the definition

of the interior of an angle.`

"3n the diagram the interior of

cross-hatched.

he angle LAVE is

One'approach is to notice that the cross-hatched region consists

of the interior points of all,rays which are between the sides

of the angle.

Another approach'is to notice that the cross-hatched

n consists of all pbints which are in two halfplanes, 4-
namely the side of VA wh contains B and the side of V9

which contains A 'These -o halfplanes are indicated in

separate pictures below.
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The in ereeot oitof the two halfplanes is the cross-hatched

region in the following diagram.

This intersection appears to be w

of the angle.

A t4rd approach is,:,_ggested by considering a pegmen

such as, CD whose two en oints lie on different' sides of the

angle.

we mean by the interior

173
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*very interior point of ZIZ appears to be inside the angle.

Furthermore the interior of the angle seems to consist of the

1 eagments---whiCh-join points--on

different sides -of the angle.

A

Let us summarize our threeIftys of describing the region

which we have thought of as the "interior of the angle AVE,"

In precise language, they are: (1) the union of the interiors

Of all rays between VA and V (2) the intersection of the
4allb

htlfplane with edge VA and-containing B and the halfplane

with edge A and containing A;, (3) the union of the

interiors of all se ents joining an interior point of VA and

an interior point of VB. Each of these three descriptions

identifies a certain set in the plane AVB. Thus we apparently

have three sets to consider. Our experiences may suggest that

these sets are the same. ft is, in fact, possible to prove

that the first and second of these sets are the same, and also

to prove that the third of these sets is contained in each of

the others. However we can not, at this stage in our develop-

ment, prove that the third of these sets is the same aethe

others. Instead of pausing to prove as theorems these results

which we heed, we prefer to state them as our next postulate.

Postulate 18. (The Interior of an Angle Postulate)

If LAVB is any angle,

(1) let be the set of all interior points o rays
110

between VA and VB,

(2) let be the set of all points which belong both

to the lialfplane with edge if and containing B
4°I*
VB and containing

The:

ancyto the halfplane with edge

A, and

let be the set of all interior points of segments

joining an interior point of ir and an interior

point of VB,

and are the same set, and this set contains
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DRINITION. If &VS is any angle, then the subset

the plane AVB, which was denoted by either R or

Postulate 18, is called the interior of the angle LAVB;

and any point belonging to this set is called an interior

point 21 LAVB.

According to this definition, the interior of an angle, in

our formal geometry, may be thought of in either one of the two

ways we prefer. ;t may be thought of as a union of interiors

of certain rays, or as an intersection of two particular half-

planets. As a simple example, we prove the following theorem.

6. The interior of Any angle is a convex set.

PrObf: Acclording to Postulate 18x the interior of an

Angle is the intersection of two halfplanes. According to the

Plane Separation Postulate, each of these halfplanes is a

convex set. Our conclusion then follows frail Theorem 4-1,

Which asserts that an intersection of two convex sets is a

convex set.

As a second illustration,, we prove the next theorem,

which will have an important bearing on our development in

Chapter 5. The following picture will improve our understanding

of the statements in the theorem and its proof. This does not

mean, however, that appearance of the picture can be a

basis for any of the easons given in steps of the proof.
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THEOREM 4=-7. Let A, B, C, E, F, 0 be coplanar points

such that A, B, C are not collinear, E is between

B and C , the rays EP and EA are opposite, and

the rays a and CA are opposite. Then CF is

between CB and CO .

Proof:

E is between

AE etween

AF is between

F in on the sate

F and A are on

contains point E

O and A are on

4

C and B---b:

AC and A

AG and AB ,
4-,

side of CO , as B , by Postulate 18.
_ _

opposite sides of BC because BC

between 'F and A
44

opposite sides of BC , because

hypothesis.

by Postulate 18.

because AF
=P

contains point C between
4-1P

F is on the same side of BC

and (6).

and A

as G , from Statements (5)

F is in the interior of LGCB , from Statements (4)

(7) and by Postulate 18.
-4 -4 -4
CF is between CB and CG , by Postulate 18.

Now that we have discussed the interior of an angle it is

appropriate

angle. Try

mean by the

definition.

to consider what we mean by the exterior of an

to make up a definition which expresses what you

exterior of an angle, before you read the next

DEFINITION. The exterior of an angle is the set

of all points in the plane of the angle which do

not lie on the angle and do not lie in the interior

of the angle.

Is the exterior of in angle a convex set? Is it the

intersection of two halfplanes? Is it the intersection of any

finite number of halfplanes? Is it the union of two halfplanes?
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Problem Set k -7

the paints of the

gore Which are in the

interior of LCBA

(b) Name the points of the

figure in the exterior

of

G.

Is the vertex of an angle in the

In the exterior? Explain.

In the figure on the right,
eo
OP separates plane

ito halfplanes

MN separates e

Planes $42 and

indicated)

(a) Copyithe diagram and shade the

and 3V
o 1
into half-

as

interior of the angle?

intersection of
1

Is this shaded portion the interior of any of the

angles shownip the figure The exterior?

Copy the diagli,am and shade the union of
1

and

Is this shaded portion the interior of any o

angles shown in the figure? he exterior?

and

the

Draw LABC . Chogase points X and Y in the interior

of and and Q in the exterior.

(a) Must every point of be in the interior of LABC

Why?

(b) For your choice of P a-d every. point of

Ta in the exterior of 1 LABC ? Is this true for

every choice of point P and 'Q in the exterior?

Are there points R d S in the exterior of LABC

such that the intersection of 77 snd /ABC is not

empty?

Can the intersection of XP and
a

177

be empty?
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5 If sY LAOS 100 and m L 30 what is

(a) C 10 in the interior of LAOB ?

(b C 1: _n the exterior of LAOS ?

If Y
following:

(a) m LXOY m LYoZ '_

(b) m LXOZ m LXOY = m

(c) m LXOZ m XOY,

n the interior of LXOZ , complete the

m Z

ppOae that m LAOB 70 and m LBOC 35, and that
the tT an les are coplipar.
(a) Is 0B between OA and6. Od ?

(b) If m LAOC m 105 , is OB between OA and OC ?
a"

(c) If m LAOC m 35 , which of the rays .0A , 08 OC

is between the other two? .What special name might

be used in describing this ray?

Is the exterior of an angle a convex set? Make a

sketch to explain your answer.

(b) Is the exterior of an angle:

(1) the intersection of two halfplanes?

(2) the union of two haifplanes?

) Make a sketch to illustrate your answer to Fart (b).
41Ib =)

9. Let AB , AC , AD , AB be four rays, concurrent in that

order. If m LBAC m m LDAE , then m LBAD m m

(Explain your answer.)
41b

10. Let AB , AC , AD , AE be four rays, concurrent in tha

orlder. If' m LCAE m m LDAB , explain why m LBAC ... m

11. Show that the union of an angle and its interior is a

convex set. Hint: Let X and Y be.two distinct

points in the union of LAOB and its interior. Consider

the following five cases.

(a) X and Y are in the interior of LAOB

(b) X and ,Y are in the same ray of LAOB

(c) X and Y are points other than the vertex

on different rays of the angle.
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d)--One of the points is in the interior of the angle

and the other point is the vertex of the angle.

-(411 One-of therpOinti-le-in-the- or

and the other point is on on o_ the rays of the

angle but not the vertex 0 .

4-8, Right Angles and Perpendicularity.

Although, for the reasons outlined in Section 4-3 ; we

have -hosen to exclude "straight angles" from our definition

angles` we often need to consider figures like the follow-

uggest, in a sense, the idea of a "straight ang111.

It is convenient to have a name for a pair of angles such as

(BVA and zoc shown in the diagram.

DEFINITION. The two angles which are formed by

three concurrent rays, two of ich are opposite

rays, are called a linear pair&f angle-

Suppose,we have a linear pair of angles, formed by a

ray VB and two opposite rays VA and VC , as shown in the

preceding figure. We know, by the Protractor Postu te, that

there is a ray-coordinate system In which

VA corresponds to 0
-110

and VB corresponds to a number between 0 and 180 ,

say b .

Then, by theme definition of a ray-coordinate system,

VC corresponds to 180 ,

LAVA mb- Omb
and m LBVC 180 - b

Therefore, m LAVE m LBW = b (180 b) = 180 .

The importance of this result justifies stating it formally

as a theorem.
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4-8

TIMO 4-8. The e-sum of the measures of the two angled ' in

any linear pair is 180 .

The angles of a linear pair have one side in common. The

line containing this common side separates the plane Into two

halfnanes. In the diagram, these two halfplanes are ti l6 side

of VB containing A and the side of VB containing C .

C

One of the halplanes contains the-interior of LBVA and the

other contains the interior- of LBVC . Thus the interiors of

the two Fc_gles of a linear pair do not intersect.

Thelnext theorem may be proved by applying Theorems 4-4

and 4-8. The proof is left as a problem.

4-9. Let A, B, 0, X, Y be distinct coplanar points

such that 0 is between X and Y , such that J. and

B are on the same side of XY , and such that OA is

between OX and OB Then LXOA rn LAOS LBOY 180.

As a natural extension of the idea of a linear pair of

angles, we have the concept of a pair of adjacent Wiles. In

each of the following three diagrams, and o are

adjacent angles.

"3 --------,----_ --->

In each case, the two angles have one side in common. More-

over, their interiors.do not intersect. These two ideas

suggest the following definition.
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4-8
DEFINITION. Two coplanar angles are called a pair

of adjacent angles if and only, if they have one

side common and the intersection of, their

interiors is.empty.

in particular, note that a linear pair of angles is also a pair

of adjacent angles.

On the other hand, in each of the following four pictures,

Zip and Le are not a pair of adjacent angles. In each case,

tell which of the conditions in the definition fails to hold

for the two angles.

Let LFV E and G be adjacent angles.

F

E

The line VF containing their common side separates the plane

into two halfplanes. Since the interiors of the two ales

do not intersect, they must lie on opposite sides of VF

Likewise the interior% of VE and the interior of VG lie on

opposite sides of the line VF

T 'OREM 4-10, Two adjacent angles, such that the s of their

measures is 180 , are a linear pair of angles.

ng es such that

proof: Let LBVA and LBVC be a pair of adjacent

a BVA m BVC 180
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By the Protractor Postulate, there is a ray-coordinate system

which assigns to VB the number ,0 and assign to VA a
number- less than say a

opposite sides of VB and hence the ray-coordinate c of VC'

is greAter than 180 4 Therefore, by the definition of a ray

coordinate system,

BVA = a - b - a ,

BVC = 360 - (c - 0) = 360 - .

By hthesis, the pum of these measures is 180 that is,

or

Now C and A lie on

a + (360 - c ) = 180 ,

c - a s 180 .

-4 ,

Hence VC and VA are opposite ra

Because we decided to measure angles in degrees,, the

numbers 360 and 180 have had considerable significance in

our development. We now begin our study of the importance of

the number 90 in angle measurement.

DEFINITIONS. An angle whose measure is 90 is

called a right angle. An angle whose measure is

less than 90 is called an acute angle. An angle

whose measure is greater than 90 is called an

obtuse, angle.

Acute angl
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48
---411, the two angles of a 1 _ear pair have the

same measure, then.each of them-is a right angle;

Proof: Let r be the measure of-each angle. By

Theorem 4-8, the sum of their measures is' 180 We have, then,

r r = 180 , and hence r = 90 This,Shows that each of the

angles is ,a right angle.

concept of per ndicularity is a basil one in

geometry, and is closely related to the notion of right angle.

We first define perpendicular lines and then define

perpendicularity for rays and segments.

DEFINITION 'The lines determined by tw 5 rays whose

union is a right angle are called perpendicular lines.

Since every segment o ray determines a unique line which

contains it, we have as a natural extension of the last

definition,

DEFINITION. Two sets each of which is a segment,

a ray, or aline and which determine two perpen-

dicular lines:are called perpendicular sets, and

each is Said to be perpendicular to the other.

Since perpendicular sets, by definition, determine t40 inter-

secting lines, it is clear that they can intersect inot most

one point and need not have any' point in common.- The following

figure suggests these two possibilities in the case of two

perpendicular segments.
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Notation. We indicate that and
-2
S- are

perpendidular setts by Writing Si I S2 or

S2 1 Si In draWingo we remind ourselves

(When necessary) that two sets are perpen-

dicular: by the following' tymbol

In Chapter 3 we agreed to call two s ents co rueTit if

they have the same length. We find the sam idea suitabie for

angles.

DEFINITION. Two angles Awhether_distinct or not)

-which have the same measure are called ',For'ngruent

angles, and each is said to be congruent to the

other.

Notation. We write ABC = Omr tt express the

fact that LABC and LIMP are congruent.



.

7441tho ng nce and eqlality of angles seem to be very

much alike, there_are important dirferenc4 between these

concept's-. For instance,- in the next fikurc

A

i1 correct to write,

LEAD = L =1LDAE

because thee all names far the' same angle. Furthermore,

since this anglefhas a unique measure, it is also coreepto -

write

Moreover, lesuming that the angles shown in thelifollowing

figure:have the sale m LAW = m ZDEF ,

it is correct to write

L?

However, since the angles are notthe same, i.e., do not

consist of the same point's, it is not correct to write

ZABC LPHIF

THEOREM 4-12. Any two right angles are congruent to each other.

Proof: It follows from the definition of ri angle that

any two right angles have the same measure. It then follows
ro

from the definition of congruent angles that any two right

angles are congruent.
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roblem Set 4-8

Tell"*hich of ,the following five phrases correctly

-identifies the two peVP6Andicular sets in each of the

six diagram4 /

(a)- two perpendicular rays,

(b)* two perpendicular segments,

(c) a line perpendicular to a ray, -

(d): a ray'perpindicular to a segment,

(e) a segment perpendicular to a line.

(I) try (2)

(4) (6)

2. Two coplanar angles which have the followipg properties

are called adjacent angles:

(a) and (b

.186
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50

OA bisects LEO
m LBW uals LCOD 30

Find'the measure of each of

the fancying:

(a) LAOM (d) LCOD

(bi LAOS I (e) LB0C

(c=) LBOD f) LCOA

k. (a), Is every pair of.adi7acentiangles A linear pair?

(b) Is every linear, pair of .angles a pair of adjacent,

angles?

5. Complete each of the.-following sentences:
4

)" Each of the angles of a., pair which have the

same measure is a angle.

The lines determined by two rays which,foim a right

angle are called

An angle rose measure is less than' 90 is callved

an le.

An angle wise measure is mores than 90 is called

an le.

If one angle of a linear pair is acute. he other

angle is

15. In'the figure AS and CD intersect at 0 forming four

angles. If m ZBOC = 128 , find:

(a) m LCOA

(b) m LAOD

(c) m LW])
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in the figure, i k5

CVB * 90

45

which of the following state-

merits are true in r develop-

.ment of geometry?

a) '= Zk

.(b) 4'f3

( d ) /cc
m

LAVB

1 /
m Zr(

LCVA LBVF

(g) L FIX

1h) LAVE = LOVF

Which of the following expressions are meaningless in

"our development f. geometry?

(a) m

(b) m LIDR.90
) La ZPR/NI

(d) Lam, L-PRN L/2

*10.

LNQR ZPRM .

ZPRN LPRN

(g) ÷ L4 m 9°

(h) LPRN - La

Theorem 4-9 states: Let- A, B, 0, X, Y be distinct

coplanar points such that 0 is between X' and Y

such that A and B are on the same side of XY , and

such that OA is betw4en OX and OB , 'Then

LX0A ± m LAOS ± m L BOY =/180
0

Make a ,drawing to illustrate the situation described-

in the hypothesis..-
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Givea proof of the theerotir combining the

°flowing tWo'hintswiththeWid of-TheOremA-4,

`ehoW that m LXOA m LA081= M-LX0B ;-,with-the aid

Of Theorem 4-8,..show-that m LX0B n 280Y 180 .

Give a prodf'of Theorem 4-1 which does-not:apply

.Theorems 4 -4 and 4-8. ,Hint. Choose-a rayreoOrtlinate

system in the plane relative tO 0 such that OX

is'the zero-ray and 08 -has a rayr-coordinate IeSS.
..

.,

than 180 express the measures of each of the

angles LIXOA ,' LA013 ,'_BOY in terms of the ray-
,

coordinates of OX , OA , 08 t OY , and then find

the sum of the measures of the angles-.

4-9. Supplements and Complements.

in the previous section we have considered two angles such

that the .sum of their measures is 180 . It is convenient to

have-names not'only for this situation, but also for the case

in which the sum is 90 instead of 180 .

DEFINITION. Two angles, thesum of whose measures-

is 180 , are called a pair of supplementary, angles,

and each is Called a supplement of the other.

DEFINITION. Twb angles, the sum of whose measures

is 90 , are Galled a pair of complementary angles,

and each is called a compleMent of the other.

The next theorem is a restatement of Theorem 4=8, using -

the new terminology.

THEOREM (The Supplement Theorem) The two angles of any

linear pair are supplementary to each other.

'
Although the angles of a linear pair are supplements,'

it is not the case that every pair of supplementary angles is
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A linear pair. Thus Theorem 4-11 is a special case of the next

*ores, whole proof resembles the proof of Theorem 4-11 and is
as a problem.

4-14. if tWo angles are bottvcongruent and supple-
Wintery, then each of them is a right angle.

The following three theorems are all easy to prove. We
gi'Ve the proof of one, and leave the other proofs as problems

REM 4-15. If two

them ls acute.

les are complementary, then each of

DEEM 4-16. Supplements of congruent angles are congruent to

each other.

Proof: Let La and Lb be congruent, angles,- Jet

-y supplement of La , and let: Ld be any Supplement of

We wiah to show that Lc and Ld are congruent. We .

apply the definition of supplement twice and the definition
40Ik congruent angles:

We conclude that

Thus Lc

mLa +mLc o 180
mLb ±mLd= 180

mLa =mLb

m Lc = m Ld

Ld are congruent.

THEOREM 4 -17. Complements of congruent angles are congruent

to each other.
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PrOblera Set 4:9

angles, the sum of ,whose- measures is l80 ,

are called angles, and is called a

of the other.

TWo angles, the sum of whose measures is 99 ,

are called angles, and each 1s called a

of the other.

2. Find the theasur6 of the supplementsof

is equal to:

(a) ,110 (e)

(b) 90 (f)

(c) 36 (g) 180 - n

(d) 15.5 (h) '90 7 n
1

Find the measure.of the complement of Lis if

is equal to:"

(a) 10 (e) x.

(b) 80 (0 90 - x..

(b) 44.5 (g) 180 - x

(d) 37 x + 45

(a) MuWangles which form a linear pair be adjacent ?'

Must they be supplementary? * .

Must supplementary angles be adjacent? Must they
1

"form a linear pair? )

(c) Illustrate your answers in (b) by'drawing diagrams.

5. If one _o supplementaryangles has a measure which

cis 30 -2E9 than the measure of the other, what s the

measure of each angle?

6. If the measure of an angle-is twice the measure of its

supplement, find the measure of the angle.

7. The' measure of an angle is four times the measure of

its supplement. Find the measure of each angle.

Find the measure of-an angle which has twice the measure-

of its camplemen
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Ti a,au of a supplement of an angle is equal toGimix

times the measure cda'Oomplement of the given angle.

Find the measure of ithe given angle.

1Cr. The s X9 and XA are opposite

rays in the edge of the halplane

and S are in

= 35 and m

Name a pair of perpendicular

rays, if any occur in'the

figure.

Name a pair of complementary

angles, if any &-occur in the

figure.

*ll. If c and Zie ae two angles of a linear pairi then

m. A' m , and and LA are

angles. (This completes the proof of Theorem 4-13.

12. If two angles of a linear pair have the same measure,

then the measure of each angle is

*134 Theorem 4-14 states: If two angles are both congruent

and supplementary, then each of them is'a right angle..

Complete the following proof by filling...in the blanks.

Let r be the Measure of one f the given angles.

Then the measure of the other given angle is also r ,

because the angles are The of the

measures of the two angles is 180 , because the two

angles are . Thus. r r and

henc r 90 Since each of the giveriangles has

measure 90 , each of the:hi is a angle.

14. If two angles are both congruen

the measure of each angle is
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m > 0 ( thereforb,

and z! is an ---

therefore, m _ < , and L is

an ------4%
Theorem 4-15.)

(ThiS completes the proof of
r

16. If and Le are sup 1ementar r angles, and Z?4

Is acute, then e is N:

*17. Refer to the proof of Theorem 4-16 and use it as a'

,model to prove Theorem 4-17.

*18. The rays OA , OB OC , OD are ncdrrent in that order.

and OA I 0C- and OB I OD Answer each of the

foil-

(a)

) ZAOC anal

angles. why?

=) -m ZA0C and

m D Why?

LAU is Called
of Lam,

ZTOC is called d

ZBOC

Therefore,

LAS ZBOD . Why?-
(

Given in the

Answer each o e following:

in L m LAM , and

m L = m /BOD .

BCD are

(e)

and

Why

lure to the right

(a) La and' Lb form a

pair, and

Lx and -Zy. form a

Opair.

/a and .Lb arm
angles, and

and Lyn are

angles. Why?

Z Why?

( d) L L Why?

that- m
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intersect at ()

h of the follokng:

d, Lx 'form, a

pair, and

and Lr form a
pair.' Why?

{b and

supplAhents

(c) Lx

(d)

L
of Lx . Why?

x Why?

Why?

are

4-10. 110E41 Andes.

interacting lines form four angles

Pairs of angles which

ze , and Zig and

precisely we have the

like this:

appear to be opposite, such as

6, are called vertical angles. More,

following definition.

04 and

DEFINITION. Two angAs whose sides form two pairs

of opposite rays are called-a pair of vertical

angles.

Are Lek and Zia in

angles? Why ?.

Suppose that two segments interne

of each. For example, in the' diagram,

at Q r'

the above diagram a pair of vertical

194
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These two segmens determine two pairs of vertical angles.

One of thi'paire is AQY and ZAK. iName the 3ther.pair of

vertical angles determined by the given segments.

If a ray and a,aegmen intersect, .0 r

they dete e two Pairs vertical angles.

TheBe remarks are typical of the situatiohg mentioned in

the following theorem and alod:suggest the proof of the

tV.eorevi

THEOREM It-i.8. Let each of two sets be a line or a ray or a

Segment If the two lines which are determined,'

respectively, by the given sets intersect in. a sintgle

point V , then the given sets determine two pairs of

vertical angles, all with' vertex V .

4 Problem 1 of Problem Set 14, as an illustration of-,,

inaction, we investieted vertical angles experimentally and

we reached the tentatie conclusion that the-measures of

vertical angles are_eoual. We are now in a position to deduce

this statement from our -postulates, thereby providing a

logical as well as an experimental basis for accepting it.

The contrast between these two approaches is worthy of

comment. 'Iee-'Study which made no use of deductive reasoning,

every statement would have to be supported by experiment, and

could be accepted with certainty only in the cases covered by

the experiment. In a study which took no account
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4 -1©_

,

experimental reeul aj the 'preMises would have to by made-up in
arbitrary fashion, and the conclusions, except by coincidence,
would bear no relation to the physical viorld. OurostUdy of

,sug ted byexperlmentationl our theorems are obtaine &fromffTs

gep

I
etry is a blend of these two methods. Our postulates are

them by deduction. And because our postulates are chosell

embody observations about the physical world, our theorems are
npt just interesting abstractions but _are often useful results1

,

which .calt be checked with high accuracy in further experiments.

Stated formally, the result we wish to prove is the
wing.

REM 4-19. Any two vertical angles are cong ent east
other.,

4-4- 4i4-
\ proof: AB and CD be two lines which intersect
in the point W to forM the vertical angles, LAWC and LB-

.
. .

Now LAWC and are a linear pair of angles and hence

are supplementary. ,(Why?) Also LEWD and LCWB are a
linear pair of angles and are supplementary. 'Since each of ,

?WC and /ND is a supplement of LCWB , Theorem 4-16 tells
us that LAWC and LBW tare congruent to each other /as
Asserted.

As an Immed to consequence of this theorem,,we have the

ollowingr

THEOREM 4-20. If two intersecting lines form one right -1e,

then they form four right angles.
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By 4lina of the previous theorem and the Angle Construction

'Theorem, we can prove the fbllowing useful result.

THEOREM 4-2i. For each point on a line in a plane, there

one and only one line which lies in the giyen plane,

contains the given point, and is ISerpendictilar to the

given line.

Proof: Let be one °of the halfplanes determined in

the given plane (call it ) by the given line (call it 1

and let A be any point of _e different from the given

point (call it P). Then by the Angle Construction Theorem,

there is a unique ray. PQ ,, with Q in= such that LAPQ

is a right angle. Therefore PQ is perpendicular to A?, and

contains P . Similarly, there is a ufiique ray PQ' , with

Q' in the. t( halfplane of 7 determined by , such
411. 4EIP

that LA ls a right angle. Thus PQ and PQ, are the

only

1-1perpend cu ar

our proof we must show that

.
follows from the facts that

and containing P . To complete

PQ an 7PQ' are the same. This

LAPQ and LAPQ' are adjacent

(Why?) and supplementary (Why?), and therefore, by

Theorem 4-10, PQ and PQ' are opposite rays

In this theorem it is important that all lines considered

should lie in a single plane. If this restriction is

eliminated, how many lines are perpendicular to a given line

at,a.given point? What do you think is the set of all points

which lie on such lines?
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If we .eliminate-the requirement that the perpendicular to

must pass through a particular point, P , how many lines
- .

are there in 5r which are Perpendiculr to=1--_.? What do ydu

think iS the set of all points which lie on subh lines?

Finally,'if we eliminate both the requirement that the

perpendicular lie in and the requirement that it contains

a particular point P how many lines are there in space

,which are perpendicular to ? What do you think.is the

set of all points which lie on such lines?

The, related question, about the existence and uniqueness

Of a line perpendicular to and contain -a given point

not on.)? , is not covered by the preceding theorem. We shah

discuss it after we develop the idea of congruent triangles.

Problem Set 4-10

In the igure if AB

and CD intersect at

`0 and m LAOC = 90

theri

)

-D because AOC

and _BCD are ahgl-

D = because AOC

and /DOD form a pair.

because AOD

- and LBOC are angles.

(This completes the proof of Theorem 4-20

In tItkp figure AB , RS , and

XY aPe doplan'Ar and intersect
4JP

at 0 . RS i XY . Name four

pairs of:

Vertleal angles.

supplementary angles.

complementary angles.
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3. , Two lines 11 and r Intersect at point 0 and OE

is the midray of LAOD

Suppose that m AOD = 50 . Show that the ray

opposite to OE is the midray of ZCOB . VI
(b) Suppose that m LAOD = 80 . Is the conclusion in

(a) true in this case?

%Justify the conclusion in case that

m AOD x

(d) State the conclusion in words, without reference

to the symbols in the diagram.

Let the ray-coordinates of three coplanar

VS VT be .0 100 , 240 , respectively.

Draw a diagram, showing the three rays.

Show, on your diagram, the ?nterior of each of

three angles LTiVS ZSVT ZTVR

Among the three angles, do any two of them have

interiors Which intersect?

(d)- Find the measure of each of the three angles.

(e) Find the sum of the measures of the three angles.

Answer the same questions as in Probl_m 4 , the case

in which the ray-coordinates of VR , VS , VT are 9 ,

. ,

(a)

(b)

rays. VR ,

70 , 270 , respectively.

Complete the proof of the following result by filling in

the 'blinks. (It will be helpful to your understanding if

you draw your own diagram.)

If LAVE , LBVC , LCVA are three. coplanar angles

such that the interiors of any two of them do not.inter-

sect, then the sum of the measures of the three angles

is 360'.



4-io

ProOfi 1n the plane containing the angles, there is,

by POStulate , a ray7coordinate system such that VA

is the zero-ray and such that VB Imo a ray- coordinate,

say b , which is less than . By the

interiors of ,ZAVEI and LAVC do not intersect;, therefore,

C and B lie on (sante oNfe, op opposite sides)
4-11'

of VA . Consequently the ray-coordinate of VC , say

c , is than 180 . By the interiors of

ZBVC' and ZBVA do not !, therefore, VA is not

between VB and VC . Consequently, c b K 180 .

By the definition of a

AVM s b\- C b

mLBVC =c\-
and m /CVA

The sum of these measures is

ZAVB m ZBVC ± m LCVA bt+ (c 360

7. Let a ray-coordinate system in a plane assign numbers

0 , 60 , 200 320 tofthe rays VB VF= VG VH

respectively.

(a) Draw a diagram, showing the four rays.

(b) Show, on your diagram, the interiors of ac-

four angles LEW' ZVG , ZGVH , /HOLE .

Among these four angles, do any two-of them have

interiors which intersect?

(d). Find the measure of each of the four angles.

(e) Find the sum of the measures of the four angles.

Answer the same questions as in Problem 7 , for the case

in which the ray-coordinates oT VB VF , VG , VB are

0 , 60 100 , 320 , respectively.
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4-11. Triangles and Quadrilateral

We all know what a triangle looks like. We also ow- that

mangle has three angles. If we d4w a triangle

figure which,looks like this.

If we now draw the three angles of thiB same trice:,

figure looks like

le our

igiire is certainly a-- drawing of-three angles but is not a

di'awing of what we usually-mean by a triangle. Try to define

"triangle" so that the objects you. s ecify correspond to

pictures which look like what we US Anym6an by triangles.

DEFINITION. The !inion of the three segments

letlermined by.three noncollin points is
,a

\
, called a triangle.

7--,---1----7

Notation. If \A, " C are three noncollinear

points, the triangle which they etermine is

denoted by the symbol AABc .

DEFINITIONS. Each of the point- A, B, C is

called a vertex of AABC ; each of the segments

AB , BC , CA is called a Tide ofl$ ABC ; each

of the angles LABC , LB& /CAE is called

an angle of AABC . A side of a triangle and

the angle whose vertex is not a point of that

side are said to be opposite each other.
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We mus be caref ul to observe that whereas the vertices

and sides of a triangle are actually contained in the set of

points which conStItutes the triangle, the angles of a triangle

are not contained in the triangle. In fact each angle of a

triangle is a set of points formed by two rays, neither of

which is contained in the triangle (Figure 1). Thus, while

it is quite proper to speak of "the angles-of a triangle" or

"the angles determined by a triangle," it is incorrect to

speak of "the antes contained in a triangle." Perhaps it will

make the distinction clear if we observe that whereas a school

has alumni, or determines a set of alumni, the school does? not

A contain its alumni.

DEFINITION. The intersection of the interiors of

the three angles of .,triangle is called the

interior of the triangle.

Tie following figure illustrates how the interior of a

triangle is the intersection of the interiors of the three

angles of t e.triang1P.

Interior of

L ABC

Interior of

\
n

\/VA\AV A

AMONFAMONNOWft
NOWMINEOWOOM
AMMINMOMOMML
ANWROOMMOMMI
AMKOWEOVA
AM 0 'MVOA
AMMOMMI

L BAC

AVAVAVA VA1 rAVAVAVAVA

IMIENEL4M1MMIIIIIMOUL

Interior of

L ACES
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DEFINITION. The set of 411 those points in the

plane of a triangle which are not contained in

the. triangle nor in its interior ie called the

exterior of the triangle.

THEOREM 4-22. The interior of a triangle is a convex set.

Proof= It is the in ersec on of convex sets.

As natural extensions of the 'idea of a trianglq, have

the concept of quadrilaterals and polygons in general. By a

quadrilateral we mean, roughly, a,four-sided figure like one

of the following:

O

A B A
(I)

but not like

(2)

(5)

What difference can you see between the last figure and each

of the others? Using these'figures as guides, write your own

definition of quadrilateral.
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DEFINITIONS, Let A, B, C, D be coplanar .pain

such that no three are collinear, and sil.ch4lat

none of the segments AB , BC , CD , DA:. ersec

any other at a point which is not one of end
.

points. Then we call the union of the segments-

AB , CD , DA a quadrilateral, we call 6aal of the

four segments a side of the quadrilateral, .a 'we

call each of the points A, 9, C, D a vertex of

the quadrilateral.

.
i

Is t possible for a single set of four p0 be the
\--.,

vertices of different quadrilaterals? The foil `figure

shows that it is possible.

Notice that in this figure the same set of vertices occurs

each quadrilateral, but not the same set of sides. It thus

appears that a quadrilateral is not determined by its vertices,

and cannot be described by a list of the vertices unless the

-list also indicates the sides of a quadrilateral.- We therefore

agree that when we list the vertices of a quadrilateral we

shall do it in such a way that

vertices which are adjacent in the list are

endpoints of the same side,

(b) the first and last vertices in the list are

endpoints of the same side.

Notation. We shall refer to the quadrilateral whose

vertices are A, B, C, D and whose sides are AB ,

BC CD , DA as the quadrilateral ABCD .
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In this notation, the quadrilateral shown in Fl

can properly be referred to as

quadrilateral ABCD , or

quadrilateral BCDA , or

quadrilateral CDAB , or

quadrilateral= BADC

above,

bdt not as quadrilateral ACDB . Why? For which of the three

figures shown above is quadrilateral ACDB a suitable name?

Problem Set 4-11

1. Complete this definition of-a triangle: a triangle is

the Of the three

points.

Are the =sides AC and ,AB

of AABC the same as the

sides of LA ? Explain.

determined by three

Is the urnm of two .of the angles_of a

`same as tip triangle itself? Why?

triangle the

Is a triangle a convex set? Why?

Is the exterior of a triangle a convex s

Can a point be in the exterior of A triangle and

in the interior of an angle of the 61,angle?

Illustrate.,

(b Can a point be in the exterior of a triangle and

not in the interior of any angle of the triangle?

Illustrate.

7. Given AABC and a point P which is in the inter

of LBAC and also in the interior of

you conclude about point P ?

LACE . What can



.8. Given A ABC and a point P such that P and A are on

-e same aide of

e:same side of

\ the same as the .union of the exteriors of the tree

es of the triangle.-

ABCD names a quadrilateral. Which of the following

es denote this same quadrilateral?

and such that P 'and B are on

Is P in the interior, of LACB

(b) Is P in the interior of AABC ?

Illustrate the fact that the exterior of a triangle is

ACM)

(b) ADBC

BCDA

(d) BACD

) DABC

) CDBA

(g) -DBCA

(h) CBAD

11. Sketch a picture, showing four distinct coplanar' points

such that the union of AT , , and 5T is not

a quadrilateral. 'Is'there more than one possibility?

Explain.

12 Explain why the following statement is ti

If a line m intersects two

sides of a triangle ABC in

points D and E , not the

vertices of the triangle, then

line m does not intersect

the third side. (Hint: Show

that A and 1 are in the

sameegalfplane with edge m
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4-12'

4-12. Palygons.

A polygon is a figure like this:

(2)

But not like this:

(5)

(4)



4-12

TrAwngles and quadrilaterals are special' kinds of polygons.

The idea of a polygon can be expressed more precisel as

follows. Suppose that we have given a sequence

Fl P2 n

of distinct points in a plane. We Join each point to the next

one by a,Segment, and finally we join Pn to PI

P2

In the figure, the dots

Pn=1

indicate other possible points and

segments, because we do not know how large n is. Notice that-

the point just before P_ is Pn1 as it-should be.
-n

As an example, the set shown in Figure (4) above is the

union of six segments, a pictured below.
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4=42

Check.that, if we label each corner point, or vertex, of

the set which was shown in Flgur4 (5) above and is reproduced

below,

we would' nave fifteen pointk Pl , P2 , P15 , ,aid /the

set is the union of fifteen segments joining certainlpair8' of
A* )

tAese points. ,

D NITION - 'Let_ P1 , P2 , P3

P
n

(n > 3) be n distinct points

Let the n segments PiP2 , 152153

Pn-lPn ' PnFl-
have the properties:

(1) no two segments intersect except at the

endpoints, and

) no two segments with a common endpoint are

collinear.

Then the-union of the n segments is a polygon.

Each of the n,given points is called a vertex

of the polygon. Each of the n segments is

called a side of the polygon.

If n 3 this is precisely the definition of a triangle;

and if n = 4 definition of a quadrilateral. For

a few more values of n we also have special names which are

commonly used and which you should learn:



4-12

N
Notation'. We shall refer to the polygon whOse

Value qf

6

7

8

9
10

121.

n Name of polygon with n sides

.triangle

quadrilateral

pentagn
hexagon

heptaon

octagon

nonagon

decagon

dodecagon

vertices area P

are P-15-1 2

Pn and whose sides

as t polygon

DEFINITIONS. TWO vertices of a polygon which are,

endpoints_of the same side are called consecutive

Two sides of a polygon ,which have a

are called bonsecutive sides.

vertices.

common endpoin

WP

of our discussion of polygons will be restricted to

a special type of polygon, whose description involves the

notion of a convex s Most of us would say that, in the

following pictures, the "interior" of the first quadrilateral

is a convex set while the "interior" of the second is n
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give .definition. oh expresses what you understand
convex pdlygon.

DEFINITION. A polygon is a convex polygon if and

only if each of its sides lies in the edge of a

halfplane which contains all the rest of the

polygon.

The -following figures illustrate how each side of convex

guadrilateial Ties in the edge of a halfplane which contains
all the rest of the quadrilateral.
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llustratetha- for a qua_ ilateral which

t the. case.

DEFINITION. The interior of a convex polygon is
r. the intersection of all the halfplanes each of

which has a side of the polygon on its edge and

contains -the rest of the polygon.

4
Ndtice that every triangle is a convex triangle and that

the interior of a convex polygon with three sides, as defined

here, is the same set as the interior of the triangle, as

defined in the preceding section.

ObServe carefully-that a convex polygon is not itself a

convex'set. (Why?) The following theorem explains what is

convex about a convex polygon.
*4-

THEOREM 4-23. The interior of,any convex polygon is a convex

set.

Proof: It is the intersection of halfplanes,

of them is a convex Set.

d each

DEFINITION. Any segment which joins two vertices of

a convex polygon and is not a side of 'die polygon is

called a d onal of the convex polygon.



DEFINITIONS. Any sole- "'determined by a pair

consecutive sides ,of convex polygon- Is italed:

an angle of the convex poligon.' Two. angles of

a convexValygon-are ,called consecutive angles

if and only if their intersection is a side of

olygon.

__y;two. vertices of a triangle are consecutive,

of a triangle are-condedative, and any two angle
, .

of a le are consecutive. If two vertices of a polygon,

----,,ortwoeideS-of a- polygon, or twl, angles of a convex polygon

are mt consecutive, we may easily describe them as being

"nonconsecutive." However, for the case of the quadrilateral,

he serial word, "opposite," is frequently-uted.

DEFINITIONS. Two vertices of a quadrilateral which
N_

are not Conee;ative are called opposite vertices,

and each is said to be o o'ite to the other.% Two

sides of S.quadrilateraI4h are not consecutive

are called opposite sides,, and each is said to be

opposite to the other. Two ahgbas of-a convex

quadrilateraivhich ark not consecutive are called

opposite angles, and each is said to be opposite to

the other.

Given a side of a quad ilateral,,there is exactly one side

of the quadrilateral which is opposite to it. -Similarly each

vertex of a quadrilateral determines an opposite vertex.

Likewise, each angle of a_convex quadrilateral has a unique

angle opposite it. Do you see v#hy we `'do not speak, in general

aboti e "opposite sides of a polygon" or the "opposite'

vertices of a polygon" or the "opposite angles of a convex

polygon"?
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1. Given the polygon

4-12

ABCDEF , which of

denote the same polygon?

Ca) CDAEBF

(b) CAB
ter MEM_
(d) *FEBICAB-.

(e) BAFE4C

(f) DEFACB

g) EBFCAD

ih) DEBACF

(i) EDCBAF

j) BCFEDA

2. In4thiai,qua4rila AMP
A;p' is called a of the

quidrIlateral, ME is known

as a , MU and WE are
sides, MU ihd'n

are sides, LC and ,.LP

are called angles, LB

and LD are , angles, and

point A is a ,_ .

Is ABCDEF a picture of a convex

your answer. D

polygon? Expla

A

aw a picture of convex polygon of each of the

following types:

Triangle

Quadrilateral

Pentagon

OctagOn
t.

Decagon

Choose a single vertex in each polygon and draw all

the diagonals from that vertex.

Compare, in,each cage, the number of diagonals,wAth

-the number of :sides. What generalization seems to

be true?
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k -13. Dihedral Angles.
,.

angi as the union o "two

is essentially a concept of plane geometry, since no matter how

the angle be-oriented in space, its two rays will always

determine a unique plane (Why ?) which,JWill contain the angle.

As a natural generalization of this concept from plane to space

geometry, we have the idea of a dihedral angle.

DEFINITIONS A dihedral angle is the union of a line

and two halfplanes havingthi,s.lineas' edge and not

lying in. the same plane. The line ie cal l d the edge

of the dihedral angle. The union of and

either halfplane is called a face of the dihedral angle.

A. dihedral angle iS thus a figure like that suggested by two

pages of an open book or two intersecting walls of a room.

Notation. If BC is the edge of adihedral angle

and if A and D are points in different faces

of the angle but not on the edge, the angle is

denoted by the Symbol LA-BC -D

Clearly, two intersecting planes form four di edral

angles, just as two intersecting lines form four (plane) angles:



We shall speak of pairs of dihedral angles such as
LA -PQ -C and -1,,Q4) as vertical dihedral anglee, wp
dihedra; angle forme with LA-PQ-D a pair of vertical
dihedral angles ?). We postpone all discussion of the measure
of dihe- 1 angles until we have studied. inea and planes more
extensiv ly.

Problem Set 4-13

Name the two paiirs of vertical

dihedral angles in the figure.

2. This Aamid with a triangular

base (called a tetrahedron)

has six dihedral' angles. Name

them..

Describe some dihedral angles which can be seen in your
Classroom.
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4-14. SqamarE

Arangle Is the union of two noncollinear, concurrent rays.

With the agreement that the unit for measuring angles is the

degree, every angle haB a unique measure. The measure is a

_real number between 0 and 180--- An angle may be classified

as an acute Angle, a. right angle, or an obtuse angle according

as its measure is latsthan, equal to, -or greater than half of

180 . The Bides of a rIght-angle determine two lines which

form four angles all with the same measure. The particular

importance of the right angle will gradually be revealed as

we observe the many situations in which two perpendicular sets

play a role.

We often consider a pair of angles. Several useful types

'are a pair of supplementary angles, a pair of complementary

angles, a linear pair of angles, a pair of adjacent angles,

a pair of-vertical anglep. The condition that two angles be

;supplementary or be complementary depends only on the measures

of the angles. The condition that - -two angles be a linear pair,,

Or be adjacent angles, or be vertical angles insists (among

other recidirementsY that the two'angles-be 'coplanarand have a

common vertex.

In Chapter 3 we studied a 'coordinate system on a line,

that is, a one-to-one correspondence which matches points and

numbers such that the distance between points is related to the

difference between numbers. In Chapter 4 we studied: a ray-

coordinate system in a plane relative to a point, that is, a

one -to -one correapondence which matches rays and numbers such

that the measure of an angle formed by ray1e it related to the

difference between numbers. The Ruler Foatulate in Chapter 3

gives us coordinate systems on a line. The Frotracthr,Fostulate-
,

in Chapter 4 gives us ray-coordinate systems in a plane.

Furthermore each of these postulates states that, if certain

requirements are satisfied, the system is unique. A coordinate

system on a line enables us to describe betweenness for three

distinct collinear points. A ray-coordinate system in a plane

enables, us to describe betweenness for three distinct concurrent
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ray hose interiors .ifie in a halfplane. The Betweennesa-
Distance Theorem rela es betweenness for points anckthree

distances; the Betweenness- les Theprem_relates betweenness

for rays and the measures of three angles. A segment has an

interior consisting of all points between its endpoints. An

*Ongle has an interior consisting of all interior points of rays

'between its sides.

In-a given plane, ank,line separates the plane into two ,

)1a.l_planes, any angle separates the plane into the-interior and

the exterior of the angle, any triangle separates_the plane

into the interior and the exterior of the triatie, and(more

generally) any convex polygon separates the plane into the

interior and .the exterior of the convex polygon. Ever
plane, Vhe interior of every angle, the interior of eve

triangle, and the interior of every Convex polygon are convex

sets
, .

In. the preceding chapter we inti-'21 duced congruence of

segments. In the present chapter we i trOducea congruence of

angles. : 'In the next chapter, we shall introduce congruence of

trianles. We shall study congruence in much greater detail

and leatn more about proving, theorems.,

convex Aet

halfplane

angle

Measure of

VOcabulary List

obtuse angle

vertical angleS

triangle

quadrilateral

polygon

convex polygon

dihedral angle

perpendicular

congruent angles

supplementary angles

complementary angles

angle

ray-coordinate system

petweenness (for rays)

midray

interior (of angle)

linear pair of angles

adjacent angles`

right angle

acute angle
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Review Prdblema

Fill in the hlarks;

(a) 'The set of all points in a plane which lie on one

-, side of a given line of the plane.is called a

Two sets of points into which a
4

separetWapace are calledihilEpaTe,s,

40) T li which separates. a. plane into two half-

planes is called the of each halfplane.'

(d) The set of all points in a halfplane is

set.

(e) The Ahtersection of a halfplane and its e is

(a) Given the set of al points on a line whose

coordinates satisfy 3 < X,< 10 . Is this Apt,:

of points a convex set?

Tell 'Whether the set which is suggested by

shading in each of the following pictures is'a

convex set.-

(1) ( 2

3. In a given plane the ray-coordinates assigned to V

VB , VC , and VD are, respectiVely, 0, 25 , 105 ,

and 280 .
Find the measure of each of the following

angles.

(a) m LBVC

(b) m LAVD

(c) m ZDVB

(d) m LCVD

(e) m ZAVC
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F al in the blanks in each of the following statements:,

The ray that an 40glO is called-the midray
of the angle.

To. every angle theme corresponds a,unleue number k

( < k < , called the Of the
angle.

An angle whose measure is less than 9Q is called

An angle whose measure is greater than 90 is

called

Angles with the Jame measure are

If two angles are both congruent arid supplementary,

then each of them is a

Supplements of congruent angles are

If two angles are complementary, then each of them

is

An angle is the of two Which have a

common endpoint and do not- lie in the same line.

If X, Y, Z are three noncollinear points, the

union of the three.,,SegmentS determined by these

points is a

) If X, Y, Z are distinct collinear'points, the

union of the three segments determined by these

points is a

(1) If one of two supplementary angles has a measure

which is '50 more than the measure of the other,

then the measures of he two angles are

and

The measure of an

of its complement

are and

angle is five times the measure

The measures of the two angles

If the angles of a linear pair are congruent, each

of the angles is a
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there a point .in the plat* of a triangle such that the

-pdint is neither in,the exterior nor the interior of the

triangle acid neither in the interior nor the exterior of

of its Angles? Explain.

6. In the measure of one' le added to the measure of

arioherT angle necessarily the measure of an angle?

Explain.

In the following figure Find:

m LICE) 90

m ZPAO 4 5 ,

L BOC = 5Oi

= 25 .

(b) m LBCC

ZDOA
LAOB .(d)

Which one of the giVen data is unnecessary?

Given LRST and point X between R and T .is X

in the interitirofthe angle? Why?

9. If the measure of an angle in degrees is what is

its measure in right-angles? In grads?

10. Given noncollinear rays AB and AC with ray-coordinates

b and c , respeAtively, what is m LBAC ? Discuss

ur possible Cases.

11 B, C, D are points in a halfplane, ; whose,edge

is
10

contains the point A , and if AC s between AB and

A_ , state the relation between the measures of the

threeangles determined by the three rays.

12. Can the interior of a triangle be considerWAs the

intersection of three halfplanes? Illustrate.
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13. to the figure a

right to answer the, rio

following questions,:

a) How many'triangles are

de,terminsd by A, B, C,
=

D, It in this figure?

(b) Does m LBAC m ZpAE
(c) Does zpAc 9 LBAE

(d) IS, LABE supplementary-

to BC ?

1k. In the figure
_exp ain why z Ls

44.11P 4-410
15. In this figure, CD and AB

- intersect at 0 ; OP is a

midray of AOC ; 5:4 is a

midray of ZCOB ; m ZA0C = 70

he

Find:

(a) m LCOB

(b) m LPVC

cog

-(d) m LPOQ

16. In the figure, PQ and MN*
intersect at =0 , OA and

OB are midrays of LON
and ZPON , respeet vely.

(a) m LAOB

Justify your answer.

Hint: Let m LPON c x

(b) Does this prove that the

union of the midrays of the

angles of a linear pair is

a right angle?
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following a correct. restatement of the Angle.

tion Theorem: Given 1 ray XY end a number k

etr nLAD and 180 there is exactly one ray XP such

that -m ZFXY k ? Explain.
- 4

4-#
Is the following statement true in every case? If .AB

mall intersect at 0 then LAX D

19. In a ray-coordinate system let theray-coordinqtes of

it bd d, p, e, respectively. Suppose that

ie:between AD and AE and'that

P 1 :press p in terms of d and e in each

of the following three cases.

(a) o < e - d < 180

(b). p < d < 90 and e > 270.

(c) d < 90 and 270 < e < p

20. In triangle ABC , lit' D be the midpoint of side W ,

and let P be a point on ray AD . Is P in the
4

interior of LBAC ? Is P in the Interior of AMC- ?

Justify your answers.

21. What can'be asserted about the intersection of the

interiors of two adjacent angles? About the vertices of

adjacent angles? Must adjacent angles be coplanar?

22. A polygon whose-union with its interior is a convex set

is a polygon.

23. A polygon with ten sides is called a

24. If ICY is the edge of a dihedral angle and if P and

Q are points in the respective faced of the angle but

not on the edge, the angle is denoted by the notation:

Sketch a drawing and label.



Use the tip belo- to answer Questions

d'

A

cribe the intersection of triangle AEF

quadrilateral ABCD

-Describe the intersection of segment R75

quadrliateral . ABCD

Describe the union of segments P , and TE.

Describe the intersection of segments XI and 137

Describe the union of triangle AEF and segment rff
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Chapter 5

CONGRUENCE

5-1. Introduction.

If two dresses are made from the same pattern how are they

alike? If two automobile fenders are stamped by the same die,

how are they alike? If two houses are made using thesame set

of blueprints, how are they alike?

These questions are easier to ask than they are to answer.

They are concerned with the shape and.size of physical objects.

Much of modern economic life is based upon processes whereby

many "carbon copies" of a model can be produced efficiently.

The success of modern mass production technique depends upon

the ability to produce physical objects which have the same

size and shape.

In this chapter we are concerned with the "size and shape"

of geometrica=l objects. These geometrical objects--line

segments, angles, triangles--are not physical objects; they are

mathematical objects which exist in our minds. The only

properties which these objects have are those given to them

in the postulates and those which can be logically deduced

front the postulates. The mathematical concept corresponding

to "same size and shape" is "congruence." We have already

discussed the concept of congruence as it applies to segments
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and to angles. 'You will remember that segments are called
congruent if they have the same length, and angles are called
congruent if they have the same measure.

52. Congruence of Triangles.

Before discussing congruence of triangles (that is,

triangles of the mathematical or geometrical variety) let us

think briefly about the cardboard variety of triangles which
we encountered in informal geometry. If two of thesephyiical
triangles have the same size and shape,,i means that they can ,

be placed, one on top of the other so that they fit well
together. The sides which fit together have the same lengths
and the angles which fit together have the same measures. It

is interesting to note that the process of fitting the

triangles together establishes a one-to-one correspondence
between all th,,points of one triangle and all the points of
the other triangle. Each point of one triangle is matched with

a point which lies directly above (or below) it. Each vertex
is matched with a vertex, and each interior point of a side is
matched with an interior point of a side. In the figures
below D and D' are corresponding poin

If P and Q are any two points on one of a pair of

triangles having the same size and shape, and if P, and

are the corresponding points on the other triangles, then

PQ =
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We propose now to make the transition from the physical

to the mathematical and to build a concept of congrtence for

geometric tFiangles. We do not build a mathematical theory

which inVoi-ves actually moving these mathematical triangles.

Physical objects can be moved about; cardboard triangles can

be placed in various positions to see if they fit. 'Mathe-

matical points, lines, planes, triangles, etc. exist only in

our minds; they hAve only the properties which are postulated

for them or -which are logical consequences of these postulates.

'In order to "see" if mathematical triangles "fit we set up

one-to-one correspondences between their vertices and compare

the matched parts.
B

A
Given two triangles ABC and DEF there are six different

one-to-one correspondences between the vertices of one and the

vertices of the other:

I

A4----11. D
II

A 4-----D

III

A 4t-----*E

Bit-------irwE B4 .DB F

C/41--- ----*F *-- , FC v. E C

IV V VI

A 4 *FA4= ir.E A 11. F

B4-----÷EB4 I? 8 D

-tr. C 41.---* DC D C4- E.
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For convenience we use ABC41---*DEF to denote the one-to-one

correspondence I , ABC417-1DFE to denote the correspondence II,

_d so on. Sometimes it iS helpful towrite ABC41--A.DEF to

emphasize which vertices have been matched.
LE '

Note that there are several ways to write each corre-

Spondenee. Thug ABC41----110DEF and CAB 4 FDE are two ,

different ways to write the same correspondence. Each of these
two correspondence symbols tells us that A and D are

corresponding points, that B and E are corresponding poin
and that C and F are corresponding, points.

In the-corresiondence ABC41---i.DEF , there are three pairs
`o Corresponding points. We are interested in them primarily

as points-which are vertices of the ankles of the triangles,

and as points which are the ehdpoints,of-the sides of the

triangles. ,In connection with this correspondence, then, we
. shall speak of six pairs of corresponding part8. Three of

these six pairs:are pairs of angles: LA and /D LB and
LC and /F . The other three pairs are pairs of sides:

707 and DE , AC and DP , and IW and U"

,DEFINITION. A one -to -one correspondence between

the vertices two triangle which the corre-

sponding parts are congruent is called a congruence

between the two triangles.

Here is a picture of a correspondence between two

_triangles which is a congruence.

C *-
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Explain why it is a congruence., Complete the following

statement of a correspondence so that it correctly denotes this

congruence.

ABC 4---10

Now write several other symbols which denote this same

congruence.

Here is a picture of a correspondence between ;wo

triangles which is not a congruence.

90,
B 4-

ABC 4-1". EDF

Explain why it is not a congruence. Complete the following

statement so that it correctly denotes a congruence between

the two triangles:

FED 4-40

According to our definition, a congruence is a certain

kind of pairing of the vertices of triangles. It is useful to

have a word to describe the existence' of such a pairing.
k

.

DEFINITION. Two triangles are congruent if and only

if there exists a one-to-one correspondence bl,tween

their vertices which is a congruence.
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If ABC41---10DEF is a ongruelle between AABC and

ADEF , then each of.the following statements'is true:

LA ED

LT$

/C LT

m EA m ED
713 a m ZE

m LP - m EF
AB = DE,

DF Ad DF

BC EF BC=EF

In each of these six lines, the, congruence on the left and the

equation on the right are mathematically equivalent in the

sense that if one of them is true, the other is also true.

It may happen that triangles ABC and DO are congruent
even thoUgH AEC4---10,DEF is not a congruence. Triangles ABC

and DEF are congruent if at least one of the one-to-one

correspondences between their vertices is a congruence. To be

definite we agree to use the following notation.

4

Notation. A ABC ADEF means that the correspondence

ABC41---10DEF is a congruence.

Note that if APC*---10FED is a congruence but ABC41---IDEF is

not a congruence, then we may write AABC AFED , but it is

incorrect to write AABC 7=7. ADEF

If AEC 7dnd DEF aretriangles (not necessarily distinct)

and if ABC 4----roDEF is a congrince, then each of the six

parts of ABC is congruent to the part of DEF with which

it is matched. This is just a restatement of the definition

of congruence between triangles. -In view of our definition

of eongrUent triangles, then, we sometiMes say that: If

triangles are congruent, their corresp&pding parts are congruent.
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Problem Set 5-2

n Problem3 1-3, two triangles are drawn and parts sO

marked to indicate congruence of segments and congruence of

angles. For instance in Problem 1, we see AT and DE

marked alike. '1'his tells us that DE . List all

possible correspondences between the triangles in each air

and tell whickracp congruences.

1.

4. neltik are six figures.

congruence assume that

the congruences between

get four congruences in

not AMX0 ALWE

If a correspondence looks like a

it really is a congruence. Write

pairs of triangles. You should

all. One is AP41XQ ,';'= &LEW but
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Answer as in Problem 4.

In triangle AEC

T

the three sides are

congruent and the three angles are con-

gruent. Write down all the congruences

between the triangle and itself start-

ing with AABC AABC . (You should

get more than four congruences.)
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5-3. Properties of Equality and Congruence.

We now consider the mathematical properties o1 _ngruence.

Suppose we know that AABC 1' ADEF . We know that ' Age"

and "ABCA" name the same triangle. Can we therefore say

that ABCA, ADEF ? Recall that the first congruence applies

fo the correspOndence ABC 4---A0DEF , while the second applies

to BCA4---10DEF . If AB BC , can both correspondences be

congruences? Clearly the statements AABC 1- ADEF and
AABC = ABCAL have different meaning0 and the relation in-

dicated by " " is clearly different from the relation

indicated by " = "

you may recall that the relation indicated by II

.called equality, was an important part of your studies in

algebra. In such sentejces as "a b" , "a" and name

the same object. By the substitution property of equality we

may replace one of the names in a statement about an object

by another of its names. Obviously, we cannot, in general-,

substitute one name of a triangle for another in a triangle

congruence statement. For the object in such a statement is a

correspondence between the vertices, and not a triangle.

Do equality and congruence relations have any properties

in/common? They do and they are important enough to be given

names as follows:

1. The reflexive property of

equality

Fir any a a a

triangl congruence

For any AABC AABC AABC

To prove the reflexive property of congruence we simply note

that AB AB , (by the reflexive property of equality.) There-

fore AB 1"-- AB , by the definition of congruence of segments.

In similar manner we can prove ;7 BC , CA 1 CA , LA 25LA

LB LB , LC 72= /C . Therefore AABC AABC

2.

equality

The symmetric property of

triangle congruence

if a - b , then b - a if A ABC 1: ADEF , then

ADEF LI AEC
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Using_ the symmetric property of equality it is easy to

prove the symitietric property of triangle congruence. This

proof is left to you as a problem in the next problem set.

3. The transitive property of

equality triangle congruence

If a a b and b = c A ABC w A DEF and

then a = c ADEF AGHK then

AABC AGHK

Using the transitive property of equality we indicate how

to prove the transitive property of triangle congruence. From

AA ADEF , it follows that AB
ti

DE . Because congruent

segments have equal lengths, AB = DE . In the same manner we

may start with ADEF AGHK and conclude, IDE = OH By, the

transitive property of equality we may then say, AB - GH

anditherefore AB ;' GH . In this manner we rove that, in the

correspondence ABC417-64,GHK , all pairs of Corresponding sides

are congruent. Now we consider corresponding angles. Because

A ABC ADEF it folldws that LA LD and m _A m LD

from ADEF AGM( , we can conclude, m 7D = m Lp . There-

fore m LA = m ZG or LA ;' Similarly all pairs of

corresponding angles of AABC and AGHK are congruent and

AABC AGHK

Our discussions of congruences in the preceding chapters

and in the above paragraphs can be summarized in three

theorems.

THEOREM 5-1. Congruence for segments as the following

properties.

Reflexive:

Symmetric: If AD - CD then CD 7= AD .

Transitive: If AB = _D and CD EF , then AD 74 EF

AB AB

234
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5-2. Congruence for angles has the following properties.

Reflexive: LA

Symmetric:. If LA LI' then LB 77=

TransitiVe: If LA LB and LB = LC , then

THEOREM 573. Congruence for triangles has the following
propertiez.

Reflexive: A ABC A ABC .

Symmetric : If A ABC Z' A DEF , then DEF -1" A ABC .

Transitive: If A ABC A DEF and A DEF Z" A OBI

then A AEC Z' A GHI

1 LC .

We note next that equality has two properties_ which

congruence does not have. They are the addition and multipli-

cation properties listed below.

The addition property of equality.

If a , b and x are numbers and a - b , then

a A-x=b+x; more generally, if a , b , c , d are numbe

a .b, and c. d', thena+c=b+d.

Let us note that -x .also represents a number and then

a A- (-x) denotes t difference a - x . Therefore, the

addition property aplies to subtraction also.

Illustration 1.

Suppose that A,B,C,D are
collinear points ithat order and

that AB = CD . hen the addition B C
property of equality permits the

conclusion, AB BC . CD BC . Then AC . BD follows by

the substitution property of equality. For AC AB BC

and BD . CD A- BC .
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Illustration.2.

-- .-
Suppose OA , OB OC

d OD are concurrent rays

in that order, and that

LAOC= m LB6D . Then the

addition property of equality

tells us that

m LAOC = m LDCC = m LDCD m LBOC

Explain why m LA ©D = m LCOD

follows from the substitution property

The multi lication property of equality.

If b and x are numbers and a = b , then

ax = bx ; more generally, if a , b , c , d are numbers,

a = b , and c = d then ac = bd

f equality.

ilustration 1.

Suppose XP is the midray

of LAX B YQ is the midray of

LpYD and m LARD = m LCYD

Then the multiplication property

of equality, with the Multiplier
17 , permits the conclusion

m LAXP = m LCYQ or m Z)Cirj m 7DYQ

Illustration

If M is the midpoint of M

and N is the midpoint of KL and

= NL . then the multiplication

property of equality, with the

multiplier 2, tells us that GH
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Problem Set 5-3a

1. State the property which Justifies each of the following

statements.

(a) AB

(b) AB = AB

(c) If LAB LIEF , then LDEF LAW
(d) If 4 PQR =' Li RST and RST 1Z' d XYZ

then A KR ;' A XYZ

If a = b and b = c , then as c
(f) If 2x 5 = 12 , then 2x 7

(g) If 3x = 15 , then x = 5 .

In each of the six problems below (2 through 7) there

appears a list of statements referring to the diagrams.

You are expected to justify each statement. Having

Justified,a statement, you may then use it in helping to

Justify later statements (if any) in the same problem.

As indicated in the drawings Y is in XZ N ls'in

$ WY is between WI and WZ SN is between SM

and SR .

2. (a) XY -+ YZ = XZ

(b) If XY = MN and YZ = NR

(c) XZ v M .

and

M

MN 4- NR

then

m LZWX - m LIZWY = m LXWY

and m LRSM a m L.R.SN = m LMSN

(b) If m LZWX = m LRSM and m LZWY m LRSN , then

-Z /ZWY = m IRSM m IRSN

XY YZ = MN 4- NR

(c) N
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4. If Y is the midpoint of X.Z (and N is the mid-
i-

, point of MR then 7 XZ = XY and '-44R = MN .

b) If XZ = MR ,then

XY MN .

If W is the midr4y of LZWX and SN Is the

midray of LRSM-, then 2 LZWX = m Zponc and

m ZRSN = m RgM
A*

(b) If m LZWY = m RSN , then m L7WY = 2 m LRSN .

ZWX = m LRSM .

If XY = MN and MN = Nit , then XY = NR

7. If m ZWY = m Lywx and

m Zywx = m LRSN .

8 Which property of congruence, equality or betweenness

justifies each of the following statements? Consult

adjacent diagrams before answering.

RSN , then

(a) If Lc Ld , Zd'I! Le

then

(b) if = m L?( ,

then m Zz = m Lx .

If TE , UT 711

then AB DE .

(d) If AC = AB and DE

then AC = DE
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Suppose AC BA ;

midpoints of

respectively.

Give an argument to show

that MU .

Bch of the following conclusions follow from

hypotheses? Give reasons.

4. If DE:

and ! and n
intersect at C

then Ac DE .

(b

*11. Frove the's-

e

Hypothesis:

Conclusion:

c property of

Suppose that A B,C, D
are collinear points in that order

and that AB CD , we can then

argue that AC BD as follows:

b

b

Lc is the

complement

La

le congruence.

1. AD m CD , because, if segments are congruent, then

they have the same length.

because of the reflexive property of

equality.

AAr4+ CD + BC , because of the addition property

of equality.

4. AB + HC = AC , and CD 4- BC = because of the

Betweenness Distance Theorem.

AC - HD , because of the substitution property of

equality.

.239
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WU Z115 , because, if Segments have the same length

then they are dongruent.

From the statement icm n and the collinearity of

A , B , C Din that order we are thus able to deduce,-that

103

Suppose that the order of points

were A,C,E,D, and that
Check the above argument A C

step by step, for this new hypOtheeis.

If Step 3 were AB- BC CD - BC and Step 4 were

AB - BC AC , CD - BC = BD, would the argument then be valid?

We can combine both hypotheses in the single statement:

B and C are between A and D Then we can state the

following theorem.

THEOREM 5-k. (Betweenness-Addition Theorem for Points) If

points B and C are between A and D and

AB :;-7 then AC S BD .

By a similar argument we can prove a corresponding theorem

for rays.

THEOREM (Betweenne =Addition Theorem for Rays) If

OB and OC are between OA and OD and LAOB
ti

COD ,

then LAOC ZBOD

This theorem can be proved by considering two cases.

A

The proof is left for you as a problem in the next problem set.

2)40



Problem

to Which theorem may be

ed to justify each of the

following statements. Refer
to the adjacent diagram in

Which the pointk on FO a
collinear in the order in

which they'appear.

(a) If ID 1ff , then 7M = VU
(b) If /ABE :20ED , then LARD
0) If -7E. = Ter , then TPW .

(d) If LAS ZOE , 'Wien LAB ZCBD .

Prove Theorem 5-5.,

-3b

5-4. Definitions in Proofs.

The proof of Theorem 5-k uses the definition of congruent.*

Segments twice. First we use it to conclude that if two

segments are congruent, then they have the same length. Later

in the proof wet to conclude that if two segments have
the same length then they are congruent. Does the definition
work both ways9

We agree to call segments having the same measure

congruent se ents. This is actually an agreement that the

phrases "se ants having the same length 4 and "congruent

segments" a e interchangeable names of the same thing.

Therefore we may write the definition in two parts as follows:

1) If segments are congruent, then they have the same

length.

(2) If segments have the same length, then they are

congruent.

Let us call this form of a definition, the complete form.

Sometimes we abbreviate these two statements as follows:

Segments are congruent if and only if they

have the same length.
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Let US call this form of a definition thellif and only if"';.

fOrm.. ifo'notOtWo. important thingS4bOUt the 4ompleterfOrmof

definition:

(a) It has two parts, written in the if-then" tom.

.'The if-clause of each statement is the then- clause of the other.

of coursetrii*meane_ ghat the then clause of each is the'lf-

clause of the Other.

(b) One part of a definition may be used to support one

statement while the other part may be used to support another

statement. For an example, see Steps I,and 6 in the proof of

Theorem 5-4. Of Oourse,.we muatialwayS be careful to use the

appropriate part

Problem Set 5=4

One of the two parts of the complete form of a definition

is given in each statement below. Write the other part

for each.

If an angle

.90 .

a right angle, then its measure is

If a plane contains all the points of a set, then

those points are coplanar.

If two rays have a common endpoint and do not lie

on the same line, then their union is an angle.

(d) if VP is between VA and VB and LAy? LFVB

then VP is the midray of LAYS

For each of the following definitions write the o state'-

ments in the complete form of a definition.

(a) The point whose coordinate is 1 in a coordinate

system is called the unit point of that coordinate

system.

Flo distinct collinear rays with a common endpoint

are called opposite rays.

The midpoint of a segment is the point which belongs

to the segment and is equally distant from the end-

points of the segment.
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the "if Only form, write the definition

Obtuse

44ertiCai

'linear pair.

In each of the following tell whether or not the part of

definition used as a reason'can'posOibly justify the

a ement. If it,cannot, explain why.

AB m CD , because if segments are congruent they have

the same length.

CD, because if pegments have the same length,

they are,congruent.

18,a midray, because, if a` ray is the midray of

angle' it .bisects the angle.

because if two lines are perpendicular

they form right angles.

DBE , because if two angles are vertical,

they are congruent.

5; Using one part of the complete form of a definition' tell -

why each of the following statements is true. If you

need to, draw a diagram.

(a) If AZ I RT , then LSRT is a right angle.

(b) If M is the midpoint of Is. , then AM = MB

(c) If m LA m LB = 180 , then LA and LB are
supplementary.

If LA and LB are complementary, then

m LA -m LB . 90 .

If S is a convex set of points and P and Q are

(e) Li

in the set, then Fq is in S

If AABC af REF , then AB -If DE

If P is an interior point of LBAC , then AP

is between AB and AC .

AD is between AB and AC then D is an

interior point of LBAC .
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5-5. ProofB in -mil Form.

As you know, Many of Ourio tUlates and theorems are

conditionals, that is, they have the form "if p then,: q"

Where p' and q are statements. In the previous section we

saw that the complete form of a definition has two parts each

of which Also has the If-then forM. In order to understand

matheMatiCal-proof better we examine how such statements are

used in proofs.

Let us consider the following statement concerning two'

persofte named X and Y , about whom we know nothing.

A. If X is Y's fathers brother, then_ X Is Y's'

uncle.

We see that A involves the following two statements.

X is Y's father's brothen [This part of A is

called the hypothesis.]

X is Y'q uncle. [Thisnpart of A is called the

conclusion'.]

Even though we 'don't know X and I , can we say anything

about the truth of statements A, B, and C ? Do we know

B is true? Do we know if C is true? How about Statement A ?

We can easily see that even though B need not be true, and

that C need not be true, that A is true. Thus

conditional may be true en though its typothesia and con-

clusions are not.

Suppose, now, that A and B are both true. Then it

follows logically that C is true. Check with our example.

This is a most important concept in mathematical proofs. It

means that we can assert C after-we have proved or know that

both A and B have been established. But it does not mean

that B follows from A and C . In general:

If a conditional and its hypothesis have

been established, then its conclusion is

established.
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( 2)

eli, we know that the olld ate-

blished

if then

then we may conclude that "C" is established.

A two-column proof of a theorem is a chain of statements

written in one Column, supported by reasons written in another

column: The proof shows how the conclusion of a theorem folloWs

logically from its hypothesis When a statement in this chain

is established.because it is part of the hypothesis of the

theorem, we simply write "hyPothesis" as the reitsdri. OthetWi p,

a statement may have as its supporting reason-a combination' of

a conditiohal and its hypothesis. Our example shows this when

we say that the, combination Of A and B 'is sreason.for'

Saying C. The conditional is acceptable if it is a postulate,

or part of a definition, or an already proved theorem. Further-

more, the hypothesis of this conditional should have appeared

as an earlier statement in the prool% Finally"the conclusion

of the conditional should "fit" the statement'that is being

supported. We can summarize these relations Ina diagram as

follows:

Statement

P

We now show an

Reason

If then Q , and P

example of such a proof. Note that in

those reasons which are conditionals, we write the numbers of

the statements in which we have establisAd the hypothesis of

the conditional.

We use the theorem regarding the transitive property-of

congruence for segments as our example:

THEOREM: Il WS 7D and CT 1 EP , then wn a' EP .
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onO2usion:

State ent Reason

.1. Knothedis.

2. Hypothesis.

e might have written Statements 1 and 2 on

Oneline because they have the same reason.)

- 3. AE CD, , CD . EF 3. If line segments are

congruent (1,2), then

they have the same

measure.

4. AS = EF 4. If a a b and b = c

(3), then a = c .

5. n z' . If line segments have

the same measure (4), ,

then they are congruent.

Let us note several important points about this proof.

(1) The proof is completed when the

the first column is the same as

(2) When a statement is part of

"hypothesis" as its reason.

When a reason is in the 1

refers to an earlier tta_

support. For instance the

refers to Statements 1 and

the

1

last statement in

the conclusion.

hypothesis we write

en form, its hypothesis

ent or statements for

if-clause of Reason 3

2: But the then-clause

of Reason 3 refers to Statement 3.

When a reason is not in the if-then form, and it

can be written in that form, then it must satisfy

the requirements stated in (3) above.
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Problem Set 5

e- aoh of the. following theorems in "if-then" form.

ate the hypothesis and conclusion of each.

Vertical angles are congruent.
t.

t angles are congruent

Complemente of congruent angler are congruent.

A line and ft point not in the line are contained

in exactly one Plane.

The interior of an angle is a convex set.

The intersection of any two convex sets of points

is a convex set,

Ri

2. .1n the following example of a two-column proof several

reasons are given in the "if-then" form. In each such

;reason, tell to which statement the if-clause refers and

to which statement the then-Clause refers.

THEOREM: 'Complements of congruent angles are congruent.

(Look at your "if- then ". statement for Problem 1 (0,

above.)

Hypothesis: La is the

complement of Z.

Ld _is the

complement of Lc.

2:0 1' Lc

The conclusion we are to prove

is La ;' Zd



5.

6.

d

248

If two angles are .

complementary then the

sum of their-measures is

90 . (Definitipp of

.complementa angles.

If x, y, z are number%

and x y , then

x (The

addition property of

equality)

Hypothesis.

If two angles are

congruent, then they

the same measure.

(Definition of congruence

for angles. ) .

If a, b, x; y are

numbers and if a - b ,

x m y , then

a - x m b y . (The

addition property of

equality.)

have

If z W then

w . Transitive'

property of equality.)

If two angles have the

same measure, then they

are congruent.
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wits in two - column form theloaragraph proofs given for

the following theorems in Chapter 4.

(a) Right angles ate congruent.

(b) Supplements of congruent anglei are congruent.

(o) Vertical)angles are congruent.

Identify Reasons 3, 4, and 5 if: the example of Section 5-5

either as a postulate, definition, theorem, or property.

5-6. Some Experiments and Some lostulates.

In order to understand triangle congruences better we shall

perform experiments with physical objects. We shall prepare to

discuss congruent triangles by making measurements of parts of

cardboard trighgles. In a preceding,sectiOn we defined two

mathematical triangles as being Congruent if there is a

congruence between them--if there is a matching of sides and

angles so that the matched parts are congruent. At this point

ih our study we need to establish six congruences involving

sides and angles before we can be sure that two triangles are

congruent. What is the corresponding situation for cardboaV

triangles? In order to know that two such triangles will fit

well together, do we need to measure all three sides and all

three angles?

Experiment 1. In the'SMSO workroom there is a cardboard

triangle ABC which we have measured carefully. The inch-

measures of its sides and the degree-measures of its angles

are as follows: m LA - 78 m LE . 44 , m LC . 58 , AB m

= 3.5 , CA = 2.5 . Below is a sketch of triangle AEC
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Using a pencil, ler, protractori,compass, scissors and

cardboard. (all of them or .as many as you wish) you shoUld make

a trlangle which you think will be an accurate copy of the,

workroom triangle ABOe. Some of you may start by drawing .

Others may start with LA . Aftqr you have finished making

your triangle, review what you have done and make a list of

the Steps in the order in which:you did them.

Perhaps you have

List I

1. Draw AB .

2. Draw

4 Close the
triangle by
connecting
and C with
AC .

one of these lists:

List List III

1. Draw. LA . 1. Draw AB .

2. DrAw AB . 2. Draw arc from A
as center and AC
as radius.

Draw Draw the arc from
B as center and
BC as radius.

4 Close the
triangle by

4. Close the triangle
by connecting the

A drawing the
sides of LA
and

LB
long

enough.

point of inter-
section of the
arcs to A and
to B .

B

The figures ineach list show th stage of the drawing,

before closing the triangle.

angle

Look at each list. How many measures (either of side

are used in the first list? In the second? In the

or

third? Were all six measures needed to duplicate the triangle?
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Let us look a the first list again. How many side

measures are used? How many le measures? Is the angle

between t two sides? This combination of two sides and the

angle between them is called two sides and the included angle.

It is abbreviated by the symbol S.A.S. Name another S.A.S.

combination in triangle ABC

Let us now look at the second list again. What combination

of measures is used? The side mentioned is said to be.included

between the two angles mentioned. This combination is referred

to by the symbol A.S.A. Name another A.S.A. combination.

Look at the third list. We can readily 'see that it

mentions three sides. This combinatiOn is referred to by the

symbol S.S.S.

Experiment 2. Construct a cardboard triangle ABC so

that AB = 4 BC ms 3 m LB = 35 Then measure ,

LC . Compare your results with a classmate. Make allowance

for inaccuracy in your measurements.

What 'conclusion can we draw? Do you agree that it .

-ta the following postulate for mathematical triangles?

Postulate 19. S.A.S. Postulate) Given

a one-to-one correspondence between the vertices

of two triangles (not necessarily distinct). If

two sides and the included angle Of the first

triangle are congruent to the corresponding parts

of the second triangle, then the correspondence

is a congruence.
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,e suggested by the pictures this postulate

then

e,

a congruence..

EXperiment 3. n truct a cardboard triangle ABC so

that A m AB -3.75 m LB = 48 . Then measure 375

LC CoMpare these results with a classmate.

What conclusion,can we draw? Do you agree that it

suggests the following postulate for mathematical triangles?

Postulate 20. (The A.S.A. Postulate) Given

a one-to-one correspondence between the vertices

of two triangles (not necessarily distinct). If

two angles and the included side of one triangle

are congruent to the corresponding parts of the

other triangle, then the correspondence is a

congruence.

B
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Experiment 4. Construct a cardboard triangle ABC so

that AB = 5 , BC = 4 , AC . Then measure LA LB , LC .

Compare reSults with a classmate.

What conclusion can we draw? Do you agree that it sugges

the following postulate for mathematical triangles?

Postulate 21. (The S.S.S. Postulate) Given

a one-to-one correspondence between the v ices of

two triangles (not necessarily distinct). If three

aides of one triangle are congruent to the corre-,

sponding sides of the other triangle, then the

correspondence is a congruence.

Problem Set 5-6

In each pair of triangles like markings indicate congruent

parts. Which pairs of triangles could be proved congruent?

In each ca, of congruence state the postulate you would

use (A.o.A., S.A.S., S.S.S.).

(a)
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(b)

(d)

(g)
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In accordance with the combination indicated fill

blanks with the correct symbols.

Side, angle, 'side of AABH :

AF , Er .

Angle, side, angle of AABH :

HB

Angle, side, angle of BFh

ZF ZHBF .

(d) Side, angle, side of ABFH :

BF

Follow the directions of Problem

(a) Angle, side, angle of AABF

EP ,

Side, angle, side of ARAF :(b)

Side, angle, side of ARAB

B

Side, angle, side of ARAB :

BR , , ET .

Angle, side, angle of ARAF

ZR LRFA .

Angfe, side, angle of AAFB

Z.FAB AF

4. Follow the directions f Problem 2.

Side, angle, side of AHFB

HBF

Angle, side, angle of AABH

, BB ,

Side, angle, side of AHFB

EE , EP

(d) Angle, side, angle of ABFB

(e) Side, angle, side of AAPH :

AB , TT .
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5. In each of the following problems two triangles appear to
be congruent. Assume that all points in each diagram

are coplanar, that points which appear to be on lines are

on those lines, and that the rays and points are in the

relative positions suggested by the diagram.

to Mark each diagram as was done in Problem 1,

to show the given information.

If the given information is sufficient to prove

the triangles congruent, state the postulate

you would use (S.AS., A.S.A., S.S.S.) If the

information given is insufficient, write

"Insufficient."

M is the midpoint of AC

A

256

at W

is the midray of /CAD .

MPA = m /RPA .
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(e)

(f)

Consider only giAPC and AAQC

n IT4

m LAN m LAQP
m /CPQ m LCQP

2

Point P lies between A

and B Point Q lies

between C and B .

Ttr R is the midpoint

of 17.

X is midpoint of 32 .

Y is midpoint of .

L.= and Zyyw are righ

angles.

ume I

L(



(h) LARD ZDCA

LDEc LACE

XTZ

If a figure appears beSide the statement of a problem,

you are to assume that points which appear to be collinear

in a certain order are collinear in that order, and that

rays which appear to be concurrent in a certain order

are concurrent in that order.

In some parts of this exercise there is not enough

information to enable you to prove the two triangles are

congruent even if you use all other facts that you know,

for example, thaOlvertical angles are congruent." If it

can be proved that the two triangles are congruent, name

the statement (A.S.A. or S.A.S.) supporting your con-

clusion; if there is not enough information given to prove

the triangles are congruent, name another pair of parts
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which if they were congruent would enable you to prove

the triangles congruent. If there are two possibilities,

name both.

(a) NGtven only. that AH

(b) Given only that Ze

(c) Given only that La Zb

and Lc Z' 7d

(d) Given only that AR

(e) Given only that 7A Z/4 .

Given only tint 7XFY LKFY

(g) Given only that ZXYF /KYF



5-7. wKl1117.6 Proofs Involving Triangle Congruences.

From this point on writing your own proofs will be a major

pp ject. We show some e mples which will help you to find and

write proofs. They will \nvolve congruences between triangles,

between segments and betwe.n angles.

Example 1. If LAFB and 7RFH are a pair of vertical

angles, AF Z' FR and BF RH , then AB

In starting to construct a proof for this statement we

first examine it to see what the hypothesis is and then we draw

a figure that seems to fit this hypothesis.

b

Figure (1 Figure (0

Figure (1) and Figure both fit. Why might Figure

etter? We mark AF and RF alike to show that the

hypothesis tells us that they are congruent. We also ma k

BF and RR alike for the same reason. Now we look for

plan for the proof. We can show,that AP , as requir d

in the conclusion, if we can show that they are correspon ing

parts of congruent triangles. Which triangles? We are -old

that /AFB and 7RFH are vertical angles, and hence they are

congruent. We now have-q.nough evidence to use the S.A.E.

Postulate, if we use tt e- correspondence ABF4-----rREF . We can

now write the proof.
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othesis: ZAFB and LRFH are vertical angles.

RF

BF HF

Conclusion to be proved: AB t RH

Statements Reasons

1. AF I RR

BF s IMF.

LAPB and LRFH are

vertical angles.

AFB LRFH.

4. d ABF RHF.

5. BF If PT

Hypothesis

Hypothes

If angles are vertical (2),

then they are congruent.

S.A.S. Postulate, (1,3).

If triangieS are congruent

(4), then corresponding

parts are congruent.

You should note that in the reason for Statement 3, that

the if-clause ends with "(2)". This means that the

hypothesis of the conditional was established in

Statement 2.

The reason for Statement 4 is the S.A.S. Postulate.

We use the name for the postulate because it is a long

statement. 1s4te that it is a conditional. The symbol

"(1,3)" refers o Statements 1 and 3 which supply the

hypothesis of the conditional. The conclusion of the

conditional gives us Statement 4.

261
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Verify that (4 ) is the correct reference to support

Reason 5.

Example 2. To prove: If the sides in each,pair of

opposite sides of a quadrilateral are congruent, then the

angles in a pair of opposite angles of the quadrilateral are

congruent.

We draw a sketch that seems to satisfy the hypothesis,

label the vertices of the quadrilateral and mark the sketch to

indicate the information given in the hypothesis. (The sketch

is shown below.)
0

Plan. (The plan is not part of the proof and you need not write

it. Your thinking could follow a different pattern from the

one given and still lead to a proof.) Let us choose to prove

LB /ID . We would expect to prove them congruent by showing

that they are corresponding parts of congruent triangles. But

there are no triangles in our diagram. We draw AC to show

which triangles- we shall use. Dotting this segment distinguishes

it from the parts of the diagram mentioned in the hypothesis.

Now in the two triangles we have two pairs of congruent

sides, so we would expect to use either the S.A.S. Postulate

or the S.S.S. Postulate. To use S.A.S. we would need

LP L)0 . But this is what we are trying to prove so we know

we can't use it as part of our proof. That leaves S.9. -S.

But where is the third pair of congruent sides? In ABAC
the third sile is, AC . In AECA the third side is also CA

Now is our c&plete plan of proof clear?

We can now write tfe proof.

Hypothesis: AB 7-= CD

BC - DA

To prove:

4
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Statement Reason

TiN Hypothesis

2. 2. Hypothesis

3. TT 3. The reflexive property of

LIABC ACDA

5. Z13 12: Li)

Note

congruence

. Postulate (1,2,

5 If triangles are congruent

(4), then corresponding

parts are congruent.

in Statement 3 that when we wrote CA = AC we

adhering to the correspondence. ABC 1- CDA

§lCM,Elt 3.

Hypothesis: A, B,

are collinear in that order.

E and F _are on opposite

sides of AD . AB

A a': L

Tif

rp= LF

were

(Plan. We could prove /V ZE by first provingL-

AFAC ; AEDB . In these triangles we are given (1) Aal' DE

and (2) /A Z' /D . So we can expect to use either the S.A.S.

Postulate or the A.S.A. Postulate.'' Since we are given that
, \n Z DC , it seems likely that we shall use the S.A.S. Postulate.

.,- _

Is AB a side of AFAC ? Is Aa ? Is IBC a side of AEDES ?

is D Then we must try to prove that AC Z' DB . We can do

this by using our "betweenness-addition" theorem for segments.)

We continue with the proof.
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Statamen

1. B and C are between

A and D .

2.

3. AC

4. LA Lp

5

FAC EDB

7. LF LE

Reason

Hypothesis

Hypothesis

Betweenness-Addition

Theorem (1,2)

. Hypothesis

Hypothesis

6. S.A.S. Postulate (3,4,5)

7. if triangles are

congruent (6), then

corresponding parts are

congruent.

Note the use of names for the theorem in Reason 3 and the

postulate in Reason 6, with an indication of the steps

which supply the hypothesis of the conditional in each

case.

Example 4.

Hypothesis: AABC

ER' is the midray of LABC

intersecting TM' in L .

63 is the midray of LACB

intersecting in M

X, B, C, Y are collinear

in that order. LXBM LyCL

To prove: 7 ;' UM .

(Plan. We plan to use BCF141---PCBL . We can show that

; that LBCL (the supplement of LYCA) 7;= LCBM (the

supplement of LXBA)

that m LRCM /BC /CBL This yields A.S.A.)



S a emen Reason

1. /IBM LYCL 1. Hypothesis.

2. X, B, C are collinear. HypOthesis.
B, C, Y are collln

LMBC LLCB

4. Er is the midray of

LMMIC . CM is the

midray of LLCB .

LMBC

LMCB

8.

LCB

9. ABam ACBL .

10. _BL CM

The supplements of

congruent angles are

congruent. (1,2)

Hypothesis

If angles are congruent

(3), then they have the

same measure

Multiplies property

of equality ( ,5).

If two angles have the

same measure (6), then

they are congruent.

Reflexive property of

congruence.

9. A.S.A. Postulate ( 7-8).

10. If triangles are

congruent (9), then

corresponding parts are

congruent.
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Problem Set 5-7a

In your proofs of the following problems, mark the given

congruences on your diagram.

1. In the figure it is given that

LACE and /BCD are vertical

angles and that AC DC ,

CE 0 Show (i.e., prove)

that LB LE . Copy the

following outline and supply

the missing reasons including

numbers of supporting statemen

1. 757 RC

CB Z' CE .

5. A ACB AECE

6. B LE

Statements

3. LACB and LDCE are
vertical angles.

4. LACB LDCE.

In the figure LR and LS

5.

6.

are right angles, and QT

bisects RS at 0 . OPmplete

the following proof that

RT SQ

Reasons

Hypothesis.

If' angles are vertical

(3), then

If triangles are

then

4.

R and are right

260
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S

ooT and 00
are

09T
. it ROT

8.

SOQ.

O SOQ.

In the f

T ( 3 1 r 1716 1and,?
the proof that

2.

Statements

Vr5

Nr3

LNOQ is a

angle.'

Ird ,

Complete

Pa

4. Q0'1

5. LPOQ

angle.

6. LNOQ LP0Q

7. AZ ZO-

8. A NOS A POQ

9. ;- Fa

right

ght

267

6.

7.

8.

a

If two segments inter- ,

sect( ), they determine, two

pairs of vertical angles.

angles are congruent( ).

).

then

axons

2. Hypothesis.

3. If lines determined by

two segments are perpen-

dicular( ), then

4.

5. If then

6. Right angles are

7-

8.

9- then



ateral ABM has
_angles and

If R is the

mi of , prove

that 11Z ,

What pairs of acute angles

in,the diagram appear

congruent? Prove that

they are congruent.

In the figure at the right there

is a quadrilateral ABFH with

AB FH and m
Prove that LA .1"

cve that if RS = TS and

UR UT j then SRU

7. It is given that m ZABR

and Zx 1 ty Prove that

PH .

268



that A is a

right angle, is a

right angle, r Lx m Li
and BP DS n

FA -EC .

Prove that if segment and segment 11 bisect each
other at point F ten . (In Example 1 we
proved K . .)

10. Suppose that in this figure AJ

bisects LIMB and Zs Zr .

Prove that ? FB .

11. If 151F , 111;7 MI
and 131 show

that m m LACB

12. A carpenter may bisect an

angle using his steel square

as follows: Mark off D on

BA and F such that

BD m BF . Mani adjust the

square so that ED = EF as

shown. Prove that BE

bisects LABC

269
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13. Given quadrilateral ABCD with AD = BC and

R le the midpoint of X
F is a point between A and D

Q is a point between B and C

I517

Prove that RP
0

A

Given quadrilateral ABCD

F is the midpoint of AZ ,

F is the midpoint of W ,

D, 0, H, C are collinear in

that order, M = 'DR ,

FCH .

Prove that EG g lun .

15. Given quadrilateral ABCD

E is the midpoint of WE ,

AF is the midpoint of 15

AC Z /FAC , AE AF

Prove that Lt BAC Z A DAC .



016. I r he sift LQRP

Zff

ZDT_ and 'N

intersect in T

To prove:

P

Plan: The figure shows two triangles that contain

as a side, sid two triangles that cgintAln ZIT as a Side.

Name them. IThe two correspondences that we might consider

are:

SRPI4F-441PR

Let us first consider SRTA---111.QPT . What congruences

of corresponding parts are given in ASRT and AQPT ?
2

What congruences can you prove? Are they sufficient to

prove the, triangles congruent? Now try ASRP and 41QPR

Will the S.A.S. Postulate be useful in proving them

congruent? Using this plan write the proof.

4

Finding a Proof.

Some students find proofs more easily than others. The

reason for this could be that they follow some systematic pro-

cedure in discovering proofs. We present here one procedure

which has been found useful'.

Example.

liYPIaltqP: AC _ and. BU are

concurrent at 0 . OA Z' CC

OB ?DT . A, E, B are collinear

in that order. D, F, C are

collinear in that order.

To prove: OR :4

27]
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This method consists of writing (or thinking) columns
headed as follows:

I can prove f I can prove

AEOA AFOC
2. AMA A F ZEOA 3 L FOC , (A)

157 , (s)
LOAE ZLOCF'. (A)

3. LOAE LOC AOAB AOCD
4. AOAB AOCD OA O C

LAOS I'L oOD

We'read Line 1 as follows: I can prove KO Z' 1 if I can

prove AKOA l' AFCC .

We read Line 2 as follows: I can prove AMA ;: AFOC if I
can prove (a) LP:A /FOC , (b) TK l W , (c) LOAF 1" 2PCF

Because (a) and (b) are given or can easily be proved they are

checked. Statement (c)then is to lie considered. It is

brought down to Line 3. Every statement in the second column

that a " is brought down to the next line in Column 1.

In this manner we finally arrive at the end where every

statement is checked.

We can now write the proof by reversing the order of the

statements in the second column, as follows:

Statements Reasons

1. TtiE ur . 1. Hypothesis.

2. LAQB - COD . Vertical angles are congruent.

3. a 1- W Hypothesis:

4. AOAB ACCD 4. S.A.S. Postulate (1,2,3).

5. LOAE LpcF . 5. Definition of congruence. (4)

6. a 1- 6. Hypothesis.

7. LEOA ZFOC 7. Vertical angles are congruent.

8. AEOA AFOC 8. A.S.A. Postulate (5,6,7).

9. KO az TU . 9. Definition of congruence. (8)

272
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You will note that some of the reasons are written in abb;ev1-
ated form. This is done when we are quite certain that we
kw the complete statement and find it convenient to ue
abbreviation.

Problem Set 5-7b

1. As represented in the figure

at the right, Lx 3 Lv
Zu Lv , TK TL and S

K L , R are collinear.

Prove that

(a) SK and
( b ) RTK d STL

In the plane figure at the

right we have given that

Mr , , and
LSRX s LTRW

Prove that LX

In the plane figure _R

BR J RY , AR = RX , and

BR RY

Prove that AB

A

273
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4. In quadrilatera4 ORQF , we

have 4given that OFQ 0_

x [,y, and 3115 'MW

TN at K.

Prove that RS - PT .

Points D, E F, 0 are on

the sides O AAYC a# in the

diagram. Prove that if

LA
PE, then-

and

6. ABFH is a quadrilateral with

BF and LA a LE . X, Y'

are on IT and
respectively.

Prove that if

then WY EC .

YF a

7. In this plane figure prove

that if S is the midpoint

of RT , SU = SV : and

, then

aRSUZ ATSV and

LY Zu

8. In the figure, we have given

that CF , A is the

midpoint of and

AB AC

Prove that ;' CG
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In the accompanying figure,

AD * AB , BB * ED , and LB

is a right angle. Prove

that LED- is a right-angle,

and that a bisects LDAB

In the accom ing figure,

the segmentS and KR

bisect -h o at L

We are given that Lx

Prove that RV Q .

11. In quadrilateral ABCD , AD = BC 24ZE,

111 is the midpoint of AB . Let E, F be

points on CD such that EC = FD . Prove

that RE m

sosceles Triangle Theorem.

Let us now consider the interesting case of LiABC in

which WE AU and the correspondence of

the triangle to itself given in

ABC41---loACB . The corresponding Aides

then are AB and AU ,
and UM

and TO ,

275
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Sinai, the sidea in each pair are congruent we can say that

AABC AADB . Why? It follows that corresponding angles, for

instance, L and LC , are congruent. This suggests

THEOREM 5-6. If two sides of a triangle are congruent, then

the angles opposite these sides are congruent

Proof: As in the accompanying

m-op7' figure let 1711 and AT denote the

congruent sides. In terms. of this

notation we have the

Kypothesis: Rff 1"re* . 1We are

are required

aye:

Statemen

1.

2. AC .

3. .

Reasons

Hypothesis.

Symmetric property of

congruence.

Reflexive property of

congruence.

4. ABC AACB . S.S.S. Postulate. (1,2,3)

5. ZB
ti

C 5. Definition of congruence.

Can you also prove this theorem using the S.A.S.

Postulate?

In this chapter we learned how to write proofs in the two -

column form. In previous chapters we wrote proofs in paragraph

or essay form. You should be able to write a proof in either

form.

In the two-column form it i s -caw to check that each

statement in the proof is supporterby a reason. In the

paragraph form it is often easier to communicate the plan of

proof. It is wise to check a paragraph proof by lis ihg in one

column each statement made and in another column the supporting

reason for the statement. ThiA fact should be the corre-

sponding two-column proof._



5

It will be helpful. if the same proof is seen in both

forme. We therefore preeer$ a proof in paragraph form for

Theorem 5-6 for which we just presented a two-column proof;

we omit some phrases which you are to supply.

Theorem 5 -6. If two sides of a triangle are congruent,

then the angles opposite these sides are congruent.

Proof: Let ABC denote the triangle

and et- 7045 and 17 be the two congruent-

sides. Then In the correspondence

ACES we know that W. 'Mg because

Since rs 4g A and

VI we conclude that4NABC

by the Postulate. It there-

fore follows that LB ~ LC because

and this completes the proof.

DEFINITIONS. A triangle with (at least) two congruent

sides is called isosceles.

If two sides are congruent, then the remaining side is

called the base and the angle included betWeen the

congruent sides is called the vertex angle.

The angles that Include the base are called the

base angles.

If a triangle has three congruent sides, then any side

may be considered as a base of the trliangle. The angle

opposite a base is considered the vertex corresponding to that

base, and the angles that include the base are, called the base

angles correspond ng to that base. In these terms we can

restate Theorem in this form: "The base angles of 4n

isosceles triangle re congruent."

DEFINITIONS. triangle with three congruent sides

is called equilateral.

A/triangle with three congruent angles is called

equiangular.



Below are several pictures of isosceles triangles d

of an equilateral triangle. Is every equilateral triang

isosceles? Is every isosceles triangle equilateral?

Isosceles Triangles

Equilateral Triangle

From Theorem 5-6 we can easily deduce that every equi-

lateral triangle is equiangular. In a case suchas this, a

theorem which follows easily from another is often called

a corollary of it.

2.

Corollary'5-6-1. Every equilateral triangle is

equiangular.

Problem Set 5-8

Prove Corollary 5-6-1.

Before the modern spirit level

was invented, the piumb level was

used. It was made by constructing

a wooden or metal isosceles

triangle ABC and hanging a

weight D from the vertex between

the congruent sides. Prove that

when D is at the midpoint of

, the base of the triangle is

level.

(In this case, level means at

angles to



5.

Given equilateral triangle ABC

With Q, R, and P.fi, the mid-

points of the sides as shown.

Prove that triangle PQR is

equilateral.

In quad__ teral

Prove

ngo

Write a proof in two-column form,

then a proof in paragraph form,

for the following statement:

If X and Y are the midpoints

of the congruent sides AFL and

of isosceles triangle .ABc

then LCXY LpYX

A

6. Let P be any point on the bisector of the vertex angle

of an isosceles triangle. Prove that P is equidistant

from the endpoints of the base.

7. Prove that the segments which bisect the base angles cf an

isosceles triangle and end in the opposite sides are

congruent.

7



vrove

a base

a base

r leosceleivtriangles the base and

Of one have the same measure as the base and

of the other respectively, then theeltriangles

are congruent.

5-9. Converses.

In order that you may understand better the relationship

at our nea -theorem to our last theorem we pause brirefly to

illustrate the idea of converse statements. It us write'

separately the hypothesis and the 00ncluaion''Of the statement,

"If I live in Chicago, then I live in Illinois."

Hypothesis: I live in Chicago.

Conclusion: I live in Illinois.

We can forM a related statement by interchanging

and the conclusion. The new statement is:

thesis

If I live in Illinois, then I live in Chicago.

Such a related statement Is called the converse of the original

;statement.

As you can see from this example, the converse, of a state--

Mont need not be true even though the statement is true The

following four geometrical statements illustrate the various

possibilities as regards the validity ofa statement and

converse. We consider a statement to be valid if it can _

deduced from the postulates and definitions in our formal

geometry.

:ample Consider the statement:

Vertical angles are congruent

Let us write it in the "if-then" form.

Statement: If LA and A, are vertical angle a,

then LA
It is now ple to write its converse.

verse: If LA then LA and LE are
vertical ales.

280



;p the,otate n valid? Is the converse

Valid?:-*ou can answer the first of thesis

questions noting Theorem If-19. :Let us'

now consider 'the converse. I we can show

one Instenee..of two congruent angles that, are

not vertidal, then the Converse is not valid.

Is the converse Valid?

le 2. 'Consider the

-Converse:

l'--xamp;p 3,

Statement:

Converse:

EXarr6le 4.

Statement.:

Converse:

atement:

tiro aigles are congruent; then

right angles._

Is this statement valid? Now

its converse.

If tiro ang

congruent.

hey are

et usoconsider

fight angles, 'then they are

is this converse valid?

WI; , then - = CD .

this valid?

If AB = CD , then

Is this valid?

If A ABC ADEF then

Is this valid?

IF LA , then.'AABC

Is this converse valid?

ADEF

Considering these four examples we see that a statement

and its converse may both be valid, or both be not valid, or

one valid and the other net valid. We therefore observe that

in general, a statement and its Converse need not agred as

regards their validity.



- Notice that the -parte of a definition in complete tom

are converses of each other, and both are accepted as .valid.
_

W
i.

Now consider the elvatiment:

The base angles of an isosceles

are congruent.
.

Let us write it in the "If=then" fOrm:

_angle

If two sines ora triangle are congruent,

then the angles opposite these sides are

congruent., 1

statement, of .course, is Theorem 5-6. State _ converse.

Do you think that this converse,is necessarily valid

because it is the 4nverse,of a valid statement?

The converse of.Theorem 5-6 iiirindeed vallIdand We.preaent
4

s Theorem 5-7.

Rgm 5-7. If two an les,of a triangle are congruent, then

-the sides, opposite these angles are congruent.

Proof: Let A, B, C denote.

the vertices of the triange. Then

we have

othe ZB

To prove: rt.

State en

B L' LC *

2.

4. AABc AACB
5. AC Z= AB

282

Rypothesis.

Reflexive property of

-congruence.

Symmetric property, of

congruende.

A.S.A. Postulate (1,2,3

Definition of congruence.
,



Corollari 5-7-1. equi angular triangle:

equilateral.

of of thiS corolla left f9r you as a problem p

Problem Set

Rewrite each of the following s Cements in "If

then " form, and then "write its converse. In each

case, state whether you think the giveh statement is

valid; whether yout ink the converge is valid. Give

4ustifications if you can.

(a) A positive number has'one positive quare root:

(b) The points of the interior of a triale form a'

convex set. 1.

() The sum of two odd numbers is odd.

d) Right angles are congruent.

Prove Corollary 9=7-1.

In the adjacent figure,

Proye that '4113C 'is isosceles.

.4. In the adjacent figure,

HF = KF and HP = KP

Prove that

28



In the adjacent

LA
= LP Va

n-i 0 and pci . FS .

Prove that CP

ire

Prove that the ray which bisects the vertex angle of an
isosceles triangle is Terpndicular ta-the-basie-of-the:
triangle and also bisects the base.-

5-10. Provi_ Non-Co- Triangles Congruent.

-EXample I.

Jiy-othesis: ACBA and AMA ,

rt a
Is si5

To prove: A CBA AURA
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8 we a going to. prove congruent-0'v not

coplanar:.. It 10 adviiable in sudh,easee -to see the

1: Perspective.- The plan of this proof becomes clear

that there is aji.eir of right angles, fndicated

;le markt,- and that ro is a side in both

triangles. .Which congruence postulate should we use? Supply

the missing reasons

Statement

TCB .

LcBA anp LIMA are
ight angles.

3. LCBA LDBA . 3.

. 4.

5. aCEA a DBA 5.

ons

Example 2.

'Below we use the method for finding a proof that was
used in Section 5-7. Read it, and when you understand

A
write the proof.

Hypothesis- I=mo- at -(Y-,

AB 155 at 0 ,

7+75

To prove: ACD ABM) .

2-.

ove.

AACD BCD 1. M
=

2. AACO AD S.A.S.
3. AADO ABDO . S.A.S.



Ih the

rat le
and,.

PrOye

Napoleon's forCeS, marching into enemy territory, came

upon a stream whose width they did not know. Although the.
engineers were in the rear, nevertheless, the impetuous

commander demanded of his officers to find the width of

the river. A young officer immediately stood erect on

the, bank and pulled the visor of his cap down over his

eyes until his line of vision was on the opposite shore.

He then turned and sighted along the shore and noted the

point where his visor rested. He then paced off this

distance-alongthe shore. Was this -distance= the -width-

of the riveO What two triangles were congruent? Why?



In a ii dial angle

TEE. is in piano P ,

e ih,plananit; nit
lC WI and X

Show that N

Let 'AEC be any' triangle and D a point not in-the

plane of this triangle. The set consisting of the union

Of Six segments , , ri5 , 1T5 , ti5 we( shall

call a skeleton of a tetrahedron. Each of the six-

segments called an edge of the tetrahedron; each of

the four points A, b,-c, D is a vertex; the 'union of

eacYvtriangle'formed by three vertices and its interior.

is a faqp; each angle of a face is a=face angi
_

Construct en equilateral-akeIetbn,of a teti.ahedrop ----

With toothpicks add quick-drying glue orritith'soda

trawsloy threading string through them.

How Many faces are there? How many: face angles.

Two4edges of a tetrahedron are opposite edges if

they dO not intersect. They are adjacent if they do

ersect, If each pair of opposite edges are

-ruent#, are any of. the faces congruent? If each

pair of adjacent edges are congruent, what kind of

(b

(0

triangles are the faces?

fi
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5. A tripod with threeilege of

equal lengths VA , VB , VC

stands on aslanes.'

( Viet can you say, if,

anything, about the

equality of the

distances. AB , AC ,

? About the six

-les LVAB , AC'

PIMA , etc.?

(b) Answer Part (a) if you

are given also that the

tripod legs make congruetit

angles with each other; that

is, diVB 4.LEIVC LAVC

If in the figure,

PR MR , BR CR , TRINE ,

,LP LM..

-v-
Prove that AB AC

Wkl.te a proof in paragraph

form: If rE , and

CD bisect each other at

V then AABC AEFD .
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-Of in paragraph fort.
, t1111115

prove:. IIAMC is equi

5-11. Medians and Angle B

0

INITION. A median of a triangle is a segMent

°Se endpoints are one vertex of the triAngle

and the midpoint of the opposite

Since a segment'has exactly one

midpoint there is exactly one median
4 ,

for each vertex of the triangle. In

the figure I) is the midpoint of

Then AD is the median of AMC from

A . How many medians does each triangle

jiave?

THEOREM 5-8. The median to the base of an isosceles triangle

(i) bisects the vertex angle and (ii) perpendicular

to the bas4

Observe that one p -tion Sc he conclusion of this

theorem has already be n noted in Problem 2 of Problem Set 5-8.4

Thl other portion of the conclusion follows in a straight-,5'

forward manner, so the proof of this theorem is left to you.as.

a problem.

2



Note that a median frOM a. vertex

need not lie on the bleeCtOr ofthe

angle'at that vertex.: In the figure

at the right the median from A is

the segMent W and the bisector

of .the angle at A is the rai Ate'

The following theorem has already been

of Troblem Set 5-9.)

proved obleM 7

THE0REM 5-9. The bisector of the vertex angle of an isosceles

tri l.e bisects the base and is perpendicular to it.

Problem Set 5=11

,Prove Theorem 5 -8. The median to the base of an isoeceies:

angle li) bisects the vertex angle and (ii) is

endicularto the base.

I5ove that if AABC .ADEF

CO and .7ff are medians to

TiVand-31E--respectively,

then AACO 1 ADFH and

7IT

In the figure at the right are ,

three concurrent lilies, ,

, , intersecting at

0 , so that La ;: 21) L
-14

intersects Ael , 23 in

points A, 9, C, respectively?

and ,e4

Prove: OA a C0
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In the figure, El and Uro

bisect` -ZABQ and A

respectively. MX

'rove .that CE .

Prove: If the medi to a side on a triangle is perpen-

dicular to side, then the triangle is,isosceles.

'Nee a parag-aph proof.]

Prove: If an le bisector of a triangle is perpen7,

dicular to the o te side, the triangle must be

isosceles. [Use the paragraph form for the proof.]

5-12. Using Congruences as a Mathematical Tool.

Thus far we have tiseila congruence between triangles 1

establish S. congruence'between segments and between angles,
4
and to obtain properties of special triangles; like.isosiceles

and equilateral triangles. We now use a congrUence to prove;

a theorem that will be helpful in our next chatter: Haft first

we c nsider thedefinition of an_exterior angle of a tri le.

046



,e't A; B, C. be verticeivof a triangle. Then
determine a linear:pair at A consisting of LBAC' and
as,shown-aboiret Similarly 1Z and 2*C determine a

linear pair at A consisting of LBO and BAH'. Each argyle.

of the triangle bEfn he coriaidered to be an angle in,_tWolinear
pairs.

)

JWIiLITION., Each pngle of a triangle is sometimes
ailed an interior angle-of'tile triangle. .

An angle which forms a-linear pair with an inter_

angle of a triangle.is called an exterior angle Hof

the- triangle.

Each exterior angle is said to be adjacent to the

intgrior.angle with which it forms a linear pair

and non-adjacent to the other interior angles of

the triangle.

the figure abo e LBCE is an exterior angler6f LiABO .

It- _is adlacent LBCA andnon7adlacent_to__ZpBA_And _-

Is LACD also an exterior angle? Does it have the same

adjacent angle as LBCE ? The same non-- djacent,angles?, Name

another pair of exterior angles of LiABC

THEOEM 5-10:- The measure of an exterior angle of a triangle_'

is gr ater than the measure of either of its non - adjacent

interior angles:

Proof: Let the vertices of the triangle be A, B, and
C . Let 0 be a point on AC Such that C is between A
and G . Then :LECG is an exterior angle of PABC . We must
show that m LBCG > m LABC aqd:that m LBCG > m LBAC We
first give the argument that LPCG > m LABC .
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Let= E be the midpoint of BC Hente SE = On

tray ' AE !there is a point F such that E is between A and
F and AE = EE' . Also LBEA ind LCEF are vertical angles.

ponsequentiy LiBEA ACES' 'by S.A.S: Hence, LBCF LCEO.

Now Theorem 4-7 tells us that -F is

LBCG' and, therefore, by Theorem 4-4,

m LBCF m LFCG = m LBCG .' Since these measures are positive

numbers it follows that /BCG > m /BCF and therefore

interior point of

mLBCG m LPBA

- To prOve,that. m LBCG m LBAC , we use the midpoint of

17.: in the same fashion as in the part above to shoW that the

other. exterior angle at C has greater measure than LpAC

Since thetwo exterior angles at C are vertical angles, it

teen follows that ,m LBCG > m LBAC

The proof we give for one exterior angle of the triangle

Can easily-be modified to reach' the same conclusion for any

of the six exterior angles of the triangle.

Theorem 4-21 asserts that in a plane, at each point in a

given line there is. one and only one line perpendicular to .the

given link. Because it is a "double-barreled" theorem, we

had two statements to prove: that there, is a line of the

required sort -(the existence part) and that there is only one

subh line the uniqueness part

We now use a triangle congruence to prove a companion

theorem.

THEOREM 5-11. Given a line and ,a point not on the line) there

is one and only one line which contains the given point

and which is perpendicular to the given

Proof: Let m be the given line and P the given point

not on m . We divide the proof into two parts.

(1) Existence.

We are to prove that there is line containing P and

perpendicular to m .



-12

Let A lea point in m

Then n is either perpendiCular
_

to m or not perpendicular to m

If PA j m', Part (i) 'of our

proof is.complete. If PA is

not perpendicular to in then'

there is. a point D on m such

that m LDAP < 90 . Why? Now

m separdtes plane PAD into two

halfplanes, one of which contains

-p -In'the other halfplane there

is a point B such that /DAP =)m LDAE

On AE' there is a,point, PI , slaCh that

AP' AP,.

Now we can show that PI" is our required-I-line. For

PP' intersects m . Why? Call the point of intersection B

You should be able to complete the proof of Fart (i) using'

Theorem 5 -9.' .4

W.) Uniqueness.

We are to prove that there cannot be more than one

perpendicular to m containing P

Suppose that PG were anothe

perpendicular to m . Then PG
_

would intersect m in a point,

say F . Why? But this would

then give us an exterior angle

of APFB at F whose measure

would be Treater than 90 Why?

Is this pO)ssible7 Why? Therefore

we cannot have a second perpendicular

from P

uniquene

m and we have proved the

part off' our theorem.

DEFINITION. If P is not

dicular to m containing

F , then F is called. the

from P to m

in m , and the perpen-

P intersects m in

foot of the perpendicular



5-12
I-

Problem Set 5-12a

Prove Theorem 5-10 for an exterior angle at B

2. In this figOlft, m LACD e 50 .

'What must be true about m LAEC

About m LBAC ? About m LACB ?

Prove: The exterior angles of an equilateral triangle

are congruent.

Arrange in order starting

with the smallest

(a) m Zia m

(b) m Lb m Ld .

(c) m L.c. m .

(d) m m m Le

thesis- AABC is isosceles.

TBU I. AU

Problem: Must E5 therefore

be the median to 37
First, consider the following

questions: Al sC

(a) What do we know about the median drawn to the base

of an isosceles triangle? (from Theorem 5-8).,

(b) Why do we know that BD and the median cannot be

two distinct segment State the theorem that you

used in answering this question.

Must BD therefore be the median?

(d) State the hypothesis of this problem and the

conclusion you have derived in the form of an

if , then statement.
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5-12"

.6. Suppose that, ,m is a line in a plane and that P

a point not in _ Does Theorem 5-1_ still apply?

7.

Make a diagram and explain.

mti-7 , 67132.,FliFf
P 1s 'a point in Plane XQY

rot on- Erf , nor on OX

How many lines containing

P are 1 to EYZ

How many 1 U7'!? To IT

`Plaice a sketch including all

of these perpendiculars.

Can you make all thelperpen-

'diculartlines appear perpendlcular?

'11 lies in, plane MAB

2
lies in plane CAB

P is a point in space.

How many.linea containing

are
1

?

How many lines containing

are i.,e2

Plane 9z and plane

intersect in RS .

P is a poiht in space.

How many lines are in the set

of all lines through P 1 to

e intersection of plane It

and plane 7,2,-7

10. Is there a unique perpendicular from each point in space

to each line in a given plane if to line does not

contain the point? if the line does contain the point?

Illustrate each with a diagram.
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11. Show that there exists no triangle 'Such thattriangle o

angles are right angles.

*12, Show that, if one angle of a triangle is a right angle,

then each of the other angles:is an acute angle.

!13. Show that if 6ne angle of ,:a. triangle is anoglirtuSe angle,

then each of the other angles is an acute angle.

ire now give examples of the use of congruences between

'triangles to derive properties of polygons which': are not

triangles and of space figures which have polygons as faces:

DEFINITION. Ayegular polygon is a convex polygon
\

all of whose hides are congruent and all of ose

angles are congruent.

Example 1.

The diagonals of a regular

pentagon are congruent.

Proof: Let ABODE be a

regular pentagon. Then according

to= the definition of a regular

polygon. we

LA L
Ark

know that

C

bt tA

We are to provp that

AC :;-= BD CE 7-=. A EB

Plan. We prbve: first that WU 4-175i Name a triangle of

which WU la a side; of which:' BD ,is a side. Set up a

correspondence between the vIrtiCes that seems to be a

congruence. Do you see how to use the S.A.S. Postulate to

prove them congruent?
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Supply the ml sing reasons.

Now write a proof that AC ;1: CE Explain how you would go

about proving that all five diagonals are congruent.

Plan.

prove

these

that

Exam le 2.

Hypothesis: A, B, C,- D are noncoplanar points,

AB Z.KU

LPAD DAC LCAB

To prove: ABDC is eqtiangular.

We can prove` that ABEC is equiangular if'we can

that BD Z- DCC °1. CB . We can prove

segments congruent if we can prove

ABAD ANDAC ACAB
4

These can be proved congruent using

the S.A.S. Postulate.

Problem Set 5-12b

ve that the diagonals of a regular quadrilateral are

cong nt.

2. Do yo%think that every equilateral quadrilateral is a

regurar polygon? Justify your answer by an informal

argument.
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Complete the proof' Example 2.

4. The figure at the right is

not a picture of a regular

polygon. Explain.

ABCDEF is a regular hexagOn. Prove

equilateral triangle. -

6. ABCDEF i3 a regular hexagon. Prove that'

The figure at the right is a

picture of a space figure in

which

that ADFD is

FC and G

is in

Prove that A EFC is an isosceles Jangle.

an

5-13. Summary.

We have investigated, congruences between segments, between

angles and between triangles in an attempt to\gain a deeper
Y

insight into the meaning of "same size and shape" as applied

to physical objects. A triangle congruence is a one-to-one

correspondence between the vertices of one triangle and the

vertices of another in which corresponding parts are congruent.

The S.A.S., A.S.A., and S.S.S. postulates are remarkable in

that they reduce the number of parts we need to consider to

establish a congruence between triangles. We learned to plan

and write mathematical proofs in two-column and essay forms.

We used congruences to prove two .isosceles triangle theorems

and to help establish some.scoperties of the median and the

enzie bisector from the vertex angle of an isosceles triangle.

Triangle congruences also helped to investigate some properties

of regular polygons.



In Chapters VI and VII we shall deveci- mathematical

e-." Themachinery for studying the notion of "same'

mathematical concept corresponding the:144a0f."Same Shape"

is Similarity. Just as a congruence betweentriangles is a

correspondence between their vertices (with cetaf,n properties)

so a similarity between triangles is also aoorreOpondence,

between their vertices (with other properties An iiiportant

concept related to similarity, and an important tool in its

development, is the concept of parallel lines W ch We shall

study in Chapter VI.

In Chapter 5 we have assumed more than

We have assumed the S.A.S. Postulate, we can p

dry. After

h A.S.A.

do se in

we have

and S.S.S. statements as theorems. We chose n

the text in order to simplify our presentation,

included these two proofsn Appendix VI.

Review Problems

1 If CB bisects GF and

Llt, in the_fiure,

prove that GF bisects. CB

If IA ABC is equilateral, prove that AABC

3. If the bisector of LG in AFGH is perpendicular to
e

the opposite side at K , then triangle FGH is

isosceles.

If FA =4 PB and QA = QB

then LAFQ ZPPQ . Will

the same proof hold regardless

of whether A is in the same

plane as P, Q, and B ?
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5. In this figure HA = FEB .

bisects LIiAB and

BF bisects

ProVe: AF BF .

6. ABC DE is, a regular pentagon.

Prove that LIMB 71 LDS

8.

By hypothesis we have given in he

that AF a' BR and AR, a'

Prove: JARF LBFR .

(The gap in M was ,lD-the
so that the figure would not

reveal whether or not RE inter-

sects AF .) you peed as part of the hypothesis that

the figure li}ces in a plane?

e,

If, in the fl

the midpoint o

X is

AB ,

LA LB , and LBXF

show that AF a: BR ''-

(b) Do you need as a part of

the hypothesis that the R

figure lies -in a plane?



4*
9. . If_ RS is perpendicular to each of-three different rays,

RA RB , RC at R
ui
and RA = RB = RC , prove that

'SA =,SB = SC (Draw your own figure.)

10. A person wishes to find the distance across a river.

He does this by sighting a t ;ee, T , on the other side

- opposite a point P

Then he paces along a line perpendicUlar to TP to a

point M and continues to Q so that PM = MQ . Then
4*

on a line perpendicular to PQ he finds the point X

which is collinear with M and T . What other segment

in the figure has the same length as TP What theorems

are used in showing that: ATPM AXQM

11. Inthe plane figure, AB,1

RH I Zy u =
and F is the fladpoin

prove dB FQ AHFW .

of BH

12. In the figure, F, .H, A a

collinear, AB AR and

BAH - /RAH

Prove: .E,13
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13. In ARST4 Point X lies

between S and T , and

SX = SR . Point Q lies

between R and T , and

SQ bisects LS . is

drawn.

Find an angle congruent to

LR and prove it.

Prove: If two medians of a triangle are perpendicular to

their respective sides then the triangle is equilateral.

15. In AABC and AHRW.,' AB =

= RW and median AT -=."t Median EZ

ProVe,that AABC AH W

In this figure, A, B, F,

are collinear, AB = HF and

RB = RF

Prove:

17. In AHAF , points B and W

are on sides AF and AH

respectively, and I ,

HB AF , and AW = AB .

Prove: FW = HB
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18. Hypothesis: In .01MGH =1" Lt

and as in the figure.

To prove: GR

In this figure B and F

trisect* AEI LA LH
and AR = FQ

Prove: BW = FW

*Trisect meanito

separate'into'three

congruent parts.

20. Prove: If PA = PB

QA = QB and R is

on PQ as shown in

the figure,. then

RA = RB .

Must the five points

be coplanar? Will the

proof hold whether or

not A is in the same

plane as B R P

and Q

21. If La = b and Lr LW

in the figure, prove that

AP. RE
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22. intersects at B.

intersects 1 at M.

nr and

Prove: and

'.-

23. In the plane figure,

LAU :1'

2. In the AXICQ , XW

Lb , LX LQ

Prove: ICA KM

F H R

25. Prove that EX RY if it is

given that in the figure:

B=T,mLBmLT and
m'Z51 m ; X, Y, and R

are collinear.
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Given: to the 4gure, RS .

RC SC .

Prove that LRCA LSCA

Hypothe(als: LAOB with Trk

and P, Q, ppints on rays OA ,
/-*

GB /with AQ = BP

Can the following be proved:

OP 0Q12

28. In this plane figure.

La 1' Lb , Lc "I` Lc' ,

and 07 = .315

Prove:

29. Points A, R,

B and D do not lie on AR - CS , AB - CD ,

BS = DR .

and C lie ofi line ,e in that - er.

(a ) Prove that LBSA-Z' DRC .

(b Need the points A, R,
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in this t gure D 'is the

'Midpoint of

Prove that tr

3-

A .

Does the proof for Problem 31 hold even if!the segments

RV , 115 , arp not -coplUnar? Explain.

In this figure, pointb F and
H trisect , and points -F

and B trisect RR . If

AF FB., is AABT a AMHE ?

Prove your answer.'

Let APAB and 4QAB, lie in
different planes but,have the

common side A . Let,
lk

PAB 3 A CAE

Prove th8t if. X is any

point in AB then LIM
is isoisceles.
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35: Complete Euclid's proof of the
theorem that the- base angles of
an isosceles triangle are congru

thesis AB AC .

Prove: LAC9 LABC

Take a point F with B between
A and F , and a point H with
C between A - and H so that
Ali o AF . Consider AACF and
a



REVIEW PROBLEMS

Chapters 1 to 5

Write the numerals from 1 to 7- Follow eadh, with a

H+11 or a H-" to indicate whether you consilider the statement

true,or false. True will mean "true under all conditions.

-AP lam. and a 'point not on _it mate contained in two

distinct planes.

If a and b are real numbers and b > a , then

a - b is a negative number.

3. The intersection of z and le .

4. The intersection of every two halfplanee i the

interior of an angle.

5. Six correspdndences are

A 1L DEF.

plied in thejstdtement

If then T =

Every plane is a subset ,of spacei.

8. If, to prove a statement true, we first assume it to

be false, then we are using indirect proof.

9. If a distance AB is hred times as great as a distance

XY when both are meal red in yards, then the distances

are equal when both ar easured in feet.

10. If AB = , then either A = C or A = D .

11. A point which belongs to the interior of an angle.
,

belongs to the angle.

The interior of every triangle is a convex set.

13. Inductive thinking based on experiment is of :importance

in developing geometry since it often suggests some of

andthe postulates and theorems.



A definition an i only -if" form may be reworded, s

a statement and its converse.

One possible coordinate system is a one-to-one corre7

spendence between the points on a line and the set of

real numbere*

16. If a subset sf

coordinate X

is a Segment.

ine is the set of all points whOse

isfies -2 x 5: then the sUbdet

17. A ray coordinate syste an be-chosen which will assign

to a given r 'any given number x such that

<`180 .

18. If the measures of -any three parts (sides and angles) of

a triangle are given, one and only one triangle which

contains parts with those measures is possible.

19. Given- A = (a,d,e) and B = (M,N,e) the, intersection

of sets A and B is/the empty set.

20. The intersection of three planes-is the null set.

21. If a, b,, -rare any three distinct real numbers, then

,ore of the following must be trae: either a < b < c

a <c <b or b <a <c
?,

22. Given two points P and Q on a line , only one

coordinate systeM on assigns
1
0 to P and 1

to Q .

0

23'. The union of two halfplanes is a plane.

24. If two lines intersect so that a pair of vertical angles

formed are supplementary, then the measure of each of

these angles is 90 . -

25. If A, B, C are points and B is between ,A and C

then BA\ BC = CA .

2 The important geometric statement that three noncollinear

points determine a plane has also significant meaning for

practical applications in the physical world.
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28.

heoren in "if then form

is a unique number which is the measure of the

co _ween any tWOppinWin space relative, to

chosen unit-pair;-

If P, Q, R are three diStinct points on a line to

which a coordinate system iisis'numbers p, q, r

respectively and if q < p < r then Q lies between'

P and R .

The interior of an angle contains the interior ofall

rays between the sides of the angle.

If a point is in the interior of two angles of a

triangle, then it is in the interior of the triangle..

2. TO build a deductive system, it is necessary to accept

Some statements without oof.-.

33. Given a line there is one and only one plane containing

34. If S is

2 5

such that

possible to

between the

the set of all integers x such that

, and if 'T. is-the set of all integers

y = x _for some x in S then it is

establish a one-to-one correspondence

elements of S and the elements of T .

35. If A, R, .0 are points and a, b,

is a unique

are, numbers, there

one-to-one correspondence between,the points

and the numbers.

36. Protractors are always marked in degree units.

37. CongruenceS between triangles have the transitive, ,

symmetric and reflexive'propetties,

38.. A statement that something is trueif and only if-

something else is true can be rephrased to form two -

statements.

9. If two distinct planes and ?7 intersect, their

intersection isen'ihfinite set of points.
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f lot. 7 and k < 0 , then

An infinite number of distinct coordlna

on n-any line

42. If two distinct point' lie, in. the same ha1 ; then

7the line determined by them does not intersect the edge

of that halfplane

4 If two suppiemehtery form a line

,v qa of the ar ea muat,Wscute.

44. a A F if. LA w

45. The postulates for formal geometx

geometry booke'.

then

the same in all

0. A statement obtained by logical deduCtion from pOstulatow

and theorems-in,mir formal geometry may be considered as

a theorem in our formal geometry.

47. Given two distinct points on a line a coordinate system

can be chosen to that the coordinate of one point-is

zero and the coordinate of the other point is a negative

num_ r.

If A, El, C are three distinct collinear points then

B is between A and C- if AB 4- BC AC .,

49. 7An angle is never determined by two segments.

50. Two right triangles may be congruent if only one side

and one angle of one are congruent to the corres nding

side and angle of the other.

51.- Geometry is related to things in the real world even

thous}., the points which form geometric objects exist

only in our minds.

52. To say a set of collinear points is a line is the same

as to say a line'is a set of collinear points.-

The set of integers is a subset of the set of

irrational numbers.
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55.

56.

If A, El, C 'are collinear points to which a"

!Spundence has assigned the numbers -2,

respeCtively,- then the midpoint of. TZ is A

An,angle must allows be considered as a set of pc

One taxi

equal to 47t.,

be'congruent to another without

57. In an isosceles trfahgl he,median to the base bisects

the vertex angle.

58. Four noncollinear points determine six line

59. The properties of order in our text are properties of

real numbers.

If the distance between two points relative to one

unit-pair is twice as large as the measure between the

ems two points relative to a second unit-pair, then

measure of the distance between the points of the

and unit-pair relative to the first unit-pair is 2 .

61. A pCint on the edge of a halfplane belongs to that

halfplane.

62. If point Q is in the exterior of then A and

C are on the same side'of

63. If fIrd Z, LiCAB , then

64. A deductive geometry is uMeless unless all the VOUS

which are used are defined.

65. If.a statement is true, its converse is also true.

66 re is,a Point on a numberJine which cannot be

matched with a real number.,

67. 'The graph of the solution set of he inequality

3x 4- 3 2 2x + 1 is a ray.

68. If in same ray coordinate system the numbers 20, 30, 40t
are assigned, respectively, to rays VA, VB, V then

m ZAVB m ZPVB m ZAVC .



'The S.S.S. Postulate is just as usable in deductive proof_

as if it_had ben a S.S.S. Theorem.

70. If the medians Of a triangle"are the same as the. angle

bisectors and also the same as the segments from the

vertices perpendicular to the opposite side, then the

triangle is equilateral.
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6-1. Introduction.'

Chapter 6

PARALLELISM

Our study' ln the last chatter led us from s.n idea in the

physical world, namely the idea-of "same size and sheer," to a

concept in forMal, geometry, the concept of` congruence'. In this

chapter we examine another idea In. the physicdI world, namely

-parallelism, and then develop the formal mathematical concept

of two lines being parallel.

,What does "parallel" suggest to you? Perhaps the "lines"

betWeen lanes on a runiang,trick, or the cracks between boards

in a floor, or the stringeod a harp? What properties of,.

parallel line's in the physical world seem toyoUto b'e

important? If two ships are sailing parallel courses close to

ohe another as pictured in the diagram, how do the angles

indicated in the figUre compare?

The congruence of the angles is an example, Of an idea from the

physical world which suggests a property of abstract parallel

lines.

Another property of two parallel lines Is that they are

everywhere the same distance apart. A pair of railroad tracks

must accommodate wheels which are fixed so that the distance

between them cannot change as they roll dowh the track. These

and other properties of parallelism in the physical world have

their abstract counterparts in the theory of parallel lines.
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Our nekt,objective 18 a mathftatical treatment of parallelism,

an impoitant concept derived from our experience with real

objects.

DEFINITION. Two coplanar lines (whether distinct

or not) whose intersection is not a set consisting

of a single point are called parallel lines, and

. each id said to be parallel to the other.

Notation. If p and q are lines, wedenote
the statement that "p is parallel to q" by:

P 114

Notice that there are two requiretents in the definition

of parallel lines: (1) the lines are coplanar, and (2) the

lines, -if they are distinct, do'not%intersect. If p and

are -any lines, there are four distinct posefibilitiea:

) there is 40 plane,which bontains both p and q , in

which case p and q are skew lines; (2) p And q are

coplanar and intersect in one point; (3) p- and q are

coplanar and do not intersect, -in which cede they are paralleli

(4) p and q are the same line, in which case they are

parallel .

This- is a drawing of a rectangular box.

'Name two edges which lie on parallel lines.

Nam two edges which lie on intersecting lines.

Nav two edges which lie on skew lines.
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lit p and q be two lines which *le in a plane

Another line in 6 may intersect both p and q or it may

not.. If-ityintersects both p and q , it may intersect them

in distinct points, or all three lines may have one point in.

common.,

FIGURE tc)

In Figure (a), the line t intersects both p and q ; in

Figure (b) the line s intersects p but not q . In

Figure (d), the line u intersects both p and q , and the

point of intersection of u and p Is the same as the pOint

of intersection of u and q . In Figure (a), the inter-

section points of t with p and with q are distinct; we

call the line t a transversal of the lines p and

Likewise, in Figure (c), the line t' intersects the union

of p' and q' in exactly two points; again we call t'

a transversal of p' and q' . Try to formulate a definition

for a transversal.

DEFINITION. A transversal of two distinct,copianar

lines is a line which intersects theirWniol\in
\ .

exactly two points.

In *sure (b), line s is not a transversal of lines, p

and q Why? In Figure (d), line u is, not a transversal.

of p and q . Why? /



In the diagram below,

the vertices of:a rec_

the union of AB an
Mt- a transversal

wh

the points A, B, D are four of
ar box. The line BC intersects

in two points; nevertheless
-41-191.
CD . Why?

If one line is a transversal of Iwo other lines, explain

11 three lines are coplanar.

A transversal of two lines fprms with the lines .eight

angles. Certain pairs of these angles have special importance

and we introduce names to describe :them. Figure (0' shows a
transversal t of two lines

q Anea
Le are considered to be interior

angles. We

consecutive

Rigure

of angles.

and Zr?

segment and

intersect.

call La and
interior angles.

howl the same pair

We notice that

contain a common

that their,interiors

Another pair of con-

secutive interior angles in

Figure (e) are Ls and Ze .

We say that L and Le in

Figure (e) are a pair, of alternate

interior angles. The same pair of

angles is shown in Figure (g). We

notice that Li' and Ze contain

a common segment and that their

interiors do not intersect.

There is another pair of alternate

interior angles in Figure (e);

whiCittwo angles do you think they

are?
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),

a. vertical angles d

and Urthe alternate interior

a_rgles we say that L and

ly are a pair of corresponding.

angles. What is the intersection

-of ZO. and 4Y 7 What is the-

intersection Of the interior of

and the interior of zy

We now state the definitions of

the notions introduced in this

paragraph.

DEFINITION.

of,alternate

intersection

interiors of

FIGURE (h)

Two coplanar angles are called a pair

interior angles if and only if the

of the angles is a segment.and the

the angles do not intersect.

DEFINITION. Two angles are celled a pair of

consecutive interior angles if and only if the

intersection of the angles is a segment and the

interiors of the angles intersect.

DEFINITION. Two angles with distinct vertices are

called a pair of corresponding aisles if and'only

if the intersection of the angles is a ray and the

interiors of the angles intersect.

Let p and 'q be two distinct ,coplanar lines and let. t

be a transversal of p

Q , respectively. Let

and ,;c1 , respectively.

If A and B are on

opposite sides of t ,

then LAPQ and LBQP

are a pair of alternate

interior angles.

(l)

and q
--7eb
PA and

9

intersecting them in P

Q.B be rays contained in

and



6-2

(2 ) If A and'i are on the
mama side of t , then

LAPQ and LEW are a pai
of consecutive interior angles.

If A and onthe
awe side of t , then 'LAPQ

and LIAR , where qg

opposite to .47ir, are a pair

of corresponding angles.

Sometimes we speak of a pair of alternate interior angles,

or a pair of consecutive interior anglei, or'a pair of corre-
sponding angles, "determined by" two lines and a transversal
of them. In every such case, the segment or the ray which is

the intersection of the two angles is contained in the

transversal of the lines.

Problem Set 6-2

The diagram shows a transversal t of two coplanar lines
p and q

Pill each biank with one word or two words oi4three

capital letters:

) LE K, and ZPO are a
aPair of angles.

(b) LAPQ and LDP are a
pair of . angles.

are

consecutive interior angles'.

LcPQ and L are

alternate interior angles.
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6-2

2. The diagram shows a transversal_ t of two coplanar lines

P and q

Fill each blank with one word or two words or a single

letter:

(a) Lb and Zd are a pair

of angles.

2:11 and Lv are a pair

of angles.

(c) Lb and 6f are a pair

of angles.

(a) Lx and Ld are a pair

of angles.

Lw and L are

corresponding angles.

(f) La and L are

corresponding angles.

(g) La and
;Lc

are

angled'.

(h) Lu and Lv are

angles.

(i) There are (how many)
pairs of alternate interior

angles determined by p , q and the transversal

t.
There are pairs ofconsecutive interior

angles determined by p q , and the transversal

(k) There are pairs of corresponding anglesare (how ManYY

determined by p , q , and the transversal t .

Each of Problems 3-15 is acco

on the right.

p __ied by a plane figure

3. Consider only the angles that can be named in terms of

three points labeled in the diagram.

Identify the following:

(a) a pair of corresponding angles,

(b) a pair of alternate interior angles

(c) a pair of consecutive interior

angles.
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4. Consider only the angles that can be named in terms

three points labeled in the diagram. Identify, if any,
all pairs of:

(a) alternate interior angles,

(b)- consecutive interior angles,

corresponding angles.

5. What name can be given to each of the following pa_- of
angles?

(a) La and

(b) Lb and

(c) Lb and

(d) Lb and

LP ,

Lc

Zd

Lf

6. Consider only the angles that can be named in terms of
three points labeled in the diagram. Identify all pairs
of:

alternate interior

angles,

consecutive interior

angles,

corresponding angles.

Consider only angles that are

in the diagram. Identify all

) corresponding angles,

(b) alternate interior

angles,

consecutive interior

angles.

labeled by a single le

pairs of:

er
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8. Consider only the angles that can be named in terms of

three points labeled in the diagram. Identify all pairs

of corresponding angles, all pairs of alternate interior'

'angles, and all Pairs of consecutive interior angles which

are determined by two lines and a transversal of them, if

the transversal is:

411-0.

( b ) RQ

(c) YW .

y the transversal and the two lines intersected by

the t nsversal which determine:

LARD and LCDES as a pair

of alternate interior angle;

(b) LADD and LCBD as a pair

of'a ternate-intovior'angles

LEAD and /CEA' as a pair

of consecutive interior

angles.

(d) LADC- and,ECD as a
pair of consecutive

interior angles.

*10. If

find:

Y

(b) m Zw

= 50 and

*11.
7
If XZ 1 CD and m

is RW 1 CD .? Why?

M ZX
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de-4w -a-4w*12. If ABTIEFwand CD EF

determine whether eaoh of

the following is true and

explain why:

(a) m Zx = m
(b) mLac ='m Zz

If m La = 100 and'

a = m Lb:2- fInd

and m Zd

*la If m Za = mLb and
m ta = 70 , find m Zc

and rn Zd

*15. If m La = 110 and

m Zd m Le find the

measure of each of the

other angles which are

labeled in the diagram

by a single letter.
9

*16. Prove: it two lines and a transversal of the lines be

given. Consider pairs of alternate interior

angles, pairs of consecutive interior angles, and

pairs of corresponding angles, all determined by

the two lines and the transversal. If one pair

of alternate interior angles are congruent, then:

2

the other pair of alternate interior angles are

congruent;

each pair ofconsecutive int i angles are,

supplementary; and

324.
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(c) each pair of corresponding angles are congruent.

Prove: -Let two lines and a transversal of the lines be

given. Consider pairs of alternate interior

angles, pairs of consecutive interior angles, and

pairs of corresponding, angles, all determined by

the two lines and the transversal. one pair of

consecutive interior angles are supp_ementary, then:

(a) a pair of alternate interior angles are congruent;

(b) the other pair of consecutive interior angles are

supplerrientarY; and

(c) each pair of,eorresponding angles are congruent.

Hint: Use the results of Problem 16 to prove (b)

ProVei Let two lines and,a transversal of the lines be

given. Consider pairs eof alternate interior

angles, pairs of consecutive interior angles, and

pairs of corresponding angles, all determined by

the two lines and the transversal. If one pair of

corresponding anglesa.re-congruent, then:.

a pair of alternate interior angles are congruent;

(b) each of the other.pairs of corresponding angles are

congruent; and

each pair of consecutive interior angles are

supplementary.

iin Use the results of Problem 16 to prove (b)

6-3. Indirect Method of Proof.

On several occasions ih earlier chapters we have used

"indirect reasoning." in Sectidh 1-5 the Problem of the child-

less couple was solved by the indirect method. Theorems 2-4

and 2-8 were proved "indirectly." Other applications of thib

valuable method have been made in other chapters. We wish to

analyze this'method in mare detail.
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As a first example, let us examine again the plan for the

proof of pleorem 2-4. (You should reread the theorem and. its

proof at this time.) We are given two distinct lines. By-

hypothesis; they have at least one point in common. OUr task

is to show they have exactly one point in common. There are

certainly only\two cases which appear possible: either the

lines have exactly one common point or else they do not. We

examine the second alternative and are able, after a few steps,

to reject it as a possibility. This rejection leaves only one

case as possible (namely, that the lines intersect in exactly

one point) and this statement is the desired _.:onclusion.

In brief, indirect reasoning involves the following: list

all case's as possibilities and then reject all cases except the

desired one. A caselis rejected if it can be shown to lead to

a contradiction. In greater detail, the steps in a proof by

the indirect method (after the identification of hypothesis

and conclusiop) may be listed as follows:

(1) List all the "pos-ibllities," of which the conclusion

is one.

(2) Show that each of these "possibilities," excluding

the conclusion, either itself contradicts, or else leads to a

statement that contradidts, the hypothesis or a postulate or a

previous theorem.

(3) yolvare able to reject every " possibility,""

excluding the conclusioi, thin the conclusion is actually the

only pqmpibility, and le theorem is proved.

Very often in pr we consider only two cases, namely

the desired conclusion and its denial. We then show that the

denial of the conclusion leads to a Contradiction. When this

hag been done, we are left Wit 'onlYonepossibility, namely

the desired conclusion.

The proof the next the

direct method. We are given two

ple of the in-

nes satisfying a

certain requirement-. We wish.:- ,the lines are
v=.

parallel. The*two capes we celi$ ate (1) the lines are

parallel, and 12) the lIhes are trot. Taraliel. These are,

respectively, the desiredconc14 -and -its denial. We
a



examine the second case and show that it leads to a contradiction
of a previous theorem. Thus we are obliged to accept the On-

ditional which is the statement of the theorem under discussion.

With the plan of a proof in mind, we now state and prove the
theorem.

THEOREM 6-1. Let two distinct coplanar lines be giv- If a

transversal of the lines is perpendicular to each of them,

then the lines are parallel.

Proof: Let the two given lines be p and q , and let
the given transversal be t . Either p and q are parallel,
or they are not. Suppose p and q are not parallel. Then

they intersect in exactly one 'point, say V . By the definition
of a transversal, V is not on t .

A

Now each of the two lines p and q contains V ; and each
is by hypothesis, perpendicular to t . Since p and q are

distinct, the preceding statement is a contradiction'of the

uniqueness part of Theorem 5-11. We reject .qhe alternative

that p and q are not parallel. Hence p and q are

parallel.

Since the indirect method often requires that we formulate

the denial of a statement, we shOuld look at several examples.

Statement Denial of the Statement

LA is a right angle. LA is not a right angle.

x is Treater than 5 . x is not greater than
.

Richard is not here. Richard is here.

a y . a - y

AD= CD f AB/ CD
The two lines intersect. The two lines do not intersect.

Set A is different from Set A is the same as Set R.

Set B.
327
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Most of oui' theorems are conditional statements, that is,

statements in the "Ir, then ---" form. More specifically,

we have: "If hypothesis, then conclusion." One type of In-

difect reasoning is to consider the case which is the denial of

the conclusion and show that this assumption leads to.a contra-

diction of the hypothesis.' In effect, the procedure is to show:

If (denial of conclusion), then (denial of hypothesis).

When this tas is accomplished, we consider the given

conditional st_tement as proved. The remarks lead us to

consider the "contrapositive" of a conditional statement.

Consider a conditional statement of the type "If p , then

q ," where p and q are .statements which are respectively

the hypothesis and the conclusion. The contrapositive of the

given conditional statement is: "If denial of q , then

denial of p ."

Our discussion of indirect reasoning suggests that a

conditional can be proved by establishing ittcontrapositive.

In each of the following examples, check the statement and its

contrapositive to see whether they are both true or both false,

c:)" whether one is true and the other false.

Example*

Statement: If , then AB CD .

Contrapositive: If AB pi CD , then AB is not

congruent to n .

Statement: If I live in Detroit, then I live in

California.

Contrapositive: If I do not live in California,

then I do not live in Detroit.

anomie 3.

Statement: If two angles are a linear pair of angles,

then they are supplementary.

Contrapositive: If two angles are not supplementary,

then they are not a linear pair of angles.
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- Your check should indicate that in each arse the
conditional statement and its contrapositive agree in truth
value. We may call such a pair of statements` logically
equivalent.

In Section 5-9 we saw that a conditional and its converse
do not need to be logically equivalent, for one of them may be
true and the other false. However it appears that a conditional
and its contrapositive are logically equivalent. A diagram may
help us to understand these ideas. In the figure consider the
smaller circular region A which is contained in the larger
circular region El . A conditional statement describing this
situation is

If a point is in A then it is in B

The converse of the given conditional

If a point is in B , then it is in A .

The contrapositive of the given conditional

is:

If a point is not in B , then it is not

in A .

The conditional and the contrapositive are

ot rue, but the converse is not.

Furthermore, the contrapositive of

"If denial of q , then denial of p"

is the statement, "If p , then q ." Thfs means that the

contrapositive of a contrapositive is the original conditional.

Therefore, if a contrapositive is true, then the original

statement is also true.

Property of the Contrapositive

A conditional statement and its contrapositive

are logically equivalent.

This property can be valuable to us when we wish to prove

a theorem that has the "If ---, then ---" forfa. We can either
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prove the theorem or its contrapositive, thereby proving both.

Sometimes it is easier to prove the contrapositive.

The proof of the main theorem in the next sec-ion will

illustrate the use of the Property of the Contrapositive.

2.

Problem Set 6-

(a) Write the converse and the contrapositive

Theorem 6-1.

(b) Which of these statements can be accepted as true

at this time? Why?

Write the converse and the contrapositive of the

statement:

"If two sides of a triangle ale congruent, the

angles opposite these sides are congruent."

(b) Which of these statements can be accepted as true

at this time? Why?

Write the contrapositive of the following statement:

"If two distinct lines are parallel, then any two

alternate interior angles determined by a transversal

of the lines are congruent,"

6-4. Parallel Line Theorems.

The following experiment (in physical_ world geometry)

leads us to connect two relations, the relation of congruence

between two alternate interior angles deteild.ned by two lines

and a transversal, and the relation of parallelism between the

two lines.
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eriment

On a large sheet of paper draw a Figure showing two lines
p and t intersecting at a point A . Mark a point B
different from A , on the line t

P

Using your protractor and a ruler, draw a line BD such that

two alternate interior angles determined by p , and the
transversal t will have equal measures.

Does It appear that RD and p are pa_ lel? Making

two alternate interior angles congruent seems to make the lines

parallel. Do you think that in the mathematical world

"alternate interior angles are congruent" 'implies "lines sr

parallel"? We proceed to state and prove this formally.

THEOREM 6-2. L t two distinct coplanar lines be given. If

two alternate interior angles determined by a transversal

of the lines are congruent, then the lines are parallel.

Proof: Der p and q be the given distinct lines. Let

the given transversal t intersect the lines p and q in

the respective points P and Q . Either p and q are

parallel or they are not. We use the indirect method of proof.
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Statemen Reasons

1. p and q intersect at 1 Denial of desired

a point, say R . conclusion.

2. P, Q, R are not collinear. Definition of transversal.

3. There are points S and 3. Definition of exterior

T on p and q such that angle of a triangle.

LOS and LPQT are

exterior angles of APqR

m LOS > m LPQR , and 4. Exterior Angle Theor*

m LPQT > m LQPR (Theorem 5 -10).

5. m ZQPS = m LPQR and 5, By hypothesis, the

m LPQT = QPR alternate interior angles

in one paii are congruent;

the angles of the other

pair are congruent, since

the are supplements of

ongruent angles.

6. p 11 q 6 Denial of conclusion

contradicts the

hypotheslia, (Steps 4,

The contrapositive of Theorem may be stated as

follows: "Let two distinct coplanar lines be given. If the

lines are not parallel, then no two alternate interior angles

determined by a transversal of the lines are congruent."

Notice that the proof we gave for Theorem 6-2 is', in effect,

a proof of the contrapositive. We supposed that the lines are

not parallel and showed that in each pair of alternate
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ln4eri<or angles, one of the angles has greater measure' hah the
other. On the basis of our discussion in the preceding section,

we then considered Theorem 6-2 as proved.

The proofs of the following two corollaries are left as
problems.

Corollary 6-271 Let two coplanar lines be given. If
two corresponding angles determined by a transversal'of the
lines are congruent, then the lines are parallel.

Corollary 6-2-2. het
7 two coplanar lines be given. If

two consecutive interior angles detevfflined by a transversal of
the lines are supplementary, then thelines are parallel.

THEOREM 6-3 Let a line and a point not on the line be given.

In the plane determined by the line and the point, there

is a line which contains the given point and is parallel

to the given line.

fr)
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Proof: Let the given line and the given point be denoted

by ,m and Q , respectively. Let epo be the plane determined

by im and Q . Since Q Is not on there is n 4; , by

Theorem 5-11, a line t containing Q 4

and perpendicular to in By 1 .

Qr
Theorem 11'21, there is A. Z: a line

--L_-,

n containing Q and perpendicular
..._

I

to to. Since t is a transversal I

I

of the distinct lines m and n
1

in plane 6 , the lines m and n I

I

are parallel, by The-Orem 6-1.

Sumra_

Two distinct coplanar lines are parallel if any one of

the following conditions is satisfied:

1. The lines do not intersect. (Definition)

2. A pair of alternate interior angles determined bY a'

transversal of the lines are congruent. (Theorem, 6-2)

A pair of corresponding angles determined by a

transversal of the lines are congruent.

(Corollary 6-2-1)

4 A pair of consecutive Interior angles determined by

a transversal of the lines are supplementary.

(Corollary 6-2-2)

5. Each of the lines is perpendicular to a transversal

=of the two lines. (TheoreM 6-1)

Problem Set 6-4

1. Write a proof for Corollary 6-2-1.

2, Write a proof for Corollary 6 -2 -2.

3. Write a proof for Theorem 6-1, using Theorem 6-2 and

the direct method.



Each of the. problems in 4-18 is accompanied by a _1

flews Wtha right.

4. Why is ca 11 n

(a) m La 100 , m Le m 100
(b) mLc m Bo , Elo

(c) mLd m 100 , mLti m 100
(d) m Lc m 8o , loo

In Problems 5 and 6 name the distinct lines
parallel as a result of the given conditions.
reason for your answer.

5. (a) It
03) If Zr = Ls
(c) If Lae _and LBCD

are supplementary.

(d) If LBAD and, LCDA
are supplementary.

'If 15M

which are

State the

If the measures of the angles are

as indicated in the drawing,

what distinct lines are

parallel? Why?
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8

0 B a 9, find the number a end

* IL* . Supply a reason for your-answar.

10. Hypothesis: P le between A

B ; E is between A and

;

ADE .

and
C

LC

Prove:

11. Hypothesis:

AB CD

AD- CB

rVi'

Proves Ign 14*--4P.
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12.

bisect
each othe

Prove Aril

13. heqle:

between XA
YT is betweenop
and YZ .

Prove:

14. HYPothesis:
Points X, Y, Z, W are collinear

in that order. Triangles XAZ

and WBY are isosceles triangles

with respective bases and VY

LX
.4-01. 4 =IP.

(a) Prove: AZ 11 BY .

(b) Would the proof apply if

4IXAZ and AWBY are not

coplanar?

Hypothesis:

m LDAB s m LCBA 90 , and

AD CB .

Prove: m LAUCC m LBCD

s it true that m LUC
Why?
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16, given the 11

AR RC .so PQ=

AP HQ ,

BQ *N PR

Prove: m LA + C 180 .

Hint4 Prove

b M LB 0

17. pothesis:

P IS between A and B

Q iS between A and C ,

AB 0. AC AP W. 711.A)

is the bisector of LA and

intersects -K. at R whidh

is between P and Q and

tU at D which 'is -between

B and C

Prove: PQ 11

18. Hypothesis:

The figure with LA = LB ,

AD midpoint

of , 9 is midpoint

of DC

Prove: N 1
1

1141.WIP

Write._he contraposi ive of each of the corollaries of

Theorem 6-2. Can we accept these statements as true at

this time? Why?

*20. Write the converse of Theorem 6-2 and the converse of

each of the corollaries of Theorem 6-2. Can we accept

these statements as true at this time?
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6-- The Parallel Pestulate.

eorem 6-3 Stites that there is at least one line which

Olparaillel to a'given line and contains a given riolnt not of
theAi4en,line. At)hia- time it seems natural-0 try to prove

that there is at-most one such line.- Astonishing as it_may

appear, this canntit be done on the basis of the postulates_ that'

We have stated thus far. We accept the statement as a new

ate and will refer to it as the Parallel Postulate.

Postulate 22 (the Parallel Postulate). There

is at most one line parallel to a given line and

containing a given point-not on,the given line.

Together, Theorem 6 -3 and Postulate 22 tell us that, if

a line and a point not on the line are given, there is exactly

one line containing the point and parallel to the given line.

Of course, if a line and a point on the line are given, then

theft is ex ctly one line containing the point and parallel to

the given line, namely the given line itself.

It is interesting to note that over a period of several

centuries, some very clever peOple tried to prove this

postulate. None of them, however, was able to find a proof.

Finally,'in the last century, it was diScovered that no such
proof is possible. The fact is that there are some mathe-

matical syagems that are almost like the geometry that we are

studying, but not quite. In these mathematical systems, nearly

all of the postulates of ordinary geometry are satisfied, but

the Parallel Postulate is not satisfied. 'These "non-Euclidean

geometries" may seem strange, and in fact they are. For

example, in these geometries there is no such thing as a square.

Not only do these geometries lead to interesting mathematical

theories, but they also have important applications in physidal

situations involving-either very great (interstellar) or very

small , atomic) distances.

three mathematicians most frequently associated with

the early development of non-Euclidean geometry are a
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ian naMe0111011rai, a Russian named Lobachevski, and a

German named RieMann. .Although Bolyai and Lobacheveki worked

independently of each otherfeach started-with the postulate

that more than one line can be parallel to a given line througl

a point not on the line, whereas Riemann assumed that n6 line

can be :parallel to a'given line Sometimes these min-EUclidesX

Apeometriet are referred to as Lobachevskian or hyperbolic

geometry, and Riemannian or elliptidal geometry. ,Moreove It

should be noted that Riemann replaced several of Euclid's

postulates, including the Parallel Postulate,.while Lobachevski

and.-Bolyal, modified only the Parallel Postulate.

You should also be familiar wit4 the name of

Karl Friedrich Gauss, who (besides making other major contri:

butions to mathematics) actually developed hyperbolic geometry

before Bolyai or Lobachevski, but who never published'his

findings on this subject. To Lobachevski goes much credit nit,

developing hyperbolic geometry in considerable detail.,

If you would like to learn how these geometries differ

and to understand more about the spirit ofethe movement which

led to the development of non-Euclidean geometry, the followinE

references will provide interesting material for your study.

Eves and Newsom, An Introduction to the Foundations

and Fundamental Concepts of Mathematics, Holt-

Rinehart-Winston, New York, 1958.

ber, Non-Euclidean Geometry, or, Three Moons in

Mathesis, Academy Press, New York, 1931.

Richardson, Fundamentals of Mathematics, Macmillan,

NeW York, 1958.

Wolfe, Introduction to Non-Euclidean Geometry, Rol

Rinehart-Winston, New York, 1945.
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6-6.. Additiona Parallel Line Theorems.,
.

In Section 6-4 we stated a theorem' and several corollaries,

each of which may be used to establish that,two lines aref,

parallel. In' this,section we state the converse of each of

these statements. -The interesting feature about the' theorems

in this section is that each of them depends upon the Parallel

-,Po itulate.

The proof of the next theorem illustrates how the Parallel

PoStulatemay be used. We will consider a certain line q and

a certain point P not on q . We will be given a line p

containing P and parallel to q We,will find a line

(Which will be called 145 which has an important property

, and which also contains P and is parallel.to q . The

ParilleWPostulate will enable us to spy that MP is the

same as p ,Then p has the important property too. With

this plan as a guide, we state and prove the theorem.

THEOREM 674. If two distinct lines are parallel, then any two

alternate interior angles determined by a transversal of

the lines are congruent.

Proof: Let p and' q denote the two given parallel

lines. Let the transversal t intersect p and q in the

'A respective points P and Q . Let A and B be points on

p and q , respectively, such that LQPA and' LPQB are

alternate interior angles. We must prove: LQPA LPQB



By the Ptractor Postulate, there .is a point' A ..on the

tine side p t as A such that m LQPA' = m L PQB . That is,

LOP ZPQB Since A and 9 are on opposite sides of t

A' and B are on opposite Sides of t . Thus LQPA' and

ZPCLB are a pair of alternate interior angles determined by the

transversal t of the lines Alp and q . Since these two

angles are congruent, Theorem 6-2 tells,us that IP and

are parallel lines. We now Apply the Parallel Postulate:

since each fettle lines AIP and p contains P and is

parallel to q , they are the same line. Since p contains

A and A' on the same Side of t , the rays FiTrr and fA
are the same. In other words, LQPA' = LQPA . Hence

LQPA ZPQB

Witn reference to the above diagram, we remark that, when

Al, is introduced,' we do not know whether Al lies'on p or

not; consequently we do not picture Alias being on the line,.

Not until the latter part of the proof are we sure that p

contains A'

The following corollaries are easy to prove by t direct

proof, method. The proofs are left as problems.

Corollary 674-1. If two distinct lines are parallel, then

any two corresponding angles determined by a transversal of the

lines are congruent.

Corollary 6 -4 -2. If two dis ct lines are parallel, then

any two consecutive interior angles determined by a transversal

of'the lines are supplementary.

Corollary 6-4-3. If a transversal is perpendicular to

one of two distinct parallel lines, it is perpendicular to the
A

other also.

3



distinct linesYare-parailel, then all of the

following conditions are satisfied:

1. The dines are coplanar and do net intersect.

(Definition)

pair of alternate interior angles determined by a

transversal,of the lines are copgruent.' (Theorem 6-4

Any pair of corresponding angles determined bra

transversal of the lines are congruent.

(Corollary 6-4-1)

Any pair of consecutiveAmterior angles determined

by a transversal of the lines are supplementary.

(Corollary 6-4-2)

Any transversal perpendicular to one of the lines is

also perpendiCular to the other. (Corollary,6-4-0

Problem gat 6-6a

1. Prove Corollary 6-4-1.

2. ProVe Corollary '6-4-2.

3. Prove Corollary 6-4-3;

Each of the problems in the remainder of this problem set

is accompanied by a plane figure on the right.

4. Given: TIlans ersal t of the parallel lines m and n

Find each of ikhe following and state a reason for your

answer.

(a) m Lb if m La - 100

(b) m Lc if m La - 100 .

(c) m La if m La = 100

ft



Given: m 11-n with-transversal t

Evaluate themessure of the follOwfng

angles in the order given If

M La - 55 .
Give a reason for

each answer.

(a) Lb (a) Le ,
(b) La , (e) .

(c) La ,

Name _the pairs of supplementary

angles if:

(a) 4111-4.) I , (b) AU

Name the pars of congruent

angles if

(a) 1k5w11V% (b) I I 9.4711..

Given: AXYZ is isosceles w-
4.---aw

base A7 ; AB Yz .

Prove: ZOCAB is isosceles. .

-h

0

-HP
9. Rnothesis: PQ bisects LI

And RQ II PS

Prove: ApRQ is isosceles.
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ve:

11. Wpothesis : Paints B, C, E are

collinear,44--111.1141AEr

Find the measure of each .of the

following angles after first

determining the number x

(a) LEAC

(b) LECA ,

LACB ,

(d) LIOCE

(e) LC9A

12, Given: VII' is the midray
11`--1W
RS

i

YZ

Prove:,-ARYZ is isosceles.
4

13. Hypothesis: 1n A XRY ,

'W is the midpoint of XR

S is the midpoint of YR ;

S is the midpoint of W
Prove: Y2 11 XR

4

L.,
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(b) II I
(c) A, B, and C are

collinear.

The folloWing theorem provides another_- method for eistablith-
..ing that lines are parallel. It can be proved by the direct
or indirect method. We will give the indirect proof. The
direct proof is left as a problem.

.675. If each of two coplanar lines is parallel, to the
ame line, they are parallel to each other.

Proof: Let p, q, r be lines such that p and q are
coplanar and p II r and q II r . Suppose now that all
three lines lie in the same plane. There are two possi-
bilities concerning the lines p and q , namely:

(1) P II 4,
(2) p intersects q ,at some point, say X

The diagrams for each case look like the following:

r

Case (1)

346
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We will firet considr Case (2). If p and q intersect

X-, then we have two-lima passing through X and each of

these lines is parallel to r ThUs we hatre a dbntradiction

to the Parallel Postulate, which states that only one line is

parallel to a given line through a given point. :Therefore it

is impossible for p and q to intersect at X .

Since Case(2) is impossible, we must accept (1). There-

fore 13114 . The proof is finished for the case that all

three lines are coplanar.

Do you think that, in order for the,theorem to be valid,

it is necessary for all three lines to lie'in the same plane?

Explain your answer. Give some examples of physical models

Where the three.parallel lines do lie in the same plane; give

other examples where the three parallel lines do not lie-in the

same plane.

Would the mathematical proof for the theorem be different

the three lines do not lie in the same-plane? If so, in

what ways? If not, explain why.

The relationship of parallelism for lines in a given plane

has the reflexive, symmetric, and transitive properties. The

reflexive and symmetric properties are immediate consequences'

of the definition of pgrallel lines, while the transitive

property follows from the preceding theorem. Thus parallelism

for lines in a given plane has the characteristic properties we

have noted before for equality and congruence.

Corollary If a line lies in the plane of two

distinct parallel 14nes and intersects one of the lines in a

single point, then it also intersects the other line in a

single point.

The proof is left as a problem.
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6 -5

Cer011arlf Let be a plane, let S be a set of
mutually parplitl lines in Z..(that is., a set of lines in
such that each line in S is parallel to every other line in
S), let, T be another, set of mutually parallel lines in
If any one line-Of S is perpendicular to any one line of
then every line of S is perpendicular to every line of T

Proof: By tlypothesis, there is a line a' of S and
thgre ia a line 'V of T such that a' is perpendicular to
tl Let s- and t be any line0 in S and T respectively.
As a first case, suppose that So/ sl Ghat is, s and sl
are dlffereht lineS), and suppose that

Since t' J a' Corollary 6-5-1 tells us that t'
intersects s in a single point and_is therefore a transversal
of the parallel lines s and s/ . By Corollary 6-4-3, t'
and s are perpendicular. Then, by Corollary 6-5-1, s is a
transversal of the parallel lines' t and t' . By
Corollary 6-4-3, s and t are perpendicular. In this case,
the conclusion Is true. The proof for the other cases, namely
where s'= st or t t' is left as .a problem.
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6-6

Problem Set 6-6b

In the diagram to the right, the

lines p, q, r, and, t are

Coplanar, and the measures of

several angles are indicated.

(a) Is p.JI q ? Why?

(b) Is q II r? Why?

Is p II r ? Why?

In the figure to the night,

XY II RS , and YR intersects

XS at the point P . Prove

that m ZSPY m ZS M ZY

Suggestion: Consider PP IIXY
Alv-4111.-

and prove PF II RS

3. Review indirect proof as antis

Theorem 6 -5.

(a) Give an indirect proof of Corollary 6-5-1 showing a

contradiction of the Parallel Postulate.

aced by the proof

Hint: Let m , ,

be three coplanar lines

1
such that le andI -2

a

$12, that m intersects

1
in some point, say P

If you assume that m does

not intersect , are you

led to a contradiction? Why?

(b) Give an indirect proof of Corollary 6-5-1, showing

a contradiction of Theorem 6-5.
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Give an indirect proof of the following statement,
Owing a contradiction of

the Parallel Postulate.

In a plane, if a line

intersects only one of t

other lines

then the lines

intersect.

Hint: If

hypothesis,

and

and

1
an

0

intersects

r does not

ltersect.

I
in

say at P , then by

rsect Show that

Using the direct method, prove Theorem 6-5 for the case
in which the three given lines are distinct and coplanar.

5. Complete the proof of Corollary 6s5-2 by examining the
cases:

(a) s

(b) t tt

6-7. Parallelism for Segments and Rays.

In this section we introduce a special and important type
of convex quadrilateral Specifically, we consider quadri-
,lateralp whose Opposite sides lie on parallel lines.

Our phraseology is conveniently shortened if we extend
in a natural manner the notion of parallelism for lines to the
case of segments.

DEFINITION. No segments which are contained

respectively in parallel lines are called parallel

segments, and each is said to be parallel to the
other.



6-7
Let P, Q, R, S be four points. The statement that the

segment M is parallel'to the segment RS means the sine as

the statement that the line

is parallel to the line RS . We

use the same symbol I I
to denote

that segments are'parallel, as for

example: II RS .

Q

DEFINITION. A parallelogram is a quadrilateral each

of whose sides is parallel to the side Opposite it.

Thus the four sides of a parallelogram

constitute two pairs of opposite sides, A

and each pair of opposite sides is a

pair of parallel segments. The

parallelogram ABCD has the properties

that TO II DC and AD II BC

Consider any parallelogram, say the parallelogram

Since d is parallel to EF by the definition of

parallelogram, and since GI=I is distinct

from EF by the definition of a quadri-

lateral, we conclude that. G and H lie
1v=-74.-

on thp same side of EF . With the aid

of Theorem 4-2, we find that one side of

the line
4
EF contains all the rest of

.the parallelogram. Similar remarks

,:apply to any side of the parallelogram.

Thus every parallelogram is a convex

quadrilateral.

THEOREM 6-6. In any parallelogram, ea_

the side opposite it.

a

EFGE

E H

G

congruent to
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Proof: Let the parallelogram be

Hypotheses: BA II DC and CB 11 AD'.

Conclusion: BA =2= DC and

Consider the two triangles ACB and
CAD which have the diagonal AC of

the parallelogram as a common side.

Statements

1. LBAC /DCA

2.

3. LACB C AD .

4. AACB ACAD .

BA DC and C-

ABC D

Reas-_,,ns

1. Alternate interior angles,

determined by the trans-

versal AC of the parallel
lines AB and CD rare

coniwuent,

2. Why?

3. Alternate interior angles,

detrmined by the

transversal AC of the

parallel lines BC- and

AD , are congruent.

hy?

5. Why?

The preceding theorem tolls us; that in a parallelogram,
each pair of opposite sides are not: only parallel but also
congruent. The next result provides another method for

establishing that a quadrilateral is a parallelogram. Accord-
ing to the following theorem, it ust one pair of opposite

sides of a quadrliateral are known to be both parallel and
congruent, then the other rair of opponite sides must also
both parallel and conGruent.

be

THEOREM 6-7, If two sides of a qH-Arllateral are- parallel and
congruent, thou the quadrliat-,c:A 1 a parallelogram.

le leave the proof as a pi.oblem.

3 H3



6-7
Our first formal introduction to "distance" was in

Chapter 3. .4bere Postulate 10 described the distance between

a pair of points. Later we learned that the distance(between

two distinct points can also be called the length of the,

segment joining the points. W- can now extend the notion of

distance. We wish to examine meaning of the distance

between two parallel lines.

THEOREM 6 -8. To every pair of distinct parallel lines there

is -a: number which is the common length of all segments

which have their respective endpoints on the given lines

and are perpendicular to each of the given linen.

Proof: Le and the two given parallel lines.

Let A and B be points of and let-)X art A Y be points
be

-1

of -, such that each of the distinct 8-- e :1 TIC and BY

is perpendicular to one of the given lines.

each of the segments Is also norpeu.

line. By Theorem 6-1.

quadrilateral AnYx

AX BY .

Corollary 6-4-3,

other given

Thus the

a a allelogram. By The 6-6,

This theorem e qishes the fact that thereis a unique

number which is the length of all perpendicular segments

joining and tci i is, segments which join a point

and a point of inc[ are perpendicular to both
-1

and This leads to the following definition.



DEFINITION. The distance between two distinct
parallel lines is the length of a segment whose

respective endpoints lie on the two parallel
lines and which is perpendicular to both lines.

The distance between a line and itself is
defined te be aero.

We sometimes express Theorem 6-8 by saying that two
parallel lines are "everywhere equidistant."

The relation of parallelism is useful not only for lines
and segments, but also for rays.

x

e Figure (a Figure (b)

_In Figure (a), the two rays PO and R6 lie on parallel lines,
and we are tempted to say that the rays are parallel. In
Figure (b), the two rays and WX lie on parallel lines.
Again we may be tempted to call the rays parallel; but, on
careful'examination, there appears to be an important feature
which distinguishes this pair of rays from the pair shown in
Figure (a). In Figure (a), the two rays seem to extend into a
single halfplane, namely a halfplane whose edge contains the
respective endpointa P and R . Figure (c) shows the same
rays as Figure (a) and also shows a halfplane with PR as

351+
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-e. Figure (d) shows the.same rays as Figure and also

shows the halfplanes which have UW ',as edge. We note that the

two given rays IN and WX aepear to extend into different

halfplane.. The distinction suggested by the contrasting

situations discussed above leads to the following definitions.

DEFINITIONS. Two noncollinear rays AB and CD

are said to be parallel if and only if the lines
-417-411-

AD and CD are parallel and furthermore B and

D lie on the same side of the line AC determined

by the respective endpoints of the rays. Two

collinear rays are said to be parallel if and only

if one of them is a subset of the other.

Two noncollinear rays AB, and CD are said to

be antiparallel if and only it the lines '41Ww'

and CD- are parallel and furthermore B and

D lie on opposite sides of the line AC determin-

by the respective endpoints of the rayo

collinear rays are said to be antiparallel if

and only if neither to a t of the other.

Let fe five points, collinear in that order.

Then the --)11 rays and are parallel, in

accordance wit the definition. The collinear rays QS and

TR are a patr or antiearallel rayo on the line. Another pair

of antiparallei Pays are QV and ST . Also, RR and RT

are antlparallel rays.
The intor000tion or two antiparallel

collinear says may-o a sei7tent or ;nay cons lot a single point

or may be empty set.



Problem Set 6-7

Supply the missing reasons for the proof of Theorem 6-6.

Prove that each pair of opposite angles of a parallelogram
are congruent.

Prove that the diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each
other.

4 Prove Theorem 6-7.

Hint: By hypothesis, two sides, say AB and CD , of
quadrilateral ABCD are both
parallel and congruent. To
prove that ABCD satisfies

the definition of a parallelo-
dcfp-,..1.---10-gram, try to show that AD BC .

Prove that quadrilateral ABCD
ABA CD and A B

In the plane figure to the right,
name the segments which picture
the distance between AB and

yCD if AB CD .

a parallelogram if

Given a transversal of two parallel lines. Prove that the
angle bisectors of a,pair of alternate Interior les are
antiparallei rays.

In the figure to the right,
t and tl, are
tr of and q .

t intersects p at A and
q at B ; t' intersects
p at C and q at B tli

intersects p at A and q

at D . AD bisects LCAB
and BC bisects /DBA

BC 1 AD at point R . Prove
p is parallel to q

3 50
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9. Let the coplanar, angle LABC

property that the sideskof

parallel (in the sense of,

corresponding sides of the

angles are congruent,if

parallel rays and:

) BA and YX are collinear;

not collinear

d LXYZ have the

one angle are respectivdly

parallel rays") to the,

other angle. Prove that the

and YZ are noncollinear

(b) A and YX are

*10. Let the coplanar angles LABC and LXYZ have the.

property that the sides of one angle are respectively
antfparallel to the corresponding sides of the other
angle. Prove that the angles are congruent if BC and
YZ are noncollinear antiparallel rays and:

(a)

(b)

BA and YX are collinear;

BA and YX are not collinear.

*11. Let the sides of the coplanar angles LAIC and LXYZ
A and YX are distincthave the property that

parallel rays, and BC an.d Y are antiparallel rays.
Prove that the angles are supplementary if:

Hw(a) BA and YX are collinear, and BC and 17 are
noncollinear;

_BA and YX are noncollinear, and BC and YZ
are collinear;

BA and YX are noncollinear,

are noncollinear.

357
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12. The results of Problems 9, 10, and 11 may be summarized

as follows:

If the sides of one angle are in one-to-one correspondence

with the sides of another angle, then

the angles are if the corresponding sides

are

(b) the angles are if the corresponding sides

(c)

are

the angles ar if one pair of sides are

and the other pair of sides are

6 -8, sum of the the Angles of a Triangle.

In Problems 3 and 4 of Problem Set 1-4 you were asked: to

make inductions from experimental data.- By measuring with a

physical prdtractor each of the angles of a triangle or a

quadrilateral in the real world, you were led to conclude, by

inductive reasoning, that the sum of the measures of the angles

is 180 for a triangle and is 360 for a quadrilateral. In

this section we wish to establish these results by deductive

reasoning.

Before we prove our main theorem, you should per o

'lowing experiment.

Experiment

Make a large paper model of a triangle. Call this

triangle AEC . Mark the

of BC D.-_w a line conta

and draw a line containing N

these lines intersect AC

the

N of AB and the midpoint

ning M perpendicular to AC

perpendicular to to AC . Let

Dints X and Y , respectively.

Draw MN ; your model should look like the following picture.
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Fold the paper triangle along the segments XI , MN , VY

Do the vertices of the triangles seem to meet at a point?

Does this experiment help you to make a guess about the
sum of the measures of the angles of a triangle? Explain why
you made this guess.

The Parallel Postulate and the theorems which we proved
about parallel lines provide us with sufficient information to
deduce that the sum of the measures of the angles of a
triangle is 180

The sum of the measures of the angles of a
triangle is 180

Proof: It the triangle have vertices A, B, C There
is a line, say p , which is parallel to AC and contains B .

Hence p and AB have only the point B in common. Let B
be any point or p on the same side of AB as C Let E
be any point of p on the opposite side of AB from C,411.
Then BE and BD are opposite rays.

359
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p

Since C and D are on the same side of AB and since C

and A are on the same side of BBD, Postulate 16 enables us

to conclude that BC is between BA and BD . By

Theorem 4-9,

(1) m ZDBC LC BA LA BE - 180 .

Since D and A are on opposite sides.of BC /BBC and

L'3CA are a pair of alternate interior angles determined by

the transversal 15e of the two parallel lines. Hence,

(2) m ZPBC m LBCA

Since E and C are on opposite sides Of BA , LEBA and

LAC are a pair of alternate interior angles determined by

the transversal BA of the two parallel lines. Hence,'

(3) m LEBA m LBAC

By the substitution property, we combine statements (1),

(3) to obtain

A m ZCBA ZpAC - 180

as we wished to prove.

It is interesting to note that the sum of the measures of

the angles of a triangle in non-Euclidean geometry is not 180

In Lobachevskian geometry the sum is proved to be less than

180 , while in Riemannian geometry the :mill is more than 180
p

The theorem pertaining to the sum of the measures of the

angles of a triangle in Euclidean geometry has many useful

consequences. Among them are the next three the

proofs of which are left as problems
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THEOREM 6-10. measure of an exterior angle of a triangle
is equal to the sum of the measures of its non-adjacent
Interior angles.

Note that Theorem 6-10 gives more specific information
than Theorem 5-10 about the measure of an exterior angle of a
triangle. Theorem 5-10 involves an inequality,

.Theorem 6-10 involves an equality. The additional information
has been made possible by our adoption of the Parallel
Postulate.

THEOREM 6-11. Given a one -to

vertices of two triangle

angles are congruent, th

angles are congruent.

correspondence between the

if two pairs of corresponding

rr the third'pair of corresponding

The theorem says that /A ZA' and Zn L,131 , then
C 1 As the figuro ouggvsts, the theorem applies to

cases".... e the given correspondehce is not a congruence as
well as to cases where it is.

THEOREM 6-12. (The S.A.A. Theoper- Given a one -t -one

correspondence between the vtn tICPt of two tr Tangles, if
two angles anA a , opptDLtte one of in one trlat-
are congruent to the rc onding part the second
triangle, the correspondence is a congruence.

iul
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Problem Set 6-8a

1. If the measures of two angles of a triangle are as follows

what 18 the measure of the third angle?

(a) 37 and 58 .

(b) 149 and 30 .

(c) n and

(d) r and s .

(e) 45 a and 45

(f) 90 and

2 The measure of one of the base angles of an isosceles

triangle is X72 . Find the measure of the vertex angle

of the triangle.

The measure of the vertex angle of an isosceles triangle

is 72 .
Find, the measure of each base and;?

4 The measures of the angles of a triangle

of 2 to, 3 to 5 . Find the measure Of

of the triangle.

ratio

Hint: Let the measures of the angles and

5x

5 Find the measures of the three angles of Agle if

the measure of the second angle is three times the measilre

of the first, and the measure of the third angle is l2

less than twice the measure of the first.

6. To find the distance from

a point A to a distant'

point a surveyor may

measure a small distance

AB and also measure LA

and LB . From this infor-

mation he can compute the

measure of LP,, and by appropriate formulas then compute

AP . If m LA 87.5 and m 88.3 , compute m LP

Why is the Parallel Postulate ensental to the proof, of

Theorem 6-9?

A
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o the plane figure shown on
the right, and fill in the
mea ures of all of the angles.

9. Prove 4heorem 6-10.

10. Find the measureof

(c)

in each of the following diagrams.

(b)

11.) if triangle ABC is isosceles find the measure'of an
riot angle at the vertex if tne measure of each of

he base angles is 54 .-

12. What is the sum of _ne Mbasures of the exterior ales
(one at each vertex) of an equilateral triangle?

13_ rrove Theorem b -11.'

14. Given: AABC Is isosceles with
base Ttir P iS'any- point.

between B: and C rr
and Tr 117 .

Prove: Lx LY
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15. In the figure the right

rs and NC intersect at

0. 731 Mff ; LT I .

Prove A

16. Hypothesis: LA s LX and LE L.
which .of' the following statements (

either) can you correctly conclude?

EXplain why,

(a) LPLz.
(b)

1T. Prove Them 8-12.

18. In the figure to the

10' ;

Prove: and PC bisect

each other.

19. Let I'D be between PA

and FB ; let. 75r rE
and 15f . If iTIP

bisects jBPA , prove that

4
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_REM 6-13. The sum of the measures of he angles of a
convex quadrilateral is

Proof: Let

quadrilateral.
lateral -D be a convex

Using the triangle we find that

(1) INA + m ZpA 180.

Using he triangle ACD,Iwe find that

(2)

Fr9m '(1)

ACID + m LCDA + m LDAC = 180

Ai (2) by addition,

(3) m LAIC + m ZBCA j- m LACD LCDA + m LDAC + m LCAB . 360

Since ABCD- is a convex quadrilateral, -CA is between CB
and D , and hence

(4)

Similarly,

(5) m LDAC + m LCAB

m LE0A 4+ m LACD m LBCD

D.

By substitution from (9 an !(5) into (3), we conclude that

m LABC m-LBoD--1- m LCDA AB IA 360 ,

as asserted.

Problem Set .6

1. If the sum of the measures of three angles of a convex
quadrilateral s 300 ,.find the measure of the fourth
angle.

2. If the sum of the measures of three angles of a convex
quadrilateral is 270 , find the measure of the fourth
angle. Is the quadrilateral equiangular? Explain your
answer.
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3.. ABCD is a parallelogram with rig j Find the measure

of each angle of the parallelogram.

4. ABCD is convex quadrilateral. LA Lc and LB

If m LA = 72 , find the measures of the other three

angles of the quadrilateral.

Prove the following: If each angle of a convex quadri-

lateral is congruent to the angle opposite it, then the

quadrilateral is a parallelogram.

Hint: You will need to use Theorem 6 -13 and the

definition of a parallelogram in your broof.

6-9. Right Itylnan.

A proof of the following theorem was asked for in

Problems 12 and 13 of Problem Set 5-12a.

THEO 6-14.. If one of the angles of a triangle is a right

le or an obtuse angle, then each of the other angles

is an acute angle.

A highly important type of triangle is the triangle such

that the measure of one of its angles is 9G . On the basis

of the.preceding theorem, a triangle can have at most one right

angle. Consequently we are ready for the following definitions

which describe a right triangle and its sides. Read again, at

this time, the discussion concerning a right triangleiiin

Section 1-6. Note that now we have acquired an appreciation

of the meaning of the variou6 words used in the definition.

DEFINITION. A triangle one of whose angles is a

right angle is called a right triangle.

The side of a right triangle opposite the right

Angle is called the hypotenuse of the triangle.

Each of the two sides of a right triangle which

are contained in the.right angle is called a 121

of the triangle.



The proof 614 next theorem is left as a problem.

Tuft 6- 615- The acute_ 1 of a right triangle are
complementary.

THEOREM 6-16. (The HYpotenuse-Leg Theorem) Leta one-to-one
correspondence between the vertices of two right triangles
have the property that the vertices of the respective
right angles correspond. If the hypotenuse and one leg
of one triangle are congruent to the corresponding parts
of the other triangle, then the covreepdndence is a
congruenc

Proof: Let one right triangle be,41ABC with ,m LA 90
the other right 'triangle be ADEF with m LI) m 90 , let
417--10100 be the given correspondence having the properties

that W and n . We must prove that the 2
correspondence is a congruence.

E
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atemente --asons

1. On the ray opposite to . Point-Plotting Theorem.

DF , there is a point/

Q such that CA 1' t75

2. m LQDE 90 .
Why?

3. LCAB = LQDE . Why?

4. AB N 4. By hypothesis.

5. AMC 1- [0:01, 5 S.A.S.

6. MU .
6. Why?

7. 1E .
7., By hypothesisw

8. MI :4= 8. Why?

9. LEQD ZZEPD 9. The base angles of the

isosceles triangle EQF are

congruent.

10. LADE ZFDE .
10. Why?

11. SDEQ. Z,aDEP .
11. S.A.A.

12. AABC .
12. Transitive property of

'triangle congruence.

Problem Set 6 -9

1. Find toe measure of each of the acute angles of an

isosceles right triangle.

The measure of one of the acute angles of a right

triangle is 72 Find the measure of the other acute

angle.

Prove 'Theorem 6-15.

4. Given LAPB with Pb between

PA and PB Let DI 1 PA

and 15D ± Pe. If BD AD ,

prove pry is the mldray of

LBPA

5. In quadrilateral PARS RT

PV I QS ; RQ PS ; RT PV

Prove;. QT sV

4PQV;7ARST
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6. In quadrilateral ABCD , let
4,--7614
AB I DC, and let E and F
be points between D and C

such that MU is perpen-

dicular to both and

) If AD m BC , prove that

LD LC and

AB Z LCBA

(b) Ii LD , prove that

AD m BC

Hint:4. Why does AE .

If 15 acid lg are altitudes of
then A ABC is isosceles.

Consider three cases:

(a) If AD m AO and BE =
(b) If AD lies between AB and

between BA and BC .

If AD does not lie between

doeS not lie between BA and

ABC AD = BE ,

AC and

AD and
=As.
BC .

5-10. Inequalities in the Same Order.

In this section we are concerned with angles

unequal measures and with segments having unequal

BE Iles

BE
41,4
A. and

ing

measures.
[n comparing two segments whose lengths are unequal, we
iturally say that the segment with the greater measure is

Jonger than the other; similarly, a segment whose length is

.ess than the measure of another segment is said o be shorter
han the other segment. The words "longest" or hortest" are
f course applicable when the measure of more hsn two segments
re compared.

Let

umbers.

S = (p,q]

Consider the on

wo sets given by:

f S satisfy the

T = __,v be two sets of real

-to-ono correspondence between these

. Suppose the numbers

Condition ,p 7 q and that the corresponding
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nuhibers in T satisfy the condition u > v . Then we may say

that the numbers in S -re "unequal in the same order" as the

corresponding numbers i T

example, if a correspondence between (2,1) and

(10,0 ) s given by

2'4-11%10

1 0

then the n asbers X2,1 are unequal in the same order as the

corresponding numb 10,0 because 2 > 1 and 10 > 0 .

The remaining correspondence between (2,1) and (10,0)

given by

241--4b0

In this correspondence, the numbers in (2,1) and (10,0)

are not unequal. in the same order because 2,> 1 and 0 < 10 .

Consider, as another example, the correspondences been

(6,12) and (9:4) which are

641--Aw4

12 9

6411----w9

12.0-4o4 .

In the first correspondence the numbers in (6,12) and

(9,4) are unequal in the same order because 6 < 12 and

4 < 9 . In the second correspondence the numbers are not

unequal in the,same order because 6 < 12 and 9 > 4

This notion of inequality is formulated in the following

definition.

DEFINITION. Let (x,y) be a set of real numbers

such that x > y , let (x',y') be a set of real

numbers, let C be a one-to-one correspondence

between (x,y) and (x',y') such that xs---el-xl

-d y4,7-4P-y, ; the numbers of (x,y) are said

to be unequal in the same order ae the p&respondins

numbers of (x',y') .if and only if x' > Y'



6-

Problem Set 6-10

Given (10,3) and (8,4) . identify the following
true or falsei

The 'hunters 10,3 are unequal in the same order
as the corrgeponding numbers 8,4 if the correspondence
is given (a) 1041te...8 (b) 1004-0-4

2. Given

following

and

he

(u,v) and x > For each of the

atement "u and v are unequal in
e_ as x and y" true or false if the

respondence is given by X-111-40*11 and po---e.v

a b c d e f

u 3 5 8 12 17 20 25

v 2 6 4 11 20 17

Answer Problem, 2 if the correspondence is given by
x-esi-v and y-4---4pu

4. We sometimes wish to speak of a certain set of numbers as
being unequal in the same order as the °or esponding

numbers of another set, in a situation where each set has
more than two members. A natural extension of the

definition for sets with two elements leads to the

following:

Let (x,y,z) be a

X > Y > z , let C

between the

set

be

of real numbers such that

a one-to-one correspondence

(x,y,z)

of real numbers such that

z Wiz' ; the numbers of

said to be unequal in the

_d the set (x',y',z')

x4o_s-xy ,

the set (x,y,z) are

same order as the corre-

sponding numbers of the set (x,,y0,z') if and only
if x, > y, > z,

all the correspondences between y ,z_ and
(x1,50,z1)
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5. Which, if any, of the following correspondences has the

.
property that the numbers of the set (6,5,4) are

unequal in the same.order as the corresponding numbers of

the set (45,60,75) ?

(a) 6 .--pw 45 , 5 41-41,60 , 4 41-0.75

(b) 6.4rs-60 , 44.45
(c) 6.4F-4i-75 5-470-60 , 4 4-41,, 45

6. Which Of the following correspondences has the property

that the measures of the angles of one triangle are

unequal in the same o der as the measures of the corre-

sponding anglesiin th: second triangle?

6-11.

ABC4-41PXYZ

ABC41-410=

ABC4-41.1=

(d) ABC-4-4mq= .

(e) ABc.s--4.-ZxY

ABc44-41,-ZYX .

Inequalities Involving Triangles.

Measure the sides and the angles of the triangle below.

Record the measurements in a table as shown.

Angle

Measure of angle

Length of bide opposite angle



Observe the order relation among the measures of the

angles of the triangle,,and complete the:following statement:

utZ >mL > m

Observe the order relation among the measures ofthe

sides of the triangle, and complete the following statement:
F.

How does the order relation among the measures of the.

angles of a triangle compare with the order relation among the

measures of the respectively opposite sides of the triangle?

Using the phrase "unequal in the same order as", write a

Sentence which compares the measures of LA and Lp with the
lengths of the Sides opposite these angles. Do the same for

LC and LA Using the phrase "unequal in the same order as",

write a sentence which compares the numbers b , c with the

measures of the angles opposite the sides whose lengths are

b and c . Do the same for the numbers c and a .

The comparisons suggested by the preceding experiment are

formulated in the following two theorems.

THEOREM 6r17. If the lengths of two sides of a triangle are

unequal, then the measures of the angles opposite these

sides are unequal in the same order.
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Sta

There is a point D on
AB such that AD . AC

The Point-Plotting Theorem.

, 2. D is between A and ,B- Since AC < AB by

hypothesis, AD < AB :

D is in the interior or The Interior of an Angle

LACB . Postulate.

m LACB = m LACD m LDCB The Betweenne es

Theorem.

The sum of two positive

numbers is greater than

either of them.

If two sides of a triangle

are congruent, the anglet

opposite are congruent.

'ADC is an exterior

angle of ADCB at D

ansitive property of

order (applied to Steps

5, 6, 7).

We now state and prove the converse of the preceding

theorem.

5. m LACB > m LACD .

LACD = m ZADC

LACB > m



6-18. If the measures of two angles Ora triangle are

Unequal, then the lengths or the sides opposite these

angles are unequal in'the same order.

Proof: In the triangle ABC ,

let' m LC > m 4B . We must prove

that AB > AC Since AB and AC

are numbers, there are only three

possibilities:

(1) AB = AC ,

(2) AB < AC , or

(3) AB > AC .

The method of the proof is to show that

"possibilities" are in fact impossible. The only remaining

possibility then is (3), and this proves the theorem.

(1) If AB = AC , then by Theorem 5-6 it follows that

Z-7. Zia; and this ntradicts hethypothesis. Therefore, i=t

is impossible that AB = AC

(2) If AB < AC t en by Theorem 6-17 it follows that

C < m LB ; and this contradicts the hypothesis. Therefore

is impossible that AB < AC

the first two of,these

The only remaining possibility is that AB > AC .

The proof of the'following corollary will be left as a

problem.

Corollary 6-18-1. The hypotenuse of a right, triangle

the longest side of the triangle.

Let m be a line and P a point not on m . There are

many segments joining P to m in fact one for every point

on m . One of these segments is

perpendicular to ,m Thd next

theorem states a property which

our experience leads us to expect,

namely that the segment perpen-

dicular to m is shorter than any

other segment joining P to
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REM 6-19 e shortest segment Joining a pOint to a line

not con_

the line.

ning the pointais the segment perpendicular to

Proof: Let m and F be the line and the point;

respectively. hypothesis, P is not

on in Hence, by Theorem 5-1_ there

is exadtly one point Q on m such

that isq is perpeiidicular to m .

Let R be any other point on

The,tritingle PQR is a right

triangle with right angle at

Thus Pa is shorter than the

hypotenuse IT of the tri-

angle. In other Words, is shorter than any othe

ment Joining P to m.

seg-

The preceding, theorem suggests the notion o "how far

a line and a point are.

k

'DEFINITION. The distance between a line and a point

not on the line is the'length of the,perpendicular

segment Joining the` point to the line.

The distance between a line and a point on the line

is defined to be zero.

Corollary 6-19-1. If a line perpendicular to QR at

the point Q contains a point P PQ < PR .

Proof: In case P is not on
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hen p Q hence

consequently 12Q <

while 0 ,,and'

THEOREM 0720:. If the l th db one' side of.a triangle is equal

to or greater than e length of each,,of the other sides,
" a

then the perpendicular segment joining the opposite vertex

to this side intersects this side in an interfor.pointof

the Side.

Proof: Let the'vertices of the triangle,-

'named so that

(1) i and .DC > CA

Let the perpendidulararo: A to BC intersect

We must Prove that D is between, B and C

Now the line perplkdicular.to DA

at D is BC and hence contains both

B and C . We apply the preceding

corollary twice. One application

yields BD < BA . The other appli-

cation yields CD < CA . These

results, together with-(1), tell

us' that each of the numbers DD-

and CD is lessifhan BC . Thus,

since B, C, D are collinear

points, D is between B and C

C be

st D
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erimenta
Use a millimeter scale_ rbi measure th-sides of.each of the

triangles below Record youkoresults in a. data chart.

+ .

b

FIGURE a

How does the sum,of q and r compare with p

makb a statement which expresses the relation of the sum

of the lengths of any two sides of a triangle and the length

of the third side of the' triangle.

THEOREM 6-21. (The Triangle Inequality) The sum of the

lengths of any.two sides of a triangle is greater than-
.

the' length of the tkrd side.

!roof: Given any triangle, there is one side which is

at least as long as each of the other two sides. Why?

Suppose the triangle is- labeled ABC so

BC .> AC . Let the perpendicular from. A
a1C-41,7
IC in D .. Then, by Theorem 6-20, D

of .

that BC > AB

to BC intersect
and

interior point

378:.31,
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AB >

AC > DC .

EC .

On the othet hand, since CB 2 AB., it o1ivws t

AC CB > AB . Similarly, AB BC > A

Problem 6-11

Prove,Coro ry.6-18-1.
0

2. Given AABC with AB 1©, g 12 , and 'AC

Name the angles in order of size beginning wikt

angle with the least measure.

3. Name'lhe longest side of AABC

A m LB 90 .

b) A 110 , m 30 .

(el m LA 50 .

4. Can a triangle exist wIth the fpllowing numbers as

:lengthe of the sides?

, 7

, 7

7

5. If the lengths of two sides of a triangle are 8--and =12

the length of the third side of the triangle must be

greater than and less than

If the lengths of two sides of a triangle are

the third Bide must have a length greater than

less than

8 .

the

(a) 5 , 2

(b) 3 , 4

(c) 4 , 5

5 and 8,
and

Choose the'eorreet answer; The absolute vague of the

difference between the lengths of any two sides of a,

triangle is greaterthan, equal to,'less than the

length of the third side.
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&uppoea that you wish to draw a triangle with j as the
length Of one Side and lc, as the length of a second aide.

It is known

the lengths

k . What are the restrictions on

of the third side'? Explain your answer.

In the figure to the right..

and AH <

ET,< andET <

Sta,te the theorpm involved.

)

10. Givery the angle measures-as

shown in the figure, insert

HA , HP , HB below in,

correct order.

State theorems to support

your conclusion.

11. In the figure to the right, AB 1 , BD > BC

Use = , , or < to complete correctly each

following statements. Give a'reason foreach of your
A

of the

answers.

(a), AD AB .

(b) m Ls

(c) mLY
(d) m6'
(e) AD AE

(f), AE AC

(g) AD AC .

12. Prove that the sum of the lengths

of the diagonals of a convex

quadrilateral is less than the

sum of the lengths of its four

sides.

0



OUr geomet hae been richly enhanced in this chapter by

the adoption of the Parallel Postulates\ Before the introduction

Of the Boatulate, we proved several theorems whose conclusions'

are, "The-given lines are 'parallel."' The Postulate enabled us

to prove the converses of the theorems. These results link the

parallelism of two distinct coplanar lines with the properties

of certain angles formed by the lines and a transversal of-them.

Thk relation or parallelism for linealin a given plane is

reflexive, symmetric, and transitive. The same properties apply

to parallelism for segments in aigiven plane, or to parallelism

for rays in a given plane.

A'particularly important type of quadrilateral.i- the

parallelogram. We have .apudied several properties of a

parallelogram. We have found several different hypotheses

concerning a quadrilateral, each of which yields the conclusion

that the quadrilateral is- -a parallelogram. (You will be asked

to make a list of these in a review problem.)

A striking consequence of,our adoption of the Parallel

Postulate is the theorem that, for every triangle, the sum of

the measures of the angles is 18a As we have already

_remarked, this "well-known fact" is not true in some other

geometries.

Another useful byproduct of the Parallel Postulate is

concerned with distance. As'an extension of our notion of the

distance between two points, we have described the distance

between two parallel lines. We:also introduced (without

using the Parallel Postulate) the distance between a line and

a point.

A one-to-one corresponderke between the sides and the

angles of a triangle matches a side and an angle which are

opposite each other. Under this type of correspondence, a

longest side and an angle with greatest measure match; a

shortest side and an angle with least measure match; two sides

with equal lengths and two angles with equal measures match.



Woolly summarize by saying that the lengths of the hree si
and the measures of the three dagles are unequal, or equal
the same order.

Finally the Triangle Inequality\The rem -combines with,our
results in Chapter 3 to tell us that thS distance. between two
dititinct points A and B is less than the sum of the.
distances from A tb Q and from Q \to a' for any point Q
not on WE . Thus the "straight path"\from .11 to a
shorter than any o hel"path"along segments froM A tb B .

This Petmits us to complete the discussiOn of a characterization

mentioned in Chapter-3 (and a review problem asks you, for the
proof )= namely, for any three distinct Points A, B,:C in
space, AB BC = AC if and only-if B 'de between A and d-C

Our theory of similarity in the next chapter depends upon

the relationship among the lengths of certain segments

determined bya pair of parallel lines and two of their

transversals.
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parallel rays. 4;

antipprallel rays
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alternate interiPt angles

POngeOutive interior angles
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indirect method o proof

tontrapositive
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Review Problems

the contrapositive of Theorem -4 and each cf the*,

corollartis of Theorim 6-4. Can we accept these atements

as true at this time?

2.
A
in the figure to the right,

p, q, r, s Aare coplanar

lines cut by transvetsal

t . The measures of five

of the angles are as desig-

nated in the picture.

Which of the distinct tines

are parallel?

Write true or false for each of the following:

(a) Through a point not on a line there can be two lines

parallel to the given line.

Refer to Figure 1 for Parts

(b) through (e) .

(b) If m Zig = 180 ,

then

(c) if I
then

mLc = m Zh

)

(e)

If inIZti = m Lh

PI
Zt m Lg I

then is not

parallel to

384
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Refer. t0 F

t'll

(f)
(g)

2 for Parte (

Z* -
z> Zr

r
f

g) and consider

Figure 2

re 3, LR is a right .angle ofARST and RS > RT

rn 5

T = /1/4 9 0

w

Fig_t

4, XW els a Midray of 1Yx and XW intersects

Y2T1',W.

Inithe figure I
s I I

and transversals u and v

are.parallel. liote the

given Measures and fin

the measures of- La , Lb ,

LG ,) Z_4 , Le

e 4



intersects

So that C r A .

easons why

By hypothesis AD intersects EE in 'C E, C, F,

are collinear in that order. A BE , DY"

5% , BO I .

a) dive the measures

of the seven acute

angles labeled in

the drawing with

lower case letters.

Name the two pairs

41" noncbllinear

allel segments.

7. In the plane figure at the

right, ,e, m = m z,

m m z, . Fill ach

blank with a single letter

or a number.

(a)

(b)

Sc)
(d)

(e)

m m m /c +
b m

m /R
If mLc 40 m Zb

m ZRizs m ZR m Z

d
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In the figure to-to the, right,

ABC is an- isosceles triangle

with base Ts ; P is

between A and B MI I f
and 715 1ff .

Prove that

PE BC cpir DP s AC BC .

9. Given a transversal of two parallel lines.

Prove that the angle bise ors'Of a pair ofconaecutivel

interior angles are perpendicular rays.

10. Given A transversal

the bisectors of a air of corresponding angles are

parallel rays.

11. Given: AABC, point D

not on AC , ,BD

point E 'is betWeen A

and C, BE is midray

two parallel lines.. _Prove that

12.

of

Prove: AC > AD.

ven points A, B, and C

distinct.

Prove that AB +VC > AC .

If A and C are two distinct points, prove that

AB AC If and only if the point' B is in Itr .

not necessarily
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th y) indil hod to prove -0 em'6-12

It ABCnEF be a
_correspondence such that,

LB 741ZE t and

'There is a point

on DE such that

155 . Why? 'Show that

the correspondence ABC410-1PTIOF

is a congruence. Then show

that F EF Why

mu E and (# be the same

-point? Why is the corre-

spondence ABCDEF a
congruence?'

14. Consider the following two statements:-

(I) There is,at most bne line parallel to a given line ,

t and containing agiven point not on thegltven line.

) If two lines are parallel, then any two alternate

interior angles determined by a transversal of the

lines are congruent.

Our procedure has been to choose Statement I as a postulate

(Postulate 22) and then, using that postulate and others,

to prove Statement II as a-theorem (Theorem 6-4). Instead

of doing this, suppose you accept Statement II as a

"postulate." On the basis of this and work before

Section 6-5, prove Statement I.

Hint: Let m- be a line and

P a point not on m . You

must prove there is at most

one line containing P and

liparrlel to m AssUMe that

there are two such lines, say

1
and

2 . Try to reach a

contradiction of Statement II.



15. 'Consider the following two statements:

,(I) There is at,mopt one line pgrallel to a given line

and containing a given point not on the given -line.

(III) If a transversal is perpendicular to one of two

parallel Tines, it is perpendicular to the other

also.

Our procedure bas been tochoose Statement I as a

postulate (Postulate 22) and then, using that postulate

and others, to prove-Statement III (as Corollary 6-4-3).

Instead of doing this, suppose that you accept Statement

III as a "postulate," On the basis of this and the work

;before Section ,65, prove Statement I.

Hint: Let m

a point 'not on

that there are

say _

1
and

which contains

be 'a line and P

m Assuming

two lines,

2 , each of

P and is

parallel to m , try to

reach a'contradiction of

Statement III.

Make a list of differept hypotheses pertaining to a

quadrilateral, such that eactr.of these hypotheses yields

the conclusion that the quadrilateral is a parallelogram.

Hint: Obtain your information from theorem from

discussion in the text or in class; or from problems.
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Chapter 7

SIMILARITY

7-1. introduction.

Tn Chapter 5 the idea of sable -size and shape in the world

of physical things suggests the congruence concep/in the world

of formal geometry. In this chapter we will begih with the-

idea of same shape as it applies to material objects and then

dIvelop the mathematical concept of similarl)ty. Consider a

picture and a photographic ehlargement of it. In the enlarge-

ment eackitportioff Of the piature has-approximately the

Shape as in .the original, but not the same size.

Now consider a building and a floor plan for the building.

The various rooms, corridors, doorways have approximately the

same shape in the building as their representations have in

the `lour plan, but not the same size. There isle. one-to-one

correspondence bet:teen the corners in the building and the

cordkils on the floor plan such that corresponding angles have

approximately the same measure, but distances in the building

are much larger-, than the corresponding'distanles pn the plan.

The plan has been drawn to scale. If the architect has chosen

a scale in which one inch in the floor plan represents one foot

in the building, then each distance in the'building is approxi-

mately 12 times the corresponding distance on the plan. This

relation between the corresponding distances is a basis for the

concept of proportipnality which we now develop.
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7-2. Proportionality.

Note the lengths of the sides of the two polygons, as

indicated in the figures below.
,to

e= 10

The'two polygons are not congruent because each side of

polygon P'Q'R'S' is twice as long as the corresponding side

of polygon PQRS One way to describe-the relation between

the two polygons it to say that the right-hand polygon is

obtainable by'shrinktng the left-hand one, or the left-hand

polygon ts obtainable by stretching the one on the light.

Let us examine the correspohdence, P'Q'R'SIAIPQRS
It determines a one-to-one correspondence between sides; for

instance, PQ P'Q' Q.R4*---PCOR' It also establish

a one-to-one correspondence between the lengths of correspondin

sides. We write this correspondence as follows:

(al, b', c', d1)-4/4---w- (a, b, c, d)

with the understanding that al41-4.-a,

Notice that the lengths of the sides of the two
. .

quadrilaterals form two sequences of numbers, - a', b', ; ;

and a, b, c, d, .standing in a /special relation: each number

in the first sequence is exactly twice the corresponding

number in the second sequence. Then

a' - 2a, bl 2b, d' - 2d .



-2

These equatiOns give us a basis for saying that A', bl, c', d'

_,AaDoportional to a, b, c, d, and that 2 is the constant

of proportionality. Another way of stating this,relationship

would be by writing- the fo-lloWing equations:

b' , el dl

a b
- 2

In the following definition, we use the phrase "the

numbers q, r, s, ..."; we do this because we do not wishito

specify how many numbers are involved. There may be only two,

in which case we mean "the numbers q, r." There may be three,

in which case we mean the numbers q, r, s." Or there may be

four, or'five, 'dr a thousand, or more than that. in fact, we

allow the possibility of infinitely many.

01
DEFINITIONS. Suppose there exists a one -to -one

correspondence between the reel numbers

q, r, s, and the real numbers a, b, c,

(that is, qua, ...) . The

numbers q, r, s, are said to be proportional

to the numbers a, b, if,koand only if there

is a non-zero number k such that q = ka, r =46c,

s kc,

The number k Is called the constant of

proportionality.

Notation. We use -" to mean "are proportional
P

to." We also use (a, b, e, to represent

an ordered sequence of numbers. For instance,

"(6, 12, 21 ) (2, 4, 7)" means 6, 12, 21 are

proportional to 2, 4, 7, with 6 2,

12.4--4F-.4, and 2141---0-7

In this example, we see that 3 is the constant of

proportionality because 6 3 *2, 12 = 3 '4, 21 = 3 * 7 .
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7-2

In another example, (5, 12, 13

that 5, 12, 13

know that 5

The constant

15, 36, means

are proportional to 15, 36, 39, and'thus we

m k - 15, 12 m.c 36, and 13 m k .

of proportionality is k and k - 17

Problem Set 7-2a

Indicate,whethereach of the, following statements s true

or false according to the above definition. If true, give

the proportionality constant k . (Fart (a) is given as

an example.)

(a) (6, 12) - (2; True, k m 3

;b). .(2,4) (6,12)

(2, 6) 24,

(d) (4, 6, -10, 0) (2, 3,

(2, 12, -8) (.5, 3,

(4, 3) (2, 6)

(-6 -10, -2 ) ( , l5, 3)

(1, 24, 19, 20) 37, 60)

(3, 4, 5)
=

(6, 8, 10

(6, 8, 10 ) (18; 24,

(3, 4, 5) 18, 24,

b, -c, 0

16) 4)

0) (2, -2)

(0 -2)

-5,



2 Complete each of the following to forma proportionality.

(a) (21,
_

(b)

(d)

(e) (5, 12,

If (4, 3) 5

and 3 = k

conclusions?

(d

(7, 16, 3, 5)

20, 5) .

k =

k

r5
6 12, 0, k .

k

6

13) 5 k

(6, x), one conclusion is that 4 . k 6 ,

x . Which of the following are also correct

(3,' 4 ) 6)

(4, 6) x)

4 3

4 , 6
7 x
3

4 x

(4, 4 +3) is (6, 6 x)

Does (a, d) indicate the same correspondence

as (b, c) ? If (a, b) 5 (c, co with

proportionality constant k, is it true that

(b, a) (d, c) with the same- proportionality constant?

*5. When (3, 4) (6, 8) the proportionality constant

is . But if (6, 8) (3, 4) , the proportionality

constant is . How are your two answers related?
.Since

(3, 5) B (9, and (9, 15)-6- (18, 30) is it

true that (3, 5) (18, 30) Find the proportionality

constant for each and try to express the _relationship that

exists.
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7-2

*7. pppae that 6 = 3 )c and 12 = 3 y

) Is it true that (6, 12) F

(b) Is it true that =
12

x y

(c) Is it true that 6y = 12x ?

If (c, d) b) and if b = 0, must d

If a 0, can c = 0 ?

9. If (c, 3) 15 (a, 6), and

*10. If (a, b) F (2, 3), is (a,

Is (3, b) F (2,

is Is a7

*11. 'Uei_rg the definition of proportionality prove each of the

following statements if a, b, c, d are positive numbers.

(a) If (a, b) F (e d), then (b, a) (d, c)

(b) If (a, b) (0, d), then (a, c) F (b, d)ft

(c) if (a, b) F (c, d), then ad = b_

(d) If ad = bc, then b) (c, d)

(Note: If c = 0, would Part (b) still be true? If

c = d 0 or if a b = 0, would Part (d) still be

true?)

12. If (a, b) F (c, d) does it follow that

(5a4 b) (5c, d) ?

How are their proportionality constants related?

13. Complete each of the following to form a proportionality.

(a) (2, 4)"' il (4, )

(b) (4, F (6, 9)

(c) ( = (6, 12

1

(d) E' 7
(e) (2, , , 2, ")

.8d) = (5a, 1.5b, -62c, 4d) .



Fad

(g) (_ 9 3, (1,

(h) ( 3) F (4, 1)

(1) 4) F (4, 3)

(i) (2, VIT) ( 5)

(k) (Op i7) 17 (9,

(1) ,( 8, 6, V7) (3, 4

Properties of Proportionality.

You may already be familiar with some 'of the propert

proportionality from yourstudy of algebra. As you might

egtpect)' we first note that a, proportionality has the reflex

symmetric, and transitive grope ties Just as we found in the
Cases equality and congruence.

1. reflexive property of proportionality

b, c, (a, b, - -)

The proportionality has one as its proportionality const

2. The symmetric property of proportionality

If -(a' b', c', b, ), then
b, c, -13 (a', b', c',

The,hypothesis tells us that a' ka, b' kb,
_Since k / 0, it follows that a et,

b 1=
k

c Therefore,

1(a, b, .) (a', b', c', twith as the

con proportionality.
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7-2

3. property proportionality'

f, g, ) and

P
(q, r, 5, ...), then

(q, r,(a, b, c,

If h and k are the respective constants of

proportionalyy, then a = he and e = kq therefore

-a = hkq . Similarly b = hkr, hks,

Therefore, (a, b, c, (q, r, s,

4. Th addition property of o tionality

If (a, b, c, ) , then

(a + b + c + a, b, c, (q r + s + q, r, s

Because a = kq, b - kr,

a + b + c + k(q + r + s +

is proved.

and the property

As examples pf the addition property consider the

following=.'

Example 1. Given that ea, 4,

Show that (a + b + c, a, b, (12,'3,- 4, 5)

This follows from the addition property since

12 . 3 4+ 5 .

Example 2. Given: (r, s, t)-is

Write a proportionality that starts with (1) r s,

(2) r and has r + s as second member of the first

sequence.

(1) (r + s, r,

property.

+ s, t, s) (e, e + f, g, f) from (1) since

this is the-same correspondence as in (1) .

e, I, g) by the addition



We frequently work with proportionalities whose, sequences

consist of only two numbers. Such pbcportionalities are

generally called proportions and have special properties which

we list'below.

DEFINITION A proportionality is a proportion'if

and only if each of its sequences consists of two

numbers.

Properties of proportion.
T

Given that a, b, c, d are positive numbers then:

(Inversion Property of Proportion). If (a,

. then (b, (d,

(Alternation Property of Proportion). If (a,

then c) (b, d) or (d,

(Product Property of Proportion ). (a,

and only if ad = be .

d)

In geometric applications of these properties of proportion

the numbers a, b, c, d usually arise as lengths of segments.

Therefore,
)

there is no need for us to consider cases in which

a, b,`c, d are not all positive.

Example 3. Find x if x positive and
it )4*

he Product Property, 3 7 x and x
12

7

Example 4. Given: y and z are positive and 4y

Write three p ortions starting with 4) .

By the Product Property:

By the_ Alternation Property:

By the Addition Property:

(4, 7) y)

(4, (7, y)

(4, 11) (z, z + y

7z

These are some of the proportions that might start with 4
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Problem Set 7-2b

Is each of the following true or false? Why?

(x, y) (x, y)

(b.) If x, y, are positive and (x,

0
with proportionality constant then

(s, r) (y, x) with proportionality constant
, (

(c) If x, y ax positive and (2, 3) 3 (x, y)

(x, y) F.(3, 2)

If (m, n) (r, with k 2 and
P 1

if (m, n)
P

(b, y, ) with k b then

(b, c) with k
P

(e) If
P

(a, b) with k - 3 , then

03, (3, 2) with k
P .

If (2, (a, b) then

(2, 3, 9) F (a b, a + b)

(g) If x is positive and (2, 3)
P

(3, 2) x)

(h) If x, y are positive and y)
P

(2, ,

, then

3

7

then

then 2x = 3y
yY

Given: (2, 7, 8) F (x, y, and x, y, z 'positive.

Write a proportion that starts with (a) 7, (b) z,

(c) 10, (d) 6 .

Given: 5x - 2y and y positive.

Write three proportions starting with 5 .
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4. Find-the positive number x in each of the following

proportions:

(a) (3, 6)

) (3, 5) 4,

_y (4., x,

(4, 6) i37 (6,

(e) (2, x 8)

x) (f) (2, (x, 18)

8) (g) 9)

(h) (11, 2)

If AD, DD are proportional to

CE, ED and if AD = 3, DB a 4,

EB -,.. 6 find CE .

6. D Is between A and B E, Is between B and C

If (AD, DD)-11 (CE, ED) , prove

(AD, DD, AD) (CE, ED, CD) .

Let a, b, c, d represent the

lengths of the segments pictured

in the diagraM. If

(a, b) 711, (c, d) and if XY = 6,

Zvi a 8, a = 2, find d

8, Let a, b, c, d, e, f be

lengths of the segments. If

(a, b, c) (d, e, f) , and

if a - b . 4, c96, f 9,

find d end e
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7-3. Similarities Between Polygons.

In this section we present a definition of a similar

between two polgyons.

Let us first consider twoitriangles, as shown in the

diagram.

Note that the figure indicates that the side 'It triangle, ABC

oPp6site LA has length a, the side opposite LB has length

b, and the side opposite LC has length c . Likewise fog

. Suppose now that correspondence

between the triangles has the properties =ttt corresponding

angles are congruent and that the measures of the sides of one

triangle are proportional to the measures of the Corresponding

sides of the other. The latter requirejent means that there is

a non-Zero number k such that

a = ka' b = kb! = kc,

A correspondence which has these properties is called a

similarity, and we write

b. ABC A'B'C'

. a statement which we read as "triangle ABC is similar to

triangle A'B'C'

to formulate a description of the notion of a

similarity between two quadrilaterals. What do you think it

Means to say that one hexagon is similar to another hexagon?
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7-3

DEFINITION. Let n 1Na_ a natural number. A one-to

One correspondence between the verticee'Of two convex

,polygons; each with -n sides, (or between the

verticer of a convex polygon and themselyes ) such

that corresponding angles arc congruent and such

that the measures, of corresponding sides are

proportional is called a similarity, and the two

polygons are said to be similar to one another.
-7-

Notatipn. nd B B B are

polygons with n,,tsides, then the statement that

"thecorrespondence A
1
A-
2' -n e

is

a similarity" is writ-

A A2.. Bl

Note that the defiri Lion imposes three requirements for

pdlygons to be similar: ) that a particular one-to-one

CorreSpondence between vertices be S _cified; (2) that,.

corresponding angles,be congruent; (3) that the measures of

Corresponding sides be proportional. Let us examine these

requirements more closely.

First consider the correspondence

Certain vertices of the polygons

shown in Figure a. Under the

correspondence

_corresponding angles are congruent

and the measures of corresponding
-N

sides are proportional. In spite

of this, the correspondence is not

a one-to-one correspondence betwen

the set of all vertices of one

polygon and

fact, these

no one-to-

quadrila

ABC A'B'C' between

a 2 A
1

2

C

Figure a

the set of all vertices of the other polygon. In

two polygons cannot be similar, since there can be

e correspondence between the vertices of a

-d the vertices of a pentagon.
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4,

coneider the correspondence

wean the vertices of the two

quadrilaterals shown in Figure b.

The measures of corresponding

sides are proportional, but the

correspondence le not a

similarity:. Which requirement 2

is not satisfied?

Third, eonsider the correspondence

the vertices of the two

quadrilateralb in Figure c.

.The correspond.: angles are

congruent, but the parallelo-
2

gran5are not similar. Why?

2

D411-7APAIBICIDI

Figure b

PQRS40-4'UVWX between

R

I
3

Figure c

Fourth, a correspondence between the vertices of the

quadrilateral EFGH and the vertices of the quadrilateral

KLMN is given by: = EiE=4"..K, H-4--APN

Explain why this correspondence'cannot be a similarity.

Fifth, let ABC be a right triangle with right angle at

A . The correspondence ABC41--PBCi is not a similarity.

Why? . However, there is another correspondence between the p
vertices which shows that PAW is similar to itself; what is

thii correspondence?

Suppose we have two triangles and a similarity between

them: AABC AA,BIC, with a proportionality constant h

Then LA I. LA'

z40B'

LP,
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143
and there

such that

a= positive number h

liar situation occurs if h = 1 ? Then a = at ,

-c-= This means that corresponding-sides of

triangles are (Fill the blank with an appropriate

word.) Since also the:corresponding angles are congruenfi:the

correspondence

ABC AtB!C!

is a == between the triangles. (Fill in the blank.)

CAVersely, if the corresponden'ce -10121---IPAIBLCI is a

gongrdence, then corresponding angles are congruent and the

measures of corresponding sides are proportional, the constant

of proportionality being the number 1 . We thus see that our::

poevious description of'oongruence for triangles, as given in

chapter,5, ages with:the following definition for polygons:

DEFINITION. A similarity between two convex polygons

is called-a !2EEr-Ee if and only if,the constant of

proportionality forthemeasures of corresponding

sides i$ 1 .

We u-_T,e the symbol to denote is congruent to" for

polygons, just as we have for triangles.

Congruence is a special case of similarity. Altr corre-

spondence between convex polygons is a congruence, then it is

also'a similarity; the converse of course is not true. During

the remaining sections of this chapter, we study similarity

between triangles; in our later work we investigate more fully

similarity and congruence between polygons with more than three

sides.

First, however, we state the following general properties.
. I,

4o5
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THEOREM 7=1. The relation of similarity between convex

polygons is reflexivepsimmetrie, and transitive:,-

Suppose tv, Q, R are _y convex polygons, each having

the same number of sides. Our theorem says:

(a) F,ti P

(b) If P Q, then Q P

) If P Q and Q R , then
I

P R .

We bow 4-proof for the syMmetric property as it .app

triangles. It could be easily modified to apply to any

polygons having the same number of sides.

If AABC A DEF , then A DEF AAPO

The definition of a similarity tells us:

AE, 451C, CA) _DE; EF, FD) and LA -!'-2:1 LC ;' LF
By the symmetric properties of proportionality,and angle

two

congruence, we

(DE, EF, FD) p and LD ;1' LA ,ZZB:

Thus, we conclude that A DEF ABC.

We leave the-proof for the transitive propetty of

similaity as a problem in the next problem set.

can say,

CA)

triangle

Problem Set 7 -3
,

InacertairiPmorPlan'thescaletellstiatilat
,

represents one foot. Wh t measures would be represented

by 1" , , 6" , it would be the dimensions in

the drawing of a floor which is 121 x 20'

2. In each of the following pairs of similar trianglee,

consider the lengths of the sidesof the firAtsnamed

triangle, proportional to the lengths of the sides'ofthe_

second and give, the constant of proportionality. Also,

give the lengths of any sides whose lengths are not given.
E F

(a)

12

-406
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ABC A DFE



(d)

4 SRQ

&A CE ABCD

EYD

407
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AABC

(g)

Given that A .ABC

ARNE A. A SAT

Find BC, AC, RS, ST

> (b) Give the proportionality constant for

(1) A ARC A__ .

(2) A XYZ A ABC

(S) A ABC A RST

(k) A XYZ ARST .

(5) A RST A RST .

-If ABC A A'R'C' with a Proportionlity constant 5

and if A A ,B,C A A"B"C" with a proportionality constant
13 , then AABC A A"B"C" with a proportionality constant
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polygon P is similar to Polygon Pi witha proportionality

Stant 4. and PI 10 similar to P" with a proportion-

ality constant 2 ,.then polygon P is similar to-

polygon P" switna proportiOnality constant

IfAABC,,AXYZ with a proportionality constant

then A XYZ A ABC with a proportionality Constant

A triangle has sides 6, 8, 4 . The shortest -side of a

similar triangle is 2 .::What is the constant of

proportionality? Whatia therdtip of a pair of corre-

sponding sides? What,, a the ratio,of the perimeter of

the first -triangle-to-the- perimeter-of- the-- second

triangle?

Quadrilateral A has sides of length 6, 9, 12, 11 The

shortest sdeof a,Similar quadrilateral, B , has length

18 What is the length of each of the other sides

B ? What is the relation between each angle of A and

the corresponding angle of B ?

The Perimeter-(that is, the sum of the lengths of the

sides) of a triangle is '48 . Its shortest side has

length 11 . What is the length of the shorteSt bide of

a.similar triangle whose perimeter is 144 ? What is

the relation of each angle of the given triangle to the

corresponding angle of the other triangle?

10. Prove Theorem 7-1 (c) for triangles only.

11. If A ABC A and A AMP , then wHat

relationship exists between AABC and A MNP ?

12. if AAB: Z , and A XYZ AZT( , then if A_B = 8 ,

and AC can we determine BC ?'

If AEC

to XYZ ?

Z and AB -= XY , must P ABC' be congruent



7-3

In each o the billowing diagrams the two dis inct

triangles indicated are similar. In (b) the triangles

are ZiACE) and ABM On the basis-of the given

information determine a correspondence between the two

triangles which is, a similarity.

( c )

g



ht and a Postulite.

The purpose of this experiment is to make our next

postulate plausible. We ill use the postulate to develop

formally the concept of similarity.

Experiment. Draw a triangle ABC (not isosceles) with

parallel to

other two sides, as. shown below, in D and E .

and intersecting the interiors of the

Using a ruler with a scale in centi e ers,'find AB, AD, DB

Then fintt 'AC,.AE, EC

Using your measures,' test whether

:(AB*, AD; DD) - ('AC, AE, EC)

Consider this one-to-one correspondence between two sets of

points:

ADD 'ABC

This correspondence establishes the following correspondences

AB-1;---trwAC AD-4EIrwri

The results of thi1s experiment suggest the following_poStulate.

411
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Postulate 23 -(The Proportional Segments

Postulate) If a line is parallel to one side of a

triangle and intersedts the other two sides in

interior points, then the measures oflohe of those
sides an'- ehe two segments intotwhidh it is cut are

proportUnal-t0 the measures.of-the three corre-
,

sponding segments the other side.

We use this postulate in the following theorem to develop

a'property of proportionality. And later to develop properties
of similar. t; First, however, let us agree to shorten a
certain phrase which appears frequently. Suppose we have a

one-to-one correspondence betW*en two sets of segments. If
the measures of the segments in one set are proportional to

the measures of the segments in the other set, we often
etpresi this by sayihg that "corresponding segments are
oportibnal." When we mean that the measures of the sides of

one triangle are proportional to the measures of the corre-

sponding sides of the other triangle, we eau d

COrrebponding sides are proportional. ""

THEOREM 7-2. Given three' coplanar parallel- Mines and two

transversals, the corresponding-segments on the

transversals are proportional.

Proof: Let the transversals be t and s . Let the
..i.

parallel lines be AD,V,: where A. B, C are'the inter-
sections of these lines with t , and D.,,,E, F are the inter-

,,,,

sections with s . Consider segment AF . We need to prove
that the numbers AB, BC, AC are proportional to the numbers
DE, EF, DF . The proof is left as a problem in the next

problem set.



1;

In this diagr show

'Problem Set 7-4

In the figure, if TU II

,AD 0 AC = J6 .

,What is AE

-F DE, EF

Fill in the blanks below:

AD. DB AB AE EC AC

3

2

2

3 4

2 6

7 5

AD, AE, proportional to

11 13.

2

AC,

7
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. In this figure, the lengths

of the segments are a,, b,

x, y, and the measures of

two angles are 80 as in-

dicated. Complete the

following:

(a) a, ake proportipnalto x, y

(b), (a + b), a are proportional to

(c) a, .x are proportional to

(d) b = k(x + , then b = k

(e) If a + b = h then x +y =hx
(f) (a + b), (x + y) :are proportional to

3. In-this figure, find the missing

lengths.
0

(a) If RH = , CIF = 7 ,

and BF = 10 , then

AB

(b) If RH = 6 , a1C,
and AB = 3 then

BF =

If RH = 5 , RF = 20 ,

and AF = 18 then

4. Complete the proof in paragraph form for Theorem 7-2.

9. The converse of the Proportional Segments Postulate,

although true, is not needed as a theorem in our formal

development of geometry. The proof is interesting,

however. Complete the proof outlined below*and then

write the converse of the Proportional Segpen4 Postulate.



le

DE intersec

ors of lig and
of speetivelY in El'

and E . are

proportional. to AC, AE .

Prove that 41W1'.is parallel

to (Hints Condiddr

a line through B parallel

to ta and intersecting
AC at It . Then prove that AB, AD are proportional

to AP, AE ; and Er - and C Fl

In this figure., lines

PV,10:V: and SLR

are parallel. AB v 5

d CD

and

In this figure, lines

r, s, and t are

parallel. AB = ,

BC , and DE = 5

What is OF ?

43 5



figure AC is parallel

and CSC is parallelst0

QA= 6 AD=
00 = 4 and XY = 2

Find CD and QY

In this figure FG and A
are parallel, DB and BC

are parallel, and BF = AD

prove AADE AFBG

6



Ai 9 , AC 12 ,

IC i 15 . AD = AB .

BP AB .

Problem: (1) Can we

find DE ? (2) Is

AABC

Step. a to ai# in the solution:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(g)

(h)

AE

BF

BG

is A ADE A FBG Why?

is what part of AC ? Why?
2 AB . Does BF - AD ?

what part of BC ? Why? BO

is Mff DE? DE

Are the sides of Ls AD

of Li ABC ?

proportional

?

the M.des

What else must we prove before we can say 4t

A ADE ti A ABC ?>.F

11. suppose that

not ip,41V%

are such that

thro

AC -d AB are given and that AC is
If poi F, Q, R in that order or

AF' Q QR , show that the lines.
d Q araliel to R trisect

7 =.- riarle Similarity Theorems.

We conduct our formal study of similarity of ti

in a Manner similar to that of congruence. You recall

We used six congruence conditions (three for sideslend

for angles) to define a congruence between triangles.

by. congruence postulates and theorems, We were able to

les =-

at

three

Then

Mow
that some of these six conditions implied the others. The

applie,ion of these results reduced our work whenever we
wishe4 to prove :triangles congruent.

We are noW going to find ways to prove two triangles are

similar, ways that reduce the work demanded by the definition

417
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of similarity. These methods are provided by Theorems 7-4,

7-5, 7-6. As an aid in the proofs of these three theorems, we

first prove that, given any triangle, there exists another

triangle similar to it.

THEOREM 7 -3. If a triangle and a positive number k are

given, there is a triangle which is similar to the given

triangle with proportionality constant k

Proof: Let the given triangle be ABC with a

b = AC , and c = AB .

We consider three cases:

(1) k < 1 , (2) k= 1 k 1 .

Case (1). If k < 1 , there is a

point D in AB such that

AD kc . The line which con-

tains D and is parallel to
-111-

BC intersects AC , say in E

Then AE = kb . Why?

There is also a point F in

AB such that FB = kc . A line

containing F parallel to AC

intersects BC in G and BG =

Now, consider ADE-w---o-FBG , in which we know

AD = kc = FB , LB ZFDE (Why?) and LA LGFB Therefore

AADE AFT° (A.S.A.) and DE = BG = ka . We also note that

C LAED (Why ?).

Now, consider ADE AEC we have

(AD, DE, EA) f; (AB, BC, CA) with k as the constant of

proportionality and we also know that all three pairs of

corresponding angles are congruent. Therefore, by the

definition of similarity we know that LADE AAEC

Case If k = 1 , then D = B and E = C and again

AADE ti AAEC .

418
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Case (3). If k > 1 , then a slightly modified version of the

argument given for Case (1) is needed. We would choose a point
D on AB instead of AB . The point F would lie on BA
such that A was between B and F . Using this new diagram,

you would find that the proof for Case (1) would then, with the
changes prescribed, also prove in Case (3) that a triangle

exists which is similar to the given triangle with the
proportionality constant

Experi-en_

In each of these experiments, consider triangles ABC and
DEF and the correspondence ABC DEF

F

1. Draw triangles ABC and DEF such that the corresponding
sides are proportional.

Measure the

kd
ke

. kf

corresponding angles. Do the corresponding

angles seem to be congruent?

be aim -`)

Do the triangles seem to

2 Draw triangles ABC and DEF such that the corresponding

angles are congruent. (For instance, you lay choose the

measures of the angles to be 75, 60, 45, as in the
diagram.)

419
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Measure the aides of the triangles. Do the corresponding

sides seer to be proportional? Do the triangles seem to

be similar?

.3. Draw triangles ABC and DEF such that some other

combination of conditions is satisfied--such as, just-one

pair of corresponding angles are congruent, or two pairs

of corresponding antes are congruent, or two sides of one

triangle are proportional to the corresponding sides of

the other, or some combination of these or other

conditions Try to select conditions which seem to

guarantee that the correspondence ABC-i4E--*-DEF is a

sitilarity. If you succeed what conditions did you
/-

chaos

'THEOREM 7-4. (The 8.9._ ..Jimilarity Theorem) 'A correspondence

between two triangles such that corresponding sides are

proportional,ls-a-Similarity.

Proof: Hypothesis: ABC41-7!*MB"Cl is a correspondence.

between triangles ABC and A'B'C' . There is a positive

number k such that a = ka' b =,kb, c = kc'

To prove: ABC AA,B,C"

420
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Statements

There is a triangle A"B"C"'

similar to A'B'C' with

proportionality constant k

a" = key b" = kb'

c" = kcl

3. But ka' = a , kb' - b

kc' .

Br Err , a ErrAri

5. aiic A"B"C"

THEOREM 7-5.

epondence

two sides

A'B'C'

Theorem 7-3.

Corresponding sidegof

similar triangles are

proportional.

Hypothesis.

Segments with equal

measures are congruent.

SiS.S. Congruence

Postulate.

TranSitive property

of polygon similarity.

The S.A.S.-S.A. Similarity Theorem) if a corre-

between two triangles has the properties that

of one triangle are proportional to the corre-

sponding sides of the other and that the included angles.

are congruent, then the correspondence is a similarity.

Proof: Hypothesis: ABC A'B'C'

AB = kA'B' = kB1C1 LB LB' .

There As a LiA"B"C" which is similar to AA'B'CI with

proportionality constant k .

Therefore A"B" kA' B' - AB , LB" ZB
B"C" kBIC - BC and p ABC ;` aA"B"c" A'B'C'

Therefore a ABC Q A I B' C

The problem Of wrIting this as a two-column proof is

left to you in the next.problem set.

421
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THEOREM 7-6. (The A.A. Similarity Theorem) If a correspondence

between two triangles has the property that two angles of .

one triangle are congruent to the corresponding angles of

the other, then the correspondence ip a similarity.

Let the correspondence between the two trianglo be

ABC A'B'C' and LA LA' , LB LB' . There I a

positive number k such that AB = kA'B' . Now, consider

.AA"B"C" A. A A'B'C' with k as proportionality constant.

With this start as a hint, it is left to you t write the

complete proof as a problem in the next set.

Problem Set

1. For every pair of triangles which can be proved similar,

state the Similarity Theorem whiN would be used and

state the one-to-one correspondence between the vertices

of the triangles which is a similarity.

(b)

42 2
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(g)

(h)

Prove Theoreit 7-5 in a -column proof

3. Prove Theorem 7-6 in a -column proof.

421+



In each of the following, determine the length m if

there is sufficient information given. In the diagrams

all pants are coplanar and also collinear as indicate_

(a)

40

50 15

If BD II AE prove

LACE N ABCD .

(b) If AACE--%, 6BCD , prove

BD II AE

B is the midpoint

AC and D is the

(c)

pint of CE proye

AAcE ABCD , and state

the constant_o,f

proportionality.



Prove that two isosceles triangles are similar if a base

angle of one is congruent to a base angle of the other.

Prove that two isosceles triangles are similar if the

vertex auie of one is congruent to the vertex angle of
4

the other.

If PT 1 7-ff TFTJ. RS',

prove 'A UP and

are similar. Write

proportionality inv lying

QP, PT, and TQ

In A ABC , AB AC and

ED AB , EE' L AC . Prove

(a) A BDE LSCFE

(b) (BD, DE, EB ) (CF, EC)

(c) (DE, FE) (EB, EC)

10. Hypothesis: In A ABC ,

BZ 1 AC ,

AT

Prove:

(BC, AC

(b) (BC)(AY

p
BZ, AY)

AC)(BZ)

11. ABCD is a parallelogram.

EE= EB

Prove FD



7=e

12. If a tree-casts a shadow of 13 feet and a six foot man

nearby.casts a 6hadow of two feet, what is the height of

the tree?

13. The sides of a right triangle are and 5 units

in length.

(a) Prove that a triangle with sides 6, 8, and 10

units in length is also a right triangle.

(b) Express algebraically, in terms of the proportionality

constant k the lengths of the sides of any other

triangle similar to the given triangle, above.

14. If ADC]) is a parallelogram with E between A and B

F between C and D , and G, the intersection of EF

and AC prove that (AG )(GF) = (CG)(GE

15. If a ruler

diameter of the

If the distance

240000 miles,

diameter of the

Then a ruler is

the diameter of

isheld 28 inches from the eye, the

moon seems to be 1
of an inch.

to the moon is approximately

give an approximation of the actual

moon.

held 28 inches from the eye, if

the sun also seems to be of an

inch, what is the approximate diameter of the sun?

The distance from the earth to the

93,000,000 miles.

sun is about

7-6. Similarities in Right Triangles.

We pause to define two words which are useful in our study

of right triangle similarities. They are "altitude" and

"projection."

Let PQR be a triangle. By

Theorem 5-11 there is a unique
.41P

perpendicular to QR that contains

P . Let A be the foot of the4
perpendicular from P to QR . The

segment PA is called an altitude

the triangle.

425
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Thus in Figure a, Tx is an altitude of A PQ.R. We notice

that the altitude is determined

by the vertex P and by the

side ZEIT . Another altitude,

of APQR , namely the

altitude determined by Q ,

-is the segm'eht . Name

the altitude to the side A

Figure a

DEFINITION. The segment which joins a vertex of

a triangle to the foot of the perpendicular from

the vertex to the line containing the opposite

side is called the altitude of the triangle from'

that vertex.

For empilasis we sometimes say that the segment

is the altitude to the side.

Another notion related to perpendicularity is the idea of

the projection of a segment on

a line. Consider AB and line

m , as shown. Let A' be the

foot of the perpendicular from

1! to m . We sometimes say

'that A' is the projection of

A on m . The point B' ,

which is the foot of the perpen-

dicular from B to m , is the

projection of B on m The projection of each point between

A and B is some Point betWeen A' and Bo, and each point between

Al and B' is the projection of some point between A and B.

If a point C lies on a line

perpendicular segment joining C

to m . Nevertheless there is a

line containing C and perpen-

dicular to m This line inter-

sects -m at C . So we consider

to be C itself.

427

, ,then there is no

projection of C on m
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DEFINITIONS. Tne projection of ,a point on a line

is the intersection of the given line.and the line
containing-the given point nd perpendicular to
the given line.

The projection of a 22gment on a line is the set

of all points which are projections on the given

line of points in the given segment.

In each of the diagrams below, TrET is the projection
of AB on line m .

A B

§1

Since the altitude of a triangle from a vertex is the
shortest segment from that vertex/to the line containing the
opposite side, the length of this altitude is tne distance=
between tine point and the line. In our later work, we often
refer to the measure of an

convenience, we

the altitude."

simply use

Similarly,

"measure of a projection."

altitude of a triangle and for

"altitude" when we mean "measure

we use "projection" to mean the

HoWe'ver, if you remember that

"altitude" arid "projection" in one usage refer to a certain
set of points and in the other to a certain number, the context
should enable you to decide which meaning is intended.

Problem Set 7-6a

Draw three triangles; a right triangle, an obtuse

triangle and an acute triangle. In each triangle,

all three altitudes.

428
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2. Given points A, P, in trlat

order and line Ae The

projection of XIN on

Al-Hr and the projection of

IT on, is ATIT . If '_

AB = 12 , A'B' 9 , AP 4 a

find A'P' and FIB! .

Given: segment whose

A P.

ectiorl aa line Y is

(a) Can the length of the projectiorl da segment be

(1) greater 'than the length of vhassgment?

(2) equal to the length of the oegineht?.

(3) less than the length of the segment?

(b) Is the projection of a segment kiceys a segment?

(c) if P P'-, Q Q! cempare P.0 with Fig'

In A ACB , the altitude is drawn to trAlongest side,

intersecting the interior of AB at D. Name, the

projection on B of AC ; of BC . at is the sum of

the lengths of these projections?

It ABC be a right triangle with right angle at C

Let M5 be the altitude to the hypoteoe.

Let m LA . 40 .

Find m LACD

LCBD

(b) Name two pairs of congruent

angles in the figure.

Are these same angles

congruent if m LA is

some number other than

40 ? A

How many triangles are

determined by A, B, C,

Are any of these triangles si

?

4

1



f

Experiment

On a large sheep of paper draw two congruent right

triangles, ABC and A'BPC° , with right angles at C

CI

Draw the altitude C'D' of AMBIC1 . Now, consider the

three right triangles: to ADC , AA'C'D° , ACIBID1 . Cut out
these three triangles and match the right angles of the

triangles Do the triangles appear- to be similar to eac h

other? Try to match the remaining angles of the three

triangles.

at

7-7. In any right triangle, the altitude to the

hypotenuse separates the triangleanto two triangles

which are similar to each other and to the original

-triangle.

Proof:

C , let

from C to

Let ABC be a right triangle with right angle

75 be the altitude

717 . We must prove

that AACD , A CBD AABC are

all similar to one.another.

We do this by showing the

correspondences

CBD

are similarities.

First of all, we do know by Theorem 6-20, that the

altitude CD does, Intersect the hypotenuse, IT , in its

interior as pictured in the diagram, since AB is the I-rigest

side of the triangle;

430
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Now, we prove the triangles are similar by c©ns dering in

order each of the following pairs:

(1) AACD ndAABC
(2) AAA and ACM .

(3) AACD and ACBD .

First, LDAC LCAB by.the reerekive property. Also

LCDA = LB CA since they are both tqght angles. Thus

AACD AABC b i the A.A.' Similarity Theorem. .In like

manner, 24ABC ACBD .

Then, using the transitive property of milarity, we know

that AACD ACBD

We conclude that all three triangles are sirhilaY to one

another in the correspondence given; that la, AACID AABC

ACBD . Notice that we acquire more information fXom this
correspondence of the vertices than is provided by tie state

ment of the theorem. This information leads to the :following

interesting relationship among the lengths of various segments

of a right triangle. You will be asked to prove them

.corollaries in therproblem set.

Corollary 77771. The square of the altitude to

hypotenuse of a right triangle is equal to the produ

projections of the legs on the hypotenuse.

he

of the

Corollary -2. The square of the length of either

of a right triangle is equal to the product of the lengths of

the .hypotenuse and the projection of that leg on the hypotenuse.



Problem Set 7-6b

Given A ABC with hypotenuse xs and altitude elr
In Theorem 7-7, we proved ACB ti 4 CHB A ADC

C

Complete the chart below to show the. ,lengths of the aides

of CDB and A:ADC that correspond to the lengths

C, a, b of the sides of A ACB

AACB CDB A ADC

a

Refer to the'diagram in Problem 1 and write Corollaries

7-7-1 and 7-7-2 as formulas involving a, b, c, h, x,

and y

Prove: (a) Corollary 7-7-1.

b) Corollary 7-7-2.

Refer to Problem 1. Prove that ab
c

Referring to the diagram in Problem 1, find each of the

following measures.

(a) If x = 2 y = find h

(b) If x = 1 , c = 10 , find h

(c) If x = 7 y = 7 , find h

(d) If x = .5 h = 2 find _

(e) If x =4/7 y = find h

(f) If x = 4 , c = 9 , find a

(g) If x = 3 y = find a .

(h) If b = 4 x find y

(1) If b = 81/5 y = 15 , find x

(j) If c = 25 h = 10 , find x

432



7 -7. The Pythagorean Theorem.

The theorem which bears the name of he ancient Greek

scholar Pythagoras is probably the most famous of all mathe-

matical theorems. The Egyptians learned experimentally that

if three ropes have lengths measuring 3, 4, 5, respectively,

then the ends can be joined to form a right triangle. This

knowledge is very useful in making corners square in con-

struction and surveying operations. Other triplets of lengths

may also be used, as for instance, 5, 12, 13 . You may notice

that 3
2

+ 4
2

- 52 and that 5
2 + 122 - 13-

2
. The Pythagorean

Theorem tells us the converse of the principle used by the

Egyptians, namely, that if a and b are measures of the legs

of a right triangle, and c the measure of the hypotenuse,

then a
2

+ b2 - c
2

. At this time, you should reread the

discussion of the Pythagorean Theorem, its converse, and

related material in Sections 1-2, 1-3, 1-7.

The Pythagorean Theorem is not only a key principle in

construction and surveying, but it has been found extremely

important in many scientific and mathematical studies. For

this reason, it has attracted the attention of numerous

mathematicians, and more proofs have been found for this

theorem than for any other.

THEOREM 7 -8. (The Pythagorean Theorem) In any right triangle,

the square of the length of the hypotenuse is equal to

the sum of the squares of the lengths of the two legs.

Proof: Given: AABC with a

right angle at C . Measures a,

b, c of the sides respectively

opposite vertices A, B, C

a2
, 2

To prove: a- b =



4.

ntS -Reasons

The toot D of the
altitude from C is

an interior point of

CX'.

c
_2

cx

2 2 _2
a b c-

.

3.

4.

5.

Theorem 6-20.

The Retweenness =Distance

Theorem.

Corollary 7-7-2.

Corollary 7-7-2.

Addition property, of

equality.

The converse of the P

We now prove it.

hagorean Theorem is also valid.

THEOREM 779. (Converse of Pythag

of the length of one side of

sum of the squares of the le

then the triangle is a right

angle opposite the first side.

an Theorem) If the square

triangle is equal to the

the of the other two sides,

angle with the right

Proof: In the triangle ABC , le

sides opposite the vertices A, B, C

be the respective numbers a, b, c .

2 2
It is given that a + b a 0

we are to prove that LC is a

right angle.

such

and

There is a right triangle DEF

that EF = a , m LF = 90 ,

DF = b because:

the measures of the

1. there are points E, F such

Ruler Postulate;

2. there is a right angle LEFG

Postulate; and
11P.

on FG there is a point D

the Point Plotting Theorem.
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hen the--Pythago
2 2

US a b2 x
2hypothesis that a b

2
02

since both and x are pos

an. Theorem, applied tozpsir

Comparingthisiwith the

We concliide that c ,m x

itive. Thus,. ABC DEF why?)

and LC is a right angle (why?).

In eveyday speech, we often shorten the,statement,s of .

the PythagoreaTheorem and its converse by saying "the square

of a Side" rather than "the square of the length of a side."

Using this phraseology, we may summarize the two theorems of'

this section in the following "if and only ie'version.

A triangle is t triangle if and only if

the square of one side is the sum of the squares of

the other two sides.

Problem Set 7-7

1. In each of the following, suppose that the given three

numbers are the measures of the sides of a triangle.

Determine, in each case, whether the triangle is a

right triangle, and explain why.

i) 24, 12, 26

7, 24, 25
.

3o, 4o, 56
(3.) 6 4/77, 12 18

gab, lab, l5ab

8, 15, 17 .

(a) 3, 4, 5 .

4, 4 1,

x, x, x

(d) 6, 8, 10 .

(e) 12, 13, 5

(f) 20, 16, 11

(g) 5, 5 .

(h)

29, 20, 21 .



In the following, o is the length ot- the hypotenuse and
a and -1) are lengths of the legs of a right triangl
Find:

a if 20 and b 12

c if a - 9 a n d b 7 .

a if c 15 and b 5 .

b 41 a 10 and c ;,4 16 .

c if a w 1.5. and b 2

A ladder 18 feet long reaches to a window sill of the
side of a house. If the window sill is 15 feet above

_the ground, how far.frOmthe side of the, house is the.
foot of the ladder?,

4. Two cars leave a, certain point at the same time. One
travels north at therate'Of 30 miles an hour; the
oth r travels west at the rate of 40 miles an hour.
How ar apart are the, cars at the end of 1 how's?

. Find the length of the altitude to the base of an

isosceles triangle whose sides measure 25, 25, 48

6. Find the length of the Congruent sides of An isosceles

triangle if the length of the base of the triangle is
12 inches and the altitude to the base is 16 inches.

7 Find the length of a side of an equilateral triangle if

the altitude to that side is 4 .

Find the length of the diagonal of the floor of a class-
room if the floor is 16 feet long and 12 feet wide.

9. The figure to the right is

a rectangular solid with

AB EU and AP 117 .

Find PC if AP = 8 ,

PC = 4 , and AP . 8 .
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ia-the diagram of

ureprth*Tang1es at

tie right; angles;

QR 6, and 'RS - 5. Find PS.

a

R

114 Two vertical poles on level ground are 12 feet apart

and their ttips,are 10 'and 15 feet, respectively,

above the ground. Find the distance between the tope

of the poles.

*12. Find the length of the hypbtenuse of a right triangle each

of Whose legs has a measure of 1

*13 The hotenuse of an isosceles right triangle has a

measure of 6 172- . Find the measure of each leg.

*14. If the length of one leg ref' a right triangle is half the

length of the hypotenusb, and the hypotenuse is 2x , -

find the lengths of the two legs in terms of x .

Let u, v, w be positive numbers such that u
2
+ v

2 w

Prove that there is a right triangle whose Sides have

respective lengths u, v, w .

16. Show that a triangle whose sides measure
N-_

2x , and x
2

+ 1 , respectively, (where x 1) is a

right triangle. What are these three numbers if x ?

x a 4 x= 6

1x
2

1 ,

17. Show that the numbers u--
2
+ v

2
, and u2 - v2 ,

(where 0 < v < u) are the measures of the three sides

of a right triangle. What are these numbers if u 5

and v = 2

18. If the measures of the three sides of a right triangle are

all integers, the three integers are sometimes called a

"Pythagorean Triple." Find at least one "Pythagorean

Triple" that is not listed in Problem 1 above.
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-019. If two -i0pirpf one right triangle are-proport onalto the

'two legs of any other right triangle, Are the triangl

Similar? Why?

20. If a leg and the hypotenuse of one right triangle are

proportional to:either leg and the hypotenuse of a second

right triangle, are the triangles similar? Explain.

7-8. Special Right Triangles.

Certain right triangles appear frequently in'problems of

the physical world such as inAngineering. It is worth making

their acquaintanCe so that you may recognize them fndbe able

to use them in developing some computational short cuts. These

triangles play be classified into sets of - triangles, each set

containing only triangles that are similar to one another VW
shall list some of these sets.

I. The 3, 4, 5 right triangles.

Since 32
42 52

the converse of the Pythagorean

Theorem tells us that a triangle whose sides have measures

3, 4, 5 is a right triangle. Any triangle similar to a

right triangle-is itself aj,ight triangle; why? Thus,, if any

positive number k is used as a proportionality constant, we

conclude that a triangle whose sides measure 3k, 4k, 5k is a

right triangle. For instance, any triangle whiAle sided measure

6, 8, 10 or 150, 200, 250, is a member of this set of right

triangles.

Example 1.

Given: In right triangle ABC

with right angle at C , a = 18 ,

b = 24 . To find c , we note that

a= 3 6, b= 4 Therefore

= 5 - 6 or 30

Example 2.

In right triangle ABC ,

c = 75 and a = 45 . To b we note

a 3 15 Therefore b = 4 . 15 or 60 .

that c = 5 .
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The 5, 12, 13 right triangles.
.

Explain why aAtriangle whose eideb have measures

is a _right triangle. Explain why a triangle whose sides-

have lengths 5k, 12k, 13k, for some ,positive number k , is

a right triangle. Explain why-all these triangles are similar

to"one another. Mlle other examples of three numbers which are

-the reapective measures of the sides of triangles in this set

similar right triangles.

Example 1.

In AN LQ is a right

angle, PR = q ,.RQ u p

PQ u'r 3Upppse p u 15 and

- 36 . To find q we note

that p = 5 . 3 , r u 12 ,3

therefore, q u 13 3 or 39

Example 3.

Suppose q u 78 and' p = 72 To find r , we note that

q u 13 6 , p= 12 6 and therefore r = 5 6 or 30

, 111. The 30, 6o, 90 triangles.

Unlike the sets of triangles in (1 ) or ), these

triangles have angles rather than sides whose measures are--

"convenient" numbers. Suppose in ABC , m LC

m B 6o , and m ZA = 30 . Let

D be a point such that B and B
41=

are on opposite sides of AC and

m ZCAD u 30, , and let D be the

point of intersection of D and

BC .

We can prove

aABC 6ADC . Why?

Therefore m LB = m LB = 6o

Also m ZBAD = 60 .

Hence, ,p BAD is equiangular and therefore equilateral.

If, BC a then BD = BA A 2a and AC-
2

a
2

u (2a)
2
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This equation petite the conclusion AC = a erefo

ee that (BC, CA, AB) ; (1,01, 2) .

Conversely, given a triangle A'B'C' , if

(B'C', C'A', A'B') 5 (1,0r, 2) then LiA1B,C1 is similar to'

right triangle ABC above by the S.S.S. Similarity Theorem.

Thus, ZiAlB,C, is also a right triangle. -In fact, since all

corresponding angles must be congruent, m LA' . 30 ,

m B' = 60 m 0' - 90 .

summarize this discussion in a "theorem.

THEOREM 7:10. The triangle ABC is a right triangle with

m LA . 30 m LB = 60, and m LC = 90 if' and only if

(BC, CA, AB) 4/73, 2)

Because of Theore 6 -18, we conclude BC <CA < AB

can therefore in the stAtement 'of this theorem use a

proportionality, in which we refer to lengths of sides:

(shorter legi longer leg, hypotenuse) (1, VS, 2)

Example 1.

Find the length of, an altitude

of an equilateral triangle if the

length of one of its sides is 10 .

(5, h, 10) 5 (1, vlr, 2), . The

constant of proportionality is 5 .

Therefore h =.5

Example 2.

Find the measures of the sides of a 30, 60, 90 triangle

if the length of the longer leg is 8 . Let a = length of

the shorter leg and c = length of the hypotenuse then

(a ) (1, 17, 2)

The constant of proportionality is ; therefore,

and c = 2 .
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IV.-- The. 1 1, right triangles (.sometimes called the

iSoSceleS right triangles or the 45, 46, 90

triangles

THEOREM 7-11.' The triangle ABC is a right triangle with right

angle at C , and with. AC - BC , if and only, if

(AG, BC, AB) f (1, 1,0)

The proof of this theorem is left as a problem.

EXAMPle,

Find the length of a side of a square if the length of

its diagonal is 10 (a, a, 10 ) (1, 1,14n . The constant

10
of proportionality is or

Problem Set 7 -8

in each of the follo ing figures.

(c) --C

Find AB and

a)

(b)

Therefore, a 5 jg
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rroXe Theorem 7-11.

3. Complete
0
the table for the right isosceles triangle in

the diagram.

45- 5-90 tri le

a

(a) 10

(b) 5

) 9

(a) 6

e) 3

0

Complete the table for the 30-60-90 triangle in the

diagram.

---3 - 0-9a ---tri _6--r--

(b)

)

(a)

(e)

)

a b

10

5

--- ---

9

9 V.7

12

12 I/7



74
length of the

length of each 8

.lateral triangle

length of a side of an equilateral triangle if

length of the altitude is 6

7. In the figure, ABCD is a

Square with AB BC 0 CD DA .

LA, Ls, LC, are right'

angles. Ba-bisecta

Find BD if AB is 6 .

A D

c

In Problem 7, find the length of a side of the square if

the length of the diagonal is 6

'A batieball diaMond i8 a Square Whose sides are 90 feet

long. What is the distance a ball travels when thrown

from first to third base?

10. A boy is flying a kite with a string 300 feet long,

which is attached to a stake on the ground. If all the

string is out and the string makes an angle of 30

degrees with the ground, how high is the kite?

In each of the following are given the lengths of a leg

and the hypotenuse of a right triangle. Which of the

measures belong to a triangle similar to the 3, 4, 5

triangle? to the 5, 12, 13 triangle? to the lj

triangle? to the 1, 1, 1/7 triangle?

(a) 6, 10 (g) 8, 10

(b) 12, 15 (h) 1.5, 2.5

(c) 24, 25 (1) 6, 6.5

(d) 15, 39 (j) 24, 26 4

(e) 3, 6 (k) 3 I/7, 5 4/7

(f) 3, 2 1/7 (1) 4/7, 2

In each part of Problem 11, find the length of the side

which is not given.
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7-9.

In Chapter 5, the ide f "same size and shape" of physica

objectiviiikgested the mathematical concept of a congruence.

Congruence was developed as a one-to-one correspondence between

the vertices of two triangles and relied onrproperties of

lity.

In his chapter, the idea of same shape" suggested the

mathematical concept of a similarity. Similarity was developed

as a one-to-'0ne correspondence between vertices of polygons and

relied on properties of equality and properties of proportion-

ality. We learned, too, that a congruence 10 a similarity.

We proved three triangle similarity theorems comparable

to the S.S.S., and A.S./A. congruence postulates. The

culmination of this development was the Pythagorean Theorem.

Some of the new terms in this chapter are:

proportionality constant of proportionality similarity

propoivtion projection altitude

Review Problems

1 When we say "a, b are proportional to c, d, with

proportionality factor k", we are saying in effect:

Given that

)

(b)

(c)

and

are proportional to 39, 65:

Find x .

What is the proportionality constant in the above

proportionality relation?

Complete: 3, x, 3 + x are proportional to

The number is not permitted to be a constant of

proportionality. Why?

4. If the three angles of one triangle have measures

proportional to the measures of corresponding angles of

another triangle, what is the proportionality constant?

Explain.
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sides of one i are

Iona he{ la th of the, .corresponding aides

of a-second triengl, the proportionality constant may

number belonging to the set of all numbers.

Gill the blank with one word.)

Wider what Circuistanceithis a correspondence between the

vertices of triangleb said to be a similarity?

ABCk

pictured at the right,

1115ff ,-and length

oil segments are as

indicated. Find x

Find AC . Find BC

8. Find the value of x in each of the following problems.

(a) )

(b) (d)

445
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(g)

A ABC is equilateral.
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9. AABC ARST with. proportionality constant k .

ALM f.. ARST with proportionality constant m . Is

AABC m..-444XYZ ? If so, what is the proportionality

constant?

10. In this figure n
the altitude to the

'hypotenuse of right

triangle ABC . Complete

these proportionality

relations:

(b, h

"

11. In this figure ADC ACDB_

with proportionality factor

k Thud x = kh . Express

a in terms of ,k and the

length of some segment. Do

the same for

12. In AABC , AB 7 2 , AC = 1 ,

Find m LA , m LB , m Z.0

In AAPC , AB a , AC = CB = 4

Find mLA m LB m .



7-9

14. Consider the diagram with

right angles and length`

as marked.

(a) Find AY, AZ, and AB .

(b) If you continue the

pattern established in

this figure making

ABC = 90 and BC = 1

what would be the length

of AC ?

If the distance between two

(or sheet of paper) is used as one unit of measure,

locate two dots such that the distance between them

dots on the blackboard

is

A rectangle is a parallelogram whose consecutive sides

are perpendicular. Find the measure of the diagonal of

'a rectangle if two sides are 5 and 12

16. In A ABC , BD = 2 , BC = 4

BE -= 3 , 6 , DE - 3.5 .

(a) Find AC

(b) Is DE 11 AC ? Explain.

The sides of a triangle measure 5, 6, and 8 . Find

the measures of the corresponding sides of a similar

triangle whose, perimeter
-
is 57 .
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7-9

19. Iy °thesis: R151W , 171715

Prove: AEBD A ABC .

20. The hypotenuse of a right triangle treasures 13.6 and a

leg has a length 6.4 . Find the length of the other leg.
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Appendix I

A CONVENIENT SHORTHAND

There was a time when algebra was a _-itten out in

words. In words, you might state an alpb aic problem in the

following way:

"If you square a certain number, add five times the

number, and then subtract six, the result is zero. What are

the possibilities for this number?"

This problem can be more briefly stated in the following

form:

"Find'the roots of the equation x ÷ 5x - - 0-

The notation of algebra is a very convenient short lid.

A similar shorthand has been invented for talking about sets.

It saves a lot of time and-space, once you get use' and

it is all right to use it in your 4rit unless you..

teacher objects.

Let us start with a picture, and say various things about

it first in words and then in shorthand.

Here we see a line

into two halfplanes and 74 . Now let us say some

things in two ways.

, which separates the plane

In Words In Shorthand

l. The segment PQ lies in

2. The intersection of RS

and is T .
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The shorthand expression NEC $4-1 is pronounced in

exactly the same way as the expression on the left of it. In

general, when we write A C B this means that the set A

lies in the set B

An'expression of--thetype A(1 B denotes the inter-

section of the sets A and B . The symbol "(1" is

pronounced "cap," because it looks a little like a cap. Notice

that the sets TIT and rg do not intersect. If we'agree to

write 0 for the empty set, then we can express this fact by

writing

1/4

Similarly,

and

Fqm;2 ski

Of course, 15q is a set which lies in 71~, . But the

point P above is a member of 74--1 . We write this in short-

hand like this

E .

This is wonounced "P belongs to "

The union of two sets A and B is written as A U B

This is pronounced "A cup B ." In the same way, we write

AUBUC for the union of three sets. For example, in the

figure on the previous page, the plane e is the union of

11
'

14- and We can therefore write
'
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Consider the se

following wak:

A is the set of all doctors.

B is the set of all lawyers.

C is the sat of all tall people.

D is the set of all people who can play the violin.

E is the set of all people who make a lot of money.

F is the set of all basketball players.

Write shorthand expressions for the following statements:

1. All basketball players are tall.

2. No doctor is a lawyer.

Problem Set

B, C, and so on, defined in the

3. No violinist makes a lot of money, unless he is tall.

4. No basketball player is a violinist.

5. Everyone who is both a doctor and a la-

play the violin.

an also

6. Every basketball player who cs.h play the violin makes

a lot of money.

7. The man X is a tall violinist.

8. The man Y is a prosperous lawyer.

9. The man Z is a tall basketball player.
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Appendix II

POSTULATES FOR ADDITION AND MULTIPLICATION

The mathematics of combining real numbers by means of

addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, has its

basis in the following 'initions and postulates. Several

theorems are deduced from the postulates at the end of the

Appendix.

POSTULATES FOR EQUALITY

The Substitution Property of Equality

One name for an object may be substituted for another

name for that object in any statement about that object wit

changing the truth value of the 'statement.

Ref l xive Property of Equality

my etric Property of Equality

For all x and if x=y then y-x

Trarive Property of Equality

For all x, y, z, If x - y and then x- z

POSTULATES FOR ADDITION AND MULTIPLICATION

OF REAL NUMBERS

Closure under Addition

For all x and x + y is a unique real numb-

Associative ftaw for Addition

For all x, y, x + y) + z
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Commutative Law for Addition

For all x and y) x4y=y+x.

Additive Identity

Thera is a unique number 0 such that for all

x 0 = x

Additive Inverse

For each

( -x) = 0 .

there is a unique number -x such that

Closure under Multiplication

For all x and y xy is a unique real number.

Associative Law for Multiplication

For all x, y, z, _ (yz) = (xy)z

Commutative Law for Multiplication

For all x and y xy = yx

Multiplicative Identity

There is a unique number 1 such that for all

= x

icative Inverse

For each x except
1

such that x = 1 .

1there is a unique number -37

Distributive Law

For all x, y, z, x(y xy xz
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DEFINITIONS

`Definition of Subtraction

For all x and y , x - y = x + (-y)

Definition of Division

For all x , and for all y except 0
x 1

THEOREMS

THEOREM For all x and y , if y = -x then -y = x

Proof:

y = -x hypothesis

x + (-x) = 0 additive inverse

x + y 0 substitution

y + x = 0 commutative law for addition

x a -y additive inverse

-y = x symmetric property of equality

THEOREM 11-2. For all x , x 0 = 0

,Proof:

x = x = 1

= x(1 +
= x . 1 x 0

= x + x - 0

x -x+x. 0

multiplicative identity

additive identity

distributive law

multiplicative identity

trans. property of equali

x 0 0 additive identity

THEOREM 11-3. For all x and sr , x(-y)

Proof:

+ x(-y) x(Y + ( -y)] distributive law

x 0 additive inverse

0

xy x(-y) 0

x( -y) -xY

Theorem) 11-2

trans, property of

additive inverse

4574
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THEOREM 11-4. For all x -x

Proof:

x(-1) - -1 Theorem 11 -3

= -x multiplicative identity

THEOREM 11-5. For all x,y,z, if x + y = z then x = z - y

Proof:

x + y) + (-y ) x + [y + -y)) associative law for addition

x + 0 additive inverse

= x additive identity
x + y) + (-Y ) _ x trans. property of equality

x + y = z hypothesis

z + (-Y) --= x substitution

z - y = x definition of subtraction

THEOREM 11-6. For all x and xy - 0 , then
x - 0 or y = 0 .

Prof: It is enough to show that then y = 0
Suppose, then, that x 0 .

xy = 0

(xy) = . 0 closure under multiplication

(xy) = 0

hypothesis

Theorem 1172

)y = 0 assoc. law for multlplica

1 y = 0

y - 0
multiplicative inverse

multiplicative identity



THEOREM 11-7. For all x,y,z,

then y = z

Proof:

xy = xz

xy + (-xz) = xz + (-x-

xy + (-xz) = 0

xy + x(-z) . 0

x(y + (-z)] = 0

x/0
y + ( -z) = 0

y z = 0

THEOREM II-

Proof:

Y) = (x

(x

xy = xz and

hypothesis

closure for addition

additive inverse

Theorem 11-3

distributive law

hypothesis

Theorem 11-6

definition Of subtraction

For all x and y y - y) = x

Y) y commutative law for addition

+ (-y)] + y definition of subtraction

x + ((-y) + Yi

x + (Y + (-Y)]

= x + 0

x

association lave for addition

commutative law for addition

additive inverse

additive identity

Problem Set II

Prove each of the following statements.

For all x and y

For all x, y, z,

For all x, y, z,

For all x, y, u,

(x + y)(u + v)

2. Given the definitions:

2 = 1 + 1

For all

For all x,

For all x,

2
x = x

+ y + z =

xyz = (xy)z

-y) xy

x(y - z) xy s xz

if x - y = z then

v, it is true that

(yu yv)xv) +

Prove:

For all x and y (x + y
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2 2Prove: For all x and y (x y)(x y) x - y-

4. Given the definitions: For all y except 0 ,

-1
y Prove each o the following statements.

a) For all x except 0 , and for all y except

(xy)-1 - x-1 y-1 .

(b) For all x nd z , for all y except

for all w except 0 ,

For all x, y, z such that y 0 , z

-1

Z xz

(d) For all x except 0 , (-

x xz
-z

For ,all x and y and for all z' except 0 ,

x 4x=xty
z z z

For all x and for all y except

x -x



Appendix III

THEOREMS ON INEQUALITIES

In addition to the postulates for addition and mul ipli-

calon Appendix II includes postulates for equality and the

definitions of subtraction and division. In Chapter 3 we

disdussed Some properties of order and defined positive and

negative. The properties of order maybe considered as our

postulates for inequality. Appendix III includes several

theorems which extend the dilcussionln Chapter 3 concerning

the order properties of real numbers.

The 'addition property of order as given in the text or

be eXtended.as In Theorem III-1.

O M III-1. For all x, y, a, b, if - > y and a > b

then x a Y b

Proof:

x > y hypc _hes

a > y a additive property of order

a > b hypothesis

a y > b y additive property of order

y 4-a>y+ b
x +a>y+ b

commutative property of addi

trans. property of order,

_on

The following theorem shows that if we accept the first

part of the multiplication property of order as given in the

text we can prove the second part.

THEOREM 111-2. For all x, y, k, if x > y and k

then kx < ky



. 0 > k,

0-+ -k) > k (-10

v1J3 -k) > 0

-k > 0

x > y

74 > ( -k)y
-xx > -ky

hypothesis

additive property of or e

additive inverse

additive identity

hypothesis

mult. property of orde ,Partl

Theorem 11-3
-km + km + Icy) > -k7 + (kx ky) additive property for order
,km Icy + lac) > -kY (10: IcY) commutative prop. for, add.

ky > km Theorem 11-8

Theorems 111-3 and 111-4 are precise statements concerning ,

the comparison of two real numbers.

THEOREM 111-3. For all x and

x y is positive.

(There are two parts to probe.)

Part 1. If x -.y is positive then

y

y > 0

Y > 0 y

- Y 0

x >y 4- 0

x > y

if and only if

definition of positive-

additive property of order

commutative law for addt4ion

Theorem 11-8

additive identity-

Part 2. If x > y then x y is positive.

Proof:

x > y

x ( -y) > (-Sr)

(-Y) >0
x y >,0

x y is positive

hypothesis

additive property of order

additive inverse

definition of subtraction

definition Of positive
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lalt--111-T-14------For all x and y x > y if and only if

there is a number z such that t> 0 and x z

(There are two parts to prove.)

Part 1. If x z and z > 0 then x > y

PrOof:

ximy+ z
y

x y

x > y

Part 2.

Proof:

lve

hypothesis

Theorem 11-5

hypothesis

Theorem 111-3

If x > y then there is a positive number z

such that y z,7 x

x > y

x y is positive

y (x - y) x

hypothesis

Theorem 111-3

Theorem 11-8

Observe that x y is a positive number with the required

property.
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Appendix IV

RATIONAL AND IRRATIONAL NUMBERS'

How to Show That a Number is Rational.

By definition a number is rational if it is

b
otient

of two integers. Therefore, if we want to prove th_l
number x= is rational, we have to shoW that there are two

integers p and q , such that -q--

q
= x . Here are some

examples:

(1) The number x_ 7

1 3 7 4- 6 13r 14.

where p e 13 and q 14

I

2) The number x 17-23 is rational, because

1.23

Therefore

ration because

which is the quotient of the tyro integets 123 and 100

(3) If the number x is rational, then so is the

number 2x .
(That is, twice a rational number is always

rational.) For if

X = g

where p and q are integers, then

agf

where the numerator and the den i _tor q are both

integers.

(4) If he number x is rational, then so is the

2
number x 7 . For if

then

x
2 _.3p 2q
7

where the numerator and denominator are both integers.
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theri

If x is a rational number, BO is x
2

x

.

x x = p2 + pq

where the numerator and denominator are integers.

Problem Set IV-1

1. Show that .2351. is a rational number.

2. Show that + 7 is rational.

3. Show that if X''',18 a rational number, then so is x -

4. Show that if x is rational, then so is 2x -
1 1

5. Show that 7 T7 is rational.

6. Show that the sum of any two rational numbers is a

rational number.

7.
1,23kShow that (171)kg7) is rational.

8. Show that the product of any two rational numbers is a

rational number.

9. Show thai 23TTr
is rational

10. Show that the quotient of any two rational numbers is

a rational number, as long as the divisor is not zero.

4IT'11. Given that ,A7 is irrational, show that 1 is also

irrational. (Hint: This problem is a lot easier, now

that you understand about indirect proofs.)

12. Given that r is irrational, -show that is also

irrational.

13. Show that the reciprocal of every rational'number

different from zero is rational.

14. Show that the reciprocal every irrational number

different from zero is irrational.
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Ie it true that 110 sum of a, rational number and an

irrational number is always irrational? Why or why not?

16. Is it true that the sum of two irrational numbers is

always irrational? Why or why not?

17. How about the product of a rational number and an

irrational number?

Some maples of Irrational Numbers.

In the previous section, we proved that under certain

time a number must be rational. In some of the problems,

'Showed that acting with an'irrationallivumber we could get

more irrational numbers in various ways. In all this we left

one very important qu ?stion unsettled: are there any

irrational numbers? We shall settle this question by showing

that a particular number, namely , cannot be expressed as

the ratio of any two integers.
a

To prove this, we first need to establish some of, the

facts about squares of odd and even integers. Every integer

is either even or odd. If n is even, then n is twice some

integer k , and we can write

n = 2k .

If n is odd, then when we divide by 2 we get a quotient k

and a remainder 1 so that

Therefore, we can write

= 2k + 1 .

These are the typical ormulas for even numbers and odd numbers,

respectively. For example,

6 . 2 3

7 . 2 3 + 1

8 2 4

9 = 2 4 + 1

n =

n = k

n . 8 , k . 4

n = 9 , k . 4
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and GO Qn. The following theorem is easy n prove:

IV-1 The square of every odd number is odd.

roof: If n is odd, then we can write

n = 2k + 1 ,

1where k is an integer./-Squa-ing
both sides, we get

2 2n (2k ) +

m 4k2 + 4k

k + 1

The right-hand side must be odd, because it is written in, theform

2 [2k2 + 2k] +1 ;

that is, it is twice an integer, plus 1 . Therefore, n
2

odd, which was to be proved.

From Theorem IV-1 we can quickly get another theore

TN IV -2. If n2 is even, then n is even.

Proof: If n were odd, then n
2

would be odd, which
is false. Therefore n is even.

Notice that is is an indirect-proof.

?We' are now ready to begin the proof of:

THEQREM IV- ../T is irrational,

Proof: The proof will be indirect. We begin by making
the assumption that I is rational. We will show that this
leads to a contradiction.

Step 1. Supposing that 4IF is rational, it follows that
../T can be expressed as

= 2
q

where the fraction is in lowest terms.

The reason is that if ./1 can be expressed as a fraction
at all, then we can reduce the fraction to lowest terms by
dividing out any common, factors of the numerator and denominator.
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We therefore have

in lower
if2

This gives

2 2
p 2q

3tep,2. p
2

is even,

because p2 is twice an integer.

Step 3. p is even,

eorem 1V-2.

We therefore sett p 9 2k . Substituting in the formula

at he end of Step 1, we get

(2k)2 2q2

which me

refore

2 2
q = 2k2

Step 4. q
2

is even,

because q
2

is twice an integer.

Step q is even,

by Theorem 1V-2.

We started by assuming that 447 was rational. From this

we got 46:7!.. , in lowest terms. From mthis we have proved that

p and q were both even. Therefore 'g was not in lowest_ _

terms, after all. This contradiction shows that our initial

assumption must have been wrong, that is, must note be

rational.
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Problem Set IV-2

These problems are harder than most of the problems in

the text.

1. Adapt the proo t Is irrational, so as to get a

proof that' ,./T is irrational. (Hint: Start with the

fact that every integer has one of the forms

n .A 3k

n 3k 1

n 2,

and then prove a theore corresponding to Theorem IV-2.)

2. Obviously nobody can prove that ,./IT is irrational,

because 457w,2 . If you try to "prove" by adapting the

proof for 46T, at what point does the "proof" break down?

S. Show that is irrational.

Actually, the square root of an integer is either another

integer or an irrational-number; that is, idelT either "comes

out very even" or "comes out very uneven." The proof of this

-fact, however, requires mare mathematical technique than we

now have at our disposal. Problems like this are solved in a

branch of mathematics called the Theory of Numbers.



Sim 0 Bra

A course in mechanical drawing is concerned with precise

1 objects seen from different positions
in space. In geometry e are concerned with drawing only to the

Ap-_tdix V

HOW TO DRAW PICTURES OF SPACE FIGURES

representation of p_

extent that we use sket

There is no one correct

i'there are some to

use. Here, for e

hes to help us do mathematical thinking.

ay to draw pictures in geometry, but

-iquee helpful enough to be in rather general

is a technically

correct drawing of an ordinary pyramid,

for a person can argue that he is looking

at the pyramid from directly above. But

careful ruler drawing is not as helpful

aa this very crude free-hand sketch. The

first drawing does not suggest 3- space;

the second one does.
t

The first part of this discussion offers suggestions for

simple ways to draw 3-space figures. The second part 1-troduces

the more elaborate technique of drawing from perspectiv . The

difference between the two approaches is suggested by these two

drawings of a rectangular box.

In the first drawing the base is shown by an easy-to-draw

parallelogram. In the second drawing, the front base edge and

the back base edge are parallel, but the back base edge is

drawn shorter under the belief that the shorter length will

suggest "more remote."
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No matter how a rectangular box is drawn, some sacrifices

must be made. All angles of a rectangular Solid are right

angles, but in each of the drawings shown on the previous page

Iwo-thirds of the angles do not come close to indicating ninety

degrees when measured with a protractor. We are willing to give

up the drawing of right angles that look like right angles_ in

order that we make the figure as a whole more suggestive.

You already know that a plane is generally pictured by a

parallelogram.

It seems reasonable to

draw a horizontal plane in either

of the ways shown, and to draw a ve ical plane like this.

If we want to indicate two parallel planes, however, we can not

be effective if we just draw any two "horizontal" planes.

Notice how the drawing the right below improves upon the one to

the left. Perhaps you prefer still another kind of drawing.

Various devices are used to indicate that one part of a

figure passes behind another part. Sometimes a hidden part is

simply omitted, sometimes it is indicated by dotted lines.

Thus, a line piercing a plane may be drawn in either of the two

ways:



ntereecting planes are illustrated by each of these drawings.

The second is better than the first because the line of inter-,

section is Shown and parts concealed from view are dotted. The

third and fourth drawings are better yet because the line of

intersection is visually tied in with plane

plane by the use of parallel lines in the.

drawing. Here is a drawing which has the

advantage of simplicity and the disadvantage

of suggesting one plane and one halfplane.

In any case a line of intersection is a particularly important

part of a figure.

as well as

Wropose that we wish to draw two intersecting planes each

erpendicular to a third plane. An effective procedure is

howl by this step-by-step development.

Notice how the last two planes drawn are built on the line of

intersection. A complete drawing showing all the hidden lines

is just too involved to handle pledsantly. The picture below

is much more suggestiv
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A dime, d e-_n lea, looks like this:

Neither the first nor the last is a good picture of a circle

in 3-space. Either of the others -is satisfactory. The thinner

oval is perhaps better to use to represent the base of a cone.

Certainly nobody should expect us to interpret tthe figure

shown below as a cone.

A few additional drawings, with verbal descriptions, are

shown.

A line parallel to a plane.

A cylinder cut by a p

parallel to the base.

A cylinder cut by a plane

not parallel to the base.



A mould out by a plane

parallel to the base.

It is important to remember that-a drawing is not an end
in itself but simply an aid to our understanding of the geo-
metrical situation. We should choose the klpd of picture that
will Wive us beet for this purpose, and offpersonts choice
may be different from another.

Perspective.

The rays a,b,c,d,e, f
below suggest coplanar lines inter-sec

eponding rays in the right' and figure

in a three-dimensional drawing,

telephone les as you look at

n the left -hand figure

at V ; the corre-

est parallel lines

of a railroad track and

t- hand figure.

The right4hand figure suggests certain principles whl

useful in making perspective drawings.

) A set of parallel lines which recede from the viewer

are drawn as concurrent rays; for example, rays a b ,

d e f The point on the drawing where the rays meet ie

known as the "vanishing point."

h are
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(2) Congru segments are drawn smaller when they are

farther from the viewer. (Find examples in the drawing.)
-4

(3) Parallel lines which are perpendicular to the line of

sight of the viewer are shown as parallel lines in the drawing.

(Find examples in the drawing.)

A person (*a not need much artistic ability to make use of

these threeprinciples:

The steps to follow in sketching a rectangular solid are

shown below.

Draw the front face as a

redtangle.

Select a vanishing point and

draw segments from it to the

vertices. Omit segments that

cannot be seen.

Draw edges parallel tc those

of the front face. Finally erase

,"lines of perspective.

Under this technique a single horizontal plane can be

drawn as the top face of the solid shown above.

A single vertical plane can be represented by the front face,

or the right-hand face of the solid.
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bri _ account of two approaches to the drawing

3-apace we shouielonce-iglian recogni;p-thefiCt'

that there is noWne correct war to picture geometric ideas..
giver, the more "real" we want' our- picture to appear, the

attention ."ire obould pay to .pirspectiVe. Such an artist
Si Leonardo da Vinci paid great. attention to perspective.

Nest bf:uefind this done for us When use o narktameras..

See some books on drawing or look up H"erspeCtiven In an
yclopedla if you are interested in a detailed treatment.

k
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-Appendix VI

THE A.S.A. AND S.S.S.

CONGRUENCE POSTULATES AS THEOREMS

In chapter 5 we Assume three postulates about congruence
of. triangles -4'S.A.S.; A.S.A', and S.S.S. We stated-that two
of these are uredundantn; ;.e., it is unnecessary to assume
them, for they can be proved. (They were assumed in Chapter 5

to expedite and simplify our development of congruence.)

We now prOceed to prove the A.S.A. and S.S.S. statements,
to show that proofs really can be given. We still assume the
S.A.S. Postulate.

VI-1. (A.S.A.) Given a correspondence between two

triangles (or between a triangle and itself). If two

anglep and the inclUded side of one triangle are congruent

to the corresponding parts of the other triangle, then
the correspondence is a congruence.

Proof: Let AEC DEF be

the correspondence between.the-

trianglea. We have as hypothesis

LA ZZD , AB = -Dg , L -:; LE L

and we are required to prove that

AAPC areP ,

We proceed as follows:
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Its aeo--

1. On the ray 1110 there is 1. Point Plotting Theorem.

a point F' / such that

Des. = AC

'AB

i Aft

and m LA thesis.

DEP' . S.A.S. Postulate.

EF'

and

same ray.

F' 3 F

Mefinition of con

between triangles,

9. Hypothesis.

6. TranSitive-Proper y of

Congruence' for Anglee.

7. Protractor Postulate.

ruence
ft'

Two lin's intersect in

at'uott one point.

9. Substitution Property of

Equality.

VI-2. (S.S.S.) -Given a correspondence between two

angles (or between a triangle and itself). If all

three pairs of corresponding sides are-congruent, then

the correspondence is a congruence.

Let ABC4--*DEF be the correspondence between

the triangles. We have as hypothesis:' AB = DE ; = EF

CA _FD ; and we are to prove that AABC ADEF
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We proceed as

Reasons

a ray AG , such

LCAG

such that B and

on opposite sides of

d

actor Postulate.

2. here in a point E' on Point Theoi

such that AR.'

AE'C ADKP .

What we have done, so f

side of

S.A.S. Postulate.

tosduplicate CiDEF on the

amc , using the S.A.S. Postulate.

4: Hypothesis.

5. Step 2.

6. -Transitive Property of

Equality.

7. Hyp othesis.

4. AB DE .

5. DE AE'

6. AB -1

BC EF

9. E'C .

10. BE' intersects

a point H .

481

8. Corresponding parts of

congruent triangles are

congruent.

9. Transitive Propert

Equality.

10. Plane Separation Postulate.



We well now complete :the proof fpr the case In4thich

tween A and as in tge

:oases Mill be disauseed,later.

12.

The other poasible

11. Interior of

Postulate.

12. SegmenSs of equal length.

are congruent.-

isosceles. 1. A triangle with two sides

congtuent is isosceles.

14. Isosceles Triangle Theorem.14.. LABH 1A,' H

15. ZCE11-1

16, m LA + m LCHH = m

15. Isosbelea Triangle Theorem,

'17: m LAE11-1 m LqE14 AB:1C .

LABc LAE'C

200' a LDEF

21. b ABC ADEF

The Betweenmess-. les --

Theorem.

17.' The BetweennesS-Angles

-Theorem.,

18., The-Su6stitutionProPertY

for Equality.

19. Definitio of Congruent

Angles.

20. Transitive Pivperty of

Congruence' for Angles.

21. S.A.E. Postulate

This completes the, proof for the case in which H is

between A and C . We recall that H is the point in Which
Jr

theline BE' intersects the line AC . If H = A' then- B

are collinear, and the:figure looks like this,:
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hat LAS
angles,, ipt1ad of by ad

m LAIC Ts

them. That is,

mZEBA

86 that LAS jEIC LDB

Ls before. The rest of the proof is the same as in tie
e .

The two remaining cases, H C, and betwean A and
I , are similar to the two above.

In the proof of this theorem we used the Isosceles
['Mangle Theorem. The proof of this theorem)-as given in
:tms,ter 5, depended on the S.S.S. Postulate. Therefore, as
otters sfand, we could be convicted ofcircular%reapon.

a -q
his cik6le of reasoning can be broken easily by observing
tat a proof of the Isosceles Triangle Theorem can be-based

n the S.A.S. Postulate rather thsi the S.S.S. Postulate.

Uch an alternate proof is the following one.
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the .cor

XU .given triangle LiABC with Then

r LA :' LA , and by the S.A.S. Postulate'

ndence .ABC41--PACB is a iahgruence. Consequent)

C Ind the Isodceles Triangle TheOrem is proved.

With this remark about the proof of the isosceles Trial

rem. we have completed our task of sho ing that the A.S.A.

and S.S4S. Postulates can be deduced as theorems from the

S.A.S. Postulate.

4
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The Meaning end Use of S

General..

A = B. can be read as "A equals B", "A is equal to %B",
"A equal (as in "Let A = B"), and possibly other
ways to fit e strUcture'of the sentence in whiah the

ymbol appears.-,HoWever, we should not use the symbol,

in Such forms as "A and B are 2311; its proper use

is between two expressions. If two expressions are

connected by 11=11 it i.e to' be understood that these two

xpressionS stand.for the ems mathematical entity, in

our case either a real number ore point set.

.."Not equal to". A 1 B me s that A and B do not
represent the Same entity. The same variations and

cautions apply to the use of as to the use of =

Algebraic.

-:-.,,These familiar algebraic symbolsfor operating

with real numbers ned no comment. The basic postulates

about them are presented in Appendix II.

> . Like = , these can be read in - various ways

in sentences, and A < B may stand for'the underlined

part of "If A 4! lees,than B" , "Let Abe_less than
*B" ,-"A less than B implies", etc. Similarly for the

other three 'symbols, read "greater than", "less than or

equal to", 'cgreater than or equal to". These i.nequalitlea

apply only to real numbers. Their properties are discussed

in Chapter 3 and Appendix III.

Geometric.

Point Sets. A single letter may stand for any point et. Thus

we may speak of a point F , a line m-, a halfplane

a circle C , an angle a segment b , etc.

)
s.L
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NZ The line containing the two points A and

Ili. The segment having A and B as endpoints.

The ray with A as its endpoint and containing point B
.

B as.vertex and and rEC as sides.The angle glv__

The triangle having , B, C as vertices.

A

A-BC-D. The dihedral angle having line

sides containing A and D

is a right angle.

Real Numbers.

AL The poi

as edge and

lye number Which is the distance between the

points A and B and also the length

The real humbeli' between 0 and 180

degree measure,-of LABC .

relative to (A,A1)).. Thmeasure of the

with respect to the unit-pair,

A.

Relations.

=a*oa'.. a is matched with at
.

. Congruence. A 1- B is read "A

with the same possible variations

A = B . In the text A and

or triangles.

Perpendicular. A l B is read "A

with the- same comment as

either two lines, or subsets of lines (rays or pegments).

(A, A

th.

segment ing

which is the

s congruent to B", but

and restrictions as

-y be segments, angles,

is perpendicular to B",

A and B may be
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The Greek Al hahet

(a), 4 V -nu n ,(n)

lb) .- P=
x-1 x (ks)

(s) 0 0 and a (o)
(d) 7r 7r pi p (P)

E epsilon (e) P
l)

rho r, rh(r)

Z zeta (z) E' ci sigma s (a)

H 7? eta a (a) T r A-u t (O.._

0 0
t

theta th (th) T U upsilon y, a (u,

1 L iota 41 (e) 4) phi ph Cr)

IC K kappa (k) X X chi eh (k, K)

A
lc

A bda .(1) T psi Ps (Ps)

m g m) Q omega. o 0)



Postulate 1.

stulate 2.

POOtulate 3.

. Postulate 4.

Postulate 5.

Postulate 6.

p

hapter Sets; Points, Lines and Planes

of Chapters and Poe ulates

Introduction to Formal. Geometry

Space contains at least two distinct points.

Every.line is a set of point

least' two poIhts.

And contains at_
..

If P and Q are to distinct points., there is

one and only one

No line contaip

Every plane isa.

least three norm

If P, Q, R are

lid -_at contains them.

all points of spate

set of,points and contains at

llinear points.

three distinct no collinear

points, then there is one and-only one plane

which contains them.

Postulate t. No plane contains all points of space.

Postulate 8. If two dist net points of a line belong to a,

plane, then every point of the line belongs to

that plane.

'Postulate.9. If two planes intersect, then their intersect

is a line.

. Chapter 3. Distance and Coordinate Systems

Postulate la. If A and A'- gre distinct points, the exists

a correspondence which associates with each pair

of distinct peIntsin space a unique-positive,

number such that the number assigned to the given

'pair of points (A,A'} is one.

Postulate 11. If '(A,A') ig any unit -pair and if B and Bt

are two points such xi-let,

HR' (relative to (A,A' }) = 1, then

for any pair of points, the distance between them

relative to the unit-pair (B,B1) is the same,as

the distance between them relative to (A,A').
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Pon ula 12. (The Ruler Postbiate) If (A,A any unit-

pair, it .1 is any line, ana if P and .Q are

any two distinct points on if .then there is

unique coordinate syatem on :1 i.elative to' [A,A,

such thel the origin of the coordinate system:is`

P and cOoTeAnate of Q.' is positive.

6si 13. Let and .AI pe any tip distinct Points and.

tit B and B' be any two distintt points.

Then, for every'phir ofdistinct points P and\

Q in s pace, R

constant.

relative to MAI
relative to 1B,

:apter gles

a

Postulate 111. (The Plane Separation Postulate) For any plane

and any line contained in the plane,_ the points

of the plane which do not lie on the line form

two sets suth.that

(1) each of the two sets is convex, and

(2) every segment which joins a point of one

of the sets anda point of the other

intersects the given line.

Postulate 15. For any Plane, the pointS of space which do not

lie, on the plane fornh two sets such that

,(1) each of the two sets is convex,,and-

(2) every segment which joins a point of one of

the sets and a point of the other intersects

che given plane.

tulate 1h. There exists,a-Correspopdenok which associates,

with each angle in space a'unique number between

0 and 180.



Postulate -17.

Post14ate 18.

Postulate 19.

(Th0 Protractor Postulate) 57' is any plane-.4
and if VA and 'VB are noncollinear rays in

then there is,a unique ray-coo- nate system in

-A-9. relative to V" ouch that VA corres ands

to ,9 and such that every ,ray VX wLt X, and
0,10

-

B on the same side of VA .corresponds to a

numblr less than 180.

(TherIntepior of an Angle Postu atZ),

If AVB ,is anyangle,

(1) Let. be e Set of all interior p3int- of

rays between VA and VB,

(2) Let d. be the set of all points whi

belong both to the halfplane, with edge VA

and containing B and to the ha- ?plane

With edge VB and containing A, and

t c be the set of all interior points

of segments joining an interior point of

VA and an interior point°of V

Then and

contains X

are the same set, and this set

Chapter 5.. Congruence

TWS.A.S. .poStulate) Given a one-to-one corre-
,

spondence -between the verges of two triangles,

(not necessarily diStinct) If two sides and

the included angle of the first triangle are

congruent to the corresponding parts of the

second triangle, then the correspondence is a

congruence.

Postulate 20. (The A.S.A. Postulate) Given a one-to,one corre-

spondence between the vertices of two triangles

(not necessarily distinct ) If two angles and

the included sideof one triangle are congruent

to the corresponding parts of the other triangle,

then the correspondence is a congruence.
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Postulate 21. (The S.S.S. Postulate) Given a one-to-one corre-

spondence between ttle vertices of two triangles

(not neces:rily distinct). If three sides of

one triangl are congruent to the corresponding

sides of the other triangle then thecorrespond-

ence is a congruence.

CHAPTER 6: Pralelism
A

Postulate 22. (The Parallel Postulate) There is at most one

lineeparaliel tcva given linecand containing a

given pot not on the given line.

CHAPTER 7. Similarity

Postulate 23. Proportional Segments Po4 ulate)- of a line
is arallel to one side of a triangle and inter-

sects the other two sides in interior points,

then the measures of one of those side and the

two segments into which it is cut are propor-

tional to the measures of the three corresponding

segments in the other side.
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THEOREM 2-1.

THEORgM 2-2.

THEOREM 2.3.

THEOREM 2-4.

LIST OF THEOREMS AND COROLLARIES

Space contains at least one line.

Space contains at least three distinct points

not in one line.

Space contains at least two lines.

If two distinct lines intersect, they inter-

seat in exactIyonepoint.

THEOREM *2-5. If P is a point, there is a plane that con.

taint t.

THEOREM 2-6. Space contains at least two _planes.
...----,--

THEOREM 2 -7. Space containsat least four noncoplanar points
)

THEOREM 2-8. it a line intersects a plane not containing it,

the intersection is a, single point-.

THEOREM 2-9. A line and a pgint not.on that line are

contained in exactly one plane.

THEOREM 2-10. If two distinct lines have a point in common,

there is exactly one plane which contains them.

THEO -1, (The Origin and Unit-Point Theorem) If .-P

and Q are anyDtwo distinct points, then
4u-30

there is a coordinate system on the line PQ

relative to the uni -air (PM such that P

is the origin -is the unit-point of the

coordiQates-

MOREM3-2. Every /Ft on a giv line is the endpoint

of two rays on the liand the intersection

of thes two raysfis-the'point itself.

THEOREM 3 -3. EXery segment has a unique midpoint.

THEOREM 3-4. Let (A,A and (B,94)-be any unit-pairs,

let M nd N be any two distinct points,

and let E and F be any two distinatpointS.

Then

EF(relative EF relatiVe-to (11, F}

MN relative relative to (BJ41)
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-5.

THEOEM 3-6.

THEOREM 3-7.

K.

(The Two Coordinate System Theorem) Let a

life and two coordinate systems, C and

C', on be given. There exist two numbers

a, b, with a 0 such that -for any point

on , its coordi in C is related

to its coordinate C' by the equation

xl = ax b.

(The Two-Point Theorem) In any coordinate

system on a line let x_ and x- be2 ,

the respective coordinates of distinct points

X, and X2 Then the formula

x = x
1

k(x2 - xl)

expresses the coordinate x Of any point on

in terms of the coordinate k of the same

point relative to the coordinate system with.

origin X1 and unit-point X2.

(The Betweenness- Coordinates Theorem) Let C,

D, F be three points oria line ,e and let

any coordinate system on be given. The

point F is between the points C and D. if

and only fthe coordinate of F is between

the coordinates of C and of D.

THEOREM (The Point Plotting Theorem) Let (A,A1) be

any unit -pair, let Q be any point, and let.

p be any positive number. On any ray with

endpoint Q there is a uniqueipoint R such

tij that the distance QR is p.

THEORE M -9. (The Eetweenness-Distance Theorem)/ Let E, C,

D be points such that C is bet-een EL.andi

D. If (A,A1) is any unit-pair, then the

distances relative to 01,10T satisfy the

condition that BC 4- CD . BD (or, that

BC = BD - CD.)



THEO 4-1. The intersection of any -tyro convex sets of

points is a convex set.

THEOREM 4-2. If the intersection of a line and ray is

the endpoint of the ray, then the interior of

the ray .is contained. in one of_the. h4lfplanes

whose edge is the given line. ./

THEOREM 4-3. (Angle Construction TheoreM) If is a

halfplane_whose edge contains the ray VA

and if r is any number betweeldi- 0 and 180,

then there is a unique ray . VR such that R

is in AA'and mLAVR = r.

THEOREM 4-4.

THEOREM 445

THEOREM 4-6.

THEOREM 4-7.

'THEOREM 4-8.

THEOREM 4-10.

THEOREM 4-11.

The Eetweenness-Angles Theorem) Let VE,

VF, VG' be rays such that VF' is between

and G. Then MZEVF ± mLFVG = rLEVG (or,

mLEFV = mLEVG FVG.)

Every angle has a unique midray.

The interior of any angle i a convex set

Let A, B, C, E, F, G be coplanar points

such that A, E, C are not collinear, E is

betweeh B and C, the rays 'EF and EA

are opposite, and the rays CG and CA are

opposite. Then CF is between CB and- CG.

The sum of the measures of the two angles in

any linear pair is 180.

Let A, B, 0, X, Y be distinct coplanar

points such that 0 is between X' and :Y,

such that A and B are on the same side of

X Y, and such that O- A s between OX and

OB. Then m X6A AOE mLBOY = /80.

Two adjacent angles, such that the sum of

their measures is 180, are a linear pair

of angles.

Ifthe,two angles of a

same measure, then each

angle.
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'THEORM -412.

THEOREM 4-13.

THEOREM 4-14.

THEOREM 4-15.

THEOREM 4-16.

THEOREM 4-17.

THEOREM 4-18.

Any two right angles are congruent to each .1

other.

(The Supplement Theorem) The two angles of

Any linear pair are supplementary to each

other.

If-two angles are both congruent and supp

mentary, then each them is a right angle.

If two angles are complementary, then each of

them is acute.

Supplements of congruent angles are congruent

to each other.

Complements of congruent angles are congruent

td each other.

Let each of two sets be a-line or a ray or a

segment. If the/ two lines which are determine

respectively, by the given sets intersect in a

single point V,, then the given sets determine

two pairs of verVical angles, all with vertex

V.

THEOREM. 4-19. Any two vertical angles are congruent to each

other.

THEOREM 4-20. If two intersecting lines form one right

angle, then they four right angles.

THEOREM 4-21. For eachi4point on a line in a plane, there is

one and only one line which lies in the given ,

plane, contains the given point, and is per-

pendicular,to the given line.

THEOREM 4-22.

THEOREM 4-23.

The interior of a triangle is a convex

The interior of,Ev convex polygon is a convex

set.
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TMOFMM 5-1.

THEOREM 5-2.

THEOREM 5-3.

THEOREM 5-4.

a
Con ence segments has the following

propertie

Reflexivei % WE.

Symmetric:- If n 'a V5 then VD VM

Transitive: If Xg-V and Zr V Mr,

then WE g MP.'

Congruence for angles has the following

properties':

Reflexive: LA LA

Symmetric: If LA 11 LB 'then LB

Transitiv41 If LA v LB and LL 1-LC,

then LA LC.

Congruence for triangles has the fo1 wing

properties:

Reflexive: L ABC AABC

Symmetric: If AABC a ADEF, then

ADEF AABC.

Transitive: If AABC V ADEF and

ADEF V AOHI, then ©A .BC = 6GHI.

tweenness Addition Theorem for Points) If

points B and C are between A and D

and WE a U5, then AU V M5.

.THEOREM 5-5. (Betweenness Addition Theorem for Rays) If
-* --)

OB and OC are between OA and OD and

LAOB V LCOD, then LAOC v LBOD

THEOREM 5-6. If two sides of a triangle are congruent,

then tie angles opposite these sides are

congruent.

COROLLARY 5-6-1. Every equilateral triangle is equiangular.

THEOREM 5-7. If two angles of a triangle are convuenti

then the sides opposite these angles are

congruent.
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COROLLARY 5-7-1. Every equiangular triangle is equi

THEOREM 5-8. The median,tothe base of an isosceles
=

triangle (1) bisects the vertex an

(ii ) is perpendicular to the base

THEOREM 5-9. The bisector of the vertek angle of

isosceles triangle bisects the base' and

perpendicular to it.

THEO 5-10.

THEOREM 5-11.

THEOREM 6-1.

The measure of an exterior angle of angle, .

is greater than the measure of either

non-adjacent interior angles

Given a line and a point not on the

there is one and only one line which

the given point and which is perpendi

to the given line.

Let two distinct coplanar lines. be given.

If a transversal .of the lines is perpendiculd

to each of them, then the lines'are parallel.,

TIE 6-2 Let two distinct coplanar lines be given.

If tyo alternate interior angles determined

by a transversal of the lines are congruent,

then the lines are parallel.

6GROLLARY 6-2-1. Let two coplanar lines be given. If two

corresponding angles det4rmined by .a trans-

versa' of the lines are congruent; then the

lines are parallel.

COROLLARY 6-2-2. Let two coplanar lines be given. If two

consecutive interior angles determined by

a transversal of the lines are supplementary,
Mbthen the lines are parallel.

THEO 6-3. Let a line and a point not on the line be

given. In the plane determined by the -line

and the point, there is a line which contains

the given point and is parallel to the given

line.
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THEOREM 6-4. If two distinct lines are parallel, then

any two alternate interio angles determined

by a transversal of the lines are congruent.

COROLLARY 6-4-1. If two distinct lines are parallel, then

any two corresponding angles determined by

a transversal of the lines are congruent.

If two distinct lines are parallel, thgn any

two consecutive interior angles determined

by a transversal of the lines are supple'-

mentary.

COROLLARY 6 4-2.

C ©R ©L RY b -4 -3. (If a transversal is perpendicular to one of

two distinct parallel lines, it is perpen-

dicular to the other also.

THEOREM 6-5. If each of two coplanar lines is parallel

to the same li

other.

hey are parallel to each

COROLLARY 6-5-i. If a line lies 'in the plane of two distinct

paraI161 lines and intersects one of the

lines in a single point, then it also inter-

sects the other line in a single point.

COROLLARY b--

THEOREM 6-6.

THEO

Let 5 be a plane, let S be a set of

mutually parallel lines in that is,

a set of lines in such that each line

in S is parallel to every other line in

.let T be another set of mutually

parallel lines in If any one line of

8 is perpendicular to any one line of T

then every line of S is perpendicular to

every line of T

In any parallelogram, each side i.s congruent

to the side opposite it.

If two sides of a quadrilateral are parallel

and congruent, then the {quadrilateral is a

parallelogram.
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THgoaEm 6-8.

THEO-

triangle is 180 .

To every pair of distinct parallel lines

there is a number shich is the common length

of'all segments which have their respective

endpoint on the given lines and are perpen-
dicular to each of the given lines.

The sum of the measures of the angles of a.

THEOREM 6 -10. -_The measure of an exterior angle of a triangle

is equal to the sum of the measure of

non-adjacent interior angles.

THEOREM 6-11.

THEOREM 6-1

Given a one-to-one correspondence between the

vertices of two triangles, if two pairs of

corresponding angles are congruent, then the

third pair of corresponding angles are

congruent.

(The S.A.A. Theorem) Given a one-to-one

correspondence between the Nertices of two

triangles, if two angles and a side opposite

one of them in one triangle are congruent to

the corresponding parts of the secondtriangle,

the correspondence is a congruence.

THEOREM 6 -13. 1The sum of the measures of the angles of a

convex quadrilateral is 360

THEOREM 6-14. If one of the angles of a triang.le is a right

angle or am obtuse angle, then'ea-h of the
;

other angles is an Acute angle.

THEOREM 6-15. The acute angles of a right triangle are

--complemental-

THEOREM 6-16. (The Hypotenuse-Leg Theorem) Let a one-to-

one correspondence between the vertices of

two right triangles have the property that

the vertices'of the respective righ angles

correspond. If the hypotenuse and one leg of

one triangle areicongruent to the corresponding

parts of the.other triangle, then the corres-

pondence is a congruence.
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THEOREM 6-17.

THEOREM 6-18.

If the lengths of two sides of .a triangle Are

unequal, then the measures of the angles

opposite these sides are unequal in the same

orde.

If the measures of two angles of a triangle

are unequal, then the lengths of the

sides opposite these angles are unequal in

the same order.

COROLLARY 6-181. The hypotenuse of a right triangle is the

longest side of the triangle.

THEOREM 6-19. The shortest segment joining a point toe

).ine not containing the point ip the segment

perpendicular to the line.

COROLWY 6-19-1. If a line perpendicular to Q at the point

Q contains a point P , then PQ < PR

THEOREM 6-2'0. If the length of one side of a triangleis

equal to or greater than the length of each

of the other sides, then the perpendicular

segment joining the -opposite vertek to this

side intersects this side in an interior

point of the side.

THEOREM 6-21. (The Triangle Inequality). The sum of the

lengths of any two sidep of a traingle is

greater than the length of the third side.,

THEOREM 7-1. The relation of similarity between convex

polygons is reflexive,

transitive.

THEOREM 7-2.

THEOREM 7-

Given three coplanar parallel lines and two

transversals, the corresponding segments on

the transversals are proportional.

If a triangle and positive number k are

given, there is a triangle which is similar

to the given traingle with proportionality

constant k .
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TH R 7-k. (The S.S.S. Similarity Theorem) A correspond-

ence between two triangles such that corres-

ponding sides are proportional is a similarity

(The S.A.S. Similarity Theorem) If a corres-

porl!nce between two triangles 'has the

properties that two Sides of one triangle

are proportional to the corresponding sides

of the other and that the included angles are

congruent, then the correspondence is a

similarity.

THEOREM 7=5.

O
THEO RRI 7-6. (The A. A. Similarity Theorem) If a corre

pondence betwee, two triangles has the

property that two angles of one triangle are

congruent to the corresponding angles of the

other, then the correspondence is a similarity.

THEO REM 7-7. In any right triangle, the altitude to the

hypotenuse separates the triangle into two

triangles which are similar to each other

and to the original triangle.

COROLLARY 7-7 .-1. The square of the altitude to the hypotenuse

of a right triangle is equal to the product

of the projections of the legs on the hypot-

enuse.

COROLLARY 7-7-2. The square of the length of either leg of a

right triangle is equal to the product of the

lengths of the hypotenuse and theTrojectiOn

of that leg on the hypotenuse.

REM 7-8. (The Pythagorean Theorem) In any rightTHEO
triangle; the square of the length of the

hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the squares

of the lengths of the two legs.
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THE0R4 7-9. (Converse of, Pythagorean Theorem) If the

square of the length of one side of a triangle

is equal to the sum of the squares of the

lengths of the other two sides, then the

triangle is a right triangle with the right

angle opposite the first side.

THEOREM 7-10. The triangle ABC is a right triangle with

mLA = 30 = 60 , and M LC 90 if

and only if BC, CA, AB) i (1, 2)

THEOREM 7 -11. The triangle ABC 10 a'right triangle with

right angle at C , and with AC = BC , if

and only if (AC, BC, AB) F (1, 1, 2;
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INLEX

For precisely defined geoietrio terms the reference
the formal definition. For other terms the reference. is to
informal definition or to he most prominent dtscssion. -

A.A.:similarity-theorem, 413
absolute value, 81 ex., 519
acute angle, 182
addition property,

of ,equality, 235
of 'order, 63
of proportionality, 398

-,.adjacent angles, 181
alternate interior angles, 31c
alternation property of 4

Proportion, 395
altitude

of a paralleloglrame 748
of a prism, 799
of a pyramid-, 803
of a trapezoid, 5.3
of a trian, 427

"&nd", 534
anale(a). 145

acute, 182
adjacent, 181 :

alternate Interior, 319
biaeqtorofp'167
central, 847'
-complementary, 189
congruent, 184,
Consecutive interior, 315
of a convex 71olygona 213'
corresponding, 319
dihedral, 215
exterior of a polygon, 7
exterior of a triapgie
face, 789
inscribed, 851
intercepts an arc, 852
'interior of a polygon,
interior of a triangle,
linear pair of, 179
measure of, 154
obtuse, 182
plane angle of a dihedral

angle, 634
polyhedral, 788
of a quadrilateral, 204
reflex, 143°
right, 182
secant-ae-:nt, 862

gm
secant -t agent, 862

-1\

side Jf 5
"straight", 144
eu3plementar , 189
tangent, - cord, 861

angle(s), (con't.)
tangent-tangent,

45.f-a triangle, 2
trinedralp--789
vertex of, 145
vertical, 194
"zero", 144,

angle construction theorem, 160
antiparallel rays, 355
apothem of regular polygon, 779
arc(s)

congruent, 855
degree measure of; 849--
endpoints of, 848
intercepted, 852
lengtO of, 900
Major) 848
minor, 848
of a sector, 501
semicircle, 848

area
of a circle, 895
of eq ilateral triangle,
later 1, of a prism
of a parallelogram, 756

_of polygonal regions, 744
of a rectangle, 748
of a regular polygon, 786
of a rhombus, 755
of a sector of a circle, 901
of a square, 749, 756
of -a trapezoid, 758

triangles, 753
area-relations

-ngrue Plangles, 747
alle grams, 7&;1

767
252

755

ax
be

osceles triangle, 277
of a parallelogram,/48
of a prism, 796
of a pyra-cild, 803
of a trapezoid, 593

base angles
of leosdelestrianE;lep
if a trapezoid

,betweennesn-
for points,
for re:is, 16

7



ss-Pa
'4hso 2W

sp-angles theorem,
betweefteilsodOrdimetes-
'-theorom, 109

betweatiness-distanc_
theorem, 117'

,biseotion
t an ante, 167

of a: segment. 92
boundary of a polygonal

ion, 732

a circle, 819
raVity,7714m.

a regular polYgOn 779.

a 81)1300,820-.,
central ange of a circle, 847
central triangle of a

regular polygon, 779
chess, 34
chord, 821

\cirdA4As),-,819
atOkpf, 895 ,

area of sector of, 901
centekiot, 815
cetteil-angle of, 847
chord of, 821':
circumference of, 888
'*oircumsortbed, s.05
tondentric, 820
congrUent, .822
diameter of, 821
exterior of, 829
great, 821

.tinscribed, 905
interior of, 829
major arc of, 848
Minor ere of, 848
Power -f a point with

respect to, 871
radiUs of, 819, 821
secant of, 821
sectlr of, 901 _

segment'of: 903
tangent of,,830
tangent externally, 835
tangent internally, 835

circular-region, 894
circumference f a circle, 88
circumscribed circles, ya5
circumscribed triangle, 905
collinear, 40

in taat order,
common external tangent, 877 ex
common internal tangent, 877 ex
complement, 185

components
or directed,segmenti, 690
of vectors, ,703-

composite condition, 533
concentric, 820
conclUsion-, 10-
concurrent lines, 597-
concurrent pays; 597

in thpt order, 166
concurrent segments, 597_
conditionals, 244 ;

congruante between two
polygons, 460

congruence between two
'triangles, 228

-congruent
an lea- 184
ar _55
ohoi.ds, 834'
circles, 822
PPXYBOn04,_405
segments, 115
ephokes, 822
triangles, 29

consecutive interior angles, 319
constant of proportionality, 391-
contrapositive,s328

property of; 329,
converse, 280 /

of Pythagorean theorem, A34
Convex polygon(s), 211

angles of, 213
consec,.tiVa angles o
diagonals of, 212
interior of, 21W'

convex polyhet,ron, 884
convex pat of points, 134
coordinate Planes, 643
coordinate'of a point, 76
coordinate system, 76
in a plane, 509
in space, 641
on a line, 505
origin of, 76
unit point of, 76

coordinates of a point
in a plane, 511
in space, 646

coplanar, 44
correspondence, one -to -one, 30

between triangles, 227
corresponding an6les, 319
counter-exam

:i

le, 5
counting ry: s, 55'

.cross-secti- of a pri

.cp0e,
decagon, 210

convex

213



_vvvrea
ions,

°inlet* for**, 241
formal, 15"':
if and only ii form, 242
in proofs, 241

degree, 154
degree keasure,of an arc,
diagonals'of a convex

P017$02 212
dieter, 821
4 1 a gl. 215

1
face of, 215
measure Ot, 635
piano angle of, 634
right, 635
vertical, 216

directed segment('), 684

equivalent, e86,-
prOperties,or, 687

length of, 0-
maculate ofif,693
product with .a number,
subtraction of, 701 ex.
sum of, 697
x-component. of, 690
y-component of, 690

dieplacementi 683
distance,

between apoint and a
line, 376

oetween a point and a
plane, 628

between two parallel
lines, 354

Ion(m), 5
equivalent, 39
intercept f rm, 571
'-rametric,\546
-f a plane, 663
point -elope 1'0.0'4.559
slope-intorcept'torMi- 571
two-point form, 9 -"

equiangular tri ___ 27'

849 equilateral triangle, 277
area Jf, 755

equivalent directed
segments, 686

equivalent equations, 539
Maliiir's,thiporia,,734 ex.
Aperior

of an angle,'176
of a circle, 829
of a -- sphere 841
of a triangle, 203

exterior-angle of polygon, 738
exterior angle of triangle, 292
external secant segment, 870
externally tangent circles, 835
face angle of a d'

polydehral angle, 789
693- faces

of a polygonal-region, 734 ex.
of a polyhedral angle, 789
.of,a polyhedron, 783

ftrot of a perpendicular,; 29'4
frUstum dr a pyramid, 605'
geometrical applications

of vectors, 714
grad, 153
graph, 514
great circle of a sphere, 821
greater than, 57
halfline, 137 ;

655 halfplane, 138
.edge of, 138

halfspace, 139
heptagon, 210
heptahedron, 784
hexagon, 210
Hexahedron, 784
horizontal lines, 510
)hypotenuse, 366
hypotenuse -leg theorem, 367
hyptthesis, 10
ico_aftedrJn, 784
identity correspondence, 3a ex.
if and only if form, 242
if-then form, 17
incience relltions, 35

points and lines, 36
points, lines, and planes, 42

OX.

between two pointe,,522,
measure of, 70

distance formula,
in a Slane, 522
in'space, .655

dodecagon, 210
dodecahedron, 784
"dot product", 718
edr,e of

Aulfplane, 138
polygonal- region, 734 ex.
polyhedral angle, 788
polyhedron; 743

empty set, 26
endpoints of an arc, 848
equal directed segments, 685
equal vectors, 704



hod of proof, 325
easoning, 12.
Waning, 5

441 1080' 538
the 4111# Order, 370
I point, 684
bed angle, 851
bed circle, 905
bed triangle, 905
re; .-
Adv.,

-1W1ROOW;00Pv_
Auitlitd;7 5!W

intercepted arc, 052
interior

or an 'angle, 175
of a carets, 829

convex polygon, 212
polygonal-region, 732
004 90
`segment,-e0
sphere 841

of a triangle, 202
interiorangle

of a polygon,,7
of a triangle;"292

internally tangent circles, 35
intersect: 27
intersection of sets, 24, 534
lipversely proportional, 766
inversion prOperttof

proportion, 399
isosceles trapezoid, 593
isosceles triangle, 277

base of, 277
base angles of, 277
theorem, 275
vertex of, 277 ,
oral area of a prism, 799
eral edge of.a prism, 797

lateral face of a'-rism, 797
lateral surface of rism, 797
leg of a right trian-le, 366
leg of a trapezoid, 593
length of an arc, 900
.length of a segment, 111+
length of a vector, 704
lose than, 64-
limit, ed
line(s)

concurrent, 597
coordinate systeM on, 505
horizontal, 510
intercept form of, 571 ex.
opposite sides of, 138

, (oon t.)
1111, 316, 3,43
_ilia to a plan*,_617-

parametric equations ot;454
perpendicular, 183
perpendicular to a plane, 610
point-elope form of, 569
projection of a point on, 428
projection or A;

segment on,A28
representation of, 35
skew, X16

-.'slope of, 5 6'
elopeinterept

form of,/571 ex.
transversal, 317
two-point rpm of, 569.
undefined, 33
vertical, 5111:

linear pair, 179.
LobacheVskian gm
locus, 538
logical equivalence, 329,
logical system, 2.
magnitude oVa vector,
major arc, 848
measure of an angle, 1
measure of an arc, 849;,
meaeurlOof A dihedral angst,' 635
measure of distance, 70'
mediarOof a tra)ezoid, 593,
median of a triangle, 285
midpoint of a

segment, 91, 526, 550
midray, 167
mil, 153
minor arc. 648
multiplication grope

of equality, 236
of order, 63

nonagon, 210
nonaredron, 784
non-Zuelidean aeometriea,
null set, 29 ex.
numbers

iuntins, 55
inequality of, 57
integers, 56
irrational', --6
natural, 55
negative, 63
order properties, 63
positive, 63
rational 56
real, 56

obtuse angle, 182
octagon, 210
octahedron, 78

758
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..One oorreepon4ence,
between triangles, .228

"or", 534
oiler,

;Or real numbers, 63
of oollinear points, 9r_
tired pair, 511.
_erred triple, 646

orisia, 76, 510,',684
origin and unit pain

Vglogrem,,78
Outer end of radius, 821
peallel 316, 343

distance between -354
properties of 347

Parallel peatulatb, 339
parallel rays, 355.
lapel 'segments, 350

lel venters, 705
.lipped, 797

ot 4
point(a):'

line coordinate of, 76
plane coordinates of, 511
space coordinates of, 646
distends between, 522, 655
power of with reSpeot to' f

a,Alirols, 871:
:r!Oportieentation of, 35
undef ined, 33

,point plotting thoorom,116
point-slope form of a

;linear squall* 569
point of tangeney

,of a circle, 830 -
of a sphere, 842

polygon(s)
angles of, 213
congruence between, 405
odhaiscutive aides of, 210

---consecutive-vmmUmmufT210--
convex, 211

gular,:297, 779
Sides of, 209
similar, 403
vertex of, 209

Polygonal-region(s), 730
area of, 744
boundary of, 732
edges of, 734
faces ol% 734
interior of, 732,
vertices of, -.734

polyhedral an 788
edge of, 788
face of, 789
face angle of, 789
vertex of, 788

polyhedron(a),, 783
convex, 764
edge of, 783
face of, 761
regular, 784
section of, 784
vertex of, 783

postulate(s), 10
of Algebra, 57
of congruence,

A.5.A., 252
S.A.5., 251
S.S.S., 253

of incidence, 35, 36, 42
interior of an ang10, 174
parallel, 339
plane separation, 138
proportional segments, 412
protractor, 159
ruler, 77

lolisa, 315
a line toe place, 617

Of two planes, 617
Parallelogram, 351

altitude of 748
area of, 756
base of, 748
properties of, 603

parameter,,546
parametric equations

in a plane, 546 f
in space, 658

pentagon, -210
pentahedron, 784
perpendicular, 183

foot. of, -254
lines, 183 (

planes, - 635
sets, .183

.

vectors, 717 \
perpendicularity

and a plane, 6
pi,. t -, 839

Plane(s),
coordinate system in, 509

. equation of, 665
parallel to a line, 617
parallel -to another

.plane, 617
perpendicular, 63.5
perpendicular to a line, 510
representation of, 44
tangent, 842
undefined, 33

plane ante 'of a dihedral
an 634

plane separation copulate, 138

line



or a *.point with respect
$;.#311410.1171

0riMa:nOmberi 5
01,10(s)i 796

altitildeof., 799
base_ of, 796
cross -seat nor,- 798,
laXeral'aiketi of, 799
lateral edge of, 797
lateral face.-of,- 797
lateral surfacoof, 797
rectangular, 796

right-staction of,,798
total area of, 799

triangular,
790-

prismatic. surface, 797
OrOduct property of

proportion ,399
pro eptionc

.

,

*.point into a plan:, 630
-W-Po(nt on a, line, 428
4 Segment on a line, 428
fOldit of points into a
41ftne, 631

Of a vector, 720
proof, 17

finding of, 271
indirect method, 325
paragraph form,:276,
two column form, 244, 276
using definitions in, 241
writing,of, 260

properties of
congruence, 233

for angles, 235
for segments, 234
for triangles, 235

directed aegmente,,687
equality, 2,33, 235
order, 63
Parallel lines, 347
Parallel planes, 627
parallelo6rams, 600
proportion': 399-
proportionality, 397
rectangles, 603
rhombuses, 603
scalar products, 719
similar convex polygons, 406
squares, 603
trapezoids, 603
vectors, 707

property of the
contrapositive,

proportion, 399
Properties-of, 399

proportional, 393

proPortioilal segment.
postulate, 412

proportionality, 392
inverse, 766
properties of, 397

protractor, 151-
prOtra0or p0Oulate, 159
pyramid(s),150-

altitude of, 803
`base of, 803
frustum of, 805
regular, 804
slant height of, 805
verteipf, :803

PlthaOareen theorem, 433
quadkanta, 513 7,
quadrilateral(s), 204

opposite sides of, 213
opposite vertices of, 213
sides of, 204
vertices of, 204

radian, 153
radius

of a, circle, 819, 821
outer end of,.821,
It4U-ii1841WPolygon. 779
of a vector of a circle, 901

ray(s), 84
antiparallel, 355
concurrent, 597
coordinate of 159.
endpoint of, 84
initial, 143
interior of, 90
opposite, 85
ordered pair of, 143
parallel, 355
slope of, 556
,torminal, 143
-coordinate

real numbers,
reasoning,

deductive, 10
indirect,' 12
inductive, 5

rectangle, 578
. area of, 748
propertieeNf, 60

rectangular parallelepiped., 797
rectangular prism, 796
reflex angle; 143
reflexive property

of congruence,
for angles, 235
for segments, 234 °

for triangles, 235
of equality, 233
of equivalent directed

segments; 687

em, 159



flexiVO-piOpOrtY, t Con't.)
parallel lines 347

'of parallel planes- 627
'.of

_
Of proportionality, 397
Of:similar convex

polygons, 406
gularpolYgon(8), 297
apothem of,--179:-
area of, 7W
center of. I79-'
Central triangle-of, 779
radius of, 779

_polyhadron, 784
pyramid', 804

sultant, 709 ex.
rhombus, 578

irea (3f,;-755
pertlea
an geometry, 340

Ingle,. 182
dihedral angle, 635
prism, 197
section of avprism, 798

t triangle, 366.-
_on,,143

r postulate, 77
.A.A. theorem, 361

B.A.B. postulate, 251
3..A.8.similarity theorem, 421
acalarls), 683, 703

- scalar product; 718'
properties of, 719

secant, 821 -
secant-secant angle; 862
secant-segment, 870

external, 870,
section ,of polyhedron, 784
sector of a circle, 901

arc of, 901
area of, 901
'radius of, 901

segment(s);-.86
of a circle, 903
concurrent, 597
congruent, 115
directed, 684
'endpoints of,- 86
interior of, 90
length of, 114
midpoint of, 91, 526, 550
parallel, 350
slope of, 554
tangent, 865

semicircle, 848
separation,

by a line, 138
by a plane, 139
by a point, `133

se (s), 19
convex, 134
elements of, 19
.0m10q. 26
equality of; 20

4htersection of, 24, 534,
null; 29 ex.
of real numbers,,55
union of, 25, 534

eet-builderLnOtatiOn,'551
side,

Of an angle, 145
- of 4 34-01313
Of a plane,' 139
of a quadrilateral, 204'
of a trian6ler 201

_ miler polygons, 403
properties of, 406

skew lines, 316
'elant height of a pyramid, 804
slope,

of a segment, 554
of a non-vertical line, 556
of a non-vertical ray, 556

slope- interce)t form of a
linear equation, 571

space, 36
COordinate-system in, 041

sphere(s), 820
center of,.820
chord of, 821
concentric, 820
congruent, 822
diameter of, 821
exterior of, 841
great circle of, 821
interior of, 841
radius of, 820, 821
secant of, 821
tangent top 842

square, 578
area of, 749, 756
properties of, 603

5.3.3. postulatet 253
3.3.3, similarity theor 420
"straight angle", 144
subset, 2

proper, 25 ex.
'substitution property, 233
suppleMent, 185
supplement tneorem, 189
symmetAc property

of inruence,
235

for segments, 234
for triangles, 235

of equality, 233
of equivalent directed

segments, 687

512



syetrio pm:ort opon't.)
-;:'10.pars11s1 -347
of Otrilprl Am's, 627
of proportiotelity, 397
Of similar convex

polygons, 406
ent to a Orel', 830
oommon.external, 877 Ox.
common internal, 877 ex'.

tangentohord ang10,4361'-.
ent circles, 835
nt.Pixne, 842-
nt-secant an 862
htsegment,

tangent-tangent angle, -862
terminal point, 68
terminus, 684
tetrabedron, 784
theorem(s), 10

A.A. similarity, 422
angle construction, 160
Imitwetnnoss,,angje, 166
betweonness-addition,

for points, 240
for rays4'240

betweennesa-coordinate, l09
betweenness-distancek 117
hypotenuse-leg, 367
10opeies triangle, 275
origin and unit pant, 78
point-plotting, 116
Pythagorean, 433

ocinverse of, 434
3.A.A 351
3.A.6. similarity, 421
8.8.3. similarity., 420
suoolement, 189
triangle inequality, 378
two - coordinate system, 103
two-point4 108. A

total area of a prism, 7S9
transitive property

of congruence,
for angles, 235
for eegtents, 234
for triangles, 235

of equality, 234
of equivalent directed

Segments, 687
of order, 63
40f parallel lines, 347
of parallel planes, 627
of proportionality, 398
of similar convex

'polygons, 406
transversal, 317

1 itude of, 593
area of, 758
base of, 593
base angles .of
isoce100,593
legs of,-593,
P04106 of, 593, 758
properties of, 603

triang1e(s),201
altrude Of, 427
anateWof, 201
area-of, 753
circumscribed, Soy
congruent, 229
equiangular, 277
equilateral, 277
exterior of, 203
exterior angle. of, 292
inscribed, 905,
interior of, 202
interiorangle of, 292
isosceles, 277
median 289
right,' 366--
sides of, 201'
vertice or,201

triangle-iqulity theorem, 378
triangdiar Prism, 796.
triangular-region, 730
trinedral angle, 789
two-coordinate system

theorem, 103
two-point form of a' linear

equation, 569
two-point-theOreR, 108
uneqUal in the same order, 370,
union of sets, 25, 534
unit, 70
unit area, 744'
unit-pair, 70
unit-point, 76
unit 'square, ,748
Arector(s)-, 700, 703

components of, 703
;equal., 704
geometrical applications, 714
,lengthlength of 704
magnitude of, 704
parallel, 705
perpendicular, 717
product with scalar, 704
projection of, 718
properties of, 707..
scalar product of, 718
subtraction of, 705
sum of, 705
zero, 704



1-
or a polYhed
of a polyhedron,
or a pyramid, 803

vertex angle of an i oodo
triang10,0-277

vertimarentaes, 154
veftical 11000, 510
x -axis, 510'
-component of a directed
44,6ment, 60

zeohrdinite-, 5/1; 646
my-plane, 510, 643
-plane, 643

7 -ails 510
7-compcineWof a directed

690 7v4

ykloordinate,,511, 646,
ymplane, 643,,

coordinate', 646

iv vector, 704


